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F O R W A R D  

All perfect praise belongs to Allah, the L ord of the worlds, and 
may the peace and blessings be upon our Prophet M uJ:iammad, his 
Household, his Compan ions and hi s Followers until the L ast Day. 

We are pleased to presen t  to the reader the acclaimed work of the 
great prolific scholar and I mam, Ibn JawzI. This complete work is 
the sixth installment of the Ibn Jawzi Series, being published under 
the 'classic collection '  section of Dar as-Sunnah. I t  is of particular im
portance due to the author's redress in enumerating some of the 
methods and means  used by the devil in deceiving and misguiding 
mankind from the Straight Path. 

I t  is from the enmity and hopelessness of the devil that he tries to 
misguide mankind from the Path of Allah; and this misgu idance 
takes so many shapes and forms. From planting seeds of doubts, to 
giving rise to devian t  ideas antithetical to the sacred teachings of 
divine revelation of I slam. Man y  deviations  remain ing prevalen t  to
day, while more con tinue to be plotted by the devil and his allies that 
need to be exposed and pre-empted. 

It is our sincere hope that this translation of Ta/bis lb/is provides 
important analysis in developing self-awaren ess and critical thinking 
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to ward off many such deceptions of the devi l t hat have been em
ployed against mankind throughout the centuries. Whether these 
deceptions take a physical form in terms of prevalent cults and de
v iant groups, or intellectual and spiritual form where one may wrongl y 
consider manifested acts of worship to be sanctioned religious acts. 
For such reasons alone, this work is a valuable addition to the schol
arly discourse it presents to the English speaking world. 

The irony in this work is that many who claim Imam Ibn Jawzi 
from among their scholars and authorities, will no longer be selec
tive in choosing what aspects of his authored works they accept or 
renounce. This is because I bn J awzi made his stance against various 
groups and sects he holds responsible for fanning the flames of 
deviancy, very clear. Their attempts to disassociate Ta/bis Jblis from 

Ibn Jawzi also fails because it is proven to be his original work, and 
was also recognised by his peers who accredited it to him. Other 
scholars also authenticated this work of Ibn Jawzi, and it became a 
primer for others in basing their own writings upon it. I t  is therefore 
not possible to doubt Tab/is lb/is being penned by the great genius; 
and it remains one of his better known gems fr om the hundreds of 
titles he authored. 

The author takes the reader on a captivating journey starting from 
defining bid' ah (religious innovations in Islam), through to how the 
people of the previous scriptures went astray and similar patterns 
that emerged within our own ummah. He enumerates many deviant 
groups that were prevalent up until his time period. 

As M uslims, we also understand that perfection belongs to Allah 
alone, and every scholar is susceptible to mistakes. For this reason 
we understand that any creedal position I bn Jawzi or anyone else 
may have held, then they are excused for that. How true are the 
words of Imam al-Dhahabi when he said, 'Completeness is very 
rare, so a scholar is praised for the many virtues he has, and good 
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Forward 

qualities are not buried due to a single failing. ' [Sryar al-A'lam an
Nubulti', 1 6/2 85] 

Ta/bis lb/is is an accessible work for everyone, and its value is in the 
knowledge it brings forth of various ideologies thereby increasing 
our own understanding of them - especially in today's globalised 
and inter-connected world where spreading falsehood and entrap
ping many into the slavery of the devil is common. The explosion 
of the information age has provided opportunities for everyone to 
spread their opinions; be they misguided or otherwise. We marvel at 
the sophisticated techniques of propagating lies and disseminating 
rumours while witnessing modern media machinery's strong grasp 
on our thought process. We hope this work will con tin ue to become 
a source of enlightenment, just as it was envisaged over eight hun
dred years ago when it was penned. 

Our beloved Prophet (;i) said, "Whoever does not give thanks to the 
people does not give thanks to Allah. " [Abu Dawiid #41 7 7  and Tirmidhi 
#1 8 7 7] 

In keeping with this honourable statement, we would like to ex
press our deep appreciation and gratitude to the translator and 
brother, Ayman Khalid and his wonderful  team for the great efforts 
they have put into this translation. Appreciation and gratitude is 
also due to our editorial team and proofr eaders for their unrelenting 
endeavour in directing this work where it can finally see the light of 
day. No amount of appreciation is enough for everyone involved in 
this noble deed, we ask Allah to reward them immensely. 

We ask Allah, the M ost Sublime to add this work to the scale of 
our good deeds, and that i t  becomes a source of benefit for man
kind, the author and all those involved in its publication and dis
semination. M ay Allah aid us to aid his M essage and may he give us 
the ability to present Islam fr ee from the Ta/bis of the devil. Amin. 
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T H E  B I O G R A P H Y  O F  T H E  A U T H O R  

al-I:lafi? Abii'l-Faraj <Abdu'l-Ra}:iman 
ibnJawzI 

His Name and Lineage 

He is Abii'l-Faraj J amal al-Din 'Abdu'l-Ral). man ibn 'Ali ibn 
Mul).ammad ibn 'Ali I bn 'Ubayd Allah Ibn al-Jawzi al-Qurashi al
Tamimi al-Bakri from the family of Mul).ammad ibn Abu Bakr a/
Siddiq , al-Baghdadi al-J:Ianbali.1 

His Birth and Upbringing 

He was born in 5 09 or 5 1 0 A.H. Upon reaching adolescence, his 
aunt took him to Ibn Na�ir from whom he learned a great deal. He 
came to love preaching while barely having reached the age of pu
berty, and from then started to give sermons to the people. 

His father passed away when he was three years old so his aunt 

1 Thai/ al-Raurfatain, p . 2 1, al-Bidtiyah wa'l-Nih4Jah, p. 13/ 26. 
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The Biotraphy of the Author 

took care of him. His relatives were copper merchants so at times in  
hadith hearings he  would write his name a s  <Abdu'l-Ra}:iman ibn < Ali 
al-�affa r  [i.e.The Coppersmith] . 

His first l).adl th hearing was in 75 6 A.H., as cited by al-Dhahabi .2 

While still very young he became known as a religious person who 
would not socialise with anyone and would not eat from any food 
whose source was doubtful. He would only leave his house for prayer 
and he would not play with other children. He was a person of very 
high determination and ambition. He spent all his life busy in seek
ing knowledge, preaching and authoring. 3 

His Teachers 

Al-�lafi? Ibn al-Jawzi has already introduced his teachers in his 
book Mashyakhat Jbn aljawzj [i.e. the scholars who taught I bn al
Jawzi ]  where he listed many of them. In the field of }:iadi th he 
benefitted fr om accompanying I bn Na�ir, in Quean and Adab [i.e. 
Manners] from Sibt al-Khiyat and I bn al-Jawaliqi .  He was the last to 
narrate from al-Dinawari and al-Mutawakkili.4 

His Students 

Those who narrated from him include his son and companion, 
the great scholar Mu}:iyi al-Din  Yusuf who was a teacher in the insti-

2 Thai/ al-Rmufatain, 2 1, Thai/ 'aia Tabaqat al-f:lanabila, 1/ 40 1, Shathardt al-Thahab, 4/ 
330 . 

3 al- Bidt!Jah wa'l-Nihtiyah, 13/ 29, Said al-Kha!ir, 238. 

4 Sfyaral-A'ltim al-Nubllla', 2 1/3 66, 3 67. 
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tute of al- M usta1 sim billah, his oldest son 1 Ali al- Nasikh, his grand
son, the preacher Shams al-Din Yusuf ibn Farghali al-Hanafi the 
author of Mir' at al-Zaman (M irror of Time) , al- J:Iafi? 1Abd al-Ghani, 
Shaykh Muwaffaq al-Din Ibn Qudama, Ibn al-Dubaythi , Ibn al-Najjar 
and al-Diya.5 

His Children 

His grandson Abu al-M u?fir and majority of those who wrote his 
biography say that he had three sons: 

1 .  The oldest of them, Abu Bakr 1Abd al-'Aziz: He became a 
jurist in the school of Al�mad and took knowledge from Abu 
al-Waqt, Ibn Na� ir, al-Armawi and a group of his father's teach
ers. He traveled to the city of al-Musul where he preached 
and held sermons there for which he earned the people full 
acceptance. It is said that the family of al-Zahrazuri used to 
be j ealous of him so they made someone put poison in his 
drink which caused him to die in al-Musul in 55 4 A.H. during 
the lifeti me of his father.6 

2. Abu al-Qasim Badr al-Din 1Ali al-Nasikh* 
3. Abu MuJ.:iammad Y usuf MuJ.:iyi al-Di n7 : He was the most in-

5 Styaral-A 'ltim al-Nubuld', 2 1, 3 67. 

6 Thai/ Tabaqrit al-lfanabila, 1/ 430 ,  43 1. 

*Pub lishers note : F or a detai l bi ography o f  him p lease re fer t a,  'Th eSinfere Council 
to th e Se ehrs of Samd Knowledge' , by lb n Jawzi, pub lished by Dar as-Su nnah, Bir 
mi ngham, UK, 2011 .  

7 c£  Styar al-A 'kim al-Nubulri', 23/372 , al -'lbar, 5/ 23 7, Dtiwal al-Islam, 2/122 ,  al
Bidayah wdl- Nihayah, 13/203 , Thai/ Tabaqrit al-lfanabila, 2/ 258-261, al-'Ugud al
Masbiik, 63 5, Shatharrit al-Thahab , 5/ 2862 87, lb n Sh ani: Mukhtasar Tabaqrit al
lfanabila, p . 57. 
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telligent and youngest son as he was born in 5 80  A.H. He 
became involved in preaching and held sermons after his fa
ther, in which he excelled and by which he was looked up to 
by his confreres. He then was appointed to control and super
vise markets of Baghdad, and after that he was assigned to 
deliver the messages of the caliphs to kings of other different 
regions, particularly to the Ayyu bi family in the Sham region. 
He held the position of a teacher in the institute of caliph al
M usta'sim in 6 40 A.H. till he was killed in prison in 65 6 A.H. 
by Hulaku who occupied Baghdad and destroyed it .  His three 
sons Jamal al-Din, Sharaf al-Din and Taj al-Din were killed 
with him. He has authored many works, including Ma-<adin al
Abrizft T afsir a/-/(jtdb al-'Az!zand al-Madhab al-Apmad Ji Madhab 
Apmad. Unlike his brother Abu al-Qasim, he was a dutifu l  son 
who honored his father and treated him well. 

His grandson mentioned that lbn al-Jawzi had many daughters; 
Rabi'a, Sharaf al-Nisa', Zainab,Jauhara, Sitt al-'Ulama al-Sughra and 
Sitt al-'Ulama al-Kubra.8 

His Uniqueness as a Preacher 

Excellent indeed are the words of al-I:Jafr� al- Dhahabi about him: 
'He was the leading figure in reminding the people and had no equal. 
He would recite pleasant poetry and eloquent prose spontaneously 
and his fine words and moving speech was abundant. There has 
never been anyone like him, not before him and not after him. He is 
the carrier of the flag of exhortation in its various forms. He had a 
pleasant appearance and a good voice and his lectures had an im
pact on peoples' hearts. His lifesty le in general was beautiful. '9 He 

8 Mir' at al-Zaman, 8/503 , Abii Shamma : Thai/ al-Rautfatain, 26. 

9 Sryaral-A 'Jam ai-Nubuld', 21/3 67. 
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also said: 'I believe there will not be another one like him.'10 

Al-f:Iafi? Ibn Rajah said: 'So we conclude that his gatherings of 
exhortation were one of a kind and nobody had heard of anything 
like them. They were gatherings of great benefit where the heedless 
would be reminded, the ignorant would come to know, the sinners 
would repent and the polytheists would become Muslims. ' 1 1  

His Works and Effects 

Shaikh al-Islam Ibn Taymiyyah said in al-Ajwiba al-Mif'[yyab. 'Shaikh 
Abii'l-Faraj excelled in many sciences and has many writings to his 
account. He would write on many topics, and as I counted his works 
I found them to be over one thousand in number. Later, I came to 
know of works also. ' 1 2  

Having mentioned some of his books, al-Dhahabi said: 'I don't 
know of a scholar who has written what this man has.'13 

The virtuous teacher 'Abd al-l:Iamid al-'Aliiji has written a book 
on his works which was printed in Baghdad in 1 9 65. In this piece he 
researched their titles, their copies and copies that had been printed 
and put them in alphabetic order. Whoever wishes to know about 
these books should ref er to this work, keeping in mind that many of 
the manuscripts mentioned therein by al-'Aliiji have now been 
printed. 

10 Styar ai-A 'lam a i-Nubuld', 2 1/384. 

1 1  Tbail Tabaqtit ai -/f anabila, 1/410 .  

12 Tbail Tabaqtit ai-lf anabila, 1/ 415, al-Tqj al-Mukailai, 70 . 

13 Tathkirat aJ-lf Hjftiz, 1344. 
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He authored approximately 3 00 books, some of his printed works 
include: 

§ Talqih Fuhiim Ahli al-Athar ft Mukhtasari al-S!Jari wal Akhbar.14 [Only 
a portion has been printed] 

§ Al-Athkfya' waAkhbarahum.15 [Printed] 
§ Mantiqib 'Umar ibn 'Abdul 'Aziz.16 [Printed] 
§ Rawhu al-Arwah.17 [Printed] 
§ Shudhiir al-'Uqiidft Tarikh al- ' Uhiid.18 [Manuscript] 
§ Zdd al- Masir ft '/Im al-Taftir.19 [Printed] 
§ Al-Muntadham ft Tarikh al-Muliik wal Umam.20 [Only 6 volumes have 

been printed] 
§ Al-Dhahab al- Masbiik ft Sfyaril Muliik. 21 [Manuscript] 
§ Al-Hamqa wal Mughajfalin.22 [Printed] 
§ Al-Wefa ft Fada'iii al- Mustafa. 23 [Printed] 
§ Manaqib 'Umar ibn al-Khattab.24 [Printed] 

14 The book mentions the historical reports concerning the Prophet (:i) and his 
companions. 

15 A literature book in which he includes stories of intellectual people .. 

16 The book details the virtues of the Caliph, 'Umar ibn ' Abdul ' Aziz. 

17 The book explains the concept of spirit and spirituality 

18 An abridged version of the known history book Tarikh ai-Muiiik wai Umam. 

19 The book explains the science of Ta/sir. 

20 The book mentions the history of nations and kings. 

21 The book focuses on leaders and kings throughout history. 

22 A literature book in which he reports the stories of idiots and fools. 

23 The book relates the virtues of the Prophet (:i). 
24 The book relates the virtues of 'Umar ibn al-Khattab. 
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§ Manaqib.A/lmad ibn Hanbal.25 [Printed] 
§ Gharib al-�adith.26 [Printed] 
§ Al-Tahqiq .27 [Only the first volume has been printed] 

And also a considerable number of works in other fields of knowl
edge. 

His Death 

lbn al-JawzI (may AJlah have on him) passed away on Friday the 
1 2th of Ramaqan in 59 7 A.H. He was buried next to the grave of 
Imam Al:imad ibn Hanbal in the cemetery of Bab I:larb.28 

25 The book relates the virtues of Imam Al:imad ibn Hanbal. 

26 The book explains one major aspect of the science of l:iadith i.e. the gharib 
l:iadith. 

27 The book examines the authenticity of narrations used in the known book 'al
Ta'liq al-k.abi� of al-Qadi Abii Ya'la, and how classification ci l:iadith effected 
scholars views. 

28 For a more detailed biography of al-Oafr� lbn al-Jawzi, refer to: lbn Athir's a/
Kami/, 12/71, Sibt lbn al-Jawzi: Mi�at al-Zamrin, 8/ 481, al-Mundhirl: al-Tak.mi/a, 
Biography 608, al-Bagghal: al-Masl!Jakha , 140 ,  Abii Shamma: Thai/ ai-Raut/atain, 
2 1, lbn al-Sa'i: aljriml, 9 /65, lbn Khalkan: al-Wtzf191at, 3/ 140, al-Dhahab:i: al-'Ibar, 
4/ 297, Dzlwal ai- Iskim, 2/ 79 ,  T athkirat al-/f�az, 4/ 13 42 , S!Jar al-A 'kim al-Nubula', 
2 1/3 65, lbn Kathir: ai- Bid4Jah wdi-Nihriyah, 13/ 26, lbn Rajab: Thai/ Tabaqat al
/fanabila, 1/399,  al-Jazari: Ghriyat wa'l-Nihriyah, 1/3 75, Siddiq I�asan Khan: al-Ttij 
al-Muk.alial, 70, Ibn Shaw: Mukhtasar Tabaq at al-lfanabila, p. 42 . 
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With the Name of Allah, the 
All-Merciful, the Most Merciful 

May Allah's Blessings and Peace be upon our master Mul:iammad, 
his Family and Companions. 

Shaikh Jamal al-Din, 'Abdu'l-RaJ::iman Ibn al-Jawzi said: 

All praise is due to Allah, the One who set the scale of justice in 
the hands of those who contemplate, and sent Messengers with glad 
tidings of good reward, and warnings of punishment. He revealed 
to them Books to clarify error and correctness. And He made 
Shari'ahs perfect, with no deficiency or fault. 

I praise Him the praise of someone who knows that it is He who 
initiates the causes, and I bear witness of His Oneness, a testimony 
that is sincere and free of doubt, and I bear witness that MuJ::iammad 
is His servant and messenger. He sent him after kefr had veiled the 
face of imrin. So He (;I) eliminated the darkness with the light of 
truth, and removed the veil, and directed people to that which was 
revealed to them, and clarified the ambiguities of the Book, leaving 
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them on a white platform in which there are no cracks or delusions. 

So may Allah's Blessings be upon him, his entire Family and all the 
Companions, and may His Blessings be upon their righteous fol
lowers until the Day of Gathering and accountability. 

As for what follows, 

Truly, the greatest blessing to mankind is that of possessing an 
intellect, because it is the tool for knowing the One worthy of wor
ship, and it is the means for believing the Messengers. However, 
because human intellect is not sufficient to fulfill all that is expected 
of a person, Messengers were sent, and Books were revealed. 

The example of Shan..,ah is that of the sun, and the example of 
intellect is that of an eye. If the eye is sound and open, it will see the 
sun. 

When human intellect confirmed the truthfulness of Prophets, 
who were supported by supernatural miracles as evidence, it surren
dered to them and relied on Prophets for knowing hidden matters. 

As Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) had blessed mankind with 
having intellect, He made their father, Adam ('alayhis-saldm) a Prophet. 
He taught Allah's Revelation in order for mankind to be guided upon 
the straight path; until Qab:il decided to follow his desires and killed 
his brother. Then peoples' desires branched out, causing them to 
scatter in the deserts of falsehood; to the point of worshiping idols. 
They deviated over issues of creed, action and disagreed with their 
Messengers, hence their own intellect. They followed their desires, 
swayed towards their habits and mimicked their elders. Iblis's ex
pectation of them came true, so they followed him, except a group 
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of believers. 

Section One: 
[fhe Wisdom in Sending Messengers] 

Know that Messengers brought sufficient clarifications, confronted 
disease with healing medicine, and agreed. over a consistent doc
trine. So the devil Iblis came forth, mixing the clarification with doubt 
and medicine with poison and the clear path with areas of false
hood and doubt. 

He continued to meddle with people's minds until he disintegrated 
them with ignorance, leading them towards many foolish paths and 
hideous innovations. So they worshiped idols in the Sacred House, 
and they made forbidden to them Baflirah, Saibah, Wtl{ilah and lf am.1 
They adopted burying their daughters alive, and deprived them from 
their share on inheritance. In addition, they innovated many forms 
of falsehood of which Iblis had convinced them. 

Then,Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) sent Mul).ammad (;I) to 
remove all things that are appalling, and to decree all things advanta
geous. His Companions walked with him and after (his death) they 
walked through the illumination of his light, free from their enemy 
(Iblis) and his deception. 

However, when the light of their (Messengers') presence vanished 
(after their departure) , the haze of darkness arrived, and desires re
turned to generate innovations and to make narrow a path that had 
always been wide. So, the majority disputed over matters of religion 
and became different sects, and Iblis became active. He deceived 

1 Ref er to verse 5: 103 :  ''Allah has not appointed [such innovations as) balfirah or saibah 
orwa!iII ah orJ:iam. But those who disbelieve invent faLrehood aboutAiltih, and most of them do 
not reasotL" 
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and camouflaged, and he gathered and divided. He was only able to 
do so while creeping during the night of ignorance. Had the dawn 
of knowledge shone on him, he would have been exposed. 

So, I decided to warn from his plots and to point to his traps, for 
identifying evil is a form of warning from it. 

It  was reported in both Sal:ft}:is on the authority of Hudhayfah bin 
Yaman (ratffyAl/tihu 'anhumd) that he said: people used to ask Allah's 
Messenger (;i) about goodness, while I used to ask him about evil 
out of fear that it might harm me.2 

And Ibn <Abbas (ratffyAl/tihu 'anhuma) said: "By Allah, I don't be
lieve that the devil would like for anyone on earth to die more than 
me." He was asked: Why? He replied: "By Allah he innovates some
thing in the east or west, then a man carries him to me (brings it to 
my attention) , so I destroy it with the Sunnah, so the innovations 
(bit!ti!) return back on him." 

Section Two 

[Deceptions of lblis] 

I titled this book Ta/bis Jblis (Deceptions of Iblls). I composed it 
to warn from Iblis's disorder, to frighten (people) from his afflic
tions, to unveil what he has hidden and to expose him while he is 
disguised in his arrogance. May Allah support us in this, by His Gen
erosity, and all those who are genuine to their causes. 

I divided this book to thirteen chapters. The deception of Iblis 
will become exposed by understanding them, and his fraudulence 
will become clear to the wise. So, whoever becomes energetic is 

2 Bukhari 11/3 1 and Muslim #1847 
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acting upon these chapters, his devil (companion) will become an
noyed by him. 

0 Allah! Help me in what I have aimed, and inspire me with the 
truth in what I have intended. 
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C H A P TE R  O NE 

Adherence to the Sunnah and the 

Jama'ah 

1 )  1Umar (.rat/iJAlldhu 'anhu) made a speech in  the city of Jabiyah 
(a city in Syria, north of Golan), in which he said: Once Allah's 
Messenger (�) stood up to address us and said: "Whoever 
hopes for the best of Paradise, should stay with aljama'ah. 
The devil is nearer to a single person than he is to two 
persons."1 

2) 1Arfajah lbn Shurayh (ratfiYAlldhu 'anhu) said: I heard Allah's 
Messenger (�) saying: "Allah's Hand is with the Jama-< ah, and 
the devil is with he who goes against the Jama'ah."2 

3) U samah Ibn Sharik (.rat/iyAlltihu 'anhu) said: I heard Allah's Mes
senger (�) saying: "Allah's Hand is with the Jama-< ah, and who
ever goes astray the devils will ambush him, just as a wolf 

1 Al).mad's Musnad 1/1 8 ,  and TirmidhI, 4/404/21 65 .  

2 Nasa'i: 7 /92. 
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ambushes a sheep that goes astray (from the flock) ."3 

4) <Abdullah Ibn Mas<iid (raeffyAJ/ahu 'anhu) said: Allah's Messen
ger (;\15) drew a line with his hand, then said: "This is Allah's 
Path." Then he drew lines to its right and left and said: "These 
are the (other) paths. On each path there is a devil calling to
wards it." Then he recited: 

E / ,,,. •t""" • "':. ��""": .. A.� .. i:r�'-'P 
"And this is my straight path, so follow it, and do not 
follow the (other) paths." 

[al-An'am (6) : 1 53] 4 

5) Mu<adh Ibn Jabal (rarj!JAllahu 'anhu) reported that Allah's 
Messenger (fi) said: "The devil is to humans just as a wolf is 
to sheep. He takes the sheep that goes astray. So beware of 
side roads in a valley, and stick to the Jama_, ah, the community, 
and the magld. "5 

6) On the authority of Abu Dharr (rat/fyAlltihu 'anhu) that the 
Prophet (fi) said: "Two persons are better than one, and three 
persons are better than two, and four are better than three. 
Stick to the jama_,ah, for Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) 
will never gather my nation over anything except guidance." 6 

3 Ib n Abu 'Asim # 81 .  

4 Al)mad's Musnad 1/ 465. 

5 Al:unad's Musnad 5/232. 

6 Af:unad's Musnad 5/145. 
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7) 'Abdullah Ibn al-'A� (ratfiJAlldhu 'anhuma) said: 'Allah's Mes
senger (;lj) said: "My Ummah will face what the children of 
Isra'il faced step by step, even if one of them had engaged 
sexually with his mother in public, there will be one from my 
nation who will engage his mother likewise. The Children of 
Isra.Il split into seventy two sects, my nation will split into sev
enty three sects, all of which will be in the Hellfire, except 
one, will be in Paradise." We asked: Which one will it be 0 
Allah's Messenger? He (;lj) said: "The one upon that which I 
and my Companions are upon." 7 

8) Abu Dawud reported in his Sunan on the authority of 
Mu'awiyah Ibn Abi Sufyan (ratfiyAlldhu 'anhuma) that Allah's 
Messenger (;lj) stood up and said: "People of the Book who 
came prior to you split into seventy two sects. This nation will 
split into seventy three sects. Seventy two (will be) in the 
Hellfire, and one in paradise, it is aljama-<ah." 8 

9) 'Abdullah Ibn Mas'ud (rarJ!JAlldhu 'anhu) said: "Practicing 
Sunnah modestly is better than practicing bid' ah eagerly."9 

1 0) Ubay Ibn Ka'b (rar/fyAlkihu 'anhu) said: "Stay on the Path and 
the Sunnah, because a person who is on the Path and Sunnah 
remembers Allah and cries out of fear of Allah, the Hellfire 
will not touch him. Verily (staying on) Allah's path and the 
Sunnah modestly is better than going away from the path and 
Sunnah intently."10 

7 Tirmidhi, 5/62/2641 . 

8 Abii Dawiid, 5/5/4597. 

9 l:lakim's Mustadrak., 1/ 103.  

1 0 Abii Nu'aym in al-lji!Jah, 1 /252. 
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1 1) Ibn 'Abbas (ratf!YA/kihu 'anhumJ; said: 'Looking at a man from 
the People of Sunnah (Ah/u'/-Sunnah) who calls for Sunnah 
and forbids from bid' ah is a form of worship. ' 1 1  

1 2) Abii'l-'Aliyah said: 'Hold on to the old affair, the affair that 
was practiced before they split.' This saying was transmitted 
to al-l:Jasan, so he commented: 'He (Abii'l-'Aliyah) gave you 
advise and was truthful to you. ' 1 2  

1 3) Al-Awza'I said: "Be patient with practicing the Sunnah, and 
stop where the people (before you) stopped, say as they said, 
avoid what they avoided, and follow the path of your right
eous predecessors, because that which was sufficient for them 
will be sufficient to you."13  

14) Al-Awza'I said: 'I saw the Lord of Majesty in a dream. He 
told me: 'O 'Abdu'l-Ra}:iman you are the one enjoining good 
and forbidding from evil . '  I replied: This is by Your bounty 0 
Lord! Let me die on Islam (as a Muslim) . He said: "And on 
the Sunnah. ' 14 

1 5) Sufyan [al-ThawrI] said: 'No saying is proper unless accompa
nied with action, and no saying and action is proper unless 
accompanied with intention, and no saying, action and inten
tion is proper unless they are consistent with the Sunnah. ' 1 5  

1 1 lbn Battah's /banah, 1 /343/21 4. 

12 'Abdu'l-Razzaq's Musannaj, 1 1/367 /20758. 

13 Abu Nu'aym in al-lfi!Jah, 6/143. 

14 Abii Nu'aym in al-lfi!Jah , 6/142. 

15 Abii Nu'aym in al-lfi!Jah, 7 /32. 
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1 6) Sufyan [al-Thawri) said: 'If you came to know of a caller to 
the Sunnah in the east then you should send him a greeting, 
and if you came to know of a caller for the Sunnah in the west 
then you should send him a greeting. This is because people 
of Sunnah andjamd'ah have become few.' 1 6  

1 7) Ayyiib [al-SakhtiyanI) said: 'Whenever I am informed of the 
death of a caller to Sunnah, it is as if I have lost one of my 
limbs.' 17 

1 8) Ayyiib [al-SakhtiyanI] said: 'It is from the good fortune of a 
youth and a non-Arabic speaker for them to be directed to a 
scholar from the people of Sunnah (Ahlu'l-Sunnah) . ' 1 8  

1 9) 'Abdullah Ibn Shawdhab said: 'It is from the blessing of Allah 
on a youth who has became religious that he befriends a prac
titioner of Sunnah, so that he encourages him to practice it. ' 19 

20) Yusuf Ibn As bat said: 'My father was a qadari (denier of pre
destination), and my maternal uncles were Rafiqis (extreme 
ShI'ahs) , but Allah has saved me through Sufyan [al-ThawrI) . '20 

2 1 )  Mu'tamir Ibn Sulayman said: 'Once I came to my  father while 
feeling sad. He said: What is the matter? I said: A friend of 
mine died. He .  asked: Did he die while upon the Sunnah? I 

16  Abu Nu'aym in al-lji!Jah, 7 /34. 

1 7  Abu Nu'aym in ai-lji!Jah, 3/9. 

1 8 Al-Lalika'i in Sharp Ustil I'tiqadAhbli-Sunnah, 1/60/30. 

19 Al-Lalika'i in Sharp Ustil I'tiqadAhitli-Sunnah, 1/60/31 

20 Al-Lalika'i in Sharp Ustil I'tiqadAhbli-Sunnah, 1/60/32 
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replied: Yes. He said: Then do not feel sad for him.'21 

22) Sufyan al-Thawd said: 'Take good care of the people of 
Sunnah (Ah/u'/-Sunnah), for they are strangers.'22 

23) Abu Bakr Ibn 'Ayyash said: 'The Sunnah is more rare within 
(the sects of) Islam, than Islam is among (the followers of) the 
rest of religions.'23 

24) Al-Shafi'I said: 'Whenever I see a scholar of J::iadith (Aspdb ul
Sunnah) I feel like I have seen a companion of the Prophet 
(;i) .'24 

25) Al-Junayd Ibn Mul:iammad said: 'The paths to Allah (the 
Mighty and the Majestic) are all at a dead-end except for those 
who follow the footsteps of Allah's Messenger (;i) , and his 
Sunnah. As Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) said: 

-! .... ........ !,,. ..'; � .. \ . I > "'  · ·� -:' .7-:".:f � o_,..... 1;.u y_,......J'-!rub..u.i 
"There has certainly been for you in  the Messenger of 
Allah an excellent pattern." 

[al-Af.izab (33): 21 ]25 

21 Al-Lalika'i in Sharp Usiii ftiqadAhiu'i-Sunnah, 1 /67 /61 

22 Al-Lalika'i in Sharp Usiii FtiqadAhiu'i-Sunnah, 1 /64/49 

23 Ibn 'Adi in al-Kami/, 4 /29 and al-Lalika'i in Sharp Usiii F tiqad Ahiu' i-Sunnah, 1 /64-
65. 

24 Abu Nu'aym in al-!fi!Jah, 9 /109 

25 Abu Nu'aym in al-!fi!Jah, 1 0/257. 
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Condemning bid'ah (innovation) and 
mubtadi'in (innovators) 

26) 'A'ishah (rat/!JAlldhu 'anha) said: Allah's Messenger (�) said: 
"Whoever innovates in this affair of ours (Islam) that which 
is not from it, will be rejected."26 

27) 'Abdullah Ibn 'Amr (rat/!JAlldhu 'anhuma) reported on the au
thority of the Prophet (�) that he said: "Whoever rejects my 
Sunnah he is not from me." 27 

28) 'Abdu'l-RaQ.man Ibn 'Amr al-Sulami and l:lujr Ibn l:lujr said: 
We came to Al-'Irbaq Ibn Sarlyah (mt/iyAJ/dhu 'anhu) who was 
among those about whom the following verse was revealed: 

26 Bukhari 5/301/2697 and Muslim 3/1 343/1 7 1 8. 

27 Bukhari reported it. 
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"Nor [is there blame] upon those who, when they came 
to you that you might give them mounts, you said, 'I can 
find nothing for you to ride upon."' 

[al-Tawbah (9) : 92] 

We greeted him and said: We have come to see you to give 
healing and obtain benefit from you. Al-'Irbac;I. (ratfryA/lrihu 
'anhu) said: One day Allah's Messenger (;i) lead us in prayer, 
then faced us and gave us a lengthy exhortation at which the 
eyes shed tears and the hearts were afraid. A man said: Mes
senger of Allah! It seems as if it is a farewell exhortation, so 
what instruction do you give us? He replied: I enjoin you to 
fear Allah, and to hear and obey even if it be an Abyssinian 
slave, for those of you who live after me will see great disa
greement. You must then follow my Sunnah and that of the 
rightly-guided Caliphs. Hold to it and stick fast to it. Avoid 
novelties, for every novelty is a bid'ah, and every bid'ah is a 
form of misguidance.28 

29) 'Abdullah Ibn Mas'ud (ratfryA//ahu 'anhu) said: Allah's Messen
ger (;i) said: "I will be the first among you to reach the flawtj 
(water basin) . Some men will be prevented from reaching the 
flawtj. So I will say: "O Lord! (fhey are) my followers" Then it 
will be said: You know not what they have innovated (in the 
religion) after you."29 

30) 'Abdullah Ibn Mul).airiz said: 'The religion will vanish with 
one Sunnah at a time, just as a rope breaks one fiber at a time.':JO 

28 Tirmidhi, 5/43/2676. 

29 Bukhari, 1 1/566/6576 and Muslim, 4/1 796/2297. 

30 Abu Nu'aym in al-f:li!Jah, 5/144. 
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3 1) Ma<mar [Ibn Rashid] said: 'Tawiis's son was sitting with his 
son next to him when a Mu'tazilite came and began discuss
ing an issue. Tawiis's son put his fingers in his ears and told 
his son: My son! Put your fingers in your ears so that you hear 
nothing of what he says, for the hearts are weak. He contin
ued to tell his son: block, block (your ears) until the Mu'tazilite 
left.'31 

32) Mul:iill al-i;:>abbi said: 'A man used to frequently visit Ibrahim 
[al-Nakha<i] with us. Ibrahim learned that this man joined irjd, 
so he told him: 'When you leave this gathering, never come 
back.' '32 

33) MuJ;i.ammad Ibn Dawiid al-J:luddani said: 'I told Sufyan Ibn 
<uyaynah: 'This man, Ibrahim Ibn Abi YaJ;i.ya, discusses the 
issue of qadar (predestination) . '  Sufyan replied: 'Let people 
know of his case, and ask your Lord for soundness (in 
religion) . '33 

34) Salili al-Murri said: 'A man visited Ibn Sirin while I was present, 
he began discussing an issue related to qadar, Ibn Sirin said: 
'Either you leave or we leave.'34 

35) Sallam Ibn Abi Mutt' said: 'A man of biJ<ah asked Ayyiib [al
Sakhtiyani] : May I have a word with you?' He replied: 'No, 

31 'Abdu'l-Razzliq i n  al-Musamuif, 1 1/1 25/20099. 

32 Al-'UqaylI al-J)u'afa', 1 04/137. 

33 Al-'UqaylI al-J)u'afa', 1 /63. 

34 Al-Dlirimi's Sunan, 1/81/40 1 .  
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not even half a word.'35 

36) A yyiib al-SakhtiyanI said: 'An innovator does not increase in 
activity except that he becomes further from Allah (the Mighty 
and the Majestic) .'36 

37) Sufyan al-ThawrI said: 'Bid' ah is more beloved to Iblis than a 
regular sin, because it is possible to repent from a regular sin, 
but not possible to repent from a bid'ah.'37 

38) Muammal Ibn Isma'Il said: 'I was present in 'Abdu'l-'Aziz Ibn 
AbI Rawad's funeral. His body was set at the door of al-�afri 
and everyone lined up (to pray) when Sufyan al-Thawri came.' 
Everyone said: 'Al-ThawrI came, Al-ThawrI came. So he 
passed through the ranks and passed by the body and did not 
pray (fanrizah) . '  This was because 'Abdu'l-'Aziz was accused 
of lrjri.38 

39) Sufyan al-ThawrI said: 'Whoever listens to an innovator, Allah 
will not make him benefit from what he had heard. As for 
whoever shakes the hand of an innovator, he loosens (the 
strands of) Islam one knot at a time.'39 

35 Abii Nu'aym in al-/ji/yah, 3/9. 

36 Abii Nu'aym in al-!ji!Jah, 3/9 . 

37 Abii Nu'aym in al-!ji!Jah, 7 /26 (i.e. because the one who is innovating does not 
think it is bad). 

38 Abii Nu'aym in al-!ji!Jah, 7 /29. 

39 Abii Nu'aym in al-!ji!Jah, 7 /33. 
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40) Sa<id Ibn <Amir said: 'When Sulayman al-Taymi became ill (lead
ing to death), he cried exhaustively.' We asked: 'What is mak
ing you cry? Do you fear death?' He said: 'No, but once I 
passed by a qadari (a person with deviant beliefs regarding pre
destination) so I greeted him. I fear that my Lord will hold me 
accountable for this. '40 

41 ) Al-Fuqayl Ibn <Iyaq said: 'Beware of whoever sits with an 
innovator.' 41 

42) Al-Fuqayl Ibn <Iyaq said: 'Whoever loves an innovator then 
Allah will nullify his deeds, and will remove the light of Islam 
from his heart.'42 

43) Al-Fuqayl Ibn <Iyaq said: 'If you see an innovator on a road, 
then take to a different road. None of the deeds of an innova
tor will be lifted (accepted) by Allah (the Mighty and the Ma
jestic) , and whoever assists an innovator then he has aided in 
the destruction of Islam. '43 

44) A man told al-Fuqayl Ibn 'Iyaq: 'Whoever gives his daughter 
or sister in marriag� to a sinner then he has disowned her.' So 
al-Fuqayl said: 'Whoever gives his daughter or sister to an in
novator then he has disowned her, and whoever sits with an 
innovator he will never be given wisdom, and if Allah (the 
Mighty and the Majestic) knows that a man hates an innova-

40 Abu Nu'aym i n  al-f:li!Jah, 3/32. 

41 Abu Nu'aym i n  al-f:li!Jah, 8/103. 

42  Abu Nu'aym i n  al-f:li!Jah, 8/103. 

43 Abu Nu'aym i n  al-f:li!Jah, 8/103. 
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tor then I hope that Allah will forgive him.'44 

45) 'A'ishah (ratfiJAllahu 'anha) said: 'Allah's Messenger (;i) said: 
"Whoever gives respect to an innovator then he aided the de
struction of Islam.'"45 

46) Mul;iammad Ibn Naqr al-I:larithI said: "Whoever listens to an 
innovator then he will be stripped of faultlessness (al- 'ifmah) 
and he will be left unsupported (by Allah) ."46 

47) Al-Layth Ibn Sa'd said: 'If I were to see an innovator walking 
on water I would still not accept him. So al-Shafi'I said: 'Al
Layth did not go far enough. If I were to see an innovator 
walk on air I would not accept him.'47 

48) Bishr Ibn al-�Iarith said: 'The news of the death of that man 
called al-MuraisI came to me while I was in the market. Had it 
not been a place of fame (i.e. bring inappropriate to prostrate) 
I would have prostrated in thanks (to Allah) . Praise be to 
Allah for his death. All of you say as I say.'48 

49) Mul�ammad Ibn Sahl al-Bukhari said: 'We were visiting Al
FiryabI so he began discussing (condemning) innovators. A 
man commented: It would be better for us if you narrated 
(l;iadith) . '  So he became angry and replied: 'My discussion of 

44 Abu Nu'aym in ai-lji!Jah, 8/103. 

4 5  Ibn I:libban in ai-Majriihin, 1/235. 

46 Ibn Bagah in ai-lbanah, 2/459/434. 

47 Abu Nu'aym in ai-lji!Jah, 9 /1 1 6. 

48 Al-Kha�"b al-Baghdad! in al-Tarikh , 7 /66. 
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innovators is more beloved to me than worshiping for sixty 
years.'49 

Section One: 

What are the Definitions of Sunnah and Bir/ah? 

If someone comments: you have praised the Sunnah and condemned 
bid'ah, so what are the definitions of Sunnah and bid'ah? We see those 
whom we claim to be innovators claim to be people of Sunnah. 

Afy response would be: The linguistic meaning of Sunnah is 'the path'. 
No doubt that those who specialise in compiling narrations (of the 
Prophet (j5) and the righteous predecessors) and following the tra
ditions of Allah's Messenger and his Companions are the people of 
Sunnah (Ahlu'l-Sunnah) . This is because they adhere to the doctrine 
that was free from things newly invented, and innovations were only 
introduced after (the death) of Allah's Messenger (j5) and his Com
pamons. 

Bid'ah, on the other hand, is defined as a practice that was not 
originally there, but later innovated (i.e. has no origin in Sharfah) . 
Bid' ah mostly contradicts Sharfah because they imply that it is defi
cient and is in need of addition or subtraction. 

If something was innovated without contradicting Sharfah, and 
did not imply its deficiency, then still most of the righteous pred
ecessors (Sala/) disliked it. Th� used to turn away from every innovation 
even if it was (deemed) permissible. This is to ensure compliance with the rule of 
adherence (to the Sunnah and not to innovated matters). 

When Abu Bakr and <Umar asked Zayd lbn Thabit (raf/!JAlldhu 

49 Reference not found 
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'anhum) to compile the Qur'an, he responded: How could you do 
something that Allah's Messenger never did?! 

50) 'Abdullah Ibn AbI Salamah said: 'Sa'd Ibn Malik heard a man 
saying: 'I am answering your call 0 Lord of the ways of as
cent. So Sa'd commented: We did not used to say this at the 
time of Allah's Messenger."50 

51 ) Abu'l-Bukhturl said: 'A man told 'Abdullah ibn Mas'ud that a 
group of people used to gather in the magid after sunset, and 
one of them says: 'Say AllrihuAkbar this many times, say: 
'S ubflrin Allah this many times, say: 'Al-If amdu Ii Allah this many 
times. Ibn Mas'ud replied: 'Next time you see them doing this 
let me know of their gathering. ' So he came to their gathering 
and when he heard what they were saying, he stood up -and 
he was a hot tempered man - and said: 'I am 'Abdullah Ibn 
Mas'ud, by the only One worthy of worship, you have come 
up with a bid' ah out of transgression, and you (seem to think) 
that you have excelled over MuJ:iammad's (:i) Companions in 
knowledge . '  'Amr Ibn ' U tbah repli ed :  'I s eek  Allah's  
forgiveness.' Ibn Mas'ud said: 'Stick to the pathway (the 
Sunnah) . If you go right or left you will become grievously 
misguided.'51 

52) MuJ:iammad Ibn 'Awn said: 'We were visiting with Ibrahim 
Al-Nakha'I when a man came saying: 'Abu 'Imran! Pray to 
Allah to cure my illness. We noticed that he (Ibrahim) disliked 
this request very much, to the point that we could tell this 
from his appearance. He then talked about the Sunnah, and 
encouraged adherence to it, and gave examples of what pea-

50 Al:imad's Musnad, 1 / 1 72 .  

51 Al-DarimI's Sunan, 1 /60/21 0. 
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ple had innovated . He disliked it, and elaborated on it.'52 

53) Mul::iammad Ibn Zabban said: 'People of l::iadith visited Dhii'l
Niin and asked him to talk to them about inspirations and 
whispers. He replied: I do not discuss such things because 
they are innovated. Ask me about something pertaining to 
prayer or l::iadith. And Mul::iammad said: Dhii'l-Niin noticed 
that I was wearing red leather socks. He said: take them off 
my son as it is a form of attention seeking, Allah's Messenger 
never wore such things, he only used to wear leather socks 
that were black and plain. '53 

Section Two: 

[The Salaf used to Avoid All Bitf ah] 

We have demonstrated that the Sakzf used to avoid all bid' ah, even 
if they were not harmful in order to avoid innovating that which 
was not (from the Sunnah) . However, the Salaf did not see harm in 
practicing some innovations that did not contradict Shari'ah, and 
did not imply its deficiency. For example, it was reported that peo
ple used to pray (tarawifl) individually, and sometimes a group of 
people would pray behind someone who was praying by himsel£ 
Later on, 'Umar gathered them to pray behind Ubay Ibn Ka'b. When 
he saw them doing this he said: 'What a good bid' ah this is. '54 

Also, al-l:lasan said: 'Story telling is a bid' ah, but a good bid' ah. Many 
brothers have benefited and many prayers were answered.'55 

sz lbn �a'd in his Tabaqtit, 6/ 276. 

s3 Abu Nu'aym in al-J:li!Jah, 9 /363. 

s4 Bukhari, 4/250/1201. 

s s  lbn Al-Jawzi in al-Qu11a1 wa'l-Mudhakkirin, 172/11. 
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'Umar did what he did because prayer in congregation is prescribed 
by Shari'ah. And al-l:Iasan said what he said about storytelling be
cause admonition is prescribed by SharI'ah. If the innovated matter 
could be referred to a prescribed principle it becomes unworthy of 
condemnation. 

On the other hand, if a bid' ah is considered a fulfiller (to SharI'ah) 
then it would imply that SharI'ah is deficient. If the bid'ah contra
dicts (SharI'ah) , then the matter is even worse. 

It becomes clear through what we have mentioned, that the people of Sunnah 
are the ones who follow, and people of bid' ah are those who come up with some
thing that was not there before, and has no basis. This ir wl?J thry hide behind 
their bid' ah, while people of Sunnah never hide their doctrine. Their speech is 
obvious, their doctrine is clear, and the end (success) will be theirs. 

54) Al-Mughirah lbn Shu'bah (rat/iJAlldhu 'anhu) said: 'Allah's  
Messenger (�) said: "A group from my nation will always be 
victorious over people, until Allah's order comes while they 
are in the state of victory."' It was reported in both �al;UJ:is.56 

55) Thawban (rat/ryAildhu 'anhu) said: 'Allah's Messenger (�) said: 
"A group from my nation will always be on the truth and vic
torious, they will never be harmed by those who goagainst 
them until Allah's order comes."'57 

Mu'awiyah,Jabir lbn 'Abdullah and Qurrah (rat/iJAlldhu 'anhum) 
reported J:iadiths with the same meaning on the authority of 
the Prophet (�) . 

56 Bukhari, 6/632/3640 and Muslim, 3/1 523/192 1 .  

57 Muslim, 3/1 524/1 923. 
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56) <Ali Ibn al-MadinI said: 'They (the group mentioned in the 
previous l;iadith) are the people of l;i.adith (Asflab ul-Sunnah) .'58 

Section Three: 

The division of the people of bid' ah 

57) On the authority of Abu Hurayrah (rat/!JAllahu 'anhu) that 
Allah's Messenger (�) said: "The Jews split to seventy one or 
seventy two sects. The same happened to Christians. My na
tions will split to seventy three sects."59 

We mentioned this l;i.adith in the previous chapter. In it the 
Prophet (�) said: "all of which will be in the Hellfire except 
for one." They (the Companions) inquired: Which one is it 0 
Allah's Messenger? He said: "The one that is upon what I am 
and my Companions are upon (i .e. sharing the same under
standing and practice) . "  

58) On the authority of Anas Ibn Malik (rat/!JAllahu 'anhu) that 
Allah's Messenger (fi) said: "The Children of Isra<il split to 
seventy one sects, of which seventy were destroyed (because 
of their deviance) and one was saved. My nation will split 
into seventy two sects, of which seventy one will be destroyed, 
and one will be saved. They asked: 'O Messenger of Allah! 
Which sect will that be?' He replied: "Aljama""'ah."60 

If someone asks: Are these sects known? 

58 Tirmidhi, 4/438. 

5 9  Tirmidhi's Sunan, 5/25/2640. 

60 Ibn Bagah in al-lbanah, 1 /224/248. 
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The response would be: We know of deviation and of the roots 
of all sects. Each sect split into other sects. We do not know the 
names of all of these sects and their doctrines, but we know that 
some of the roots of these sects: al-lf ariir!J!yah (�;J)-1) , al-Qadar!J!yah 
(�;�I), aljahm[Jyah ( �I) ,  al-Mur;i'ah (� )1 ) , al-Rd.fttfah ('i...4.il)I) and 
aljabnjyah ( �_?..\) . 

Some scholars said: The root of all deviant sects are these six sects. 
Each sect split into twelve sects. The total is seventy two sects. 

i .  al-ljarnr[yyah (�JJ)-1 ) 

Al-lfariir!J!yah split into twelve sects: 

Al-Azraq[Jyah ( '-;iJ}'11 ) claimed that no one (other than their fol
lowers) was a believer, and they declared all followers of Islam to be 
non-believers. 

Al-lbtitf[Jyah (�1.!'�1) claimed that whoever adopted their beliefs is 
a believer, and whoever did not was a hypocrite. 

Al-Tha'lab[Jyah ( 4.WI ) claimed that Allah (the Mighty and the 
Majestic) did not decree. 

Al-/f azjm[Jyah ( � j�I ) claimed that they did not understand be
lief (iman) , and all humans were excused (for not believing). 

Al-Khalef!Yyah (�1) claimed that whoever did not practice jihad 
whether male or female is a non-believer. 

Al-Kiizfyyah ( �j}JI )  claimed that no one was to touch anyone else 
because there was no way to know a pure person (tapir>) from a non-
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pure person (nc!}is) . He was not to eat with him until he performed 
ablution (ghus� and repents. 

Al-Kinzfyyah (�?JI) claimed that no one was to donate money to 
any one else, because there was no way to ensure that he was de
serving of it. Instead, he was to save the money underground until 
the people of truth appeared. 

Al-Shimrakh[yyah <?:-1�: \11) said that it was permissible to touch 
foreign women because they were flowers! 

A/Akhnas[yyah (��I) claimed that a deceased person is not fol
lowed (held responsible) by good or evil. 

Al-lfakam[yyah (�I) claimed that whoever sought the judgment 
of another human was a non-believer. 

Al-Mu'tazilah (41.rJ.1) were a sect of al-lfamr[yyah. They became 
confused regarding the ordeal of 'Ali and Mu'awtyah, so they de
clared themselves to be innocent from both parties. 

Al-M�miin[Jyah (�_,...J.1) claimed that a leader was not to be ap
pointed without the approval of those whom they loved. 

ii. al-Qadar[yyah ( �;..l.ill) 

As  for al-Qadar[yyah, they split into twelve sects a s  well: 

Al-Aflmad[yyah (�...li"-�1) claimed that it was a condition of Allah's 
Justice to give His servants full control over their affairs, and that 
He Prevents them from falling into sin. 

Al-Thanaw[yyah ( �_,:!II ) claimed that good was from Allah, and evil 
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was from lblis. 

Al-Mu'tazjlah ( a.l_;:J.1) claimed the creationism of Qur'an, and de
nied seeing Allah (in the Hereafter). 

Al-Kf!ystin[yyah (��I) claimed that they were not certain whether 
actions (performed by humans) were performed by Allah or by hu
mans, and that they did not know whether humans would be re
warded or punished. 

Al-Shayftin[yyah ( ��\ ) claimed that Allah did not create the devil. 

Al-Shiriki.JJah ( �?I) claimed that all sins were predestined ex
cept disbelief (kufr) . 

Al-Wahm[yyah ( �}I ) claimed that human actions and speech had 
no essence, and that good and bad deeds had no essence. 

Al-Rdwandi.JJah ( �J.i _i) ) claimed that it was permissible to act upon 
any of the books revealed from Allah, whether these books were 
abrogated or not. 

Al-Minbariyyah ( �fr1,1 ) claimed that whoever committed a sin then 
repented, that his repentance would not be accepted. 

Al-N tikith[yyah (1:;?W1) claimed that whoever broke Allah's covenant 
was not a sinner. 

Al-Qtisi_t[yyah ( �I.All ) preferred going after this world (increasing 
in wealth) over asceticism. 

Al-Nazftmi.JJah (�lli:JI), followed Ibrahim lbn al-Na�am in claim
ing that whoever says that Allah was a thing then he is a disbeliever 
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(kdfiry . 

iii. af-jahm[yyah ( ':·�{.\ ) 

A/-jahm[yyah also split into twelve sects: 

A/-Mu'af!i/ah ( i'lk;\1) claimed that anything on which human at
tributes may apply was a creature, and whoever claimed that Allah 
could be seen was a disbeliever (kdfir) . 

A/-Mirris[yyah (�:,ll) claimed that most of Allah's attributes were 
created. 

A/-Multaziqah (ai fol) claimed that the Creator (the Mighty and the 
Majestic) was everywhere. 

A/- Wa1id[yyah (aj°J)_,ll) claimed that whoever knew his Lord he 
would never enter the Hellfire. And that whoever entered the Hell
fire would never leave it. 

A/-Zanddiqah (aiJl.;jl) claimed that no one could confirm a god, 
because such confirmation may not take place except through the 
five senses, and that which may not be sensed is not a god, and that 
which may not be sensed may not be confirmed. 

A/-lf arq[yyah (4 )-1) claimed that a disbeliever will be (fully) burnt 
by the Hellfire once then continue to be burnt through eternity with
out feeling the heat of the Hellfire. 

A/-Makh/uq[yyah ( � _,b;.11) claimed that the Qur'an was a creature. 

A/-Fan[yyah ('-_:il.ill) claimed that Paradise and the Hellfire would 
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(eventually) vanish. Some of them claimed that both of  them were 
not created yet. 

Al-1r[yyah (�_r--JI) denied prophecy, and claimed that Prophets were 
only wise men. 

Al- Waqifqyah (i......Ul_,ll) claimed that the Qur'an could not be con
firmed whether to be a creature or not. 

Al-Qabriyyah (�pAJI ) denied the turmoil of the grave ( 'adhab al
qabr; and denied intercession (shafa'ah) . 

Al-Lafzfyyah (�I) said that pronunciation of the Qur'an was cre
ated. 

1v. al-Murji' ah ( 4:>.-)1 ) 
Al-Muryi'ah split into twelve sects: 

Al-Tariki.JJah (4$"};;!1) claimed that the only obligation that Allah 
has imposed on His creatures was to believe in Him. So whoever 
believed in Him may behave in whatever way he pleased. 

Al-Sa'ib[yyah ( �L-11) claimed that Allah (the Mighty and the Ma
jestic) has left His creation to act as they pleased. 

Al-Raj[yyah (�1)1) claimed that we must not describe a person as 
an obeyer or a disobeyer because we could never tell his true status 
(as Allah knows it) . 

Al-Shak iyyah (4$"L:.11) claimed that performing acts of obedience 
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was not a part of belief (imdn) . 

Al-Bqyhas[yyah (;;� _ .f:�1) claimed that belief (imdn) was nothing more 
than knowledge, and whoever did not ,know truth from falsehood; 
and that which was permissible (bald� from that which was not per
missible (bardm) was a non-believer (kdjir) .  

Al-'Amal[yyah ( 4=l-JI ) claimed that belief (imdn) was action. 

Al-Manqtlf[yyah ( y pi ) claimed that imdn neither increased nor 

decreased. 

Al-Mustathn[Jyah ( i:=-11 ) denied the permissibility of saying "/am 
a believer inshd'Alldh. " 

Al-Mushabbihah ( ;;t· (1 ) claimed that (Allah's) Sight was just like 
our sight, and that His hand was just like our hand. 

Al-lfashaw[Jyah (�_#I ) claimed that every individual act of wor
ship was imdn in its entirety. To them, one who did not perform 
voluntary acts was just _as the one who did not perform obligatory 
acts. 

-
Al-?ahir[yyah ( ��lWI) denied q!Jds (analogical deduction) . 

Al-Bitf[yyah ( ��I ) were the first to innovate things in Islam. 
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v. al-Rdftrjah ('t.,ajl)I) 

Al-Rtifitf ah split into twelve sects: 

Al- 'Alaw[yyah ( �)all ) claimed that the message (of Islam) was sup

posed to be delivered to 'Ali (ratf!JAllahu 'anhu) , and that [Angel] 
Jibril ('alt!Jhis-saldm) erred in delivering the message to Mu}:iammad 
(;i) . 

Al-Amr"[yyah ( �.J")rl ) claimed that 'Ail (ratf!JAllahu 'anhu) was a 

partner of Mu}:iammad (;i) in his affair (of prophecy) .  

Al-Sht[yyah ( �I ) claimed that 'Ali (ratf !JAllahu 'anhu) was the 
viceroy of Allah's Messenger, and that the (Muslim) nation became 
disbelievers because they pledged allegiance to someone other than 
'AlI. 

Al-lsflaq[yyah (yb...... 'JI) claimed that prophecy would continue until 
Judgment Day. Everyone who acquired the knowledge o f  the 
Prophet's (:i) Family (Ahlu'l-Bt!Jf) was a Prophet. 

Al-Nawils!Jyah (� JJL:.ll ) claimed that 'Ail (ratfiyA/lahu 'anhu) was 
the best person in the nation, and if someone preferred anyone else 
over 'Ail then he was a disbeliever. 

Al-lmam[yyah ('-:--\...'i 1) claimed that the world would always have an 
Imam (followed leader) from the offspring of al-I:Iusayn (ratfiyAl/ahu 
'anhu) . And that Jibril ( 'alt!Jhis-saldm) would teach the Imam until his 
death. Afterwards a new Imam would take his place. 

Al-Zt!Jd[Jyah (�-�)I ) claimed that the male offspring of al-J:Iusayn 
(ratf!JAllahu 'anhu) would all be leaders in prayer (Imams). If one of 
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them was present, then it would not permissible to pray behind any
one else, whether he was righteous or not. 

Al-'Abbas[yyah ( ��I ) claimed that al-'Abbas (ra4!JA.lltihu 'anhu) 
was most worthy of becoming the Khalifah. 

Al-Mutantisikhah ( �81 ) believed in reincarnation of spirits. The 
spirit of a righteous person would exit his body (upon death) and 
enters a body in which it enjoys life. And the spirit of an unrighteous 
person enters a body in which it suffers. 

Al-La1nah ( a.'.:)IJI ) curse 'Uthman, Tall).ah, al-Zubayr, Mu'awiyah, 
Abii Musa, 'A'ishah (ra4!JA.llahu 'anhum) and others. 

Al-Mutarabbifah (�)1) wore the clothing of SU.fts and appointed 
a leader in every time period claiming that he was the Mahdi of this 
nation. When he would die they appoint another leader. 

vi. alJabriyyah ( ��I) 

Aljabr[yyah split into twelve sects: 

Al-Mmftarr[yah ( a;'j:al.1) claimed that a human does nothing, and 
that it is Allah who does everything. 

Al-Afiil[yyah ( �W\11 )  claimed that human actions were not con
trolled by humans and instead, we are driven to do things just like 
cattle are driven by the rope with which they are tied. 

Al-M'!friigh[yyah (� J_,il.I ) claimed that all things have been created 
and that nothing was being created. 
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AJ-Nqjjtirryyah ( �).,....JI )  claimed that Allah punishes humans for 
that which He did; not for what they did. 

Al-Manntin[yyah ( 4:il:ll ) said focus on what crosses your mind and 
act upon what you feel is most appropriate from it. 

Al-Kasl[yyah (�I )  claimed that servants did not gain reward or 
punishment. 

Al-Stibiq[yyah ( �L..JI )  claimed that whoever wanted to do some
thing then let him do it, and whoever wants to abstain from some
thing than let him not do it. A fortunate person will not be harmed 
by his sins, and an unfortunate person will not benefit from his right
eous deeds. 

Al-lfibbtyyah (V.-1) said whoever drinks from the glass of Allah's 
Love, then all forms of obligatory worship are dropped off him. 

Al-Khawft.yyah (t.J �I) said whoever loves Allah then he is not to 
fear Him, because a lover must not fear his loved one. 

Al-Fikrtyyah (�},All) claimed that whoever increases in knowledge 

a certain amount then the same amount of rituals are dropped off 
him. 

Al-lf isbiyyah (�1) claimed that humans were all equal in all things. 
They each inherited the same thing from their father Adam. 

Al-Ma'[Jyah ( �\ ) claimed that humans acted, and had control over 
their actions. 
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Warning from the Devil's Seductions and 
Cunningness 

Know that desires and urges were built into humans in order for 
them to seek beneficial things. Anger was instilled in them so they 
would use it to repel harm. And a human's intellect tames him and 
orders him to be fair in that which he seeks and avoids. 

The devil entices the human to be excessive in general. So a wise 
person must be cautious of this enemy who has declared his ani
mosity since the time of Adam ('alqyhis-saldm), and has dedicated his 
life to the corruption of the Adam's children. 

Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) has cautioned from the devil. 
He said: 

"and do not follow the footsteps of Satan. Indeed, he is 
to you a clear enemy. He only orders you to evil and im-
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morality and to say about Allah what you do not know." 
[al-Baqarah (2): 1 69] 

and said: 

t/. �( > JIJl tP .-:;; •.-)lcs::J> ... �: �,.( " -- \I � � ..AU • ' :  :.t\  _...., . '  • I ,... ,,. rr---.,,-- -J� ,,... .. 
"Satan threatens you with poverty and orders you to 
immorality" 

and said: 

and said: 

[al-Baqarah (2) : 268] 

,& \/ ".ti:l<�� .��·'ff1 J1 ,,,. � � �  ,,. .u• · ' - .J:!.,r.� 
"and Satan wishes to lead them far astray." 

[al-Nisti' (4) :60] 

"Satan only wants to cause between you animosity and 
hatred through intoxicants and gambling and to avert you 
from the remembrance of Allah and from prayer. So will 
you not desist?" 

and said: 

[al-Mii'idah (5) : 9 1 ]  

"Indeed, h e  i s  a manifest, misleading enemy." 
[al-QO!O! (28) : 1 5] 
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and said: 

"Indeed, Satan is an enemy to you; so take him as an en
emy. He only invites his party to be among the compan
ions of the Blaze (Hell-fire) ." 

[Fatir (35) : 6] 
and said: 

€)1,�i ��!--:J� �_; 
"and be not deceived about Allah by the Deceiver [i .e. , 
Satan] ." 

[Luqman (3 1) :  33] 

There are numerous warning of this nature in the Qur'an. 

Section one: 

[Warning from the Trials of lblis and his Deceptions] 

It must be known that Iblis is occupied with deception, and yet, he 
was the first to be deceived. He rejected the clear order to prostrate 
(to Adam) , and he dwelled into who was of better origin (him or 
Adam) . He said: 

� , ,,, ..,,,,, ..,,,. � ... ... ,,,..,, � �-·"',4::..i1;,...J JLl _.,.. . • : I.:._ ;- • ,. """°' ./ ...,.,, �  
"You created me from fire and created him from clay [i.e., 
earth] ."  

[al-A 'rtif (7): 12) 

Then he objected to the King and Most Wise saying: 
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"Do You see this one whom You have honored above 
me?" 

[al-lsrti' ( 1 7) :  62] 

The meaning of what he said was: why have You honored him?! 
The essence of this objection was: what You have done was not 
wise. Then the devil followed (this objection) with arrogance, he 
said: 

J •  .. •·":' ��� �.fa."'"'' 
"I am better than him (Adam)" 

[al-A 'rqf (7): 1 2] 

Then he refused to prostrate. So he dishonored himself with a 
curse and punishment; while attempting to do the exact opposite. 

When the devil suggests to a human to do something then he 
must be extremely cautious and should respond saying: "you are 
pretending to give me advice by ordering me to fulfill my lusts. How 
could your advice be genuine when you have failed to abide by this 
advice yourself?! And how can I trust the advice of an enemy. Leave! 
Your suggestion has no place here." 

Afterwards, the devil will seek the assistance of the nefs (the hu
man self) because he is encouraging (it to fulfill) its lusts. At this 
point intellect should be invited to the household of contemplation 
in order to think about the end result of sinning. Perhaps (Allah's) 
assistance will dispatch its soldiers to clef eat the army of lusts. 

59) 'Iyad lbn I:Iimar (rtJtj!JA!lcihu 'anhu) reported that Allah's Mes
senger (:i) said: "O people, Allah (the Mighty and the Majes
tic) commanded me that I should teach you which you do not 
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know and which He has taught me today. (He has instructed 
thus) : The property which I have conferred upon a servant of 
Mine is lawful for him. I have created My servants as one 
having a natural inclination to the worship of Allah but it is 
the devils who turn them away from the right religion, and 
makes unlawful what has been declared lawful for them. He 
commands them to ascribe partnership with Me, although he 
has no justification for that. And verily, Allah (the Mighty and 
the Majestic) looked towards the people of the world and He 
showed hatred for the Arabs and the non-Arabs, except for 
some remnants from the People of the Book."61 

60) Jabir [Ibn <Abdullah] (ratfiyAlkihu 'anhuma) reported that Allah's 
Messenger (;i) said: "Iblis places his throne upon water; he 
then sends detachments (for creating dissension); the nearer 
to him in rank are those who are most notorious in creating 
dissension. One of them comes and says: 'I did such and such. ' 
And he says: 'You have done nothing. ' Then one amongst 
them comes and says: 'I did not spare so and so until I sepa
rated him from his wife. '  lblis brings him near to him and 
says: 'You have done well.'"62 

61) Jabir (rat/fyAlkihu 'anhu) reported that Allah's Messenger (;i) 
said: "lblis has given up on being worshipped by those who 
perform prayer. [All lblis can achieve is] to entice conflict 
among them." This }:iadith was reported by Muslim alone. 63 
In another version of the }:iadith: "lblis has given up on being 
worshipped by those who perform prayer in the Arabian 

6 1  Muslim 4/2197/2865. 

62 Muslim 4/2167/28 13 .  

6 3  Muslim 4/21 66/28 1 2. 
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Peninsula." 

62) Anas lbn Malik (ratffyAikihu 'anhu) reported that Allah's Mes
senger (;I) said: "The devil puts his nose and mouth on the 
heart of the child of Adam. When he mentions AUah, the 
devil retreats. If he forgets Allah the devil swallows his heart."64 

63) rAbdullah] Ibn Mas<iid (ratf!JIA/ldhu 'anhu) said: 'Once the devil 
approached a group of men gathered for remembrance (of 
Allah) . He attempted to scatter them but failed. So he ap
proached a different gathering where worldly matters were 
being discussed. He enticed animosity among them until they 
began fighting each other. The men from the first group 
jumped to stop the fighting among the second group, and 
hence,  they were s cattered (from their  gathering of  
remembrance) .'65 

64) Qatadah said: 'One of Iblis's devils is called Qubqub. Iblis 
has ordered him to rest for forty years.' Whenever a youth 
enters this path (of righteousness), Iblis tells Qubqub: 'There 
he is, I have been preparing you for this type of youth. De
ceive and seduce him.'66 

65) Thabit Al-BunanI said: 'It was reported to us that once lblis 
manifested himself before Prophet Ya}:iya ( 'al�his-saldm) . '  Ob
serving that he had numerous ropes on him, Ya}:iya inquired: 
"O lblis! What are these ropes that I see on you?" 

64 Abii Nu'aym in a/-lfi/yah, 6/268. 

65 Al).mad in a/-Zllhd page 1 96. 

66 lbn Al-Jawzi in Dhamm ai-Hawti, 145 .  
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He replied: "These ropes are the various lusts with which I 
strike on the children of Adam." YaJ:iya asked: 'Does there 
exist a rope for me too?' Satan said: 'Yes.' When you satiate 
yourself with food, you experience weightiness and it is for 
this reason you become disinclined to perform prayers, re
membrance and supplications. Hearing this, YaJ:iya vowed: 
By Allah! Never shall I eat to my fill, ever again. Iblis re
sponded by pledging: And by Allah, never shall I give advice 
to a Muslim, ever again.'67 

66) Al-l:larith Ibn Qais said: 'If the devils comes to you while 
praying and said: "You are showing off", then make your prayer 
longer. ' 68 

67) Wahb Ibn Munabbih said: 'There was a worshipper from the 
Children of Isra'Il who was the most dedicated to worship 
among people of his generation. During his time, there were 
three brothers who were called upon to battle. They had only 
one sister, and she was never married. They did not know 
under whose care they could leave their sister. Then they 
agreed to leave her with the worshipper because he was trusted 
to them. So they went to hjm and asked him to leave their 
sister with him until they returned from battle. He refused 
and sought refuge with Allah from them and from their sister.' 
The brothers insisted until they convinced him. He said: 'place 
her in a house near my monastery. The brothers then left her 
there and went to battle.' 

For sometime thereafter, the worshipper used to bring her food 
down from his monastery, leave it at his doorstep and close the door. 

67 AJ::imad in a/-Zuhd page 96. 

68 Ibn Al-JawzI in Dhamm al-Hawti, 1 3 1 .  
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Then he would climb back to his monastery and call her to get her 
food. She would then leave her house to get the food. 

The devil told him that it is not appropriate for the girl to leave her 
house during the day, and that somebody might see her when she is 
walking out during the day and become attached to her. So the 
worshiper began walking to her house and leaving the food at her 
doorstep but without talking to her. This continued to happen for 
sometime. 

Again the devil came to him and convinced him to take the food 
and leave it inside her room. So he began to do so, and this contin
ued to happen for a while. 

Then again, one day the devil told the worshiper: 'YOU should talk 
to her and keep her company because she is feeling very lonely. ' So 
the worshiper began talking to her from the top of his monastery, 
and continued to do so for sometime. 

Then the devil came to him and said: it would be better if you 
come down from your monastery to talk to her, or to go to her 
house. This would make her feel even less lonely. So he did, and 
this continued to happen for a while. 

The devil then came to him and convinced him to come nearer to 
her doorstep so she would not have to sit outside her house talking 
to him. So he did, and this continued to happen for sometime. 

Then the devil came to him and convinced him to enter her house 
so that nobody sees her at all. So he began visiting her his entire day. 

The devil continued to beautify her in the eyes of the worshiper 
until he touched her thigh and kissed her. Then he had relations 
with her and got her pregnant, and she delivered a boy. 
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The devil came to him and said: "When the brothers come back 
and find out that their sister had a child you will become defamed. 
You should slaughter the baby. And she will not reveal what hap
pened out of fear of her brothers." So the worshiper did 

Later the devil came to him and said: "Do you think that she will 
keep the secret after you kill her own child? Take her, kill her and 
bury her next to her son." So he killed her, buried her and covered 
the grave with a big rock. He then returned to his monastery to 
worship. 

Later the brothers came back and inquired about their sister. The 
worshiper said that she had passed away. They cried and told them 
she was a great woman and pointed them to her grave. The broth
ers visited the grave, mourned their sister and asked for her forgive
ness. They stayed for a few days at her grave then left. 

Then the devil came to the brothers and made them see a dream. 
In that dream they were told that the worshiper had killed their sis
ter and the proof was that she was buried in a different location (i.e. 
under the rock inside the house) . 

When the brothers woke up they started talking to each other and 
found out that they all had seen the same dream. They thought that 
there must be some truth in it. So they went and uncovered the 
grave that the worshiper had pointed to, and found it empty. Then 
they went inside the house and found the rock as mentioned in the 
dream. On digging underneath the rock they found their sister's 
dead body along with that of the child. 

So they went to the worshiper and forced him to disclose the se
cret of what happened. He went ahead and told them the whole 
story. The three brothers took him to the king's court and he was 
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given the punishment of execution. 

While the worshiper was being dragged to his execution spot, the 
devil came to him and said: "Listen! I am the devil and it was me 
who was in communication with you since this whole thing started 
and not your inner thoughts. Now I can get you out of this trouble 
if you want. I am the one who put you in this trouble in the first 
place and I can get you out of it." The worshiper asked: "What 
should I do?" He said: "Prostrate to me and I will save you." 

The worshi per prostrated to the devil and as soon as he did so, the 
devil ran away and the worshiper was executed. 

--�f"��� C -=l · ,-- ·�J\i�11'./L·11\ ,�(" _,&J \  � .,, JI. ,  � � 
E> 0.��::il���tJd-4l�-:�;.-JiJ� 

"[The hypocrites are] like the example of Satan when he 
says to man, 'Disbelieve.' But when he disbelieves, he says, 
'Indeed, I am disassociated from you. Indeed, I fear Allah, 
Lord of the worlds."'  

[al-ljashr (59) : 1 6]69 

68) Wahb lbn Munabbih reported that a monk went to seclusion 
in his monastery during the time of al-Masip [Prophet 1Isa 
( 'alqyhis-saldm)] .  lblis attempted to seduce him in every way, 
but was unable. Finally, lblis came to him in the form of al
Masip and called on him: 0 monk! Come to me I wish to talk 
to you. The monk replied: go away. I am not going to gain 
back what I have lost from my life (I have no time for you) . 
lblis responded: 'Come to me, I am al-Masip. ' The monk said: 
'If you were truly al-Masip then I have nothing to do with 

69 Ibn Al-Jawzi in Dhamm al-Hawd, 1 34. 
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you.' al-Masip ordered us to worship, and promised us that 
there will be a Judgment Day. So go away I have no need for 
you. So the cursed-one left.70 

69) 'Abdullah Ibn 'Umar (ratffyA/kihu 'anhma) said: While on the 
Ark, [Prophet] Nii.J:i ( 'altyhis-saldm) noticed an old man whom 
he did not recognise. Nii.J:i inquired: 'What brought you here?' 
He replied: 'I came to strike the hearts of your followers, so 
their hearts become with me, while their bodies with you.' 
Nii.J:i responded: 'Leave 0 enemy of Allah.' Iblis said: 'There 
are five things that cause people to become des troyed 
(deviated) .' I will inform you of three and not of the other 
two. It was revealed to Niil� that he needed not know the 
three, but that he should enquire about the two.' Iblis said: 
'The two that are certain to work are: envy: I was cursed be
cause of my envy, and became a stoned devil. And the second 
is eagerness (to have more) : The entire paradise was made 
permissible to Adam ( 'alayhis-saldm) . I got what I wanted from 
him because of his eagerness.'71 

70) Sa'Id lbn Al-Musayyab said: 'Iblis never gave up to seduce 
every Prophet that Allah has sent; by using women.'72 

71 ) Al-Fuqayl Ibn 'Iyaq said: 'Some of our elders said that once 
while [Prophet] Musa ( 'alayhis-sakim) was supplicating to his 
Lord, Iblis came to him.' An angel told Iblis: 'Woe to you! 
What are you hoping to get out of him while he is in this 
condition (prayer) ?' He replied: 'I am hoping to get from him 

70 Abii Nu'aym in al-lfi!Jah, 4/44. 

7 1 Ibn AbI al-Dunya in Maka' d al-Shay!fin, 65/ 44. 

72 Ibn AbI al-Dunya in Maka' d al-Shay!rin, 62/ 42. 
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what I got from his father Adam when he was in paradise.'73 

72) 'Abdu'l-Ral:iman Ibn Ziyad Ibn An'um said: 'While [Prophet] 
Musa ( 'al�his-saldm) was in a gathering Iblis came wearing a 
hooded cape that changed in colors. When the devil came 
nearer he took off the cape and set it down and came to Musa 
saying: 'Peace be upon you. Musa replied: 'Who are you?' He 
said: 'I am Iblis. ' Musa responded: 'No greetings from Allah 
to you, what brought you here?' The devil said: 'I came to 
greet you because of your high godly status.' Musa said: 'What 
have I seen you wearing?' Iblis replied: 'I use it (the cape) to 
capture the hearts of the sons of Adam. '  Musa asked: 'What 
is it that if a human does will enable you to take him over?' He 
replied: 'If he becomes fond of himself, and considered his 
(good) deeds plentiful .' I warn you from three things: First, 
never be alone with a woman that is not lawful to you. Be
cause whenever someone does so, I personally accompany 
him and use her to seduce him. Second, never promise Allah 
something except that you fulfill your promise. Whenever 
someone promises Allah something I personally accompany 
him to prevent him from fulfilling his promise. And never 
take an amount of money to give charity except that you make 
sure you give it to that charity. Whenever someone takes an 
amount of money to give to charity, I personally accompany 
him to persuade him not to give it. Then Iblis walked away 
saying: 'Woe to me, thrice, I have taught [Prophet] Musa from 
what to warn the sons of Adam.'74 

73) l:lasan Ibn �alil:i said: 'I heard that the devil said addressing 
The Woman: 'You are half of my army, you are my arrow 

73 Ibn AbI al-Dunya in Maka' d al-Sh�tan, 72/ 48. 

74 Ibn AbI al-Dunya in Maka'd al-Sh�tan, 11/47. 
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with which I never miss, you are the one I entrust with my 
secrets, and you are my messengers.'75 

74) Wahb Ibn Munabbih said: 'A monk asked the devil when he 
had appeared to him: Which of human manners are most 
helpful for you to over take humans . '  He replied: 'Hot 
temperedness.' When a servant is hot tempered we play with 
(manipulate) him just as kids play with a ball.'76 

75) Thabit [al-BunanI] said: 'When the Prophet (;Ii) became a 
Prophet, Iblis began sending his devils to tempt the Prophet's 
Companions (ratfiyAlkihu 'anhum) . The devils would return af
ter achieving nothing. So Iblis inquired: What is with you?! 
Why are you unable to get anything out of them? They re
plied: 'We have never seen people like these before.' Iblis re
sponded: 'Wait until worldly bounties open up for them, then 
you would be able to get what you want from them.'77 

7 6) Abu Musa Al-Ash'arI (rar/iJAlkihu 'anhu) said: 'Every morning, 
Iblis dispatches his soldiers saying: 'Whoever of you misguides 
a Muslim then I will make him wear the crown. '  One devil 
responds: 'I continued to persuade so and so until he divorced 
his wife. ' Iblis replies: '(fhis is not significant) He will eventu
ally remarry. '  Another devil says: 'I continued to persuade so 
and so until he disobeyed his parents.' Iblis replies: 'He will 
eventually become dutiful to his parents.' A third devil says: 'I 
continued to persuade so and so until he fornicated.' lblis says: 
'You are the one.' Another devil says: 'I continued to persuade 

75 Ibn AbI al-Dunyii in Maka' d al-S�!tin, 59 /37. 

76 lbn AbI al-Dunyii in Makti'd al-5�/tin, 59/38. 

77 lbn AbI al-Dunyii in Maka' d al-Shay/tin, 60/39. 
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so and so until he committed murder.' Iblis says: 'You are the 
one, you are the one.'78 

77) Al-l:Iasan [al-Basri] said: 'There used to be a tree that was be
ing worshipped instead of Allah. ' A man went to the tree with 
the intention of cutting it down. The devil came to him in 
human form and asked: 'What are you aiming to do?' The 
man replied: 'I wish to cut down this tree that is being wor
shipped in place of Allah.' The devil said: 'You are not wor
shipping it.' So what harms if others are worshiping it? The 
man responded: I will cut it down. The devil said: 'Let me 
suggest something better for you.' Do not cut it down and 
you shall find two dinars every morning under your pillow. 
The man replied: 'Who would guarantee me this?' The devil 
said: 'I would.' On the following day the man saw two dinars 
under his pillow. But on the following day, he did not see the 
money again as expected, so he again went to cut down the 
tree. The devil came to him in his (true) shape and asked him: 
'What do you wish to do?' He replied: 'I want to cut down 
that tree because it is being worshiped in place of Allah.' The 
devil responded: 'You lie. You have no power to do so.' The 
man continued walking but the devil threw him down and 
began chocking him and said: 'do you know who I am? I am 
the devil.' Initially you were angry for Allah's sake, so I had 
no power over you. I deceived you with the two dinar prom
ise. Later you became angry for the sake of the two dinars, so 
I was able to over power you.'79 

78) Mujahid said: 'Iblis has five sons' He appointed each of them 
on one of his affairs. Their names are: Thabr, AJ-Nwar, 

78 Ibn Abi al-Dunyii in Maka' d al-Shay/an, 59 /38. 

79 Ibn Abi al-Dunyii in Maka' d al-Shay/an, 79 /60. 
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Musawwat, Dasim and Zulunbur. As for Thabr, he is respon
sible for calamities. He orders people to rip their clothes, slap 
their cheeks and make the call of ignorance when stricken by 
calamity. Al-A'war is responsible for fornication. He beauti
fies it and orders others to commit it. As for Musawwat, he is 
responsible for lies. He hears the news and transfers it to 
someone else, who in turn, goes to a gathering of people and 
tells them: I met a person whose face I know but I do not 
know his name. He told me such and such. Dasim shows a 
wife's faults to her husband and makes him angry with them. 
And Zulunbur is responsible for the market place. He sticks 
his flag therein. 80 

79) Makhlad Ibn al-l:lusayn said: 'Whenever Allah ordains an or
der to His servants, Ibli:s intersects trying to achieve one of 
two things, he does not care which of the two he achieves. 
The first is to fulfill this order excessively, and the second is to 
fulfill this order deficiently. '81 

80) 'Abdullah Ibn 'Amr (ra#yAl!dhu 'anhuma) said: 'Ibli:s is chained 
in the lower levels of earth. Whenever he moves then his 
motion results in every form of conflict between two or more 
persons.'82 

The devil has many methods of deception that I appropriately 
mentioned throughout this book, inshti'Alltih. It is difficult to be 
safe from the devil's deceptions because they are many, and they 
cling to the heart. Calling humans to do something that is consistent 

80 Ibn Abi al-Dunya in Maka' d al-Shqy!fin, 54 /35. 

81 Abu Nu'aym in al-lfi!Jah, 8/266. 

82 Abu Nu'aym in al-lfi!Jah, 1 /288. 
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with their nature is just like pushing a ship that is already going down
hill. Just imagine how fast it would go then. Even Harut and Mariit 
were unable to remain well composed after desire was instilled in 
them. In fact, when angels see that a believer has died in the state of  
imtin they become amazed. 

81 ) <Abd AVAziz Ibn Rufr said: 'When the soul of  a believer i s  
risen to the heavens, angels wonder: Glory be to the One who 
saved this servant from the devil. Woe to him, how he was 
saved.'83 

Section Two: 

Each Human Has a Devil accompaning Him 

82) <A'ishah (ratfiyAl/tihu 'anha) said: 'One time Allah's Messenger 
(;i) left my (apartment) during the night and I felt jealous. 
Then he (;i) came and saw (in what agitated state of mind) I 
was. He (;i) said: •«A'ishah, what has happened to you? Do 
you feel jealous?" I replied: 'How can a woman like me not 
feel jealous in regard to a husband like you?' Allah's Messen
ger (;i) said: "Has your devil overtaken you?" I replied: 'O 
Allah's Messenger, is there along with me a devil?' He said: 
'Yes! '  I said: 'Is a devil attached to everyone?' He said: 'Yes.' 
I C A'ishah) again said: 'O Allah's Messenger, is one with you 
also?' He said: "Yes, but my Lord (the Mighty and the Majes
tic) has helped me and made him Muslim."' 

Only Muslim reported this }:iadith.84 

83 Abu Nu'aym in ai-f:li!Jah, 1/288. 

84 Muslim 4/2168/281 5 .  
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83) Ibn Mas'iid (ratf!JAlltihu 'anhu) said: Allah's Messenger (;I) said: 
Each human has been assigned one jinn and one angel associ
ated with him. They asked Him (;i) : 'Is this the same for you 
0 Allah's Messenger?' He replied: 'It is the same for me, but 
Allah has helped me against my jinn, he became Muslim and 
does not tell me to do anything but good.' 

Only Muslim reported this l_iadith. It implies that a devil may be
come Muslim.85 

Section Three: 

The Devil Flows through the Son of Adam Like 
Blood 

84) Safiyyah hint l:{uyay (ratffyA.lltihu 'anha) said: the Prophet (;I) 
was performing i'tiktij, thus I came to him visiting him at night. 
I talked with him and then I stood up to return. He stood 
with me to return me to my room which was in the house of 
Usamah Ibn Zayd (rarjfyA.lltihu 'anhuma) . Two men from Al
An�ar walked by, and when they saw Allah's Messenger (fi) 
they hastened. The Prophet (;i) said: ' 'Walk slowly, verily this 
is Safiyyah hint .J:luyay", they responded: "S ubf.JtinAlltih 0 Mes
senger of Allah." He (;I) said: "verily the devil runs in the 
human just as blood runs in the veins. And I feared that he 
(devil) cast something bad in your hearts."86 

Abii Sulayman al-Khagabi said: 'We learn from this l_iadith 
that it is encouraged that a person avoids everything that may 
cause others to make negative assumptions of him. And that 

85 Muslim 4/21 68/281 4. 

86 Bukhari, 4/278/2035 and Muslim, 4/1 7 1 2/2175  
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it is best to seek the safe side by avoiding doubtful actions. ' 
He added: 'It is said that Al-Shafi(I commented on this }:iadith: 
'The Prophet (;i) feared that something might creep to their 
(the two men) hearts causing them to reject Islam. So He said 
this out of concern for them not for himself.' 

Section Three: 

Seeking Refuge from the Devil 

Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) ordered that we seek refuge 
from the devil when reciting the Qur'an. He (the Mighty and the 
Majestic) said: 

&_ ,,,,_ ,, ,,,, -: ,,,,, -:; "" , ,.,, . ..... ..,, ,.., ..,, ,,,,, :,..,..,,. ,,, " ��\:�;!JI� .ui� .l.a:..,...\i L,,l�lu�l�\9 
""" ...... ,, .. ,,, .,,,,. .... .... " 

"So when you recite the Qur'an, [first] seek refuge in Allah 
from Satan, the expelled [from His mercy] ." 

[al-Nap/ (1 6) :  98] 

and when falling to a magic spell . He (the Mighty and the Majes
tic) said: 

A .-:: .. ,, > > "'  ·> � �01.;,yt�_rijt 
"Say: ' I  seek refuge in  the Lord of mankind."' 

[al-Nas (1 1 4) :  1 ]  

till the end of  the Siirah. 

Allah has ordered us to seek refuge from the devil's evil in these 
two matters, so how about in other matters?! 

85) Abii'l-Tayya}:i said: 'I asked (Abdu'l-Ra}:iman lbn Khanbash: 
'Did you meet the Prophet (;i)? '  He said: 'Yes. '  I said: 'What 
did He do in the night when the devils plotted against him?' 
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He replied: 'The devils came down from every valley and side 
road to attack Allah's Messenger.' One of the devils had a 
torch in his hand wanting to burn the face of Allah's Messen
ger. Jibril came down and said: 'O Mul:iammad repeat after 
me: 

'I seek refuge with Allah's perfect words from the evil of 
his creation, from the evil of  what descends from the 
heavens, from the evil of what ascends into them, from 
the evil of the turmoil of day and night and from the evil 
of every knocker, except for a knocker who knocks for a 
good reason, 0 Most Merciful! 

So the torch was extinguished, and Allah defeated them.87 

86) 1A'ishah (ratf!J'Alitihu 'anha) reported that the Prophet (�) said: 
"Indeed the devil comes to a person and says: 'Who created 
you?' He replies :  'Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) . '  The 
devil says: 'So who created Allah?' When one of you finds 
that [such whisperings] , let him say: 

'I believe in Allah and His Messengers,' 

for verily such thoughts will go away." 88 

87 Al:).mad's Musnad, 3/4 1 9. 

88 Al:).mad's Musnatl, 6/257. 
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87) «Abdullah Ibn Mas«iid (ratf!JAl/dhu 'anhu) said: Allah's Messen
ger (�) said: "The devil has an effect on the son of Adam, 
and the angel also has an effect. As for the effect of the devil, 
it is by his threatening with evil repercussions and rejecting 
the truth. As for the effect of the angel, it is by his promise of 
a good end and believing in the truth. Whoever finds the 
latter, let him know that it is coming from Allah and let him 
thank Allah for it. Whoever finds the former, let him seek 
refuge from the devil." The Prophet then recited: 

�J/..�t � ... �t;--;:i\>t'��:1\I ,.. :.- ,- ..r - J"'-"-' r-'. ,,.,... .. 

"Satan threatens you with poverty and orders you to 
immorality" 

[al-Baqarah (2) : 268)89 

88) lbn «Abbas (ratf!JAlldhu 'anhumti) said: Allah's Messenger (�) 
used to seek refuge with Allah for al-I:lasan and al-I;Iusayn 
<ratfiJIAlldhu 'anhumti) saying: 

"O Allah! I seek refuge with Your perfect words from 
every devil and from poisonous pests and from every evil, 
harmful, envious eye." 

Then He used to say: "This is how my forefather Ibrahim 
used to seek refuge with Allah for Isma«il and IsQ.aq." Reported 
in both Bukhari and Muslim.90 

89 lbn Abi al-Dunya in Makd'd al-Sh�tdn, 6 1/4 1 .  

90 Bukhari, 6/ 408/3371 .  The l:iadith i s  not reported b y  Muslim a s  the author said. 
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89) Mutarrif lbn al-Shikhir said: 'I contemplated, and found that 
the son of Adam is laying down between Allah and lblis. If 
Allah wishes to protect him then he would be protected. If 
Allah chooses to leave him then He would send him to lblis.'91 

One of the Salaf asked his student: 'What do you do when the 
devil whispers to you?' He replied: 'I fight him back.' The teacher 
asked: 'What if he returns?' He replied: 'I fight him.' The teacher 
asked again: 'What if he returns?' The student repeated again: 'I 
fight him.' The teacher said: 'This will take too long. Do you see if 
you try to pass by some sheep and the shepherd's dog barks at you 
to prevent you from passing, what would you do?' He replied: 'I 
would struggle to fight and repel him.' The teacher replied: 'This 
would take too long. Instead, seek the assistance of the sheep's 
owner, he would suffice you from him. '  

Know that the example of  lblis with a god fearing person and 
another who is a deceiver is that of a man who was sitting without 
food. A dog passed by him so he shunned it away. The dog left to 
go to another man who has food and meat. Each time he tries to 
shun it the dog stays. The first man is just like a god fearing person. 
All he needs to repel the devil is to mention Allah. As for the de
ceiver, the devil never leaves him because of his deception. 

9 1  Ibn Abi al-Dunya in Makti'd al-Shay/an, 45/25. 
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The meaning of Deception (ta/bis) and 
Misleading (ghuriir) 

Deception (ta/bis) is to present falsehood in the image of the truth. 
And misleading (ghuriif; is a form of ignorance that causes you to 
believe falsehood to be the truth, and bad to be good. It is caused 
by the presence of doubtful matters. lb!Is influences people as much 
as possible. His influence depends on how alert, negligent, ignorant 
and knowledgeable they are. 

Know that the heart is like a fenced fortress attended by angels. 
The fence has doors and cracks. The mind resides inside the for
tress. Next to the fortress there is a barn in which there are lusts, and 
devils attend the barn. There is a war between the residents of the 
fortress and those of the barn. Devils patrol the fortress hoping for 
the guard to become lax, or to enter through the cracks. So the guard 
must know all the fortress doors to which he was assigned, and all 
cracks as well. He must not lower his guard for even a moment, for 
the enemy is never lax. 

A man asked al-I:Iasan: 'Does Iblis ever sleep?' He answered: 'If 
he did then we would find some rest.' 
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The fortress is lit with remembrance (of Allah) and faith (imdn) . 
In it there is a shiny mirror that reflects the images of everything 
passing by. The least that the devils do is to generate smoke to blacken 
the fortress walls and rust the mirror. But the winds of remem
brance (of Allah) repel smoke, and the polisher of remembrance 
(of Allah) removes the rust off the mirror. 

The enemy conducts campaigns against the fortress. Sometimes, 
he attempts to enter the fortress but the guard attacks him forcing 
him to retreat. Other times he enters the fortress to cause mischief, 
or stays around because the guard is negligent. Sometimes the wind 
that repels the smoke calms down and the walls blacken and the 
mirror becomes rusty. So the devil passes by unnoticed. Sometimes 
the guard leaves his position out of negligence and is captured by 
the enemy. 

One of the Salef said: 'I met the devil, so he told me: 'I used to 
meet people to teach them (evil), but now I meet people to learn 
from them." 

The devil might attack an alert person by bringing with him the 
bride of desire. The alert person becomes occupied with looking at 
her and falls captive. 

The strongest chain with which captives are chained is that of 
ignorance. The chain of medium strength is that of lust. And the 
weakest is that of negligence. And as long as the believer is wearing 
the shield of imdn, then the arrows of the enemies will never strike 
his deadly spots. 

90) Al-l:Iasan lbn Salil� said: 'The devil opens ninety nine doors 
of goodness in front of a believer in order to be able to open 
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a single door of evil.'92 

91) Al-A'mash said: 'A man who used to interact with Jinn told 
me: Nobody is tougher on us than a follower of the Sunnah. 
As for those who follow their lusts, we play with them easily.'93 

92 Abii Nu'aym in al-l:lifyah, 7 /33 1 .  

93 Unable t o  locate a reference. 
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Devil's Deception in Matters of Creed 
(al- 'aqci'id) and Religion (al-diycinci� 

[ 5 : 1  ] 
Devil's Deception of the Sophists (al-Sii.ftstd'!Jyah) 

They are called Sophists in attribution to a man by the name 
"Suphestti". They claimed that things had no reality, and that what we 
observe may or may not be as we observe them. Scholars have re
sponded to this argument by saying: 

Does this argument of yours have a reality or doesn't it? If you 
answer negatively, then how could you advocate that which has no 
reality?! You would be calling others not to accept your opinion. If 
you answer positively, then you have abandoned your teachings. 

Abu Mul).ammad al-I:Iasan Ibn Miisa al-Nubakhti mentioned their 
teachings in his book "al-Ard wa' 1-Drytintit" (Opinions and Religions) . 
He said: "I saw many Mutakallimin (practitioners of deductive rea
soning) erring in dealing with Sophists. This is because they attempted 
to debate and argue with them. They aimed at refuting them by ar-
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gument and debate when Sophists have not admitted to the reality 
of anything, or to the confirmation of anything. So how could you 
talk to someone who says: I am not sure whether or not you are 
talking to me? How could you debate with someone who claims 
that he is not sure whether he exists or not? And how could you 
debate someone who believes that talking is the same as being silent 
with respect to proving an argument? And that truth is of the same 
status are falsehood? 

Only those who admit to something are worthy of debating. That 
to which they confess is used to prove that which they deny. As for 
those who confess to nothing, debating with them is worthless." 

Abu'l-Wafa' Ibn 'Aqil attempted to refute this argument (of al
Nubakhtt) saying: 'This argument is fruitless:' We should never give 
up on treating those Sophists, for they have been afflicted with noth
ing more than a case of compulsive disorder, from which we must 
not give up on treating them. They are individuals whose attitudes 
made them go out of control. Our example and their example is 
that of a man who had a son who was cross-eyed in one of his eyes, 
so he sees two moons in the sky and therefore, has no doubt that 
there are two moons in the sky. His father told him: there is only one 
moon, and the problem is with your eyes, cover your defective eye 
and look at the sky again. When the son did so, he saw only one 
moon. Then the father asked him to cover his healthy eye. He did 
and saw two moons. Hence, he believed that what his father told 
him was true. 

92) MuJ:iammad Ibn 'Isa al-Naqqam said: 'A son of SaliJ:i Ibn 
'Abdu'l-Quddus died, so Abu'l-Hudhayl and al-Naqqam went 
to visit him.' They found him burning from sorrow. So Abu'l
Hudhayl told SaliJ:i: I see no reason for your sorrow. You be
lieve that people and plants are the same. Salil� responded: I 
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feel sorry because my deceased son never read the book al
Shukiik (Doubts) . Abu al-Hudhayl inquired: What is this book 
al-Shukiik? He answered: It is a book that I wrote so that 
whoever reads it doubts everything that takes place to the point 
of thinking that it did not happen, and to doubt that which 
did not happen to believe that it did happen. Al-Naqqam in
terceded: Then doubt that your son has died, and behave ac
cordingly. And doubt that he might have read the book even 
if he had not read it. 

Abu'l-Qasim al-BalkhI said that a Sophist came to debate a 
Mutakallim (practitioner of deductive reasoning) . Then the Sophist 
went out to look for his ride and found that it was missing. So he 
went back inside saying: My ride was stolen. The Mutakallim said: 
Perhaps you did not come riding? 

He responded: Yes I did. 
The Mutakallim said: Try to think in order to make sure of that. 
The Sophist replied: I am certain of this. 
He said: Try to remember. 
The Sophist said: There is no room or remembering. I have no 
doubt that I came riding. 
So the Mutakallim said: Then how could you claim that there is 
no reality to things? And that an awake person and a sleeping 
person are the same? 
So the Sophist had no answer and reverted away from his doc
trine. 
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Section One: 

[Devil's Deception on Diverse Philosophies] 

Abii Mul:iammad al-NiibakhtI said: "A group if ignorant people 
claimed that things do not have only a single reality to them. In
stead, things have multiple realities according to the people's per
spective. For example, honey is sweet to most people, but bitter to 
those suffering from disease. Similarly, they say, this world is ancient 
(has always existed) to those who believe it is ancient, and accidental 
to others who believe it is accidental. Colors are bodies (physical 
creatures) to those who believe they are bodies and, qualities (only 
attributes) to those who believe they are qualities." 

Our response: Is  what you say true? They will surely answer: 'It is 
true to us, false to those who disagree with us.' We respond: 'Your 
claim that your opinion is true is not true in itsel£ ' And your confes
sion that your opinion is false to your opponents is proof against 
you. And whoever confirms that his opinion is false to his oppo
nents, then he has saved his opponents the effort of proving the 
falsehood of his opinion. 

They could also be told: 'Do you confirm a reality to that which 
you observe?' If they say: 'No, then they are of the same opinion as 
the first group of Sophists.' If they say: 'the reality of what is ob
served is relative according to the observers,' then they have denied 
its reality, and thus, we discuss with them in the same manner that 
we discussed with the second group. 

Al-NiibakhtI said: "Another group of Sophists said: 'The world is 
constantly melting and flowing, so it is impossible for a human to 
contemplate about the same issue twice because things are constantly 
changing."' 
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We respond: How could you have known this when you deny all 
that generates knowledge. Perhaps the person to whom we are talk
ing now is not the same person we spoke to earlier. 

[ 5:2 ]  

Devil's Deception of the Secularists (al-dhari_yyah) 

Iblis has deceived many people to believe that there is no god or 
creator, and that all things came to existence without a maker. These 
people denied Allah's existence because they failed to sense Him 
with their senses, and failed to use their intellect to recognise Him. 
Could any person with a sound mind doubt the existence of a maker? 
If a person passes by a piece of land with no buildings, then re
turned to find a wall built there, he would realise that there must 
have been a builder who built the wall. 

This wide expanse (earth), this raised ceiling (the sky) ,  these amaz
ing buildings and these running laws that imply wisdom, do not they 
prove the existence of a creator?! A desert-Arab once said: "Truly 
the camel extract points to (the existence of) a camel, so an upper 
structure that is this pleasant, and a lower center that is this dense; 
do not they point to al-La!if (the One Who is above All Compre
hension), al-Khabir (the One Most Acquainted will Things) . In fact, 
if a person only contemplates over himself, that would be enough 
of a proof. The human body contains wisdoms that may not be 
compiled in a book." 

He who ponders on the sharpness of teeth to enable it to chop 
(food), the flatness of molars to grind (food), the tongue that ro
tates what .is being chewed, the liver that ripens food, how nutrition 
flows to each part of the body as needed, these fingers that have 
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knuckles so they can bend and open to perform work; they never 
become hollow from work, otherwise they would break, how some 
fingers are longer than others so they all become the same length 
when bent, and how the most hidden of the body is that which 
holds it together, the soul, once it goes the body become corrupt, 
and intellect that leads to welfare community, whoever ponders on 
all of these things must surely call: Can there be any doubt about 
Allah? 

He who denies Allah is confused because he sought Him through 
the senses. Others denied Allah because they were unable to sense 
Him after he had proven His existence in principle. So he went back 
and denied the principle itself Had these persons used their intel
lects they would have realised that there are things that can only be 
determined in principle, such as: the soul and intellect, the existence 
of which was denied by nobody. What else is the objective other 
than proving Allah's existence in principle? And how can anyone 
ask: How is He? or what is He? When He has no "howness" or 
"whatness". 

Among the clear proofs of His existence is that the world is acci
dental (became after it was not) because it is never free from acci
dents. Anything that is never free from accidents is, itself, acciden
tal. There must be a causer for these accidents, and the causer is the 
Creator (the Mighty and the Majestic) . 

Atheists object to us saying: "(The concept that) anything created 
must have a creator is based on observation. And we would like to 
use the ability to observe as the judge between us." 

So we respond by saying: "Just as the created must have a creator, 
the created image must possess substance. For example, wood is 
the substance of a door, and iron is the substance of an axe." 
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They respond: "What you use to prove the creator necessitates 
that this world is pre-eternal (had no beginning) ." Our answer is: 
there is no need for substance. The Creator invents this from noth
ing. We know that images, like that of a wheel, were created with no 
substance. So they must have had an image-maker. We have given 
you the example of something that came from nothing, the image. 
But you cannot show us a creature that came from no creator. 

[ 5: 3 ]  

Devil's Deception of the Naturalists (al-tabd'iyin) 

lblis realised that his supporters in denying the Creator were few. 
This is because sound intellect must deduce that the created must 
have a creator. So Iblis convinced some people that all creatures 
were made by nature. He said, we notice that all creatures have four 
components to them: earth, water, fire and air. So these four com
ponents must be the acting creators. We respond to this argument 
by saying: the presence of these components in creatures does not 
prove that they are actors. Also, it has been demonstrated that quali
ties of things only act when they assemble and interact with other 
qualities. This proves that these qualities are restricted by other quali
ties. 

Our opponents admit that qualities are not living, knowing nor 
able. However, organised actions can only be done by an entity that 
is knowing and wise. How can something that does not know cre
ate something that does?! And how can something that is unable 
create something that is?! 

If our opponents say: had the Creator been wise, then no fault 
would be present in His creation. For example, these harmful ani
mals would not have existed. 
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We respond by saying: the same argument may be turned at you. 
Precise aspects of creation cannot be produced by nature (a mere 
collection of qualities) .  And as for faults, they may happen as a test, 
a deterrent or a punishment, and there may be benefits to these 
faults of which we are unaware. 

How does nature play a role in the sun rising in April causing sour 
grapes to ripen, while causing wheat to dry and harden?! Should not 
the sun cause all to ripen or all to harden. The correct explanation is 
that the "choosing actor" made the sun to harden wheat for the storing, 
and to ripen grapes for the eating. What is strange is that the wheat 
hardens although the sunray does not strike it directly because it is 
inside a shell. While the grape becomes ripe although the sunray 
strikes it directly. The sun also whitens opium flowers, but reddens 
roses, and makes pomegranate sour but grapes sweet, even though 
they are watered with the same water. Allah (the Mighty and the 
Majestic) eluded to this in saying: 

.,.�,,,. ��;;j ;;t;' ,, ,,, -: •> • • • �· .\4J · ' <I  . .• \ � ' . , !J_,. , J }  .. � 
� > >.. •J \ .C....,� \ . � �  

"watered with one water; but We make some of them 
exceed others in [quality o� fruit." 

[al-Ra'd (1 3) :  4] 
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[ 5 :4 ] 

Devil's Deception of the Dualists (al-thanw[yyah) 

They claim that there are two creators of this world: the good 
actor is 'The Light', and the evil actor is 'The Darkness'. They are both 
pre-eternal, they have always been and will always be strong, sensi
tive, aware, hearing and seeing. They cliff er in entity and image, and 
they oppose each other in action and management. 

The essence of 'The Light' is virteous, good, pure, good smelling 
and pleasant appearing. Its essence is generous, wise and benefiting. 
From it come goodness, pleasure, happiness and righteousness. There 
is no harmful or evil in it. 

On the other hand, the essence of 'The Darkness' is impurity, fault, 
stench and ugliness. Its essence is evil, stingy, foolish and harmful. 
From it generates evil and corruption. 

Abu Mul:iammad al-Nubakhti said about Dualists: "Some of them 
claim that 'The Light' has always been above 'The Darkness'. Others 
said that they are both next to one another. Most of them said: 'The 
Light' is high, in the north direction, while 'The Darkness' is under, in 
the south direction. Each of the two has been distant from the 
other. They claim that each of the two is of five forms, four bodies 
and one soul. The four bodies of Light are: Fire, light, wind and 
water. And its soul is a ghost continuously moving between these 
bodies. As for 'The Darkness', its four bodies are: fire, darkness, hot 
smoke and fog. Its soul is smoke. 

Dualists refer to the bodies of 'The Light' as angels, and to those 
of darkness as devils and demons. 
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Some of them said: 'The Darkness' produces devils, and 'The Light' 
produces angels. Neither one of the two can overcome the other. 

Al-NiibakhI mentioned many of their silly beliefs regarding the 
Light and Darkness, such as believing that Man has ordered them 
not to store more food than what they need for one day. Some of 
them believed that a human must fast for one seventh of his life, 
and must refrain from lying, stinginess, magic, idol worship, fornica
tion and theft. And they are not to harm anything with a soul. In 
addition to many absurd beliefs they made up. 

Yal,tya Ibn Bishr al-NahawandI said that a group of Dualists called 
al-Distinfyyah claimed that the clay from which the world was formed 
was rough. And that this rough clay used to rub against the body of 
The Creator causing him discomfort. He attempted to move it away 
from Him and some of His parts mixed with the clay. From this 
generated the world of light and darkness. The parts of The Crea
tor that had the clay on it became the world of Darkness, and those 
who did not became the world of Light. 

This group assassinates people and chokes them to death. They 
claim that this will free the 'light' from the 'Darkness'. 

What lead them to adopt these beliefs was that they saw that the 
world contains evil and disagreement. They said: Two things that 
contradict one another cannot come from the same source, just as 
the fire cannot generate heat and coolness. Scholars of Islam re
futed their creed by saying: If there were two creators then there are 
three options: they are both able, they are both disabled or one of 
them is able and the other disabled. Neither of them can be unable 
because this would be a deficiency that would contradict Lordship. 
So we are left with the first option, that both are able. Now imagine 
that one of them wishes to move a body while the other wishes not 
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to, then it would be impossible to achieve what they both wish. If 
the wish of one of them is fulfilled, then this would prove that the 
other is disabled. 

As for their claim that the 'light' does good, and 'Dt1Tkness' does 
evil. Scholars refuted this by saying: if an oppressed person goes to 
seek shade in the darkness, then this would be a good thing that 
resulted from an evil entity. 

These beliefs are ridiculous so dwelling in discussing such people 
must not take place. 

[ 5 :5 ] 

Devil's Deception of the Philosophers (alfaldsefa) 
and their Followers 

lblis was able to deceive Philosophers by making them have opin
ions and intellects that are independent of the teachings of Proph
ets. They spoke based on assumptions. Some of them adopted the 
opinions of secularists: that the world has no maker. This was at
tributed to them by al�NiibakhtI. 

Yal�ya lbn Bishr al-Nahawandi said that Aristotle and his follow
ers claimed that Earth was a planet that is in the hollowness of the 
universe. And that each planet has different worlds on it, just as our 
Earth has rivers and trees. They denied the Creator, and many of 
them affirmed an Ancient Cause and thus claimed that the world is 
with no beginning, and that the world had always existed along with 
Allah, caused by Him, without a delay in time, just as the causer and 
the things caused exit simultaneously. Sunray is caused by the sun, 
without any time delay. 

We respond to them by asking: Why do you deny that the world 
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occurred as a result of an ancient Will that dictated its occurrence at 
the time it had occurred? 

If they answer: This will necessitate a time connection between 
Allah and His creation. We say: Time is a creature. There was no 
time before Time. And we say to them: Was Allah able to make the 
thickness of the upper heaven more by one arm length, or less by an 
arm length? If they answer negatively, then they are claiming that 
Allah was unable. Also, whatever could not have existed in a man
ner different than the manner in which it is currently - its existence is 
obligatory. And whatever's existence is obligatory would need no 
cause. 

Philosophers attempted to conceal their belief by advocating that 
Allah is the creator of the world. They only say so in the metaphoric 
sense not in reality. An actor must have the will to act, but to them, 
the universe existed by default, not that Allah had done (actively 
made) it. They also believe that the world will always exist, just as it 
has always existed. Their justification of this belief is that the exist
ence of the world was due to a pre-eternal cause. So it will continue 
to be associated with its cause. Had the existence of the world been 
only possible (not obligatory) then it could not have been pre-eter
nal or associated with a cause. 

Jalinous said: 'Had it been possible for the sun to become extinct 
then it would have demonstrated some weakness after all of these 
years of existence.' We answer him: 'Things may become distinct 
suddenly, without going through stages of weakness.' In addition, 
how did he know that the sun was not weakening. They believe that 
the sun is one hundred and seventy times the size of e�rth. So even 
if mountains on it vanish it would not be felt. Also, we know that 
gold and rubies are subject to corruption, however, they might stay 
for years without us feeling their wearing out. In fact, to exist or not 
to exist only happens by the Will of The All Able. He never changes, 
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and never acquires new attributes. Only His actions change in ac
cordance with an ancient Will . 

Section One 

Abu Mul:iammad, al-I:lasan lbn Musa al-Nubakhti said in his book 
"al-Ara wa'l-D!Jdndt" (Opinions and Religions) that Socrates believed 
that all things are either: a cause, an element or an image. Allah (the 
Mighty and the Majestic) to Socrates is: the Mind, the element is the 
basis of generation and corruption, and images are essences not 
bodies. Others claimed that Allah is the causer, and that elements 
are the ones caused. And others said: it was the Mind who arranged 
all things. And others said: It was nature that arranged all things. 

Yal:tya lbn Bishr lbn 'Umayr al-Nahawandi said that some phi
losophers said: Because we observe collection, dismantlement, mo
tion and stillness in the world, therefore, we realised that the world 
must be accidental, and that it must have had a causer. We observed 
that when someone who cannot swim falls in the water and calls 
upon the Creator to help him, that He does not always rescue him. 
We concluded from this that the Creator does not exist. 

Philosophers who denied the existence of a Creator had three dif
ferent opinions: some claimed that after the Creator perfected this 
world He liked it, and feared that if He added or deleted anything to 
it that it may become corrupt. So, He destroyed Himself, and the 
world became vacant of Him, although His creation continued to 
operate as He had planned for it. 

A second group claimed that the universe appeared within the 
Creator and continued to take from His strength and light until all 
of the strength and light was transferred to the universe. The Crea
tor depreciated until He became the size of a cat! They claimed that 
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one day, the Creator would regain His light from this world until He 
becomes as He once was. And that due to His weakness he ne
glected humans, so oppressions became prevalent. 

A third group said: After the Creator perfected the world He dis
seminated Himself in it, so every form of power present in the world 
resulted from this dissemination. 

I quoted Yalf ya lbn Bishr by referring to the copy of his book 
present in ai-Nizhdmfyyah school. It was written one hundred and 
twenty years ago. Had these views not been propagated, and had 
they not been a good example of devil's deception, it would have 
been best to avoid mentioning these opinions out of glorification 
of Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) . 

Section Two 

Most Philosophers believed that Allah (the Mighty and the Majes
tic) knew nothing except for knowing himself. It has been proven 
that a creature knows himself as well as his Creator. So they made 
the creature of a higher status than the Creator, a concept which is 
too disgraceful to be discussed. Look at lb!Is's deception of these 
idiots who claim to have perfect minds. Abu 'Ali lbn Sina disagreed 
with them. He believed that Allah knew Himself, and knew of things 
in general, not in detail. Al-Mu'tazilah embraced this opinion as 
well. It is as if they felt that details were too many (for anyone to 
know) . All praise is due to Allah for making us among those who 
deny ignorance and fault from Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) . 
We believe in His saying: 

&JJ.t.1.JJir>-- --:i; 7' 1: 't � • ;,  - �  �J...,_ L1"r- � 
"Does H e  who created not know, while H e  is the Subtle, 
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the Acquainted?" 

. i;>I�-:'" � '.J"A'J 

[al-Mulk (67): 1 4] 

,_.�1 :.3 1 · � ""' .  � ��1,.... '".:-"i\'' -�i\ 
• � ,,.� ..).J � .... .J ..r'"'! .J -f:' 

"And He knows what i s  on the land and in the sea. 
Not a leaf falls but that He knows it." 

[a/An'dm (6): 59] 

They also believed that Allah's Knowledge and Ability were His 
essence. This is so they do not have to affirm more than one pre
eternal deity. We respond by saying: There is only one pre-eternal 
deity but with numerous attributes. 

Section Three 

Philosophers denied resurrection and the return of souls to bod
ies. They also believed that heaven and hell were not physical places, 
and that they were only (mentioned in the Qur'an and Sunnah as) 
metaphors given to the normal folk to understand spiritual reward 
and punishment. In addition, they claimed that the soul remains eter
nally after death, either enjoying indescribable bliss for perfect souls, 
or suffering from indescribable anguish for polluted souls. The 
amount of pain varies from one soul to another. Some souls might 
have some or all of their pain eliminated. 

We respond: we do not deny that the soul continues to exist after 
death, and that it will be subject to pleasure or pain. However, what 
is it that prevents from resurrection of bodies? Why would we deny 
physical pleasure and pain in heaven and hell? Islam has affirmed all 
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of this, so we believe in both physical and spiritual fortune and mis
fortune. 

As for your claim that facts were in fact metaphors, there is no 
proof for this. If they say: bodies disintegrate and transform. We 
reply: Nothing stands in front of (Allah's) Ability. 

Also, a human will always remain human. If he were given a body 
made from clay other than the clay from which he was created, he 
would still be the same person. Just as his body parts change as he 
grows, and as he gains or looses weight. If they say: the body only 
becomes a body because of the meat and veins. We respond: Allah's 
Ability does not stop at what we see, and our Prophet(?i) informed 
us that bodies would grow in the graves right before resurrection. 

93) Abu Hurayrah (rat#JAlltihu 'anhu) said: 'Allah's Messenger (?i) 
said: "Between the two blows (of the horn) there will be forty? 
They asked: Forty days?' He said: 'I refuse (to answer) . '  They 
said: 'Forty months?' He replied: 'I refuse.' They said: 'Forty 
years?' He replied: 'I refuse.' Then Allah will bring water down 
from the heavens so people will grow just like legume. Every
thing in the human dissolves except for the lower back bone, 
from it the human will be reconstructed on Judgment Day."94 

Section Four 

lbl:is has deceived groups of Muslims by creeping to them through 
their high intelligence! He made them think that the right thing is to 
follow Philosophers because they claimed to be wise men who had 
sayings and actions that demonstrated high intelligence. Socrates, 

94 Bukhari, 8/551/4814 and Muslim 4/2270/2955 
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Hippocrates, Plato, Aristotalis, and Jalinous contributed to sciences 
of engineering, logic and nature. They arrived with their intelligence 
at subtle things. However, when they began discussing religion, they 
erred. This is why they disagreed in these matters, but never disa
greed in mathematics and engineering. We have mentioned their er
ror in religion (in previous sections of this book). 

The reason for their error is that humans are unable to compre
hend the details of religion. They can only comprehend generalities 
then they must refer to revelation for the details. 

Some early Muslims were told that those Philosophers denied the 
Creator and rejected religions and claimed that they were only meta
phors and tricks. So those Muslims believed them, so they, in turn, 
rejected religion, neglected prayers, indulged in prohibitions, and 
disregarded the limitations set by the religion. Jews and Christians 
have more of an excuse because they are holding to religions that 
were proven by miracles. Innovators in religion also have a better 
excuse because they call for contemplating proofs. Those (follow
ers of Philosophers) on the other hand, have no backing for their 
disbelief, except that they thought Philosophers to be wise. Have 
they not known that Prophets were wiser also?! 

In addition, what those Muslims were told about Philosophers 
denying the Creator was not true. Most of them affirmed the Crea
tor and did not deny prophecies. They only disregarded contem
plating religion. A few of them did follow secularists whose intel
lects became fully corrupt. 

Some followers of Philosophers from our nation gained nothing 
except confusion. They followed neither (Greek) philosophy nor 
Islam. In fact, some of them pray and fast but object to the Creator 
and prophecies, and deny resurrection. They all were stricken with 
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severe poverty, so they were always disgruntled about their destiny 
and objecting to the Predestinor. One of them told me: I only argue 
with the One above the heavens. He used to say a lot of poetry 
describing the world: 

Do you think it was the creation of a creator 
or do you think it was a throw with no thrower 

And another poem: 

How strange is an existence that was not preceded 
with our choice or knowledge 

As if it were in a struggle. No intelligence, 
no softness and no aggressiveness can relieve us from it 

We are in darkness with no moon 
to light, no sun and no torch 

We are astonished in wonder surrounded 
by ignorance that has a frowning face 

Deeds in it are with no actions 
and sayings in it are all foolishness 

Section Five 

The time of philosophers' and that of monks are recent to our 
time. So, some Muslims extended their hands to hold on to philoso
phy and others to monasticism. Some foolish persons when con
templating matters of creed tended towards philosophizing. Oth
ers when contemplating matters of asceticism tended towards 
monasticism. We ask Allah's steadfastness on our faith, and security 
from our enemy. 
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[ 5 :6 ] 

Devil's Deception of those who believe in 
Horoscopes (aspdb al-ht!)dka� 

They claim that for each spiritual entity from the heavenly world 
there is a horoscope, which is a celestial bcxly that connects to the 
spiritual entity in the same way that our souls connect to our bodies 
and control them. Some celestial bodies are moving others are still. 

They say that the bodies try their best to come near the spiritual 
entity by performing all kinds of worship and sacrifice. Others claim 
that for each horoscope there is a person from the under world that 
resembles it This group painted images and sculpted idols and built 
houses for these idols. 

YaJ:iya lbn Bishr al-Nahawancll said that some sects claimed that 
the seven plants: Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, the Sun, Venus, Mercury and 
the moon were the controllers of this world acting upon orders from 
the heavenly public. They envisioned an animal image for each planet 
and made a statue for it. They manufactured a huge idol for Saturn 
constructed from lead . . They made Saturn as a blind man accepting 
a sacrifice of an old bull that was brought to him to a house with a 
pit underneath it. Above the pit there was an iron rail. The bull was 
beaten until it entered the house and walked on the rail. His legs 
sank into the iron rail. Underneath the rail a fire was lit until the bull 
was fully burnt. Those submitting the sacrifice said: "Glorified you 
0 blind god who is evil natured and never does any good. We have 
sacrificed to you that which resembles you, so accept our sacrifice, 
and prevent us your evil and wicked spirits."  

As for Jupiter, they sacrificed a baby boy. They purchased a female 
slave and all the chief servants of the planet temple had relations 
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with her. When she becomes pregnant they left her to deliver the 
baby boy. When the baby reached eight days old they brought him 
and his mother and they pocked him with needles. The baby cried 
while he was in his mother's arms and they said: "O Lord who does 
not know evil, we have sacrificed to you someone who knew no evil, 
so accept our sacrifice and grant us from your goodness and the 
goodness of your good spirits." 

For Mars they sacrificed a blond man with freckles. His hair was 
so blond that it seemed white. They chained him to a pool filled 
with oil up to his throat and added to the pool chemicals that strength
ened nerves but decomposed flesh. One year later, they grabbed his 
head and pulled it, and with it came out all the nerves. They wrap 
the nerves under his head and brought it to their idol while saying: 
"O evil god with calamities and drought! We have sacrificed to you 
that which resembles you. Accept our sacrifice and prevent us your 
evil and the evil of your evil spirits." They claimed that the head 
lived on for seven days and told them what good and evil they would 
face that year. 

Then they sacrificed to the sun the mother of the child who they 
had sacrificed to Jupiter while circumventing the sun's image and 
saying: "Glorified 0 goddess of light. We have sacrificed to you 
that which resembles you. So accept our sacrifice and grant us from 
your goodness and refuge from your evil ."  

And they sacrificed for Venice an  old lewd woman. They sacri
ficed her and called to Venice: "O lewd goddess, we have sacrificed 
to you something that is as white as you, as lewd as you, and beauti
ful as you. So accept her." Then they put firewood around the old 
woman and torch it until she burnt to aches. Then, they took the 
aches and threw them in the idol's face. 
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As for Mercury, they sacrificed a dark youth who knew literature 
and mathematics, and was well mannered. They tricked him, just as 
they tricked each of the persons they sacrificed. They sedated him, 
then said: "O nice Lord! We have brought you a nice person. We 
were guided by your spirit. So accept him from us. Then the youth 
was sawed in half and made into a square shape, set on a square 
piece of wood, and burnt. Whenever each side of the square burns 
they took the ashes and threw them in the idol's face. 

To the moon they sacrificed a black man with a large face, and 
said: "O you who connects the other gods, and is the lightest of 
celestial bodies." 

[ 5 : 7 ]  

Devil's Deception of the Idol Worshipers 
('ubbad a/-a.fndm) 

All forms of Iblis 's deception are caused by rejecting intellect and 
relying solely on the senses. Through this, Iblis invited many people 
to worship images and made their intellects totally dysfunctional. 

He convinced some that idols were the gods themselves. Others -
with some intellect- rejected this idea, so he deceived them to think 
that worshiping these idols only gets them nearer to the Creator: 

... �..if .J>IJ1t>. ·?1 � 1  . ,,  '�t; if.J ,,. !> �.:0- " �  . 
"We only worship them that they may bring us nearer to 
Allah in position." 

[al-Zumar (39): 3] 

How Iblis 's Deception of Idol Worshipers Began: 
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94) MuQ.ammad lbn al-Sa'ib al-Kalbi said: 'The way that idols were 
first worshiped when Adam ( ralt!]his-saltim) died, the sons of 
Shith lbn Adam set his body inside a cave in mount "Buth" 
which was where Adam first descended. It is the most fertile 
mountain on earth.'95 

95) lbn <Abbas (rdl/!JA.lltihu 'anhuma) said: 'The children of Shith 
used to visit Adam's body in the cave to glorify it and ask for 
(Allah's) mercy upon it. A man from the children of Qabil 
said: 'O children of Qabil! The children of Shith have some
thing which they glorify and revolve around, while you have 
nothing of the sort.' So Satan carved a statue for them (to 
venerate) . They were the first to commit this act. ' 

MuQ.ammad lbn al-Sa'ib al-Kalbi said: ' Wadd ( ;j ) ,  Suwa-< (t'_,..:.) ,  
Yaghiith ( o.!.i �), Ya<iiq (tJ �) and Nasr(;:,) were righteous men. They 
all died within one month so their relatives mourned them. One of 
the children of Qabil said: 0 people! I am able to make five statues 
to look just like the deceased, except that I will not be able to blow 
spirits into them. They agreed, so he sculpted five statues for them, 
and the relatives of each of the five persons used to glorify and 
revolve around the statue of their relative. The generation that came 
after this one glorified the statues even more. Then members of the 
third generation said: our predecessors only glorified these statues 
because they were hoping for them to intercede with Allah, so they 
worshiped them, and the matter became more serious and their kufr 
became worse. Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) sent [Prophet] 
Idris ('alt!]his-saltim) to call them to His path, but they called him a 
liar, so Allah lifted him to a high place . .!Vt.fr became severer until 
Allah sent Nii.Q. (alt!]his-saltim) as a messenger at the age of four 
hundred and eighty years old. He invited them to Allah (the Mighty 

95 KitabA/-Apldm by Hisham Ibn Mu}:iammad Al-Kalbi, pp.SO. 
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and the Majestic) for one hundred and twenty years, but they diso
beyed him and called him a liar. Allah ordered him to make the Ark. 
He was six hundred years old when he got on it and many people 
drowned. Nul:i ( 'alayhis-sakim) stayed alive for three hundred and fifty 
years after that. The total number of years between Adam and Nul:i 
was two thousand and two hundred years. The flood drifted the 
idols to the land of Juddah and when the water receded the wind 
brought sand to cover the idols until it covered it.' 

'Amr lbn Lul:iayywas a priest with thenicknameAbii Thumamah, 
and he used to communicate with the Jinns. One of them told him: 
depart from Tihamah quickly with fortune and safety and get to the 
shore of Jeddah where you will find statues that have been well made. 
Bring them back to Tihamah without fear and ask the Arabs to wor
ship them and you will be obeyed. So he arrived to the shore of 
Jeddah and wiped the sand off the statues and brought them back 
to Tihamah. When the season of pilgrimage arrived, 'Amr called all 
Arabs to worship the statues. 'Awf Ibn 'Athrah lbn Zayd Ibn Al
Lat accepted his call and took Waddwith him. He set it in the valley 
of Qura in Dumah al-Jandal. He named his son 'Abd Wadd, and he 
was the first to be given this name. 'Awf made his son, 'Amir, the 
custodian of Wadd. Custodianship remained in the offspring of 'Awf 
until Islam came. 

Malik Ibn J:Iarithah said that he saw the statue of Wadd. He said 
that his father used to send him with milk and tell him: "give to your 
lord to drink." He said: "I later saw Khalid lbn al-Walid (ratfiyAlldhu 
'anhu) smashing it to small pieces." 

Allah's Messenger (�) sent Khalid lbn al-Walid (rmffyAlkihu 'anhu) 
after the battle of Tabiik to destroy this idol, but the children of 
'Abd Wadd and the children of 'Amir tried to prevent him from 
doing so. He fought and defeated them then brought down the statue 
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and smashed it. On that day he slew one of the Banu 'Abd Wadd 
name Qatan lbn Shurayh. His mother when he had been slain came 
forward and said: 

That thing, Love*, we see, persists not; 
Fate destroys and wealth resist not; 
Nor doth fate the chamois spare 
Spite of mother's tender care 

Then she said: 

0 gatherer of entails and of liver on this earth 
Would that thy mother ne'er had born and ne'er been given birth! 

Al-KalbI said: I asked Malik lbn I:Iarithah to describe the statue of 
Wadd for me in detail as if I were looking at it. He said: "He was as 
large a man as could be. He had two robes engraved on him, one 
was on his top part of his body and the other on his lower part. He 
had a sword on his side, a bow on his shoulder and a spear with a 
banner attached to it. He also had a sack with his arrows in it. 

The tribe of Muqar lbn Nizar also accepted the call of 'Amr lbn 
LuJ::iayy so he gave the statue Suwd' to al-I:Jarith lbn Tamim. He set 
it in the land of Ruhat, so the remaining members of Muqar 
worshiped the statue. One of the Arabs said: 

You see them station around their prince, 
as Hudayl take station round Suwa�; 
Offerings from the treasures of every shepherd are 
all day flung down at his side. 

And the tribe of Mithhij also accepted the call of 'Amr, so he gave 
Yaghuth to An'am lbn 'Amr al-MuradL He set it in Akamah, Yeman, 

• The name Wadd means Love, for which synonym is used here. 
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to be worshiped by members of Muthhij and its allies. 

And the tribe of Hamdan also accepted the call of 'Amr, so he 
gave Ya'iiq to Malik Ibn Marthad IbnJashm. He set it in a village by 
the name J:Iaywan, to be worshiped by members of Hamdan and its 
allies from Yeman. 

And the tribe of J:Iimyar also accepted the call of 'Amr, so he gave 
Nasr to Ma' di Karib. He set it a place called Balkha' from the land 
of Saba', to be worshiped by members of J:Iimyar and its allies. They 
continued to worship it until Dhu'l-Nuwas made them Jews. 

All of these idols continued to be worshiped until Allah sent the 
Prophet (;lj) and he ordered them to be destroyed. 

96) The Prophet (;lj) said: "The Hellfire was raised for me (to see 
it) . In it I saw 'Amr Ibn Lu}:iayy, a short reddish man. He was 
dragging his intestines. I asked: 'who is this?' I was informed: 
'This is 'Amr Ibn Lul:iayy, the first to establish (the system of) 
Bapirah, WtJ!ilah, Sii'ibah, and lfiim.' He changed the religion 
of Isma'il and called Arabs to worship idols."96 

Mul:iammad Al.:KalbI said: 'When Isma'Il ('a/f!_yhis-saliim) resided in 
Makkah, he was granted many offspring to the point that they filled 
Makkah and exiled the Giants from it. They became so many that 
wars and conflicts happened among them. Some of them left Makkah 
in search for sustenance and used to take with them stones from 
Makkah out of love and respect, and as souvenirs. They used to 
circumbate around these stones just like they did the Ka'bah. At 
that point they did not worship the stones, and continued to visit 
Makkah for lfajj and 'Umrah as was the heritage of their forefathers 
Ibrahim and Isma'Il. With time, they began worshiping those stones 

96 Kittib al-Aµztim by Hisham lbn Mul).ammad AJ-Kalbi, pp. S t .  
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and came up with a religion other than that of Ibrahim and Isma'Il. 
They worshiped idols and referred to the ways of nations previous 
to them. They dug up the idols that the people of Nii}:i had wor
shipped, but continued to practice some teachings of Ibrahim and 
Isma'Il such as respecting the Ka'bah, revolving around it, Jfajj, 
'Umrah, standing on 'Arafah, and Muzdalifah, sacrificing cattle and 
reciting the declaration of intentions for Jfajj and 'Umrah. The first 
to change the religion of Isma'Il and set up the statues was 'Amr Ibn 
Lu}:iayy, the father of Khuza'ah. He was able to take control over 
the Ka'bah by force. One day he became sick and was advised to 
visit a hot water fountain in Sham. He went there, bathed in it and 
became well. He noticed that the people of Sham worshiped idols. 
He inquired: What are these? They responded: we use these statues 
to pray for rain and victory over the enemy. He asked that they give 
him a few idols, so they did. He brought them back to Makkah and 
set them around the Ka'bah. This was how Arabs began practicing 
idol worship. 

The most ancient idol was Mandt (��) .  It was erected on the Red 
Sea shore between Makkah and Madinah. Arabs used to glorify it, 
and the tribes of Al-Aws, Al-Khazraj and whoever used to settle in 
Madinah or Makkah and their surroundings used to glorify, sacrifice 
and give gifts to it. No tribes glorified it more than Al-Aws and Al
Khazraj. 

These two tribes used to perform all lf ajj rituals just as other peo
ple did, except that they did not used to shave their heads until they 
reached Mandt . Then they used to stay there for a while, believing 
that their lfajj would not be complete otherwise. Manah belonged 
to the tribes of Hudhayl and Khuza'ah. Allah's Messenger (;i) sent 
'All (ratfiyAl/dhu 'anhu) to destroy it in the 8th year AH of the con
quest. 
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Arabs adopted al-Ltit ( .:.J;iJI) as a goddess as well. It was located in 
Ta'if and was more recent than Mandt. It was a cubical rock and its 
servants were from the tribe of Thaqif. They established a house 
around it. Quraysh and all Arabs continued to glorify it until Thaqif 
embraced Islam. Allah's Messenger (;i) sent al-Mughirah lbn 
Shu'bah (raef!JAllahu 'anhu) to destroy and burn it. 

More recent to a/-Llt was a goddess by the name al-'Uzz.a (��I) . 
lbn 'Abbas said: 'al- 'Uzz.a was a female devil who used to frequent 
three samurah trees in the vale of Nakhlah. After liberating Makkah, 
Allah's Messenger (;i) sent Khalid lbn al-Walid (raef!JA/lahu 'anhu) 
to it. When Khalid approached the trees he found a woman with 
untidy hair who had her hands on her shoulders. Behind her was 
her servant Dubayyah al-SulamI. ' Khalid said (poetry) : 

You are worthy of rejection (kufa not glorification, 
for I have witnessed that Allah has humiliated you. 

Then he struck her on her head, killed her servant and cut off the 
trees. When he informed the Prophet(;i) of what had happened He 
said: 'That was al-'Uzz.a, there shall be no other 'Uzza for Arabs. ' 

Quraysh also had idols inside the Ka'bah and around it. The great
est idol to them was Huba/ (� ) .  It was made from red ruby in the 
form of a human with his left hand broken off. Quraysh later made 
a hand of gold to complement the broken hand. The first to erect it 
inside Ka'bah was Khuzaymah lbn Mudrikah lbn Ilyas lbn Muqar. 
In front of it were seven cups. Inside one of the cups was written 
"T ruthfal" and inside the other was written "(false!YJ Associated". When 
they used to doubt (the legitimacy of) a child they used to give Huba/ 
a gift and draw between both cups. If the outcome was "Truthful" 
they would associate him with the father, and if the outcome was 
"(false!YJ Associated" they would reject the child. They used to do 
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something similar when approaching a major endeavour. 

During the battle of Uhud, Abu Sufyan said: "Be high Huba!', 
meaning: may your religion be high. Allah's Messenger (;I) re
sponded: "Allah is higher and more revered." 

Arabs also had two idols: Isdj(..Jl-1) and Nd'ilah (�l;) .  Ibn 'Abbas 
(rarjfyA/ldhu 'anhuma) said: lsdf was a man from the tribe of Jurhum 
who was in love with a woman from the same tribe, Nd'ilah. They 
both came to perform Jfajj and committed fornication near the 
Ka'bah. As a punishment (from Allah) , they were transformed into 
two rocks. Later they were set near the Ka'bah for them to be an 
example to others. Later people worshipped them along with the 
other idols around the Ka'bah. 

Another one of those idols was Dhu'l-Khala.fah (�:.Jl-1 J�). It was a 
large white rock with a crown like carving on it. It was located be
tween Makkah and Yeman glorified by the tribes of Khath'am and 
Bajilah. Allah's Messenger (;I) told Jarir: "Would you relieve me 
from Dhu'l-Khala,fah?" So he fought its worshippers, destroyed the 
house that was built around it and burnt it. 

The tribe of Daws worshiped an idol named Dhu'l-Kaff qyn 
(�1 ..,.)). After they embraced Islam Allah's Messenger (;I) sent al

Tufayl Ibn 'Amr (rat/!JAl!dhu 'anhu) to burn it. BanI al-I:Iarith Ibn 
Yashkur adopted an idol named Dhu'l-Shard ( J.S'.>-JI Jj ), and other 
tribes had al-Aqya,fir (�\11) ,  Nuhm ( � ), Su'qyr (�) and al-Fals 

<..,,Ll1) . 
Each household in Makkah had an idol for them to worship. When 

one of them began a journey, the last thing he would do was to wipe 
on the statue. And when he returned, the first thing he would do 
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was to wipe on it. Those who did not own houses would erect a 
rock and circumbated around it. These types of idols were called al
Anfdb. 

When one of them used to rest on their travel paths, they used to 
take four stones, and make the best looking one their lord. The other 
three would be used to support his spot. When resuming the travel, 
he would leave all four rocks behind, and take four new rocks at the 
next rest spot. 

When Allah's Messenger (;i) became victorious over Makkah, he 
used his bow to stab the idols surrounding the Ka1bah in their eyes 
and faces; saying: 

h r::' ,. ,, ,, �,. ,,.u� j��r _..,,,, ,.. � � i .. -,, » ,.  �li.,,....)l'..> !)�ll'..>! ,, ' .  1�..iJ� l ;�JiJ 
"Truth has come, and falsehood has departed. Indeed 
is falsehood, [by nature] , ever bound to depart." 

[a/-/mi' (1 7) :  8 1 ]  

Then he ordered the idols to be pushed on their faces, then to be 
removed from the Masjid and burnt. 

lbn 1Abbas (rat/!y.Alltihu 'anhuma) said: 'It was during the time of 
Yazd that idols were worshipped, and many people converted away 
from Islam. ' 

97) Abii Raja' Al-'UtaridI said: 'We used to worship stones, and 
when we found a better stone than the first one, we would 
throw the first one and take the latter. But if we could not get 
a stone then we would collect some soil and then bring a sheep 
and milk it over the soil, and perform tawij' around it.'97 

97 Bukhari, 8/90/4376-4377. 
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98) Abu «Uthman al-NahdI said: 'During the time of Jtihil!Jyah we 
used to worship a rock. One time we heard someone calling: 
0 people! Your god has vanished so search for another god. 
So we went searching on the mountains and planes. Then an
other person called: we have found your god. We all came to 
the caller and found the rock we used to worship. We (cel
ebrated and) slaughtered camels.'98 

99) «Amr Ibn «Absah said: 'I used to worship idols. When one of 
us used to rest on his travel paths and had no statues, he used 
to take four stones, and make the best looking one their lord. 
The other three were used to support his pot. When resum
ing the travel, he used to leave all four rocks behind, and take 
four new rocks at the next rest spot.'99 

1 00) Sufyan Ibn «Uyaynah was asked: 'How did Arabs first begin 
idol worship?' He replied: 'The basis for their idol worship 
was that they said: 'The Ka'bah is made from rocks, so wher
ever a rock is erected it should be considered as a rock .' 

Abu Mi«shar said: 'Many of the Indians used to believe in Supreme 
Lord, and confess that He has Angels. However, they believed Allah 
and the Angels to be beautiful objects residing above the heavens. 
So they made statues in what they believed to be Allah's image. They 
worshiped them and sacrificed to them because of their similarity to 
Allah, as they claimed. Since terrestrial bodies were nearest (in loca
tion) to the Creator, they glorified them and sacrificed to them. 

Many of the ancients built Houses for idols: one was a House on 
the top of a mountain in Isfahan, which contained idols, expelled by 

98 Al-Kha!)b al-Baghdadi in his Tari/eh, 1 0/204. 

99 Ibn Sa'd in al-Tabaqtit, 4/2 17 .  
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Gushtasp when he became a Mazdian; he turned it into a fire tem
ple. A second and third were in India; a fourth in the city of Balkh, 
built by Manushihr. When Islam appeared, it was destroyed by the 
people of Balkh. A fifth was a House in San1a built by al-Dahhak in 
the name of Venus; this was destroyed by 1Uthman Ibn 1Affan 
(ratf!Y.Alkihu 'anhu) . A sixth was built by King Qabus in the city of 
Ferghanah in the name of the Sun; this was destroyed by Mu1tasim. 

Yal).ya al-NahawandI said that the religion of India was established 
by a man named Brahman. He assigned certain idols to them and 
put them inside houses. The greatest house was located in Multan, a 
city in Sind. Inside this house he put the greatest idol, which was of 
the Great Hyle ( pS"�I J_r.J.1) .  This city was liberated during the days 
of Al-l:Iaj jaj .  Soldiers wanted to destroy the idol but were told by 
the locals: If you do not destroy it, then we will give you one third of 
the money contributed to it. 'Abdu'l-Malik lbn Marwan ordered them 
to let it be. Indians used to perform pilgrimage to this great idol 
carrying with them money to contribute to it. After collecting all 
the money, one third was given to Muslims, one third for renovating 
the city and the fortress walls, and one third to the servants of the 
great idol. 

Look at how Satan has deceived these people. He took away their 
intellects and caused them to carve their gods with their own hands. 
Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) condemned their idols in the 
best way: 
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"Do they have feet by which they walk? Or do they have 
hands by which they strike? Or do they have eyes by which 
they see? Or do they have ears by which they hear?" 

[ai-A'r4f (7) : 1 95] 

It is as if Allah is pointing to humans saying: you all walk, hold 
things, see and hear. However, idols are unable to do so. They are 
inanimate objects. So how could the superior (human in animal 
form) worship the inferior (inanimate object) . 

I f  they only had contemplated well they would have realised that 
God created, and He was not created, He composed but was not 
composed, and everything was reliant on Him and He relied on no
body. A person must worship that which created him, not that which 
he created. Their assumption that idols have the ability to intercede 
(with Allah) was nothing but a mirage that is baseless. 

[ 5 :8 ]  

Devil's Deception of the Fire Worshipers 
( 'ubbad al-ndr) 

The Devil has deceived some people into worshiping fire. He 
made them believe that fire was the essence of things, and that world 
could not be without it. Sun worship stemmed from this idea as 
well. 

Al-'fabarI said: 'When Qabil killed Habil, he went to Yemen to run 
away from their father. lblis came to him and told him: "Fire ate 
Able's sacrifice and was accepted (by Allah) because Able used to 
serve the fire and worship it. You should erect a house in which fire 
is worshiped. He was the first to build such a house and the first to 
worship fire."' 
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Al-Jal).i? said: 'Zaradusht, the first Zoroastrian, came from Balkh 
claiming that he had received revelation while he was on mount 
Ceylon. He told those living in cold areas that they may be punished 
by increased cold weather. He claimed that he had only been sent to 
people living on mountains. He made it permissible for his follow
ers to use their urine for performing ablution, to have relations with 
their mothers, to glorify fire, as well as other silly things.' He said: 
'Allah was alone for a long time. He contemplated about His lone
liness so lb!Is was generated from this contemplation. Allah then 
wanted to kill lb!Is but lb!Is defended himsel£ When Allah saw this, 
he decided to give him a chance for sometime.' 

Fire-worshippers built many temples. The first to design such a 
temple was Afridon. He established a temple in Tiis and another in 
Bukhara. Bahman built one in Sijjistan. 

Zaradusht plotted a scheme to make his followers believe that a 
fire had come from heaven to eat something they had sacrificed. He 
put an animal that was to be sacrificed inside a house in which there 
was a large mirror. He surrounded the animal with firewood and 
poured sulfur on it He made an opening in the wall so the sunray 
could come through, become reflected by the mirror towards the 
firewood. When the fire started Zaradush ordered his followers not 
to turn it off. 
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Section One: 

[Iblis Deceives People into Worshiping 
False Deities] 

Iblis deceived some people into worshiping the moon, he caused 
others to worship the stars. Ibn Qutaybah said: 'During the period 
of J tihiltyyah, some people used to worship planet Sirius (S hi'ra) . They 
were fascinated by it. The first to worship it in spite of Quraysh was 
Abu Kabshah. When Allah's Messenger (�) called for worshipping 
Allah and the rejection of idols, they called him: the son of Abu 
Kabshah. Meaning that they both were similar in going against 
Quraysh. The people of Isra'Il referred to Maryam: 'O sister of 
Harlin. ' Meaning that she was like him in righteousness. There are 
two stars of the name, one above (Canis Mcgory, the other Canis Mi
nor. which faces it; between the two is the Galaxy. Canis Minor be
longs to the stretched out arm in the constellation of the Lion, 
whereas Canis Major is the Gemini. 

Iblis deceived others into worshiping angels and claiming them to 
be Allah's daughters. Allah is most exalted. Others were deceived 
into worshiping horses and cows. Al-SamirI was from a people who 
used to worship a cal£ This was why he formed a calf. Commenta
tors tell us that Pharaoh used to worship a buck. 

Among all these was no one who exercised his intellect or made 
use of his reason to ponder over what he was doing. We ask Allah to 
save us in this world and the next. 
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[ 5:9 ] 
Devils's Deception of the Pagan Arabs 

( afj dhif[yyah) 100 

We have already mentioned how lblis deceived the people of 
J ahil[Jyah with regards to their worship of idols. The worst form of 
his deception was for them to imitate their forefathers without con
templating proper proofs. Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) said: 

"And when it is said to them, "Follow what Allah has 
revealed," they say, "Rather, we will follow that which we 
found our fathers doing." Even though their fathers un
derstood nothing, nor were they guided?" 

[al-Baqarah (2) : 1 70] 

lblis deceived others fromjahil[Jyah days to become secular. They 
denied the Creator and resurrection. Allah (the Mighty and the Ma
jestic) said in their regard: 

"And they say, 'There is not but our worldly life; we die 
and live and nothing destroys us except time.' And they 
have of that no knowledge; they are only assuming." 

HM1Jdhilfyyab. Pre-Islamic Ignorance. Technically this refers to the condition of a 
people before the guidance of Allah reaches them, or the state of a people that 
prevents them from accepting the guidance of Allah. 
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[al-jathfyah (45) : 24] 

Others believed in the Creator, but denied messengers and resur
rection, and others claimed angels to be Allah's daughters. Others 
were swayed to Judaism and Zoroastrianism, such as the tribe of 
Tamim. 

Among those who used to believe in the Creator, Genesis, resur
rection, reward and punishment were 'Abdu'l-Muttalib Ibn Hashim, 
Zayd Ibn 'Amr Ibn Nufayl, Quss Ibn Sa'idah, and 'Amir Ibn al
Zarib. 

'Abdu'l-Muttalib noticed that there was one oppressor who was 
not stricken by a punishment, so he concluded: By Allah there must 
be a life after this life where the righteous will be rewarded and the 
evildoers punished. 

Among those believers was Zuhayr Ibn AbI Sulma. He said (in 
poetry) : 

Put off; yet recorded in writing and hoarded 
For day of Accounting, or straightway rewarded 

Who afterward became Muslims. Among them was al-Qalammus 
Ibn Umayyah al-KinanI, who used to preach in front of al-Ka'bah, 
and Arabs did not used to leave Makkah to head home until he gave 
his speech. One day he said: "O Arabs, obey my advice and you will 
succeed. I know that Allah is not happy about your worship of 
numerous idols. He is the Lord of these idols and wishes to be 
\\Orshipped alone." Upon hearing this, Arabs abandoned him that 
year and did not listen to his advice. 

Arabs had another misconception. They believed that if they tied 
a horse next to a dead person's grave until the horse died, then he 
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would be resurrected riding the horse. Otherwise, he would be res
urrected walking. One of the person who asserted this was 'Amr 
lbn Zayd al-KalbI. 

Most of these continued on polytheism, and only a few adhered 
to monotheism and rejected the idols; of these few were Quss and 
Zayd. The people of Jahilfyyah kept introducing innovations, in many 
things, such as: 

Al-N asd', which was to make the sacred months unsacred for prac
tical reasons, and vise versa. Since the days of lbrahim ( 'alt!Jhis
salam) Arabs considered it a sin to wage war during the four sacred 
months. However, if they needed to wage war during that period, 
they used to declare it lawful to do so and to assign the month of 
Safar to be sacred that year in place of the month they had made 
unsacred. 

Also, when they used to perform ljcy}, they would chant: 

We come to You, and You have no partner (in worship) 
except for one partner whom you own and he owns nothing. 

They used to allow males to inherit, not females. And whenever 
one of them died, the nearest relative had the right to marry his 
wife. 

They also believed in al-Babfralr. if a camel bore five times succes
sively, the fifth time a female, they would slit its ear, and it was un
lawful for the women to ride. 

Al-Saibalr. A camel allowed to go free, being neither ridden nor 
milked. 

Al- Wafilalr. a lamb, which bore seven times, and whether the sev-
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enth was male or female, they would say: 'it has joined (wtl!alat) its 
brother, ' and would not be slaughtered, and was to be used by men 
only to the exclusion of women; but when it died both men and 
women were allowed to drink from its milk. 

Al-ljtinr. A male camel which had siren ten times; after which they 
would say: 'he has protected (pama) his loins,' and it would be let loose 
for their idols, and not employed in carrying. 

They claimed that Allah ordered them to do all of this. This was 
why Allah said: 

�{"':l" Y'-<i " �� ... --'t.,-:["- " " r  ,-:" """" " �J-1 .J, - ./J Jfe. .JJ��411\�[.. 
h >, . ,,,, .. .,,,,. 
� 5)!�<i�)S��$JtJ\�5��7Zt-.¥ 

"Allah has not appointed [such innovations as] bal)irah or 
sdibah or w{lfilah or }Jam. But those who disbelieve invent 
falsehood about Allah, and most of them do not reason." 

[al-Ma'idah (5) : 1 03] 

Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) also refuted their claims say
mg: 

"Is it the two males He has forbidden or the two females" 
[al-An'dm (6) : 1 43] 

The meaning is: If Allah had made the two types of male cattle 
forbidden, then He should have made all male cattle forbidden. And 
the same applies to females. 

Iblis further persuaded them to kill their children, so that one of 
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them would kill his daughter and feed his dog. And also he deceived 
the Arabs to believe that: had Allah willed we would not have taken 
partners. The meaning is: had He not approved of our shirk, He 
would have prevented us from it. They attached themselves to Allah's 
Will and neglected His Commands. Allah's Will encompasses all 
creatures, and His Command does not encompass all that He wills. 
So no one is allowed to use Allah's will (as an excuse) once the order 
has been decreed. 

Many indeed are the foolish doctrines which they invented. It would 
be waste of time to record, and does not require the trouble of 
refutation. 

[ 5: 1 0 ] 

Devil's Deception of the Deniers of Prophecies 
(/df.Jidi al-Nabawdl) 

Iblis deceived the Brahmans, Indians and others to deny prophe
cies and block their pathway to God. 

The Indians diff ered ,among themselves. Some of them were secu
lar, others were dualists, others followed Brahmans and others only 
believed in the prophecy of Adam ( 'alayhis-saldm) and Ibcihim ('al�his
sakim) . 

Abu Mul:iammad al-NubakhtI said in his book 'Opinions and cults' 
that some Indian Brahmans affirmed the creator, messengers, heaven 
and hellfire. And they believed that their messenger was an angel 
who came to them in human form without a holy book. He had 
four hands and twelve heads: a human head, a lion's head, a horse's 
head, an elephant's head, a pig's head and so on. They say that he 
ordered them to glorify the fire and forbid them from committing 
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murder and from eating from any animal that was not slaughtered in 
the name of the fire. He also forbid them from lying and from drink
ing liquor. But he made it permissible for them to commit adultery, 
and ordered them to worship cows. Whoever left his religion and 
then came back to it had his head, beard, eyebrows and eyelashes 
shaved, and was to bow to the cows. I feel much time would be 
wasted in narrating their gibberishes. 

Iblis convinced Brahmans of six doubtful matters (Shubuhd!) : 

The first doubt: 
The first was rejection of the idea that some humans were able to 

know that which was hidden from others. So they would say: 

"This is not but a man like yourselves." 
[al-Mu'miniin (23) :  33] , 

The meaning is: s o  how could h e  have learned that which was 
hidden from you all? 

The response to this argument is that sound intellect allows for 
some individuals to be given some attributes that others are not given. 
With these attributes, he may become able to receive revelation. 
Everyone knows that Allah created humans with varying attitudes 
and created medicines that resist physical illnesses. So if He has 
given plants and rocks unique abilities to cure bodies, it is not 
farfetched that He gives certain individuals great wisdom to cure 
those with bad manners and actions. Allah has eluded to this when 
He said: 
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"Have the people been amazed that We revealed [revela
tion] to a man from among them, [saying] , "Warn 
mankind." 

[ Yunus ( 10) :  2] 

The second doubt: 
They say: Why did Allah not send an angel, since angels are near 

to Him, and are less likely to be the object of doubts? Also, the fact 
that humans love to be leaders over their kind, and this fact engen
ders doubts. 

The answer to this is in three ways : 
i. One is that it is in the power of angels to overturn mountains 

and rocks, so that they could not produce a miracle which 
would attest their veracity: for a miracle is a violation of cus
tom, and this is the custom of the angels. A clear miracle is 
one that is performed by the hand of a weak human being, 
proving his veracity. 

ii. Second, that men incline more to their own kind, hence it is 
proper that there should be sent to them one of their own 
kind, that they might not feel aversion, but undstand him; fur
ther, enabling one of the same kind to perform what the oth
ers were unable to perform is a proof of his truthfulness. 

iii. The third response is that humans do not have the ability to 
see angels. Only Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) strength
ens the Prophets with the power of perceiving the angels which 
He accords them. 

This was why Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) said: 
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,,,, > ,,,,,. , ,,,,..,,,,,..,, -:: .I' ,,,, > ,,,..,,, .,,,,,,. �J � � �_;..J 
"And if We had made him [i.e., the messenger] an angel, 
We would have made him [appear as] a man" 

[al-An 'dm (6) : 9] , 

meaning: so that they might look on him and associate freely with 
him and understand him; then He adds: 

0 ........-. _ > . t c  ·----( ·:.11--......:..-1� � . .J 
"and We would have covered them with that in which 
they cover themselves [i.e., confusion and doubt] ." 

[al-An'dm (6): 9], 

meaning: We would have confused them to the paint that they did 
not understand whether he was an angel or human. 

The third doubt: 
They say: We see that Prophets inform us of the unseen and per

form miracles, but we also see magicians and priests having similar 
capabilities. So we no longer have a way to distinguish the true 
Prophets from false ones. 

In response we say: Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) defined 
the proofs and presented the doubts and let sound minds determine 
the difference between the two. A magician is never able to give life 
to the dead, or to transform a cane into a snake. As for priests, they 
may say that which is true and they may say that which is false. A 
Prophet, on the other hand, always speaks the truth. 

The fourth doubt 
They say: If Prophets came with things that were inconsistent with 

sound logic then we will reject them. And if they came with things 
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that were consistent with sound logic then this sound logic suffices 
(so there was no need for the Prophet in the first place). 

Our response is: it is clear that many people are unable to manage 
worldly affairs without the guidance of leaders and wise men. The 
same applies to matters of religion and the Hereafter. 

The fifth doubt: 
They say: religions decreed things that were unacceptable by sound 

minds. So they cannot be true. An example is permitting animals to 
be hurt (by slaughter) . 

The response is :  sound intellect prevents animals (including hu
mans) from harming one another. However, if The Creator de
creed such harm, then there is no longer a place for human intellect, 
because The Creator's wisdom is something that has been well es
tablished. So a human must realise the importance of surrendering 
to this divine wisdom, and never rejecting its outcomes. 

In addition, it has been established that animals are better than 
inanimate objects. And speaking animals (humans) are better than 
those who are non-sp�aking because of the intellectual capabilities 
they possess. It is essential for speaking animals to continue to ex
ist, and nothing assists in its continued existence more than eating 
meat. The non-speaking animal was created for the sake of the speak
ing animal. And if the non-speaking animal were not slaughtered, 
then it would have increased in number and died, causing the speak
ing animal to become harmed by the corpses. 

As for the pain of slaughter, it is minimal. Some have said that 
slaughter causes no pain at all. They said that the quick slaughter 
causes blood not to reach the brain, which is the center of sensing 
pain. This is why the Prophet (;i) said: "When one of you slaugh-
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ters let him sharpen his knife in order to comfort the slaughtered 
animal."101 

Ihe sixth doubt: 
They say: perhaps Prophets knew of some material qualities (to 

enable them to perform miracles) that others did not. 

The response is that there isn't a drug except that its qualities have 
become known. Scientists would have exposed false Prophets if 
they attempted to use material qualities to convince others of them
selves. 

Also, miracles are of many types. In one case there was a she camel 
that came out of a rock. In another case there was a cane that turned 
into a snake. In a third case there was a rock from which water gushed. 
And this Qur'an that was revealed six hundred years ago. People 
listen to it, and minds comprehend it. It is a continuous challenge, 
yet no one was able to produce verses that come close to it. So where 
is this from magic and sorcery? 

Section One: 

[Devil's Deception of Brahmans] 

lb!Is has deceived some Indian Brahmans to burn themselves as a 
form of getting closer to god. What they do is that they dig a trench, 
and people gather around it. Then the man who is about to burn 
himself arrives wearing a lot of perfume. They beat on their drums 
chanting: "glad tidings to this soul that has been attached to paradise." 
He responds: "let this sacrifice be accepted and let my reward be 
paradise." Then he sits inside the burning trench. Afterwards, if he 
attempts to escape they shun him until he returns to the fire again. 

101 Muslim 3/1 548/1 955. 
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Some of them take hot coal and set it on their stomach until his 
intestines come out of his belly and dies. Others stand near the fire 
until all of their fat is burnt away, and then fall into the fire. And 
others chop pieces of their flesh and threw them into the fire. 

Some of them worship water claiming that it is the source of life. 
They prostrate to water. And some of them jump into fire then into 
water. They continue to do so until they die. 

Some of them die from self inflicted hunger and thirst. They first 
fall down out of weakness, then loose the ability to talk, then looses 
their senses, and die. 

Others wander off in the lands until they die, others drown them
selves, and others have no relations with women, and cover only 
their private parts. 

What is strange is that Indians were considered sources of wis
dom. Glory to He who blinded their hearts to the point that Iblis 
became able to lead them this way. 

[ 5: 1 1  l 
The Devils Deception of the Jews (al-:Juhudj 

Iblis 's deception of Jews took many forms. Here are some exam
ples: 

They claimed that there are similarities between The Creator and 
His creation. Had this been true, then everything applicable to the 
creator would be applicable to the creation. Abu J:Iamid said that 
Jews claim that god was a man made from light sitting on a chair of 
light, wearing a crown of light, and that he had limbs similar to hu
man limbs. 
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Another example is their claim that 'Uzayr was Allah's son. Had 
they understood the reality of childhood, they would have realised 
that it could only take occur when the father gives a piece of him 
(sperm) . Allah would never give a piece of Him away because He is 
not composed of different pieces. 

Also, the son usually is of the same status as the father. Yet, 'Uzayr 
had to eat to survive. How could he have been a god when a god 
was always needed and was never in need. They only assumed that 
'Uzayr was Allah's son because he came back from the dead and 
recited the Torah from memory. 

What proves that Jews are weak minded is that after seeing Allah's 
ability of splitting the sea, they requested to worship idols saying: 

�1�(.1t:r�[Q�i 
"Make for us a god as they have gods" 

[ai-i-A'rqf (7) : 1 3 8]  

When Musa scolded them for  making this request, they continued 
to wish for such an idol but in secret. Their wish finally came true 
when they worshiped the cal£ 

This was a result of two things : first: their ignorance of The Crea
tor, and second: that they wanted something that they could sense, 
because feeling was more effective to them than contemplating. Had 
they not been ignorant of their Lord, they would not have called 
him with bad words, such as: 

,,. "" - 1 �  
��15t 

"Allah is poor" 
[Ai 'lmrtin (3) : 1 81 ]  
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and 
,,,,. , • .,,. � .. >.,.. �fo �I� 

"Allah's hand is tied" 
[al-Mtiidah (5): 64] 

lblis also deceived them into thinking that Shartahs may never be 
abrogated. However, they knew well that in Adam's Sharicah it was 
permissible to marry one's sister and to work on Saturday. This was 
abrogated by Miisa's religion. They said: "Whenever Allah orders 
something then it may never be changed." We respond: changing 
the decree may be out of wisdom sometimes. The human being's 
status changes from health to illness to death. This is a manifesta
tion of wisdom. And Allah ordered Ibrahim ('alf!yhis-saldm) to slaugh
ter his son, then forbid him from doing so. 

Another example of lblis's deception of Jews was their claim: 

!.u���,-ql�l6J\1:' -::�Ji)\i_; 
"And they Oews) say: "The Hellfire shall not touch us 
but for a few numbered days"" 

[al-Baqarah (2) : 80] 

These days are the days during which they worshiped the calf. 

Their shameful acts were numerous. lblis also caused them to 
become very stubborn to the point of denying that Prophet 
Mul::1.ammad �) was described in their book. They modified the 
verses that mentioned this, refused to believe in Him and accepted 
the punishment of the Hereafter. 

So their scholars were stubborn, and the ignorant among them 
followed. And they modified their religion to suit their needs, so 
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how could servitude be manifested in those who abandoned Allah's 
order and acted upon their desires. They used to disobey Musa 
( 'alayhis-saldm) and accuse him of having overly large testicles! And 
they accused him of killing Harlin ( 'alqyhis-saldm), and accused Dawud 
( 'alqyhis-saldm) with regard to the wife of irya. 

Abu Hurayrah (raifiJAlldhu 'anhu) said: Allah's Messenger (;i) once 
came to the House of Midras (a Jewish school) and asked to speak 
to the most knowledgeable of them. 'Abdullah lbn Suriya came. 
The Prophet(;i) asked him by He who bestowed His bounties on 
them, fed them al-Manna and al-Salwd and covered them with clouds: 
"Do you believe that I am Allah's Messenger?" He responded: Yes, 
and my people know this as well, for your description is in the To
rah, and it is clear. He (;i) asked: "Then what prevents you (from 
following Islam)?" He responded: I dislike going against my peo
ple. Perhaps they will follow you and become Muslims, then so will 
1. 102 

Salamah lbn Salamah lbn Waqsh said: We had a Jewish neighbour 
from Ban! 'Abd Al-Ashhal. He came out to us one day from his 
house. At that time I was the youngest person in my house, wearing 
a small robe and lying in the courtyard. He spoke of the resurrec
tion, the reckoning, the scales, the Paradise and the Hellfire. When 
he spoke of these things to the polytheists who thought there could 
be no rising after death - they said to him: 'Good gracious man! Do 
you think such things could be?! That men can be raised from the 
dead to a place where there is Paradise and a Hellfire in which they 
will be recompensed for their deeds?! '  He responded: 'Yes, and by 
Him whom men swear by, he would wish that he might be in the 
largest oven in his house rather than in that fire; that they would 
heat it and thrust him into it and plaster it over if he could get out 
from that fire on the following day. ' When they asked for a sign that 

102 Ibn Sa'd in al-Tabaqat 1/64. 
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this would be, he said, pointing with his hand to Makkah and the 
Yeman: 'A Prophet will be sent from the direction of this land. When 
they asked when he would appear, he looked at me the youngest 
person, and said: 'This boy, if he lives his natural term, will see him. 
By Allah, a night and a day did not pass before Allah sent MuJ.:iammed, 
His Messenger, and he was living among us. We believed in him, but 
he denied him because of his wickedness and envy. When we asked: 
Aren't you the man who said these things? He said: certainly, but 
this is not the man. 103 

[ 5 : 1 2 ] 

The Devils's Deception of Christians (al-nafdrtl) 

Iblis's deception of Christians took many forms. Here are some 
examples: 

He deceived them to think that The Creator (the Mighty and the 
Majestic) was of matter form. Al-Ya1qiibiyyah, flowers of Ya1qiib, 
al-Malikiyyah, followers of the King's Religion, and al-Nastiiriyyah, 
followers of Nastiir all have said that Allah is one essence but is 
three distinct characters: the father, the son and the holy spirit. Some 
of them claimed that the three characters were only features. Oth
ers said they were attributes. And others claimed that they were 
persons. 

They forgot that had Allah been of matter form then everything 
that was applicable to matter must be applicable to Him, such as 
being confined by space, motion, stillness and color. 

Then Iblis convinced some of them to believe that 1isa ( 'alqyhis-

1 03 MusnadA}:imad 3/467. 
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saldm) was Allah. 

Abu MuJ::iammad al-NubakhtI said: 'Al-Malikis and al-Ya'qubis 
claimed that Maryam gave birth to the Lord. Iblis whispered to some 
of them to believe that 'Isa was Allah's son.' Others claimed that 
'Isa had two essences, one ancient and the other recent. They con
firmed 'Isa's need for food and that he was crucified and unable to 
repel harm away from himself. They said: "That which was cruci
fied was the humanistic essence.' ' Well, could not the divine es
sence have repelled harm away from the humanistic essence?] 

Iblis also deceived them into denying our Prophet (;i) although 
he was mentioned in the InjIL Some People of  the Book admitted 
that our Prophet was a true Prophet but sent only to Arabs. This 
was another aspect of Iblis's deception of them, because once they 
admitted that Mul:iammad was a Prophet, they should have con
firmed that he could not have been a liar. He said: "I was sent to all 
people. ' ' 104, and he (;i) wrote letters to kings of non-Arab nations 
inviting them to Islam. 

Iblis also deceived Jews and Christians into believing that Allah 
will never punish them for their ancestor's sake. Their ancestors 
included Prophets and righteous people. Allah (the Mighty and the 
Majestic) reported their saying: 

rt ,,,,, ,,,,, > > � t ... -:: 1 1{{.·, >·� ··�'.J ;ll ' � � 
"We are the children of Allah and His beloved." 

[ai-Md'idah (5) : 1 8] ,  

meaning: our ancestors included 'Uzayr and 'Isa ( 'al�his-sakim) . 

104 Bukhari 1 /435/335, and Muslim 1 /370/521 . 
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To expose this deception we say: 'Every person is responsible for 
fulfilling Allah's rights upon him, and these rights may not be re
lieved by a relative.' Our Prophet (;i) told his daughter Fatimah 
(rat/fyA/ldhu 'anha) : "I can not avail you at all against Allah." The 
status of  a person is only linked to his level of piety. If piety is 
missing then so will high status. Allah's (the Mighty and the Majes
tic) love of a servant is not similar to the servants' love to one an
other. 

[ 5 : 1 3 ] 

The Devil's Deception of Sabeans (al-$dbi'in) 

Sabeans (al-$dbi'in) were those who left one religion for the sake 
of another. Scholars had ten different opinions regarding them: 

The first was that their religion was a mix between Christianity and 
Zoroastrianism. 

The second was that their religion was a mix between Judaism and 
Zoroastrianism. 

The third was that their religion was a mix between Judaism and 
Christianity. 

The fourth was that they were a sect of Christianity but that they 
adopted less radical views. 

The fifth was that they were a sect of polytheists with no holy book. 

The sixth was that they were the same as Zoroastrians. 

The seventh was that they were from the people of the Book and 
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that their holy book was al-Zabiir. 

The eighth was that they were a people who prayed towards (our) 
qiblah, who prayed to angels and whose holy book was al-Zabiir. 

The ninth was that were simply a sect of the People of the Book. 

The tenth was that they were a people who affirm that there was 
none worthy to be worshipped but Allah. They performed no other 
action except this affirmation. 

As for theMutakallimiin (practitioners of deductive reasoning), they 
said that Sabeans adopted various beliefs. Some believed that there 
had always been a Creator who always created from the pre-eternal 
Hyle. 

Most Sabeans believed that the universe was created from noth
ing, and ref erred to planets as angels whom they worshipped and 
built shrines for. They claimed that the Ka'bah was one of these 
shrines dedicated to planet Saturn. 

Others claimed that Allah should only be assigned attributes of 
negation not attributes of affirmation, so they say: Allah was not 
created, not dead, not ignorant, and not disabled. They said that 
this would prevent drawing similitude between Allah and His crea
tion. 

As for their acts of worship, they claimed that they were to pray 
three times a day. The first prayer consisted of eight units with 
three prostrations in each unit. This prayer may be performed anytime 
before sunrise. The second and third prayers each consist of five 
units. 
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They also fast for one month starting the eighth of March plus 
seven days starting the ninth of December, and another seven days 
starting the eighth of February. After fasting, they celebrate by giv
ing charity and slaughtering animals. 

To them, camel meat is forbidden. And they claim that righteous 
souls elevate to the stationary planets and to the light. As for evil 
souls, they descend into the earth and darkness. 

Some of them claimed that this world never seized to exist, and 
that reward and punishment took place through reincarnation. We 
need not waste time and effort in refuting such beliefs, for they have 
no basis. 

Iblis has deceived them into believing that perfection may be at
tained through connecting to the upper spiritual world. They did so 
by performing ablutions and following certain rules. Also, they oc
cupied themselves with fortune telling and denied resurrection after 
death. 
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[ 5 : 1 4 ] 

The Devil's Deception of Zoroastrians (al-majus) 

Ya}:iya Ibn Bishr al-NahawandI said: The first Zoroastrian king 
was Komorth, then came many who claimed to be Prophets includ
ing Zaradusht, he was the most famous of them. 

They claimed that the lord was a spiritual being who appeared 
suddenly, and with his appearance purely spiritual beings appeared 
as well. When this happened the lord thought to himself: No one 
else could have created these beings. From this thought developed 
a darkness because it entailed the denial of others' abilities. So this 
darkness began to battle Him. 

Zaradusht prescribed fire worship, as well as praying to the sun 
because it was the owner of the world, as they claimed, the bringer 
of day, the eliminator of night, the reviver of plants and animals, 
and the generator of heat. 

They never buried their deceased out of respect to Earth because 
all living things grew from it. They also never used water for bath
ing out of respect to it, the livelihood of all things. They utilized 
cow urine and never spat in it. 

They considered it forbidden to kill or slaughter animals, and they 
used to wash their faces with cow urine in order to gain blessings. 

In addition, they considered it permissible for a man to have rela
tions with his mother on the basis that a son was most worthy of 
fulfilling his mother's sexual urges. And whenever a man died then 
his son took over his widow. They also allowed a man to marry one 
hundred or one thousand women. And when a women used to 
perform ablution after her monthly period, she would go to the tern-
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ple, pay one dinar to the fire servant who would take her and bathe 
her with his index finger. 

Mazdak propagated this matter Oewd behavior) during the days 
of Qubath. He made it permissible for women to have relations 
with whomever they willed, and he (Mazdak) had relations with 
Qubath's wives in order for the public to follow his example. 

He also allowed people to eat the meat of dead animals. 

When Anu Sharwan came to power he abolished Mazdakism. 

Zoroastrians believes that Earth had no limit from its bottom (the 
down direction), that the sky was built from the devils' flesh, that 
thunder was the sound made by the devils trapped in the upper hemi
spheres. 

Scholars said that Zoroastrians used to have holy books, but that 
these books were lifted because of what they had introduced into 
their religion. 

The most amusing of Iblis's deceptions of Zoroastrians was to 
convince them that a good doer could never do evil, so this led them 
to believe that there were two gods, one god was a wise light that 
only did good, and the other was a devil who was darkness and only 
did evil acts; just as we previously mentioned regarding Dualists. 

Some of them believed The Creator to be ancient and only did 
good, and that the devil was recent, and only did evil acts. 

We respond to this claim by saying: if you claim that The Light 
created The Devil, then that means that The Light created the source 
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of evil 

Others claimed that the Creator, The Light, had a dreadful thought 
which was: I worry that some of my creation will oppose me. Out 
of this thought came Iblis. 

Al-Nubakhti said that some Zoroastrians claimed that the Creator 
had a doubt in something, so the devil was generated out of this 
doubt. Others claimed that God and the devil were ancient (pre
eternal) beings with a large space between the two of them. And 
that the world was purely good until Iblis penetrated the sky along 
with his soldiers and that God ran away from them with His angels 
and fought them for three thousand years. This was only one of 
many of their hallucinations that we do not want to  waste time nar
rating. 

What is strange is that they affirmed The Creator to be purely 
good but claimed that He had a dreadful thought! So based on this 
argument they allowed for an angel to be produced out of a good 
thought made by Iblis! 
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[ 5: 1 4 ] 
Devil's Deception of Fortunetellers (al-manjamin) and 

Horoscope Readers (aspdb alfalak) 

Abu MuQ.ammad Al-NubakhtI said: Some people believed that 
celestial bodies were pre-eternal with no creator. Others claimed 
Saturn to be the only pre-eternal planet. They claimed that celestial 
bodies had no heat, coldness, brittleness nor softness, and that they 
were neither heavy nor light. Others claimed planets to be made 
from clouds that were lit during the night and turned off during the 
day. They claimed the moon to be made from fire and air. 

Some claimed that planets were made from water, wind and fire, 
and that they were spheres that moved from east to west and west to 
east. They said that Saturn completed a cycle around the sun in 
about thirty years, Jupiter in twelve years, Mars in two, and the sun, 
Venus and Mercury in one year. The moon completed its cycle in 
thirty days. 

Some said that there were seven planets : the nearest to us was the 
moon, then Mercury, Venus, the Sun, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn. The 
remaining planets were stationary. 

(Practitioners of Astronomy) estimated the sizes of the planets as 
well. The largest was the sun, one hundred and sixty six times the 
size of Earth. Stationary planets were each ninety four times the 
size of Earth. Jupiter was eighty two times the size of Earth and 
Mars was one and a half times the size of Earth. 

Some claimed that there was life on each of the planets. And that 
stars were living and active. Some stars did good and evil deeds 
according to their nature of fortune or misfortune, and they affected 
humans. 
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[ 5 : 1 5 ]  

The Devil's Deception of Deniers of 
Resurrection (japidi al-Ba'ith) 

Iblis had deceived many to deny resurrection based on two argu
ments: the first was that matter (dirt) was too weak, and the second 
was that elements mixed with one another underground. Sometime 
an animal might eat another animal, so how could he be resurrected?! 
The Qur'an narrated their arguments: 

and 

� > -- ':� �h:��:- GI� ·� �·� 1sA�f°t3j ....:.Jf"�.,}'J ..."J .:.'J'�J� � ,,..Jo.., . 
�:- >-'  > " " " "' " / "' • .&. �OJ�jil..J_u��� � 

"Does he promise you that when you have died and be
come dust and bones that you will be brought forth [once 
more]? How far, how far, is that which you are promised." 

[al-Mu'miniin (23) : 35] 

"And they say: "When we are lost [i.e . ,  disintegrated] 
within the earth, will we indeed be [recreated] in a new 
creation?"" 

[al-Sajdah (32): 1 0] 

The response to their first argument is that sperm is also weak 
(but this does not prevent from creating a strong human. This also 
applies to dirt from which humans will be recreated on Judgment 
Day) . In addition, the first human, Adam (alayhis-saltim), was also 
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created from dirt. 

It is common for Allah to create something fancy from something 
that is not. He creates human beings from sperm, the peacock from 
an egg and beautiful flowers from a small seed. 

What should be contemplated is the ability of the doer, not the 
weakness of matter. The second argument can also refuted by con
templating Allah's ability. 

Also, Allah has shown us how something scattered may be brought 
together again Do you not see that gold dust is brought back to
gether by adding some mercury to it So how about the Devine 
Strength. 

A human is by his soul, not by the matter from which he was 
made. Do you not see that a person may become thin or heavy, and 
becomes older by the day, but he continues to be the same person. 

The most compelling proof of resurrection is that Allah (the 
Mighty and the Majestic) has demonstrated miracles by His Proph
ets that are more amazing than resurrection. For example, changing 
a cane to an animal, and making a she-camel to come out of a rock. 
Resurrection itself was demonstrated by Prophet (isa ('alayhis-saldm) . 
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Section One: 

Iblis has deceived people who have witnessed The Creator's capa
bility. However, the two arguments that we mentioned previously 
brought doubt to them. One of them said: 

,. ,,,. ,, � > ,,,,. ,, v;d�u�;;i_;q-1_, 
"And even if I should be brought back to my Lord." 

[al-Kalf ( 18) :  36] 

and Al-'As Ibn Wa'il said: 

**" ,, ,,  .r ,,,. /.,,,.,, .ot. .... 14,., �L.� .J "i 
"I will surely be given wealth and children [in the next 
life] ." 

[Maryam (1 9) : 77] 

They only said this because of their doubt. What they are saying 
is: even if resurrection will take place, then we will be fine because 
we were given a lot of bounty in this life, so we will surely not be 
prevented from such bounties in the Hereafter. 

It is a mistake to believe this, because giving someone from worldly 
bounties may be in order to lure him, or to punish him. Do you not 
see that a person may prevent his son from getting certain things in 
order to protect him, but may allow his servant to dwell into his 
desires (because he does not care much about him) . 
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[ 5 : 1 6 ] 

The Devil's Deception those who believe in 
Reincarnation of the Soul (al-qd'ilin bi'tantisikh) 

Iblis has deceived some to believe in soul reincarnation, and that 
the souls of good doers depart their bodies (at the time of death) to 
enter bodies of good people again. While the souls of evildoers exit 
their bodies to re-enter evil bodies. This belief became prevalent 
during the time of Fir'awn of Musa ( 'alayhis-sakim) . 

Abu'l-Qasim al-Balkhi stated that when some people saw children 
and animals go through pain or suffering they would conclude that 
this pain of calamity must have been due to sins committed during 
previous lives. 

Abu Bakr Ibn al-Pallas said: 'I once visited a man who used to be 
a Shi'ite, he then became a believer in reincarnation. He was rubbing 
and scratching between the eyes of a black cat. The cat had tears 
come down from its eyes and the man petting it was crying heavily.' 
I asked him: 'Why are you crying?' He responded: 'This cat cries 
each time I rub it.' This is certainly my mother crying out of sorrow 
when she sees me. Then he began talking to her as if she under
stood what he was saying. The cat was making noises every now and 
then, so I asked him: 'Does the cat understand what you tell her?' 
He answered: 'Yes.' I replied: 'Do you understand what it is saying?' 
He said: 'No.' So I said: 'Then it is you who was reincarnated, and 
the cat is the human.' 
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The Devil's Deception of those from Our 
Ummah (in Matters of Creed and Religion) 

Ibl:is has deceived members of this nation in matters of creed us
ing two paths. 

The first blind following (making taqlid) of forefathers. 
The second: dwelling into matters that humans could never com

prehend, which resulted in much confusion. 

As for the first path, Iblis convinced imitators that proofs may 
become confusing, and that the truth may become hidden, so it is 
best to imitate others. Many people went astray because of this way 
of thinking. In fact it is the destructive path of most people; Jews 
and Christians imitated their forefathers and scholars, and so did the 
people of }dhilfyyah. And let it be known that the same argument 
they used to praise imitation can be used to condemn it - If proofs 
became confusing and the truth unclear, then it is a must not to 
imitate because imitation will lead to misguidance. 
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Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) condemned those imitating 
their forefathers saying: 

''Rather, they say, 'Indeed, we found our fathers upon a 
religion, and we are in their footsteps [rightly] guided.' 
And similarly, We did not send before you any warner 
into a city except that its affluent said, 'Indeed, we found 
our fathers upon a religion, and we are, in their footsteps, 
following.' [Each warner] said, 'Even if I brought you 
better guidance than that [religion] upon which you found 
your fathers?'" 

[al-Zukhruf (43) : 22-24] 

05�..;r.t?;�����;.:�\;�,rfl 
' 'Verily, they found their fathers on the wrong path. So 
they (too) made haste to follow in their footsteps!" 

[al-!jaffrit (37): 69-70] 

In blind following there is a nullification of intellect, because intellect was 
meant for contemplation. Indeed, it is inappropriate for someone who was handed 
a lit candle to turn it off and walk in the darkness. 

Most followers of schools of thought glorify certain people, and 
therefore follow their opinions without adequate analysis. This is 
the essence of misguidance because people should consider the 
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opinion itself not the one holding this opinion. Al-l:Iarith lbn I:lawt 
asked 'All (raifiJAlkihu 'anhu) : Could TalJ::iah and al-Zubayr have been 
on the wrong path? 'All (raifiJAlkihu 'anhu) responded: "You have 
been deceived. Truth is not determined according to the identity ef individu
als (who claim to behold i�. Realise the truth and on!J then will you identify 
those who are on it." 

AJ::imad lbn l:lanbal used to say: "It is a sign of a lack of knowl
edge for someone to imitate another man in matters of creed". This 
was why AJ::imad adopted the position of Zayd regarding the 
grandfather's inheritance instead of Abu Bakr's position. 

g someone strys: Laypeople have no access to proofs, so how could 
they not imitate others? 

The re.ponse would be that proofs of matters of creed are clear, and 
no logical person could not realise them. As for matters of branches 
(not related to creed) it is better for a layperson to imitate someone 
knowledgeable. This is because these matters are large in number 
and it is more likely for a layperson to misunderstand. However, the 
layperson is still required to use his intellect to identify the person 
(scholar) most worthy to be imitated. 
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Section One: 

[Devil's Deception of Intellectuals 

As for the s econd path: Just  as Ib lis was able to deceive 
simpleminded folks into practicing taqlid, he was also able to deceive 
those with some intelligence. He did so to his best of ability. 

Iblis deceived some to reject imitation and encouraged them to 
contemplate in a particular field of thought. He made some believe 
that it is a sign of weakness to adhe

_
re to the apparent meanings of 

religious verses, so he directed them towards the way of philoso
phers - to the point of taking them out of the fold of Islam. We 
have previously mentioned this when refuting philosophers. 

He whispered to others not to believe in anything that is intangi
ble. We say to this group: Did you use tangible means to verify this 
opinion of yours? If they say: 'Yes', they would be arrogant and not 
willing to accept the truth. And if they say: 'No', then they would go 
against their principle. 

Iblis swayed others to reject imitation and to dwell into sciences 
of kaldm (theological rhetorics and deductive reasoning) . They 
thought that this would remove them from the ranks of laypeople. 

Mutakallimin were of different types. Most of them ended up in 
doubt and atheism. 

In was not out of weakness that early scholars of Islam remained 
quiet regarding the harm of kakim. Rather they saw that it did not 
provide satisfactory answers, and converted truth into falsehood, so 
they remained silent about it and encouraged others not to dwell 
into it. Al-Shafi<i said: 'It would be better for a servant to commit all 
the sins from which Allah has forbidden, except Shirk, than for him 
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to dwell into kaldm.' He also said: 'If you hear someone saying things 
like: 'The name is the same as the thing which was named', then 
bear witness that he is of no religion.' 

He also said: 'My ruling regarding people of kakim is that they 
must be beaten with palm tree branches, and they must be taken 
around tribes, and it must be announced: this is the punishment of 
those who abandon Qur'an and Sunnah and dwell into kakim.' 

Al;i.mad Ibn I:Ianbal said: 'a person of kakim will never succeed, 
scholars of kakim are of no religion.' 

How could kaldm not be condemned? It lead Mu'tazilah to believe 
that Allah only knew generalities of things not the details. And Jahm 
Ibn Safwan said: 'Allah's Knowledge, Ability and Life are recent 
(became after they were not) . '  He also said: 'Allah (the Mighty and 
the Majestic) is not a (physical) thing. ' 

Abii 'Ali Al-Jubba'I, Abii Hashim and their followers from Ba�rah 
claimed that non-existence is something with an essence and at
tributes, and that Allah does not have the ability to create anything. 
He can only bring things out of non-existence to existence. 

Abii Ya'la said in his book al-Muqtabas: Al-'Allaf Al-Mu'tazilI said: 
'The reward of the people of Paradise and the punishment of peo
ple of Hellfire will have an end which Allah can not be described as 
able to repel. At that point it becomes no longer encouraged to have 
hope or fear from Hirn. People of Paradise will become unable to 
perform any action. They will become silent and motionless and 
their Lord will not be able to make them do otherwise. This is be
cause accidents must have an end after which nothing can take place.' 
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Abu'l-Qasim al-Balkhi said in his book al-Maqdldt (the Narratives): 
Abu'l-Huthayl al-'Allaf was from Ba�rah. He was the only person 

to claim that there will come a time when the dwellers of Paradise 
will seize to move. And he used to say: 'Allah's Knowledge is Allah 
Himself, and Allah's Ability is Allah Himself.' Abu Hashim also 
said: 'Whoever repents from all sins but has drunk a gulp of liquor 
will be punished forever just as non-believers will. ' Al-Na9ham said: 
'Allah is unable to (create) evil, but Iblis is able to perform good and 
evil acts.' 

Hisham Al-Fup said that Allah could not be described as knowl
edgeable, or that He had always existed. Some Mu'tazilah said: 'It is 
conceivable for Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) to lie, however, 
He never lies.' 

The Mujabbirah sect claimed that a human had no free will just like 
inanimate objects, deprived of choice and action. 

As for Mu1ji'ah, they s aid: 'Whoever uttered the Shahddatain (testi
mony that none in worthy of worship but Allah and that Mu}:iammad 
is Him Messenger) will never enter the Hellfire, even if he commit
ted all sins.' They went against many Prophetic traditions that 
advocate all muwwa!Jidiin (monotheists) would eventually exit the Hell
fire. 

Ibn 'Aqil. said: 'Those who established irjii' were similar to atheists 
because the world can only become better by affirming punishment 
and reward. '  Mu1Ji'ah were unable to deny the Creator (openly) be
cause people would flee from them, so they resorted to the fruit of 
believing in the Creator, which is the fear of Allah and being watch
ful of Him. They attempted to destroy the religion's oversight (of 
people's affairs) and there were the most evil of Islamic sects. 

Then came Abu 'Abdullah Mul�ammad Ibn Karram who adopted 
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the worst of doctrines and least authentic of Prophetic narrations. 
He was inclined towards tashbip (claiming that Allah was similar to 
his creation), and he permitted for Allah (the Mighty and the Majes
tic) to perform accidental events. He also claimed that Allah would 
not be able to resurrect bodies. Instead, He would recreate them. 

As for al-Sdlimfyyah, they claimed that Allah would manifest Him
self on the Day of Judgment in the same form as the entity looking 
at Him. For humans, He will appear human and for jinns, He will 
appear as jinn. And they claimed that Allah had a secret, if He were 
to divulge this secret then He would no longer be able to manage 
His Creation. 

I say: 'I seek refuge with Allah from contemplations and sciences 
that lead to these awful doctrines.' Practitioners of kaldm claimed 
that faith could never be complete except by understating their sys
tem of arguments. They are indeed wrong, because The Messenger 
(� ordered people to have faith, not to research kakim - and the 
Companions who were the bes t  o f  people ;  followed (The 
Messenger's order) . In fact it was narrated that many of the alert 
practitioners of kaldm abandoned kaldm after realising its bad ef
fects. 

Alµnad Ibn Sinan said: 'Al-Walid Ibn Aban al-KarabisI was my 
maternal uncle.' When he was dying he told his sons: 'Do you know 
anyone who is more knowledgeable in kakim than I?' They replied: 
'No.' He said: 'Do you accuse me (of attempting to misguide you)?'  
They said: 'No.' He said: 'I will give you a piece of advice, would you 
accept from me?' They answered: 'Yes.' He said: 'Adhere to the way 
of Ahlu'l-padith (followers of the Prophetic Teachings) , for I have 
seen the truth to be on their side.' 

Abu'l-Ma'ili (Ibn Al-Juwayru) used to say: 'I have abandoned the 
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people of Islam and their sciences, and chose to ride the greatest 
ocean dwelling into what they had forbid from. I did all of this in 
pursuit of the truth and escaping from imitation (taqlid) . '  But now I 
have reverted from all of this to the word of truth: Stick to the 
belief of old women. If  Allah chooses to have mercy on me then 
He would let me die while following the way of old women, and if 
He does not allow me to say the word of sincerity (Shahddatain) then 
woe to Ibn Al-Juwayni 

And he used to tell his companions: 'O friends! Do not occupy 
yourselves with kakim. For had I known that kaldm would lead me 
to what it had I would not have occupied myself with it.' 

Abu Al-Wafa' Ibn 'Aqil told some of his companions: 'I am sure 
that the Companions died without knowingJawhanr and 'AracJ (kaidm 
terminology: essence and attribute) . So if you choose to be like them 
then be, and if your opinion is that the way of Mutakallimun is sounder 
than that of Abu Bakr and 'Umar, then woe to your opinion. '  

He also said: 'Kakim lead its practitioners to doubt and, in the case 
of many of them, to atheism. You smell the scent of atheism in the 
slips of their tongues.'. The reason is that they were not content with 
what Shari'ah delivered and they sought the truth (by their intel
lects) , but human intellect is unable to comprehend Allah's Wisdom 
that only He Knows. The Creator did not bring out to His creatures 
what He knew of the reality of matters. 

He also said: 'I have dwelled in matters of kaldm all of my life, 
then I reverted back to the doctrine mentioned in the texts (of Islam) . '  

The reason why they said that the way of old women was best, is 
because they dwelled too deep into these matters but found them 
not to provide satisfactory answers. So they ended up adhering to 
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guidelines of Shari'ah, and their minds surrendered to the fact that 
there was a divine wisdom above. 

Section Two: 

[Islamic texts and applied to tangibles] 

Some people, such as I:lisham Ibn'l-�lakam, 1Ali Ibn Mansur, 
Mu}:iammad Ibn Khalil and Yiinus Ibn 1Abdu'l-Ra}:iman, contem
plated verses from the (Islamic) texts and applied them to tangibles. 
This led them to claim that Allah was a body. 

Followers of this doctrine disputed among themselves; some said: 
'Allah was a body just like other bodies.' Others said that He was a 
body unlike other bodies and their disputations went further - some 
said that He was light, and others said that He was like a white bar, 
and that His height was seven hand spans using His own hand. 

I used to wonder where they got this limit of seven hand spans, 
but later realised that a human is seven hand spans tall using his own 
hand span. 

In fact I:lisham Ibn'l-l:lakam in a single year changed his opinion 
(regarding Allah's nature) five times. One of his opinion was that 
Allah was a clear crystal, and that He only knew His own nature. 

It has been established that "howness" can only be attributed to 
things that are members of a group of one kind. Allah is not a 
member of any of such groups. 

Al-Niibakhti said: Muqatil Ibn Sulayman, Nu1aym Ibn I:Iammad 
and Dawiin Al-l:lawari believe that Allah has an image and limbs. I 
wonder! Do these people affirm that Allah has a foot? And why do 
they not allow for Allah to become sick or die just as they allow it for 
humans? 
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We also tell those who believe in tashbih: What proof did you use 
to prove that bodies were accidental? (Once you arrive to the an
swer to this question) You will realise that you have been believing 
in an accidental Lord, not pre-eternal. 

They also claimed that Allah may be touched. We say: based on 
this claim, then He may also be hugged. 

Others said that Allah was a body in a space that included all other 
bodies. 

Bayan Ibn Sam'an used to claim that his Lord was a man made 
from light, and that he was in the form of a man, and that all of his 
limbs would eventually be destroyed except his face. Because of 
this, Khalid Ibn 'Abdullah killed him. 

Al-Mughirah Ibn Sa'Id claimed that his Lord was a man made from 
light wearing a crown made from light, and that he had limbs and 
heart from which wisdom flowed, and that these limbs were is the 
shape of alphabetical letters. 

Zurarah Ibn A 'yan claimed that Allah did not always have Attributes 
of knowledge, ability and life until he created these attributes for 
Himself. 

Dawiid al-Jawaribi said that Allah was a body made from flesh and 
blood, and that he had limbs. He believed that He was hollow from 
his mouth to chest, and solid everywhere else. 

Among them were people who claimed that Allah was over the 
Throne physically, touching it. And that if He got off the Throne 
then he would have to move and relocate. They assumed a limit to 
Him and quantified Him as well. They cited the Prophetic tradition: 
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"Allah descends to the lowest heaven". They said: He who descends 
must originally be higher. These people understood Allah's descent 
to be similar to the descent of objects. They erred by drawing simi
larities between Allah's Attributes and tangibles. I have mentioned 
most of their opinions in my book titled ''Minhdj al- Wiifui Ila 'Jim al
Uftil" (fhe Methodology of Arriving at the Foundational Science) . 

Some Mushabbihah (those who draw similarities between Allah and 
His creation) might believe that they would see Allah on the Day of 
Judgrnent just as they saw a human but much more beautiful. And 
when they heard Prophetic traditions that mentioned getting nearer 
to Allah, they imagined physical closeness just as one human gets 
closer to another. All of this was because of ignorance in Allah. 
Other people said: Allah had the attribute of having a Face, not to 
mean Hirnsel£ They based this on the verses: 

"And there will remain the Face of your Lord", 
[al-Rapmdn (55): 27] 

and that He had fingers because Allah's Messenger (�) said: "Allah 
will put the heavens on one finger."105 And that Allah has a foot. 
They concluded all of this because they applied concepts related to 
sensed things (to Allah's Attributes) . 

The correct way is to understand Qur'anic verses and Prophetic 
traditions (as they are) without elaboration. 

What was it that made them not believe that the meaning of "Face" 
was ''Se!f? Do they not see that scholars have explained the verse 
"thf!Y seek His Face" to mean: they seek Hirn. And what made them 

105 Bukhari 1 3/393/7414, and Muslim 4/2147 /2786. 
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sure that the word 'finger' mentioned in the tradition: "People's hearts 
are between two fingers of al-Rapmdn' ' ref er to the tool used to flip 
things. Something that is between two of your fingers is something 
that you control, not that you have this as an Attribute. 

I feel that it is best not to dwell into such explanations. It is not 
possible for (Allah's) entity to be divisible. 

One of the strangest opinions of those confining themselves to 
the apparent meanings of traditions was that of al-Sdlim!Jdh. They 
claimed that when a righteous person died, that he would eat, drink 
and have sexual relations in his grave. This was because they only 
knew of this form of pleasure. They were not mindful of the tradi
tions: "The souls of believers will be in the stomachs of birds that 
eat from the trees of Paradise." 

Section Three: 

[Safest Path away from Iblis] 

If someone asks: you have indicated the fault in the ways of imita
tors and practitioners of kaldm in matters of belief. What then is the 
safest path away from Iblis's deception? 

The response is that the safest path is that of Allah's Messenger 
(;lj), His Companions, and their companions. They affirmed the 
existence of The Creator, affirmed His Attributes according to the 
Qur'an and Sunnah without looking too deep into matters that hu
mans have no ability to understand. 
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Section Four: 

The Qur'an is Allah's Words and Not a creation 
of His 

'Ali Ibn Abi Talib (ratf!JAl!tihu 'anhu) said: "By Allah, I did not 
apply the judgment of a creation, I applied the judgment of the 
Qur'an." People listen to the Qur'an, Allah said: 

�1�c.:-:·1J;. 
"so that he  may hear the words of Allah" 

[al-Taubah (9) : 6] 
and people write it in the Mufpaf. 

"In parchment spread open" 
[al-Tur (52) : 3] 

We should not dwell into these verses based on our personal opin
ions. 

Al:imad Ibn J:Ianbal used to forbid for someone to say: "My pro
nunciation of the Qur'an is created or uncreated" because this might 
cause him to deviate from the way of the Salaf (righteous predeces
sors) . 

'Amr Ibn Dinar said: 'I met nine of the Companions of Allah's 
Messenger (;I), all of them said: 'whoever believes that the Qur'an 
was created is a kdfir (disbeliever) ."106 

Malik said: 'Whoever believes that the Qur'an was created must be 

106  Bayhaqi in al-Asma wa'l-$ifdt 1/596/531 . 
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asked to repent . .  . '107 

'Umar Ibn 'Abdu'l-'Aziz told a man who asked him about deviant 
sects: 'follow the practice of school children and the desert Arabs, 
and abandon everything else. ' 108 

And he also said: 'If you see a group of people discussing matters 
of religion (in seclusion) away from the general public, then be sure 
that they are in the process of establishing deviance.'109 

'Umar Ibn 'Abdu'l-'Aziz once wrote to one of his governors: 'I 
advice you to fear Allah and follow the Sunnah of His Messenger. I 
encourage you to abandon that which was introduced by those who 
came later. They should know that they were sufficed the hassle of 
coming up with something new. Know that He who has established 
the Sunnah knew what harm will result from following other things. 
It was out of knowledge that the previous tabi'in adhered to the 
Sunnah (and did not feel compelled to add to it) . ' 1 1 0  

In another report he added: 'They were more capable of under
standing things. Those who introduced things did not follow their 
way. ' 

Sufyan al-ThawrI said: 'stick to the way of porters, housewives 
and school children; in beliefs and actions. ' 

If someone says: 'This is what a weak person would do (to stick to 
101 Lalaka'i in Shari; Usiil al-FtiqridAhlu'l-Sunnah, 2/314/295. 

108 Lalaka'i in Shari; Usiil al-l'tiqridAhlu'l-Sunnah, 1/1 35/250. 

109 Lalaka'i in Shari; Uslil al-l'tiqridAhlu'l-Sunnah, 1/135/250. 

1 1 0  Abu Nu'aym in al-lfi!Jah 5/338. 
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the ways of simple people) , and is not the way of a real man.' Then 
we would respond: 'Not to dwell in such matters is a necessity be
cause even Mutakallimin were unable to find satisfying answers.' This 
was why people were advised to remain at the shore (and not to dive 
into the ocean) . 

[ 6:1 ] 

The Devil's Deception of af-Khawdrij ( (;1_,_;ll) 
The first and worst of the Kharijites was Dhu'l-Khuway�irah. 

Abu Sa'Id Al-KhudrI (rat/!JAlldhu 'anhu) said: 'All Ibn AbI Talib 
(rat/fyA.lldhu 'anhu) sent a piece of gold not yet taken out of its ore, in 
a tanned leather container to Allah's Messenger (�) who distrib
uted that among four Persons: <Uyainah Ibn Badr,Al-Aqra' Ibn I:Iabis, 
Zayd Al-Khayl and the fourth was either <Alqamah or 'Amir Ibn Al
'fufayl. Upon this (distribution) , one of the companions said: We 
are more deserving of this (gold) than they. When that news reached 
The Messenger, he said: "Don't you trust me, though I am the most 
trustworthy man of the One in the Heavens, and I receive the news 
from Heaven (i.e. Divine Inspiration) both in the morning and in 
the evening?" There got up a man with sunken eyes, raised cheek
bones, raised forehead, a thick beard, a shaven head and a waist 
sheet that was tucked up, and he said: 0 Allah's Messenger! Fear 
Allah.The Prophet (�) said: "Woe to you! Am I not of all the peo
ple on earth the most entitled to fear Allah?" Then that man went 
away. Khalid (ibn Walid) (rat/!JAlkihu 'anhu) said: 0 Allah's Messen
ger! Allow me to behead him? The Messenger (�) replied: "No, for 
he may offer !aldt (prayers to Allah) ." Khalid said: Numerous are 
those who offer prayers and say by their tongues what is not in their 
hearts. Allah's Messenger (�) said: "I have not been ordered (by 
Allah) to search the hearts of the people or cut open their bellies." 
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Then the Prophet (;i) looked at him (i.e .  that man) while he was 
walking away and said: "From the offspring of this man, there will 
appear a people who will recite the Qur'an continuously and el
egantly but it will not pass their throats (it will never reach their 
hearts) . They would go out of Al-Islam as an arrow goes through a 
game's body." I think he also said: "If I should be present at their 
time I would kill them as the nation of Thamud were killed." 

This man's name was: Dhu'l-Khuway�irah al-TamimI. He was the 
first Kharijite in Islam. His problem was that he became fond of his 
opinion. Had he been assisted (by Allah) , he would have realised 
that no opinion was above that of Allah's Messenger (;fi) . 

From the followers of this man were the ones who fought 'AJI Ibn 
AbI Talib (ratfryAlldhu 'anhu) . When the war between 'Ali and 
Mu'awiyah continued for a long time, the army of Mu'awiyah 
(ratf!JAl!dhu 'anhu) raised their copies of the Qur'an and asked 'All's 
army to comply with the teachings of the Qur'an. They said: You 
send one man, and we will send one man (as judges) and they will 
promise to act upon Allah's book. Everyone agreed. Mu'awiyah's 
people sent 'Amr Ibn Al-'A� and 'AII's people suggested sending 
Abu Musa, but 'AJI preferred to send Ibn 'Abbas (ratfiyAl/dhu 'anhum) . 
They (Mu'awiyah's group) said: we do not want a man from your 
family, so, Abu Musa was sent. 

'Urwah Ibn Adiyyah said: How could you use men to rule when 
Allah's ruling is present. There shall be no rule except that of Allah. 

'AJI (ratf!JAl!dhu 'anhu) returned from Siffin and entered Kufah, 
but the Kharijites did not follow him. Instead, they settled in I:lariira. 
There were twelve thousand of them and they said: 'there shall be 
no rule except that of Allah. ' This is how they initially started. 
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Kharijites performed a lot of worshipful acts, but their serious 
disease was that they thought they were more knowledgeable than 
'Ali Ibn Abi Talib (rat/iyAilahu 'anhu) . 

Ibn 'Abbas (rt1t/!JAildhu 'anhuma) narrated: When the Jfarurtyyah 
(the Khawdrij) rebelled, they isolated themselves in a location. There 
were six thousand of them and they were united in rebelling against 
'Ali. Continuously, people would come to 'Ali and say: "O Leader of 
the Believers, verily these people are rebelling against you." He would 
reply: "Leave them, verily I will not fight them until they fight me 
and that is what they will do." 

When that day came, I went to 'Ali (rtJtj!JAiiahu 'anhu) before noon 
prayer and said: "O Leader of the Believers, delay the prayer until it 
is cooler perhaps I will speak to these people.;' He said: "I fear for 
you." I said: "Never! I am known to be a man of good manners, I 
have never harmed anyone." 

He gave me permission to go. So, I put on a very nice garment, the 
best that one could have gotten from Yemen, and I combed my hair. 
I visited them at midday while they were eating. I had entered upon 
a people, the likes of whom I had never seen with regards to their 
exertion in worship. Their foreheads were wounded due to (con
stant) prostration (in prayer) and their hands had become rough like 
camels' feet, wearingrecentlywashed, unkempt shirts, and with tired 
and worn out faces (due to not caring for themselves). 

I greeted them and they said: "Welcome, 0 Ibn 'Abbas ! And what 
is this cloak you are wearing?" I asked: "What deficiency do you see 
from me? Indeed, I saw Allah's Messenger (;i) dressed in the best 
of what you can find of Yemeni clothing, then I recited this verse: 
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E . ,,, ,.,,, iJj)I� 
"Who has forbidden the adornment of [i.e., from] Allah 
which He has produced for His servants and the good 
�awful] things of provision?" 

[a/A'r4f (7) : 32) 

Then they asked: "What brought you here?" I told them: "I have 
come to you from amongst the Companions of the Prophet (;i) , 
the Muhtyiriin and the An!dr, and from the cousin of the Prophet 
(;i), ('Ah) ,  who is his son-in-law. And upon them descended the 
Quran; they are more knowledgeable about it than you and there is 
not one of them (the Companions) amongst you. I have come to 
convey to you what they say, and to convey to them what you say." 

A group amongst them said: "Do not debate with the Quraysh 
because verily Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) says: 

05..P &�;;�J. 
"But, [in fact] , they are a people prone to dispute." 

[al-Zukhmf (43): 58] 

Then a group of them turned towards me and two or three of 
them said: "Verily, we will speak to him." So I said: "Come forward, 
what is the grudge you have against the companions of Allah's 
Messenger and his cousin?" They answered: "Three points." I asked: 
"And what are they?" They said: "First point is that he ('Alt) had 
men judge in a matter of Allah, while Allah says: 

'The judgment is for none but Allah' 
[Yusuf (1 2) :  40] 
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"What have men got to do with the judgment?" 

I said, "This is one point." They said: "As for the second point, 
C Ali) fought and he did not take captives nor did he take the war 
booty. If they were disbelievers, then their captives were permissi
ble for us, and if they were believers then their captives were neither 
permissible to take nor was it allowed to fight them (in the first 
place) ." 

I said, "This is the second point, and what is the third point?" 
They said, "He removed the title of 'Leader of the Believers' (Amir 
al-Mu'minin) from his name. If  he is not the 'Leader of the Believers' 
then he is the 'Leader of the Disbelievers' (Amir al-Kaftrin) ." 

I asked: "Do you have any points other than these?" They replied: 
"These are sufficient for us." 

I said to them: "If I read to you from the book of Allah (the 
Mighty and the Majestic) and from the Sunnah of His Prophet (�) 
that which refutes what you say, will you then return (back)?" They 
said, "Yes." 

I said: "As for your statement that <Ali had men judge in a matter 
that was for Allah; then I will read to you from the book of Allah, 
where Allah has delegated His Judgment to men regarding the eighth 
of a quarter of a dirham. Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) Com
manded people to judge in this matter. Do you not understand the 
saying of Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) : 
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"O you who believe! Do not kill the game while you are 
in a state of ifyram, and whosoever of you kills it inten
tionally, then the penalty is an offering equivalent to the 
one he killed, as judged by two just men among you." 

[al-Mti'idah (5): 95] 

It is from the Judgment of Allah that He delegated men to judge 
in this matter. If Allah willed, He could have judged in this matter, 
but He allowed men to judge. I ask you by Allah, is it better that men 
judge in something regarding reconciliation in disputes and in pre
venting bloodshed or regarding the hunting of rabbits?" They said: 
"Of course, this is better." 

"And regarding a woman and her husband (Allah says) : 

"And if you fear dissension between the two, send an 
arbitrator from his people and an arbitrator from her 
people . .  " 

[al-Nisd' (4) : 35] 

Is not men judging in reconciling disputes and in the prevention 
of bloodshed more important than men judging regarding the pri
vate parts of a woman? Have we finished with this point?" They 
replied: "Yes." 

I said: "As for your statement, 'He fought but did not take cap
tives and did not take war booty,' then would you take your mother 
(in Islam), <A'ishah (ratf!JIAlldhu 'anha) , as a captive? If you say: 'We 
make permissible for her that, which we make permissible for others,' 
then you have committed disbelief. And if you say, "She is not our 
mother," then you have also committed disbelief: 
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'The Prophet is more worthy of the believers than them
selves, and his wives are [in the position of] their 
mothers .. " 

[ai-Af.izab (33) : 6] 

"And so you are between two ill (conceived) judgments, so, which 
of them do you want to take? Have we finished with this point?" 
They replied, "Yes." 

"As for 'AlI (ratf!JAlldhu 'anhu) removing the title of 'Leader of 
Believers', then I will give you something that will please you. Verily, 
the Prophet of Allah (�) contracted an agreement with the disbe
lievers of Quraysh on the Day of Hudaybiyyah, and the Prophet 
(�) told 'AII: 'Write 0 'AII: This is what MuJ::iammad, the Messenger 
of Allah, agrees with .. .' The disbeleivers said: 'If we believed you to 
be the Messenger of Allah, we would not have fought you.' So the 
Messenger of Allah (�) said: 0 Allah, indeed You know that I am 
Your Messenger. Erase it 'AlI, and write instead: This is what 
Mu}:iammad Ibn 'Abdullah agrees upon.' I swear by Allah that Allah's 
Messenger (�) was better than 'AlI and even he erased his own title, 
and erasing his title did not erase his Prophethood. Have we fin
ished with this point?" They said, "Yes." 

Eventually two thousand of them came back while the rest of 
them rebelled and fought. 1 1 1  

Jundub said: "When the Kharijites parted away from 'AII, he de
cided to pursue them, and we joined him. We travelled until we 
reached their camp. There were noises like those of bees. Hurqus 

1 1 1  'Abdu'l-Razzaq in al-Mussannaf. #1 8678, A}:imad in al-Musnad 1 /243 and al
I:lakim 2/1 50-152. 
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told 'Ali: There is no rule except that of  Allah. 'AII replied: There is 
no rule except that of Allah. Hurqus replied: Then repent from your 
sin and retreat from this affair of yours and take us to our enemy so 
we fight them until we meet our Lord. And if you do not stop allow
ing men to interfere in Allah's rule I will fight you for the sake of 
Allah. 

Later, Kharijites gathered in the house of 'Abdullah al-RasibI, so 
'Ali (ratfiyAl/dhu 'anhu) sent them a letter saying: Those two men whom 
we have appointed as judges have disobeyed Allah's Book and fol
lowed their own desires, and we shall proceed with our initial plan. 
They replied to him: You did not become angry for Allah's sake, you 
became angry for your own sake. So if you declare that you have 
become a kdfir (disbeliever) and pursue repentance, we would look 
into your case, otherwise, we will fight all the way. 

During their travels, the Kharijites met 'Abdullah Ibn Khabbab 
and asked him: Have you heard your father narrating any Prophetic 
tradition that you can narrate to us? He said: Yes, I heard him nar
rating that Allah's Messenger �) mentioned a fitnah in which the 
person sitting will be better than the person standing, and the per
son standing will be lx;tter than the person walking, and the person 
walking will be better than the person running (the less active is 
better than the more active) , so if you meet this time then be the 
person who ends up killed (and not the one who kills). 

Then they took him to the river, beheaded him, and slit the stom
ach of his pregnant maid. 

Also, while they were resting under a palm tree one date fell  off a 
tree. One of them picked it up and put it in him mouth. Another 
one of them said: (you ate it) without its due right and without pay
ing for it?! So he spat it from his mouth. 
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Another smote with his sword a pig that happened to pass by him, 
and hamstrung it. "This is a mischief on the earth!"exclaimed his 
fellows. Thereupon he sought out the owner and paid him compen
sation. 

<Ali (rmj!JAl/tihu <anhu) sent a messenger to them asking them to 
hand over the killer of <Abdullah lbn Khabbab, so they said: All o f  
us are his killers. <Ali (ratftyA/lrihu <anhu) decided t o  fight them and 
was able to finish them quickly. During battle, Kharijites were en
couraging each other to prepare to meet the Lord, (we are) heading 
to Paradise. 

<Abdullah Ibn Muljam met a few Kharijites later, and together they 
reminisced about those killed in the battle of N ahrawan. They prayed 
for their forgiveness and said: What is life worth after the killing o f  
our brethren. We should seek revenge for them. 

Then he volunteered to assassinate <Ali (ratftyA/lrihu anhu) , and Al
Burak Ibn <Abd Allah volunteered to assas sinate Mu<awiyah 
(rtHjfyAl/tihu anhu), and <Amr lbn Bukayr al-Tamimi volunteered to 
assassinate <Amr Ibn Al-<A� (rmjtyA/lrihu anhu) . Then Ibn Muljim 
arrived in Kiifah and waited for <Ali to leave his home for Fajr prayer 
and struck him on the forehead with his dagger. 

Then <Abdu'l-Ral�man ibn Muljam was dismembered and blinded 
(as a punishment for killing <Ali) . He remained impassive and re
cited the surab. 

0��,��.;\1;1 
"Recite in the name of your Lord who created."  

[aPAlaq (96): t ]  

in  its entirety, but when they moved to pull out his tongue he re-
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sisted; asked for the reason he said: I hate to spend a single moment 
on earth not mentioning Allah. His forehead bore the trace of fre
quent prostration. 

When Al-J:Iasan Ibn'AJI (ratffyAl/dhu 'anhuma) wanted to make peace 
with Mu'awiyah (rat/iyAlltihu 'anhu) , Al-Jarral:i Ibn Sinan from the 
Kharijites told him: You have committed disbelief just as did your 
father. Then he stabbed him in his thigh. 

Kharijites continued to rebel against leaders, and they developed 
several doctrines. Nafi' Ibn Al-Azraq used to believe that people 
residing in a land of disbelief (non-Muslim Land) are all disbeliev
ers. He also believed that those who opposed his group were disbe
lievers, and thus committers of major sins as well as those not sup
porting his groups' fights. They made permissible the killing of 
Muslim women and children and ruled them to be disbelievers. 

As for Najdah Ibn 'Amir, he believed that Muslim's blood was 
sacred and that sinners from amongst his followers will be punished 
in a place other than the Hellfire, which will only be entered by those 
not following him. 

Many stories may be told about Kharijites. The objective is to point 
out Iblis's deceptions of them. 

Abu Sa'id said: I heard Allah's Messenger (�) saying: "There will 
appear some people among you whose prayer will make you look 
down upon yours, and whose fastingwill make you look down upon 
yours, but they will recite the Qur'an that will not go beyond their 
throats (to their hearts) and they will go out of Islam as an arrow 
goes out through the game." 1 1 2  

1 1 2 Bukhari 9/99/5058 and Muslim 2/743/1 064. 
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'Abdullah Ibn AbI Awfa said: I heard Allah's Messenger (:i) say
ing: "Khawarij are the dogs of Hellfire." 1 1 3  

Section One: 

Kharijites believed that a person was not to be a leader unless he 
was knowledgeable and ascetic regardless of his origin. 

It was based upon the Kharijite doctrine that Mu'tazilah invented 
the principle of 'logical determination of good and bad'. 

Qadariyyah came about during the time of the Companions. And 
then the psudo-Murji'ah came to believe that no sin could harm a 
believer just as no righteous deed could benefit a disbeliever. 

Mu'tazilah then looked into the books of (Greek) philosophers 
during the rule of Al-Ma'miin and extracted from it that which they 
mixed with SharI'ah, such as the principles of atom, attribute, time, 
place and the universe. The first topic they propagated was that of 
the creationism of Qur'an. This science became known as the sci
ence of kaldm. Preceded were discussions of Allah's Knowledge, 
Ability, Life, Hearing and Sight. Some said these Attributes were 
(entities) beyond Allah's essence, but others, like the Mu'tazilah, 
denied these Attributes all together. 

Abu'l-J::lasan al-Ash'arI was initially a follower of Al-Jubba'I's school 
of thought, then he disagreed with him and affirmed a few Attributes 
(to Allah). Some of those who confirmed these Attributes drew 
examples between Allah and His creation, and that (Allah's) dissen
tion implied (His) relocation. 

m Musnad Al:imad 4/355, and Ibn Majah 1 /61/173. 
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[ 6:2 ] 

The Devil's Deception of al-Raficjah ('4.,ajl)I) 
Just as Iblis deceived the Kharijites to the point of killing 'Ali 

(ratfiyAlkihu 'anhu) , he persuaded others to exaggerate in loving him. 
Some of them even believed that he was god, while others believed 
he was the greatest of Prophets. Yet others loved him to the point 
of cursing Abu Bakr and 'Umar (rdlffyAlldhu 'anhuma) and consider
ing them to be disbelievers. 

They had other foolish doctrines that I do not wish to waste time 
in narrating, and I will only mention some of them. 

Isl:iaq Ibn Mul:iammad al-Al:imar used to claim that 'Ali was Allah, 
elevated be Allah (from what they associate with Him) . In Mada'in 
there are a number of fanatics known as the al-lsbdq!Jyah (�l;......)' 1) , 
called after this person. Al-Khatib says: There came into my hands a 
book by Abu Mul:iammad al-l:lasan Ibn Yal:iya al-Naubakhti wherein 
he refutes the fanatics. This Naubakhti was a Shite theologian of 
the al-I mdm!Jyah (y\... �I) sect. He mentions the different views of 
the fanatics, finally saying: Now among those who displayed stark 
madness in the fanatical cult of 'Ali in our time was Isl:iaq Ibn 
Mul:iammad al-Al:imar; he asserted that 'Ali is God, and that he mani
fests himself at each time, as Al-I:Iasan at one time and again as Al
l:Iusayn; and that he it was who sent Mul:iammad (�) as a Prophet. 

Some Rafiqah believed that Abu Bakr and 'Umar (ratf!JAlldhu 
'anhumti) were disbelievers. Some of  them said that they both com
mitted apostasy after the death of Allah's Messenger (�) . Others 
required (their followers) to disown all (Companions) other than 
'Ali. 

We were told that Shi'ahs asked Zayd Ibn 'Ali to reject those who 
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opposed 'Ali's caliphate, but he refused to do so. The Shi'ah in turn 
rejected Zayd, and hence became known as the rejecters (Rafiqah) . 

Some of them declared the sovereignty to be inherent in Miisa 
Ibn Ja'far, then in his son 'Ali, then in 'Ali's son Mu�ammad, then in 
Mu�ammad's son 'Ali, then in al-J:lasan Ibn Mu�ammad al-'Askari, 
and then in his son Mu�ammad, who is the twelfth Imam, who is 
awaited; they hold that he did not die and that he will return at the 
end of time and will fill the world with justice. Abu Man�iir al-'Ijli 
held that Mu�ammad Ibn 'Ali al-Baqir was to be awaited, and that 
he himself was his deputy. He asserted that he had been raised to 
heaven and that the Lord had him on the head with His hand; and 
that he was 'the piece that was to fall from the sky'. 

There were other Rafiqah sects such as: al-jandp[yyah (��I ), fol
lowers of 'Abdullah Ibn Mu'awiyah Ibn Abdullah Ibn Ja'far 'ef the 
two wings' held that the Spirit of God had circulated through the 
lions of the Prophets till it had come to this 'Abdullah, and that he 
had not died. 

A sect called al-Ghurdbfyyah (�1�1) maintained that 'Ali was asso
ciated in the prophetic o ffice ; and one called al-Mufawwit/ah -
delegators (..._.,�! ) claimed that Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) 
created Mu�ammad and then delegated to him the creation of the 
universe. 

Others were called al-Dhimam[yyah - blamers ( y..UI ) and they blamed 
Jibril ( 'alt:!Jhis-saltim) for delivering the message (mistakingly) to 
Mu�ammad instead of 'Ali as they claim. 

Some claimed that Abii Bakr (rat/!JAlltihu 'anhu) deprived Fatimah 
(rot/!JA!ltihu 'anhti) of her due inheritance. 
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We have heard a tradition that one day when al-Sef.fdp was preach
ing a member of 'Ali's family rose up, and said, 'I am a descendant 
of 'AlI 'Leader ef Believers' help me against one who has wronged 
me.' The Caliph asked him who had wronged him. He said: 'I am a 
descendant of 'AlI and the person who wronged me is Abu Bakr, 
when he took away Fadak from Fatimah.' The Caliph asked: 'And 
did he persist in robbing you?' The man said, 'Yes.' The Caliph asked: 
'Who arose after him?' He said 'Umar. And did he persist in robbing 
you? 'Yes' And who arose after him? 'Uthman. And did he persist in 
robbing you? 'Yes.' And who arose after him? At this question the 
man turned in one direction and another trying to find a means of 
escape. 

Ibn 'AqII said: 'Whoever put in place the Rafiqah school of thought 
intended to attack the essence of religion and Prophecy. What Allah's 
Messenger (;I) came with was from the unseen, and we only trusted 
it because of the sayings of our predecessors. We did not need to 
investigate, because people whom we trust have investigated for us. 
If someone says: it was only after the Prophet's death that his Com
panions oppressed his family in matters of leadership and inherit
ance, then (we say) : this is based on an ill-opinion of the deceased. 
Proper beliefs in Prophets necessitate the continuation of the prin
ciples that they have put in place, especially regarding their families 
and offspring. If Rafiqah say: they (the Companions) discontinued 
believing in Prophetic principles after the Prophet's death, then we 
should have no hope in Islam, because the only thing between us 
and the religion is our trust in them (the Companions) and follow
ing what they transmitted to us.' 

Rafiqah's excessive love of 'AlI (ratfiyAlkihu 'anhu) caused them to 
fabricate many Q.adiths on his virtues. Yet, little did they know, that 
most (of these Q.adiths) disgrace and insult him. I have mentioned 
some of these Q.adiths in my book ''Al-Mawt/u'dt". 
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If then this (the robbery) be all that they (the Prophet's (�) fam
ily) got after his death, we are disappointed in our expectation that 
what is transmitted is trustworthy, and we can have no further con
fidence in that whereon we relied, via., that we were following per
sons of intelligence. We have no guarantee that these people having 
seen reasons compelling them to follow him may not have respected 
them during his lifetime, but abandoned his Code after his death, 
only a few of his family remaining in his religion. Thus beliefs will 
be shaken, and the mind will have no courage to accept the tradi
tions concerning the basis of belief, i.e., the miracles. And this will 
be most disastrous for the Shari'ah. 

Among these (fabricated }:iadi:th) is one stating that once the sun 
set before 'All was able to pray 'A�r, so it was raised back up. This 
cannot be authentic because no trustworthy narrator has narrated 
this }:iadi:th. The meanings contained in this }:iadi:th are also false, 
because once the sun has set then the time for 'A�r prayer has passed, 
and it would do no good for it to be returned. Now this is to be 
rejected from the point of view of transmission, as no trustworthy 
authority records it; and this does not make any sense and it sounds 
absurd. The time having gone by, even supposing that a fresh rising 
brought the sun back, the time will not have been brought back. 
Similarly they fabricated a tradition to the effect, that Fatimah washed 
herself, then died, having given instructions, that washing should 
suffice. From the point of view of transmission this is a fiction, and 
sounds stupid. For the washing is due to the impurity caused by 
death, so how can it be valid before death? 

They also have issues of fiqh Gurisprudence) that they have adopted 
in opposition of scholary consensus. I have copied certain of their 
questions from the writing of Ibn 'Aqil, who states that he copied 
them from the treatise of al-Murtac;l.a concerning the opinions pe
culiar to the al-I mdm!Jyah. Among them is: It would not be permissi-
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ble to prostrate on something that was not from the earth, including 
wool and leather. Using stones in ablution would only be sufficient 
after defecation and not urination. Marrying a woman from the peo
ple of the book was not permissible. And divorce would only be
come valid if it took place in the presence of two trustworthy wit
nesses. 

They also says if a man misses the later evening prayer by falling 
asleep till past midnight, when he wakes he must make compensate 
what he missed, but fast next morning by way of compensation for 
his omission. If a woman shaves her hair, she must make the same 
compensation as for unintentional murder. If one tears his garment 
at the death of a son or a wife must pay the same compensation due 
for perjury. If a man unknowingly marries a woman who has a hus
band already, he must pay five dirhams in alms. One who has twice 
suffered chastisement for wine-drinking must suffer death for a third 
o ffence. The beer-drinker is to be chastised like the wine-drinker. A 
thief's hand should be amputated from the roots of the fingers, the 
palm being left; but if he steal a second time, his left foot shall be 
amputated. If he steal a third time he shall remain in prison till he 
dies. They regard the fish Jim as unlawful food, as also what is slaugh
tered by 'the People ef the Book: ' They also make it a condition of 
slaughtering that the qiblah must be faced. 

There are many utterly evil beliefs of the Rafiqah. They have been 
deprived from (getting the reward of) prayer because they do not 
wash their feet for wutfii', and they were deprived of congregation 
because they required a faultless leader, and they were inflicted with 
insulting the Companions. 

Allah's Messenger (;Ii) said: "Do not abuse my Companions, for 
if any one of you spent gold equal to (mountain) Uhud, it would not 
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be equal to a mudd or even a half mudd of one of them." 1 1 4  

(Abdullah Ibn 'Uwaym Ibn Sa'idah said: Allah's Messenger (�) 
said: "Allah has chosen me, and He chose Companions for me. He 
made them my deputies, supporters and in-laws. Whoever abuses 
them then may the curse of Allah's, His Angels and all people be 
upon him. Allah will not accept from him any obligatory forms of  
worship, or  voluntary ones." 1 1 5  

Suwayd Ibn Ghafalah reported that once he passed by  a group of  
Shi'ahs who were talking about Abu Bakr and (Umar in derogatory 
terms. Then he visited (All Ibn Abi Talib and told him: "O Leader 
of Believers, I passed by a group of your companions while they 
were referring to Abu Bakr and (Umar in derogatory terms. If they 
did not believe that you secretly feel as what they said openly, they 
would not have dared to say it." (Ali replied: "I seek refuge with 
Allah! I seek refuge with Allah from secretly feeling anything to
wards the two of them other than what the Prophet (�) entrusted 
to me. May Allah curse anyone who holds inside himself anything 
but goodness and gratitude towards both of them. (fhey were like) 
two brothers to Allah's Messenger (�) , his two companions, his 
two assistants, may Allah's Mercy be on both of them." 

Then (Ali got up with tears in his eyes, holding onto my hand until 
he entered the masjid. Next he ascended the minbar and sat at its top, 
holding onto his beard and looking at it until people gathered. After 
having made a brief but eloquent speech, he added: "What is wrong 
with those who make allegations about the two masters of Quraysh, 
the two fathers of the Muslims, allegations which I would never say 
or ever want to hear others say; and for which I may be punished. By 

1 1 4  Bukhari 7 /21/3673 and Muslim, 4/1967/254 1 .  

1 1 5  Abu Nu'aym in al-l:fi!Jah, 2/1 1 .  
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he who split the seed and created the soul, only a pious believer 
loves them, and only a wretched sinner hates them. Those two ac
companied Allah's Messenger, commanding all that was good and 
prohibiting all that was evil; who became angry with wrongdoers 
and punished them based on truth and honesty alone. In their rul
ings, they did not overstep the opinions of Allah's Messenger. In 
fact, their opinions always coincided with those of Allah's Messen
ger, and the believers were pleased with both of them throughout 
their respective caliphates. 

The Messenger of Allah (�) appointed Abu Bakr to lead the be
lievers in their prayers for the last nine days of his life. The believers, 
subsequently, made him responsible for their affairs, and gave him 
their zaktih. They willingly pledged allegiance to him and I was the 
first from Banu 'Abdul-Muttalib to confirm his leadership. He dis
liked leadership and wished that one of us would take his place. By 
Allah, he was the best of those who remained after the Prophet (�) ; 
the eldest, the kindest, and truly the most compassionate and pious. 
He was like Angel Mika'Il (alayhis-saltim) in his benevolence, and like 
Prophet Ibrahim (alt!Jhis-saltim) in his willingness to forgive and his 
dignified bearing. He took the path of the Prophet and passed away 
on that path. 

After Abu Bakr, 'Umar took command, and I was among those 
pleased with his appointment. He ruled according to the code of 
Allah's Messenger and his Companion, Abu Bakr (ratffyAl/tihu anhu) , 
following their footsteps the way the young camel follows its mother. 
I swear by Allah, he was kind and gentle with the weak, a champion 
of the cause of the oppressed and without any blame concerning 
Allah's religion. Allah manifested examples of the truth through 
him and made the truth a part of him to such a degree that we used 
to think that an Angel was speaking with his tongue. Allah made his 
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conversion a strengthening factor for Islam, and placed in the hearts 
of the hypocrites a fear of him, and in the hearts of the believers 
love for him. Allah's Messenger (;!j) compared him to Angel Jibril 
( 'alayhis-saltim) in his harshness towards the enemies of Islam. So 
who among you can be compared to the two of them?! May Allah's 
Mercy be upon them, and may Allah provide us with the ability to 
continue in their paths. Let whoever loves me, love them, for who
ever does not love them has angered me, and I will have nothing to 
do with him. If I hear anymore derogatory talk about the two of 
them, I will punish the offenders severely. After today, whoever is 
brought before me will get the punishment of a slanderer. Verily 
the best of this nation after its Prophet were Abii Bakr and 'Umar 
(rar/!J.Alltihu 'anhuma) .  Then Allah knows who is the best, I am say
ing this asking Allah's forgiveness for both you and myself." 1 1 6  

'Ali (rar/!J.Alltihu 'anhu) said: At the end of time, a group of people 
called ''Al-Rafo!ah" will pretend to be from our allies. They will not 
be from our allies because they will curse Abii Bakr and 'Umar 
(rar/!J.Alltihu 'anhuma) .  Strive aginst them [to establish the truth] 
wherever you find them. 1 1 7 

1 16 Al-Lalika'I in Sharp Usiil FliqtidAhlu'l-Sunnah, 7 /1 295/2456. 

1 1 7 Al-Lalika'I in Sharp Usitll'liqtidAhlu'l-Sunnah, 7 /1 456/2807. 
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[ 6:3 ] 

The Devil's Deception of al-Ba_tin[yyah ( �L�ll) 

Batiniyyah is a group of people who pretended to be Muslims and 
leaned toward Shtism. Their beliefs and actions were totally incon
sistent with Islam. The crux of their beliefs was the denial of the 
Creator, Prophecy, rituals and resurrection. However, they did not 
show this at first as they pretended to affirm that Allah was the 
Truth, that Mubammad was His Messenger and that the religion 
was true. But they said that there was a hidden secret behind all of 
these beliefs, so Iblis played with them and beautified their doctrine 
in their eyes. They had varying doctrines, and scholars gave them 
eight different titles: 

The first title was al-Bafin[yyah ( �411 ) : 
They were called this because they claimed the apparent texts of 

Qur'an and Sunnah had hidden meanings. To them, the apparent 
meanings were meant for simple folk, and hidden meanings were 
signs that only wise people could understand. They claimed that 
whoever did not stimulate his intellect, into the hidden meanings 
was just like a person who was chained with religious obligations. 
Whoever elevated himself to understand the hidden meanings was 
free from fulfilling religious obligations. 

They believed that it was they whom Allah referred to in saying: 

� ,,,,, "" • .... v--- """ \:\�t..t""; • > .... . ,\ .. > .,,, > "" "" "'  �;_1£:....:...; b�l�:a l_,��.��.J 
"He relieves them of their burden and the shackles which 
were upon them." 

[al-A 'rtif (7): 1 57] 
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Their objective was to eliminate outward obligatory rituals. This 
was so they could nullify Shari'ah. 

The second title al-Isma'il!Jyah (w��' ) : 
They were given this title after a leader of theirs: Mul).ammad Ibn 

Isma'il Ibn Ja'far. They believed that he was the last of Imams be
cause he was the seventh of them, and so was the number of heav
ens, earths and weekdays. 

Abu Ja 'far  al-Tabari said in his "al- Tdrikh": A man from Al
Rawandiyyah by the name of Al-Ablaq was suffering from leprosy, 
and he claimed that the spirit that was in 'Isa Ibn Maryam ( 'alC!Jhis
sakim) came to 'Ali Ibn Abi Talib (rat/iyAl/dhu 'anhu) then to each of 
the Imams until it reached Ibrahim Ibn Mul).ammad. 

They made permissible everything thatwas not. One of them used 
to invite people to his house, feed them and give them something to 
drink, then would ask them to have relations with his wife. When 
news of this behavior reached Asad Ibn 'Abdullah he killed and 
crucified them. However, they continue to behave that way until 
this day. 

They used to climb high hills and threw themselves as if they were 
flying, and would die once they hit the ground. 

They attacked people with their weapons while yelling: 0 Abu 
Ja'far, it is you, it is you (you are God) . 
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The third title al-Sab?Jyah - The Seveners ( �' ) : 
They were given this title fo r  two reasons: The first was what we 

have explained previously about the number seven. And the second 
reason was that they claimed that the lower world was controlled by 
seven planets: Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus, the Sun, Mercury and 
the moon. 

The fourth title was al-Babakryyah ( �l.:)1) :  
They were the followers o f  Babak al-Khurrami, who was an ille

gitimate child and came from Azerbaijan in the year 201AH. He 
gained a large following, and used to ask his followers to bring their 
beautiful sisters and daughters to him. His ordeal continued for 
twenty years, during which he killed eighty thousand people, some 
say he killed fifty five thousand and five hundred people. 

Al-Mu'tasim sent Af shin to fight him. He brought Babak and his 
brother in the year 223AH. His brother told him: Babak, you have 
perpetrated what no one before has perpetrated, now exhibit unpar
alleled endurance. Babak said: You shall witness my patience. When 
they were brought into the presence of Mu'tasim, the Caliph or
dered their hands and feet to be amputated before him. The execu
tioner commenced with Babak, whose right hand was amputated. 
As the blood began to flow, Babak began to smear it with the whole 
of his face, until it was entirely disguised. Al-Mu'tasim asked Babak 
why he did this. He replied: I was afraid the blood might flow out to 
such an extent that my face would be left pale, in which case those 
present might conclude from this paleness that I was afraid of death, 
supposing this rather than the loss of blood to be its cause; hence I 
smeared the blood all over my face that no such paleness might be 
seen. Then he was beheaded and set on fire. The same was done to 
his companions and not one of them uttered a cry or a groan. 
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Some of the Babakis still exist, it is stated that their men and 
women gathered once a year. They used to turn the lights off and 
have relations with one another arbitrarily. They claimed this to be 
a form of permissible pursuit. 

The fifth title was al-Muf;ammirah (•�1 ) :  
They were given this title because they used to paint their clothes 

red during the days of Babak. 

The sixth was al-Qaramitah (4J.a..1__..&J 1 ) :  
About the origin of  which the historians take two different views. 

One of these is that a man from the region of Khuzistan came to 
the arable land of Kufah, made profession of asceticism, and urged 
the claims to the sovereignty of a member of the Prophet's (;i) 
house. He lodged with a man named Karmitah so nicknamed be
cause of the redness of his eyes; the word meaning 'sharpeyed' in 
Nabataean. The man was arrested by the governor of the district 
and imprisoned; but he left the key of the room under his head, 
when he went to sleep, and a slave girl who had pity on the man took 
the key, unlocked the room, let the man out, and returned the key to 
its place. When the man was sought and could not be found people's 
delusion about him increased. He went off to Syria, where he took 
the name of his host, Karmitah, which he presently abridged to 
Qarmat. His functions were inherited by his family and his descend
ants. 

The second opinion is that the name was given to these people 
after a man named I:Iamdan Qarmat, who was one of their first 
missionaries; a number of people were converted and were called 
Qaramitah or Qaramitiyyah. The man himself was of Kufah, and 
inclined to asceticism; meeting on a road one of the Batini mission
aries, who was driving some cattle in the direction of a village he 
asked this driver, whom he did not know, whither he was going. The 
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man mentioned l:Iamdan's village. l)amdan said to him: You had 
better mount one of the herd or you will be tired. -The man replied: 
I have not been ordered to do so. Apparently then (said l:Iamdan) 
you only act under orders. The man said, Yes. -Then by whose order 
(asked l:lamdan) do you act? He said: By the orders of my master 
and yours, the master of this world and the next. You mean (said 
Uamdan) , the Lord of the worlds. You are right, he replied. Then 
what (asked l:Iamdan) is your purpose in the village whither you are 
making? I have been ordered (he replied) to call its inhabitants from 
ignorance to knowledge, from error to guidance, from misery to 
happiness; to rescue them from the abysses of degradation and pov
erty, and put them in possession of what will render them inde
pendent of toil. Hamdan said to him: Rescue me (may Allah rescue 
you!) and shed on me such light as will vivify me; how much I need 
the like thereof! I have no orders (the man replied) to divulge the 
hidden mystery to anyone till I have confidence in him and can cov
enant with him. State your covenant (said Hamdan) for it will be 
binding on me. It is (said the man) that you shall give me and the 
sovereign an oath by Allah that you will not divulge the secret of 
the sovereign which I will communicate to you or my secret either. 
l:Iamdan took the oath, and the missionary proceeded to instruct 
l:lamdan in the various departments of his nescience, till he had led 
him quite astray and obtained his assent. l)amdan then himself be
came a missionary and indeed one of the founders of the heresy; 
and his followers were called Qaramitiyyah or Qaramitah. His func
tions were inherited by his family and his descendants, one of the 
most energetic among them being a certain Abu Sa'id, who came 
forward in the year 286, became mighty, slaughtered innumerable 
victims, destroyed Masjids, burned Qur'ans, assaulted the pilgrims, 
and made laws for his family and his companions, to whom he told 
various absurdities. When he went to battle he would say that he had 
been promised victory at this hour. When he died, a dome was built 
over his tomb, at the top of which they placed a bird made of gyp-
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sum; when this bird flies, they said, Abu Sa'Id will come forth out 
of his tomb. By the tomb they placed a horse, a suit of clothes and 
arms. The Iblis had persuaded these people that if there was a horse 
by the tomb of a dead man, he would be raised up riding; whereas if 
there were no horse, he would be raised walking. The followers of 
Abu Sa'Id used to invoke God's favour upon him when mentioning 
his name, but not when they mentioned the Prophet (;i) saying: 
What, shall we eat the food of Abu Sa'Id and invoke God's favour 
on Abu'l-Qasim? Abu Sa'Id was succeeded by his son Abu Tahir, 
who acted like his father, attacked the Ka'bah, seized the treasures 
which it contained, prised out the Black Stone and took it to his own 
town, making people suppose that it was Allah (the Mighty and the 
Majestic) . 

The seventh title was al-Khurram!Jyah (yrl) : 
The term Khurram referred to anything that brought pleasure to 

people. The idea of this title was to bring people's attention to fol
lowing desires and pleasures and to eliminate obligatory duties. This 
title initially was given to Al-Mazdakiyyah. They were the promiscu
ous Zoroastrians who made permissible unlawful women, and all 
that was prohibited. Both groups had the same titles because they 
shared the same doctrine. 

The eighth title was al-Ta rlim!Jyah - the Educationists ( a._1.:11) :  
They were given this title because their doctrine was to invalidate 

the use of intellect and to call for the following of the faultless Imam 
because knowledge was only attained through being taught (and not 
using one's intellect) . 
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Section One: 

The Reason Why al-Bd(in!JYah 
Entered into Misguidance 

Know that these people intended to depart (from their) religion, 
so they consulted with some Zoroastrians, Mazdakis, Dualists and 
atheist philosophers to reduce the effect Muslim scholars had on 
them. Muslim scholars were successful in refuting their arguments 
of denying the Creator, Messengers and resurrection. They saw that 
they were unable to retaliate against MuQ.ammad's (;i) affair (i .e. 
Islam) . So they concluded that they had no option but to pretend to 
follow the Muslim sect that was most accepting of illogical things, 
which were the Rafiqah. They pretended to feel sorry for what hap
pened to members of the Prophet's (�) Family, and cursed those 
early Muslims (Prophet's (;i) Companions) who transmitted Shartah 
to us. 

Once they become disreputable in the eyes of the Rafiqah, they 
paid no attention to what they transmitted, and it will be possible 
for us gradually to seduce them from the religion. Should any re
main among them who cling to the literal expressions of the Qur'an 
and the traditions, we shall make them understand that those ex
pressions hide certain mysteries; that the person who is deceived by 
the literal expressions is a fool, whereas sagacity consists in believ
ing their hidden sense. We shall then communicate our own beliefs 
to them, asserting that they are what is meant by the literal expres
sions which they possess; if we augment our numbers with these, it 
will be easy for us gradually to gain over the rest of the sects. They 
then said: Our plan will be to choose a man who will help our sys
tem, whom we shall declare to be one of the Prophet's (;i) house, 
whom everyone ought to follow, and whom it is their duty to obey, 
in as much as he is the representative of the Prophet (;i) , preserved 
by Allah from all error or failing. Next, this summons must not be 
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issued in the near neighbourhood of the Representative whom we 
have designated as infallible; for near neighbourhood pierces the 
veil, whereas if long distance intervene one who responds to the 
invitation cannot investigate the character of the Imam or ascertain 
the truth about him. Their design in all this is power and mastery 
over men's possessions; further to avenge themselves for the shed
ding of their blood and the despoiling of their goods in former 
times. This is the end at which they aim and the principle on which 
they started. 

Section Two 

The Plots of the al-Bd/in[yyah 

They used to attempt to judge people's personalities in order to 
determine who they could deceive. If they noticed that their victim 
was leaning towards asceticism they would call him to trustworthi
ness, truthfulness, and abandoning lusts. 

And if they saw him leaning towards lewdness they would con
vince him that performing religious rituals was stupidity, that being 
god-fearing was foolishness, and that intelligence implied following 
desires, because life is too short.To each person they affirm what is 
agreeable to the system which he holds; they then suggest doubts 
about his beliefs. The people who respond to them are either fools 
or descendants of the Sasanian kings and Mazdians the empire o f  
whose ancestors was terminated by the light of Islam, o r  people 
anxious for power but unbefriended by fortune to whom they prom
ise the realization of their hopes: or someone, who would like to 
raise himself above the vulgar level and cherishes the idea of initia
tion into realities: or a Rafiqah whose religion involves reviling the 
Companions: or some heretical philosopher, dualist, or person be
wildered about religion; or some individual whom love of pleasure 
has enslaved, and who finds the prescriptions of the law annoying. 
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Section Three: 

Mention of some of their beliefs 

Abii !:!amid al-Tiisi al-GhazalI says: the Batiniyyah are people who 
profess Islam, and are inclined to Rejection; but both their beliefs 
and their practices conflict with Islam. One of their doctrines is the 
existence of two gods, from eternity, their existence having no com
mencement in time, only one of the two is the cause of the exist
ence of the second. The prior of the two ought not to be described 
as existent or non-existent, being neither, also being neither known 
nor unknown, neither possessing attributes nor lacking them. From 
the prior there arose the latter, who is the first created being, then 
there arose the universal soul. 

According to them, the Prophet is an expression for an individual 
on whom a pure and saintly faculty has emanated from the prior 
through the medium of the latter; Jibril ( 'al�his-saldm) they hold, is 
an expression, for the intelligence which descends on him (the 
Prophet(;i)), not for an individual. They are agreed that there must 
be in every age an Imam who is infallible; maintaining the truth, to 
whom resort should he made for the interpretation of the literal 
expressions, equal to the Prophet (;i) in infallibility. 

They reject the 'return' (in the sense of the Resurrection) , holding 
that return means the return of a thing to its origin, and that the soul 
will return to its origin. As for the prescriptions of the law, it is 
reported of them that they waive them altogether, and permit all 
forbidden things; only when this is stated concerning them, they 
deny it, vowing that there must be such prescriptions for a human 
being, only he is released from them when he becomes acquainted 
with the hidden meaning of the literal expressions. Being unable to 
divert people from the Qur'an and the Sunnah, they diverted them 
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from their meanings to fictions of  their own devising: had they 
openly rejected them, they would have been executed. So they say 
the meaning of uncleanness is premature divulging of the mystery 
to a neophyte: of ablution renewal of the covenant to a person who 
has done this: of adultery communicating the seed of esoteric knowl
edge to one who has not previously entered into the covenant: of 
fasting abstaining from revealing the mystery. The Ka'bah is the 
Prophet (�) : the Door is 'Ali: the Deluge is the deluge of knowl
edge wherein the adherent to fallacy is drowned: the Ship is an amu
let which protects him who responds to their call. The Fire of Ibrahim 
('al�his-saldm) is an expression for the wrath of Nimrod, nor for any 
actual fire; the Sacrifice of IsJ:iaq ( 'al�his-saldm) means taking the 
covenant: the staff of Musa ( 'alayhis-sakim) means his argument; Yajuj 
and Majuj are the literalists. 

Other authors assert that according to them when Allah created 
the spirits, He showed Himself among them, so that they had no 
doubt that He was one of themselves, but presently they recognised 
Him, the first who did so being Salman al-Faris!, al-Miqdad and Abu 
Dharr (rtUjfyAl/dhu 'anhum) ;  the first of those who failed to do so and 
is called Iblis, was 'Umar Ibn al-Khattab (rtUjfyA/ldhu 'anhu) , with 
other - these are the absurdities which precious time should not be 
wasted in enumerating. 

Now people of this sort are not attached to some fallacy, so that 
they can be argued with; they merely invent out of their own 
misguidance what they please. If discussion with one of them should 
come about, he should be asked: Do you know these things which 
you assert necessarily or by study, or by transmission from the infal
lible Imam? If he reply Necessarily, How then (we ask) is it that 
persons of sound intellect disagree with you? Further if a man -
might so glibly claim necessity for anything that he fancied, it should 
be possible to silence him by claiming necessity for what contradicts 
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his claim. I f  you say by study (we answer) is with you valueless; for 
that is controlled by the reason, and with you reason is untrustwor
thy. If you say from an infallible Imam we answer: What is it that 
induces you to accept his words without a miracle, and abandon the 
words of the Prophet in spite of miracles? Further how can you be 
sure but that what has been heard from the infallible Imam may not 
have some hidden sense other than the literal? 

Next they may be asked: Should these hidden senses and explana
tions be concealed or revealed? If they say Revealed, then we ask: 
Why did Mu}:iammad conceal them? If they say Concealed, we ask: 
How then can it be lawful for you to divulge what the Prophet had 
to conceal? 

Ibn <Aqil says: Islam has come to grief between two sects, the 
Batiniyyah and the Literalists. The Batiniyyah abrogate the literal 
sense of the Sharfah by the interpretations which they claim to give, 
for which they have no evidence: so much so that there is nothing 
left in the Shartah to which they do not assign a hidden meaning, 
causing the obligatory to be non-obligatory, and the forbidden to be 
non-forbidden. The Literalists (Ahlu'l-?hdhir) , on the other hand, 
take hold of everythin� according to the literal expression even where 
there must necessarily be an explanation that is not the literal sense. 
The truth is between these two positions, which is that we should 
accept the literal sense where there is no evidence to divert us from 
it, and reject every hidden meaning where the Shartah furnishes no 
evidence for its existence. 

Were I to meet the head of the sect called Batiniyyah, I should not 
tread with him the path of knowledge, but that of rebuke and scorn 
for his intellect and those of his followers. I should say to him: Hopes 
have certain paths that they can tread and destinations which they 
can reach; and it is folly to place hope where despair should be placed. 
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Now of all the sects which have covered the earth the most plausi
ble is that Islamic system, which you profess, which you are anxious 
to ruin. It has obtained such hold that the desire to weaken it, let 
alone to destroy it, is folly. Each year it has an assembly at 'Arcifah, 
each week in the cathedrals, each day in the masdjid. When then can 
you aspire to render turbid this swelling ocean, to eclipse this bril
liant phenomenon? Over the quarters of the globe each day thou
sands of us hear the call to prayer with the words I attest that there 
is none worthy of worship but Allah and that Mul:iammad is the 
Messenger of Allah (ii) · The utmost that you can attain is a private 
conversation, or the commander of a fortress, who, if he utter a 
word is slain like a dog and is flung away. When can a sensible man 
hope that your system will prevail over this catholic system which 
covers the countries? I know of no one more foolish than you. This 
will be my line till he comes to discussion with rational proofs. 

Section Four: 

In the year 474 the fuel of the later Batiniyyah burst into flame, 
and the Sultan Jalal al-Daulah executed a number of them when he 
had obtained knowledge of their system: the number of persons 
executed exceeded three hundred. Their property was examined, 
and it was found that one of them had seventy rooms filled with 
embroidered rugs, about which he wrote a letter to the Caliph, who 
ordered that any person supposed to hold this doctrine should be 
arrested, and no-one ventured to intercede on behalf of any of them 
for fear of being supposed to have an inclination towards it. This 
led the populace all the more to persecute anyone whom they wished, 
and it came to pass that any man who harboured a grudge against 
another would charge him with being an adherent of the doctrine, 
would, arrest him and pillage his goods. 

The first that was known of the doings of the Batiniyyah in the 
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days of Malik Shah J alal al-Daulah was that they met for the prayer 
of the Feast at Sawah; the police official learned about them, ar
rested and imprisoned them, and then released them. Then they 
assassinated a Mu'adhdhin of Sawah, whom they endeavoured to pros
elytize; when he refused; they, fearing that he might delate them, 
they put him to death treacherously. The matter came to the ears of 
Niqham al-Mulk who ordered the arrest and execution of the man 
suspected of the murder. He was a carpenter. Their first murder of 
consequence was that of Niqham al-Mulk; they used to say: You 
slew one of our carpenters and we have slain in retaliation Niqham 
al-Mulk. Their movement acquired serious proportions in Isfahan, 
and when Malik Shah died things reached such a pitch that they 
would kidnap a man, murder him, and fling him into a well, and 
people began to despair about anyone who had not returned home 
when afternoon approached. They examined various places, and 
found a woman lying on matting and never moving; they removed 
her and found underneath the matting forty corpses. They killed the 
woman and burned the house and the whole quarter. A blind man 
used to sit at the gate of the street in which this house was. He 
would ask a passerby to lead him a few steps to the street; when the 
passenger had got within it, the people of the house would pull him 
and get him in their power. The Muslims of Isfahan made a keen 
search after them and slew a great number of them. 

The first fort of which the Batiniyyah got possession was one in a 
Dailemite district called Rudhbar; it had belonged to Malik Shah's 
friend Dumah, who when he had been put in charge of it had been 
suspected of adherence to these people's doctrine. In the year 483 
in the time of Malik Shah this man sold the fort to them for 1 200 
dinars. Its first chieftain was al-I:lasan Ibn SabaJ:i; originally of Marv, 
and secretary to the Chief 'Abdu'l-Razzaq Ibn Bahram. This was in 
his youth; then he went to Egypt where he learned their doctrine 
from these people's missionaries, to return as a leading missionary 
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and principal. This fort came into his hands, and his method of 
propagating was only to invite some simpleton who could not know 
his right hand from his left, or was unacquainted with affairs. He 
would feed the man on walnuts, honey, and coriander, so that his 
brain would expand. Then he would recount to him the wrongs and 
injuries which the family of the Prophet (;i) had sustained till that 
got fixed in his mind. Then he would say to him. If the Azraqites 
and Dissidents sacrificed their lives in fighting against the Umayyads, 
why should you grudge your life in defence of your Imam? By this 
language he would leave the man fodder for the sword. 

Malik Shah had sent to this Ibn al-Sabal). summoning him to obe
dience, threatening him if he resisted, and ordering him to cease 
sending his followers to murder savants and princes; in answer to 
this message he said in the messenger's presence: The answer is 
what you shall see. He then said to a number of men who were 
standing in front of him: I wish to send you to your master on a 
certain business, and who will volunteer? Everyone of them was 
anxious to go. The Sultan's messenger supposed that he was en
trusting them with a message. Then Ibn al-Sabal). pointed to a youth 
among them, and said to him: Kill yourself The lad drew a knife, cut 
his throat with it and fell down dead. Then he told another to throw 
himself from the fort; he did so and was smashed to pieces.Then 
Ibn al-Sabal:i turned to the Sultan's messenger and said: Tell him 
that I have with me twenty-thousand of these people whose obedi
ence to me goes to this length. This is my answer. The messenger 
returned to the Sultan Malik Shah and told him what he had seen. 
The Sultan marvelled at this, and ceased parleying with them. 

They got a number of forts into their hands; and proceeded to 
murder numerous princes and governors. In our history we have 
told strange stories about these people, and see no reason to expand 
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on them here. 

Section five: 

Many an atheist with hatred of Islam in his heart has come out, 
worked hard, exerted himself and made plausible pretensions with 
which to confront his followers. The hidden purpose in belief was 
to wriggle out of the net of Islam, and in action to enjoy pleasures 
and to make lawful forbidden things. Some of them have obtained 
the pleasures at which they aimed, only after murdering people and 
doing grievous harm like Babak the Khurramite and the Qarmatians, 
and the leader of the Zamj who rebelled and seduced the black slaves, 
promising them the kingdom. Others while persisting in their mis
leading lost both this world and the next, like lbn al-RawandI and al
Ma'arrI. lbn al-RawandI used to accompany Rafiqah and atheists and 
when he used to get reprimanded for doing so, he used to say: I only 
wish to learn their teachings. 

Whoever studies the case of lbn al-RawandI finds him a leader of 
heretics. Later he wrote a book ''Al-Ddmigh" (the destroyer) claim
ing that it destroyed Islam. Glory to He who destroyed him and 
took his life while he was in his youth. He used to claim that the 
Qur'an had contradictions and lacked eloquence. 

As for Abu'l- 'Ala, his poems make no secret of their heresy; he 
went to all lengths in his hatred of the Prophets, but all through 
floundered about in his attempts to mislead, being afraid of execu
tion, till he died in his destitution. 

There will always be people like this, however, recently their light 
has dwindled by Allah's Praise. There only remain such Batinis who 
hide themselves, and such pretenders to philosophy as conceal their 
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opinions. These indeed are the most misleading, the most contempt
ible, and the most foul. We have explained the doings of a number 
of both these parties in our History, and see no reason to deal with 
them at length. 
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The Devil's Deception of the Scholars (al

'Ulcima') in different divisions of 

Knowledge 

Iblis follows many techniques in deceiving people. Sometimes he 
follows the straight forward techniques of making people surrender 
to their lusts. 

Other times he follows ways that are too subtle for scholars to 
notice. I will mention examples of these ways (and methods). Men
tioning all of Iblis's techniques would take too long. 

And Allah is the Protector. 
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[ 7 : 1  ] 

The Devil's Deception of the Reciters (al-Qurra) [of 
the Qur'an] 

An example of this is for reciters to become keen on learning odd 
(invalid) versions of qird'dt (recitation) . They spend most of their 
lives in collecting these versions and teaching them to others. They 
do this to the point that they miss out on performing their obliga
tory rituals. Sometimes a Imam may be fluent at recitation, but not 
well versed in what invalidates prayer. 

Had these people contemplated, they would have realised that the 
objective is to memorise, understand and follow the Qur'an, to be 
keen on reforming one's self and purifying one's manners, and then 
to move onto other important religious sciences. 

Al-I:Iasan al-Ba�rI said: The Qur'an was revealed to be acted upon. 
Instead, people took its recitation as the (required) deed. 

He meant that they only recite it without acting upon it. 

Another example is that some readers recite an odd mode of style 
in prayer instead of using the agreed upon modes. 

Scholars say that prayers are not valid if such versions are used for 
recitation. Those who do so only showoff to gain people's recogni
tion, while he sees himself as a person who is dedicating much of  
his time to the Qur'an. 

Others recite the same words but from different versions; so he 
would say: Maliki ( �  ), Maliki (�L..) and Mallaki (!1)1.... ). This is 
not permissible because it goes against the flow of the Qur'an. 
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Others recite all verses with sqjdah in them one after the other, and 
others do the same with verses containing takbir. This is disliked. 

Also, some of them burn many candles (to light up the place in 
which they are reciting Qur'an) . This is a waste of money, an imita
tion of the Zoarastrians, and a cause for women and children to 
gather in a manner causing mischief. Iblis makes them think that 
this is a form of glorification of Islam, when in fact; glorification of 
Islam is achieved by implementing its rules. 

Some readers also listen to two or three reciters at the same time. 
It is impossible to comprehend all of these recitations simultane
ously. Then he (boastfully) writes that he has read with so and so. 

Another example is that some reciters compete to see who recites 
more in one day. I have seen some of these people reciting the en
tire Qur'an three times in one long day. The general public would 
gather to watch. IbJis deceives them to believe that there is reward in 
this. In fact, recitation must be for Allah's sake, not to be praised for 
it by others, and it must be done slowly. 

Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) said: 

���@J::1}!]. 
"That you might recite it to the people over a prolonged 
period." 

[al-/srd' (1 7) :  1 06] 

And said: 

"and recite the Qur'an with measured recitation." 
[al-Muzz.ammil (73) : 4] 
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Another example of such errors is when some readers innovate 
methods of recitation according to melodious rhythms. Al:imad Ibn 
I:Ianbal disliked this method of recitation; and on the other hand al
Shafi'I said: Listening to the songs of desert Arabs is permissible, 
and so is reciting in accordance with rhythms and a beautiful voice. 

Al-Shafi'I was ref erring to w hat was practiced during his time. They 
only used very slight rhymes, but these days, reciters use musical 
rules. The closer their recitation gets to singing, the more disliked 
this action becomes. And if it becomes excessive to the point of 
taking the Qur'an outside of what it is meant for, then this is pro
hibited. 

Another example is some reciters taking lightly committing of some 
sins, such as back-biting. They may even commit bigger sins think
ing that memorisation of the Qur'an would alleviate punishment. 
They based this belief on the Prophet's (fi) saying: "If the Qur'an 
were put inside a container (i.e. memorised by man) , it would never 
burn."1 1 8  

This i s  from Iblis's deception of them. The punishment of a knowl
edgeable person (for committing sins) will be more severe than that 
of an unknowledgeable person because the added knowledge in
creases a person's liability. 

The fact that the reciter did not respect what he has memorised 
(while committing sin) is another sin in itself. Allah (the Mighty and 
the Majestic) said: 

"Then is he who knows that what has been revealed to 

us Al-TabaranI in al-Kabir, 1 7  / 1 69, and it is weak. 
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you from your Lord is the truth like one who is blind?" 
[a/-Ra'd (1 3) :  1 9] 

"Whoever of you commits an open illegal sexual inter
course, the torment for her will be doubled." 

[al-Abzab (33) : 30] 

Let us confine ourselves to this in what concerns the Reciters. 
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[ 7:2 ]  

The Devil's Deception of the f:Iadith 
Traditionalists (A.fbdb ul-lfadith) 

Some people have spent their entire lives in acquiring l:tadiths, 
traveling to gather it and seeking high chains of narration and ex
traordinary texts. Such people are of two types: 

One type included those interested in preserving Shari'ah by de
termining authentic Traditions from unauthentic ones. They aught 
to be thanked for this effort, however, Iblis may persuade them to 
spend too much time in gathering ]:iadith at the expense of per
forming obligations and learning that which they must learn and 
learning the meanings of the Q.adiths. 

If someone says: But many of the Salaf practiced this, such as: 
YaQ.ya Ibn Ma'in, Ibn Al-Madirii, Al-Bukhari and Muslim. 

We say that these individuals were able to reconcile between gain
ing knowledge and seeking l:tadith The shortness of chains of nar
ration and the scarcity of J::iadith made it possible for their lives to 
accommodate both (seeking knowledge and seeking l:tadith) . 

As for our days, the chains of narration have become too long, 
and the books published in l:tadith are large in number, so it became 
very rare to find someone able to accommodate both affairs. We see 
that some l:tadith scholars spend fifty years in acquiring and compil
ing l:tadiths but know nothing of their meanings, and if something 
happens to them during prayer, they would seek assistance from 
some junior students of .ftqh who attend his l:tadith sessions. 

This was the reason why many have attacked J::iadith scholars. They 
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say: They are only sacks of  book who do not know what is in them. 

Also, some of them might act upon a }:iadith that has been abro
gated, or follow a poor understanding of a }:iadith. Al-KhattabI said: 
Some of our teachers used to narrate the }:iadith that says: "The 
Prophet (�) forbid from !Jilaq on Friday", but used to pronounce 
the word pilaq as palq instead, meaning: not to cut one's hair. My 
teacher spent forty years not cutting his hair on Friday until I once 
told him that the proper pronunciation was "pilaq'' meaning to sit in 
circles (palaqas) before Friday prayer. This is so those attending the 
Friday prayer do not get distracted with talking in these circles. My 
teacher who was a righteous person responded: You have relieved 
me. 

Ibn Shahim composed many works on Tradition, the smallest of 
them one volume and the largest a commentary in thousand vol
umes; yet he knew nothing about law. Some of them ventured to 
give legal opinions that were erroneous for fear of being thought 
ignorant. Some became laughing-stocks in consequence of their 
opinions. One of them was asked a question about the division of 
an inheritance, and wrote in reply let it be divided in accordance 
with the ordinances of Allah. 

We were informed by Mu}:iammad Ibn AbI Man�ur in a Tradition 
going back to Ibrahim al-J:IarbI that he said: I was told that a woman 
came to 'AII Ibn lliwud while he was repeating Traditions, having 
in front of  him some thousand persons. She said to him: I have 
sworn to give my wrapper in alms. He said: How much aid did you 
pay for it? She replied: Twenty-two dirhams. He said: Then go and 
fast twenty-two days. When she had left, he began to lament saying: 
Alas, we made a mistake. We ordered her to perform the atonement, 
for a repudiation. 
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We have seen during our times those who acquired books and 
traditions but never understood what they had acquired. 

Some of them do not memorise the Qur'an or the pillars of prayer. 
They preoccupied themselves with that which was less important 
and neglected that which was more important. This was from Iblis's 
deception. 

The second type is comprised of those who had no interest in 
determining authentic traditions from those unauthentic. Instead, 
they sought after extraordinary (and unique) narrations and narra
tions with shorter chains of narrators. They traveled only so that 
they could say: I met so and so, and I possess chains that others do 
not have. 

Some students came to Baghdad and they used to take their teacher 
to a farm called Raqqah on the bank of the Tigris river. After listen
ing to the teacher, they would go and tell others that they had re
ceived this J:iadith in Raqqah without specifying that it was from the 
farm near the Tigris. So the listener would think that they have trav
elled to the Raqqah that is in Sham. 

Others used to sit with the teacher beyond the Euphrates river 
and later narrate: So and so narrated to me from beyond the river, so 
that listeners think that he traveled to Khurasan. 

Others used to say: I heard so and so narrate to me during my 
second or third journey (seeking J:iadith) . This is so people would 
think that he went through many journeys to acquire J:iadith. Allah 
did not bless his efforts, and he died (young) while seeking knowl
edge. 

All of this is far from sincerity. Their objective was leadership and 
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showing off, and this is why they sought extraordinary traditions. In 
fact some students used to travel to a teacher whose name starts 
with the letter "Qij" or "Kiif' just so he could include him in his 
diary o f  teachers. 

Section One: 

Slandering and Backbiting 

It is of Iblis's deception of l)adith enthusiasts that they slander 
one another just for spite, and they frame this slandering as if it 
were a part of practicing al-Jarb wa'/-Ta 'di/(discrediting and crediting 
of narrators) which was used by early scholars. Allah knows best 
their intentions. 

The proof that these people have bad intentions is that they do 
not criticise their teachers. Early scholars were not like this, 'All lbn 
Al-MadinI used to narrate his father's traditions and then say: how
ever, the Shaikh's (i.e. his father's) J:iadith is not all that (trustworthy 
in narration) . 

Al-Mu]:iasibI said about backbiting: be cautious of it for it is the 
most evil of gains. What do you think of something that strips you 
of your reward (from your righteous deeds) and gives it to your 
opponents? On Judgment Day, trading will not be through currency, 
it will be using deeds. 

You must be cautious of it and realise its sources. As for the back
biting that is committed by ignorant people, its source is spite and 
jealousy. And as for that which is committed by scholars, its source 
is fooling one's self into believing that it is a form of advice. 
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If an advice seeker comes to tell you: "I want to give my daughter 
in marriage to so and so," and you have known this person to be a 
man of innovation, you should persuade the person against this idea 
gently. Or if an advice seeker asks about keeping his money in 
someone's trust, and you have known this person not to be trust
worthy, then you should persuade him against this gently. 

As for the source of backbiting with regards to reciters [of Qur'an] 
and worshippers, it is in pretending to pray for a person in private 
after mentioning his faults in public, which is backbiting. 

As for the source of backbiting committed by leaders and teach
ers, it is in demonstrating feelings of sorrow towards someone. They 
would say: "Poor so and so, he has been afflicted with such and such 
problem, we seek refuge with Allah from being let down. I only 
mention his faults so everyone prays for him." 

We seek refuge with Allah from backbiting whether explicit or 
implicit. Be watchful of backbiting for the Qur'an has mentioned 
how bad it is. Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) said: 

"And do not backbite each other. Would one of you like 
to eat the flesh of his brother when dead? You would 
detest it." 

[al-Jfujardt (49) : 1 2] 

Another aspect of Iblis's deception of Q.adith scholars is to nar
rate a fabricated Q.adi th without mentioning that it is fabricated. This 
is an atrocity against religion. They aim to appear knowledgeable of  
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many ryadiths. He (�) said: "Whoever narrates a ryadith thinking 
that it may be a lie, then he is a liar."1 1 9  

Another of Iblis 's tricks is for narrators to narrate ryadiths in a 
manner that deceives the listener to think that the narrator has heard 
the tradition from his teacher, when in fact he has not. This is ugly 
because listeners will think that the narration is of a continuous 
chain when in fact it is not. 

Others narrate ryadiths that contain weak narrators and liars but 
without mentioning their names to the listener. They may some
times mention them by their nicknames so no one could know them. 
This is an atrocity against religion because a ruling may be given and 
affirmed (by this false narration) . 

Also, they sometimes narrate traditions with trustworthy narra
tors, but in order to seem like they have numerous teachers, they 
might mention a narrator by his grandfather's name. This is dis-

liked, and it is a form of being untruthful. 

1 19 Introduction of Muslim, 1/9 and Musnad A}:imad 5/14. 
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[ 7 :3 ] 
The Devil's Deception of the Jurists (al-Fuqahd) 

In the days of old, scholars of Fiqh were knowledgeable in Qur'an 
and }:iadith. However, this dwindled, as these days scholars say that 
all we need is Qur'anic verses that pertain to jurisprudence, and to 
rely on popular }:iadith books, such as Sunan Abu Dawud. 

Sometimes they rely on reasoning that goes against authentic 
}:iadiths. They do so because of their lack of knowledge in the sci
ence of }:iadith. True fiqh requires extracting the rulings from Qur'an 
and Sunnah, so how could someone do so without having adequate 
knowledge of Qur'an and Sunnah? 

In addition, it is improper to derive a ruling from a narration with 
an uncertain authenticity. In the past it used to be difficult to make 
such a determination. A person needed to travel long distances, but 
later, books were written and authentic narrations were differenti
ated from weak ones. Unfortunately, contemporary scholars are too 
lazy to dwell into the science of }:iadith. One scholar commented on 
a }:iadith saying: "This could not have been said by Allah's Messen
ger (li) !" He said also: "Our proof is a narration that was said to 
have been said by Allah's Messenger (li) !" And in response to a 
}:iadith that was used by his opponent, he would say: "This narration 
is unknown." 

This is an atrocity against Islam. It is also from Ib!Is's deception 
of Fiqh scholars that they spend most of their time in acquiring the 
techniques of debate. They claim to seek to use them to properly 
apply the proof to the ruling. Had this been their true objective, 
they would have occupied themselves with all fiqh matters, not just 
major issues that require much debate. 
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They do this in pursuit of fame and pride. Some of them are not 
well versed in a minor issue that is essential to know by everyone. 

Section One: 

Devil's Deception of the Jurists by involving them 
with Philosophers' De bating Methods 

An example of this is when they put their reasoning (qfyds) ahead 
of Q.adith. This is so they could expand the area of debate. If one of 
them uses a }:iadith as a proof he becomes ridiculed, even though it 
is from proper manners to put the Q.adith first. 

They also made their main objective to be debating, and do not 
include heart softeners, such as reciting the Qur'an, listening to }:iadith 
and stories o f  Allah's Messenger and His Companions. It is known 
that hearts do not soften by removing impurities (najdsah) , instead, 
hearts are in constant need to be reminded and admonished in order 
to seek the Afterlife. 

Matters of dispute are not sufficient to fulfill religious duties. He 
who does not look into the stories of early scholars would not be 
able to follow their path. 

Human nature is like a thief. If a person interacts with people then 
his nature will steal (from) their habits. But once he looks into the 
ways of early scholars then his nature will steal (from) their habits. 

Some of the early scholars used to say: I would prefer listening to 
one heart softening Q.adith than to learn one hundred ftqh issues 
discussed by ShurayQ.. He said this because heart softening ought to 
be sought after, and there are techniques for acquiring it. 
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Some jurists limited themselves to debates and remained far from 
their own school of thought as well as the rest of Shad ah sciences. 
You might find a scholar of Fiqh who does not know much Qur'an 
or l).adiths. This is foolishness, how could they live with such a short
coming? 

Another problem is that some jurists do not admit that their op
ponent is correct. Sometimes they would even continue to debate 
him while knowing that he is on the right side. This is the worst of 
the worse because debate is meant to arrive at the truth. 

Al-Shafi'! (ratf!JAlldhu 'anhu) said: I have never debated someone 
who denied a clear proof except that he fell from my eye. And if he 
accepts the proof then he would gain reverence in my heart. I have 
never debated anyone and cared who arrived at the truth, him or 
me. If he did then I would take his side. 

Another problem is that debating reveals hidden aspirations of  
leadership. Some debaters tend towards arrogance, stubbornness and 
the use of foul language, turning the debate into a competition of  
who can put the other down more. 

They also take backbiting lightly when telling others about the 
events of the debate. They would say out of spite: I debated so and 
so and he had nothing to say. 

Iblls has also deceived them to believe that fiqh was the only reli
gious science, and they would describe l).adith scholars as those who 
understand nothing. They forget that l).adith was the basis (of fiqh 
rulings). And if  they heard heart softeners they would say: this is 
speech of preachers. 

Another problem is that they provide fatwa (religious verdicts) be-
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fore being qualified to do so. It would have been better for them to 
refrain from givingfatwas in complicated matters. 

'Abdu'l-Raqman Ibn AbI Layla said: I have met one hundred and 
twenty of the Messenger's (;i) Companions, when one of them 
was asked to give a verdict he referred the question to the person 
next to him. They continue to do so until the question ended up 
being ref erred to the first person asked. 

And he also said: I have met one hundred and twenty of the 
Messenger's (;i) Companions in this ma.gid. Each one of them wished 
that his brother would speak and give fatwa instead of him. 

Ibrahim Al-Nakh'I was once asked a question. He replied: Have 
you not found anyone other than me to ask this question? 

Malik Ibn Anas (rmf!JAlltihu 'anhu) said: I have never given a ver
dict before asking seventy scholars (about this verdict) . Do you think 
I should give fatwa? His students responded: Yes. He was asked: 
what if we said: 'No'. He said: I would have refrained from fatwa. 

This was the habit of the Salaf because of their fear of Allah (the 
Mighty and the Majestic) . He who looks into their biographies will 
gain good manners. 
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Section two: 

Getting Close to Rulers and Sultans 

It is from lblis 's deception of Scholars of Fiqh to make them in
termingle with rulers and Sultans. They look away from their faults 
and never admonish them in spite of their ability to do so. Some of 
them might even give fatwas allowing them to do things just  for 
worldly gain. Three aspects of harm are involved with such behavior: 

First. The ruler assumes that had he not been on the right path, 
then the scholars would have admonished him. And had 
my wealth been gained through illegitimate ways, scholar 
would not have eaten from it. 

Second: The general public will think that this ruler, his wealth and 
his actions are fine because the scholar of Fiqh is always 
visiting him. 

Third: The scholar himself ruins his religion. Sometimes the schol
ars use an excuse just to (be able to) mix with the rulers.They 
say: ''We will only visit the ruler to intercede for so and so." 
However, what proves that this is from the devil is that if 
someone else goes to intercede he would get annoyed, and 
might even attack that person for visiting the Sultan. 

lblis also deceives them to take from the ruler's wealth. It is known 
that if the ruler's money was from an impermissible source then it 
would be a sin to take from it. And if it was from a suspicious source 
then it is best not to take from it. And if the money was gained from 
a permissible source then the scholar ought to only accept an amount 
that was appropriate in return for his services. 

The general public might follow the scholar's footsteps in taking 
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that which is not theirs. 

On the other hand, Iblis has deceived some scholars who refrained 
from frequenting the Sultan to backbite scholars who do. Thus they 
combine between two problems: backbiting others and glorifying 
themselves. 

In general, frequenting the Sultan entails great dangers because 
the intention might be proper at first, but after receiving good treat
ment, intentions change, and the scholar begins to flatter the Sultan 
and stops admonishing him. 

Sufyan al-ThawrI used to say: I am not worried about them (the 
Sultan) insulting me. I worry from them acting generously towards 
me, so my heart becomes softer towards them. 

Early scholars used to stay away from leaders because of their 
oppression, but leaders continued to ask for their services in mat
ters relating to governance. A group of people thus became inter
ested in worldly affairs and learned the sciences suitable for such 
positions. 

The proof that they seek to please the rulers is that when rulers 
became interested in arguments related to creed, scholars busied 
themselves with kakim. And when rulers pref erred.ftqh debates, schol
ars went towards such debates. Then when leaders tended toward 
preaching sermons, many scholars practiced preaching. 

Iblis also persuades jurists to be lenient with respect to some pro
hibitions. This is why we see some of them wearing silk clothes and 
gold. The reason for this leniency varies: 

Some of them only practice fiqh to conceal their true identity of 
being enemies of the religion. Others do so to gain a leadership 
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position. 

And others are not enemies of religion but fall victim to their own 
desires and lusts. They do not have the self-control required to re
sist temptation, in fact they possess qualities that cause the oppo
site. Resistance to desires only comes with practice and referring to 
stories of previous scholars. 

Al-I:Iasan al-Ba�rI said: A (true) Scholar of Fiqh is he who fears 
Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) . 

Iblis also convinces jurists to look down at preachers. He con
vinces them not to attend their gathering because to them they are 
not more than storytellers. The devil's objective is to keep them 
away from gatherings that soften the heart and bring humility. 

"Storytelling" should not be a reason for condemnation, as Allah 
(the Mighty and the Majestic) said, 

_ ..... �,J/ / ,,.,� ��-=- J. .-: �\�1 � : � �  
"We relate to you, [O Mulfammad] ,  the best of stories." 

[ Yusef (1 2) :  3), 

and He said: 

;. :;.i\ > :t; 
� 

"So relate the stories." 
[al-A 'rtif (7): 1 7 6] 

Storytellers were condemned because most of them narrate sto
ries that do not include useful knowledge; and most of them tell lies 
and mix up stories with each other. 

On the other hand, if the stories are true and constitute good 
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advice, then story telling should be praised. AQ.mad Ibn f:lanbal used 
to say: People are in great need of a truthful storyteller. 

[ 7:4 ] 

The Devil's Deception of Preachers (al-wu'dzh) and 
Storytellers (al-qufd!) 

In the days gone by, those who preached were also scholars. 
'Abdullah Ibn 1Umar (rat/ryAlldhu 'anhu) used to attend the gathering 
of 1Ubayd Ibn 1Umayr. And 1Umar Ibn 1Abdu'l-1Aziz attend the lec
tures of some storytellers. 

Then ignorant people began practicing this trade (storytelling), so 
its quality (and purpose) diminished and only women and laypeople 
began attending these sessions. Preachers stopped focusing on knowl
edge and focused on stories that appeal to ignorant people. 

We have mentioned some of the problems of storytellers in our 
book "Storytellers and Admonishers''. And we will mention a few here 
as well: 

Some of them used to fabricate lµ.diths that brought fear and hope 
to the listeners. Iblis convinced them that this was a good act be
cause it aimed at encouraging people to do good deeds and stay 
away from evil. 

This is a form of transgression against Islam because it is an im
plicit claim that religion is deficient and in need of these fabricated 
narrations to amend it . They also forgot the Prophetic saying: 
"Whomsoever lies about me intentionally, then let them assume their 
position in the Hellfire."120 

120  Bukhari 1/202/1 0, and Muslim 1/10/3. 
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Another problem is that they look for topics that excite others. 
Then they compose love poetry regarding these topics without clearly 
pointing out that Allah is the objective of these poems. Attendees 
of storytelling sessions are usually filled with desire, so both the 
speaker and listener go astray. 

Some storytellers pretend to have humility and cry. Those story
tellers who are liars loose the Hereafter, and those who are honest 
are never free from showing off. 

Some of them move onto songs that they sing, as if they were 
drunk. These songs are closer to being prohibited than disliked. Men 
and women begin to scream and tear their clothes. Afterwards they 
conclude that their gathering was pleasant. 

They sometimes sing like they were wailing over a dead person. 
They sing about being like strangers and about how sad it is to die as 
a stranger. Women cry and the entire place turn into a funeral. 

It is patience that must be promoted not that which brings despair 
to people. 

Some of them discuss asceticism and love for Allah. Iblis makes 
them think that they are from among the ascetics because they could 
not have discussed it had they not been living it. Discussing some
thing stems from knowledge of it, but practicing it is something 
different than knowledge. 

Some say things that have no meaning. These days they talk about 
Miisa ('alt!Jhis-saltim) and the mountain, and Zulaykha and Yusuf 
('alayhis-saltim) . They rarely mention obligations or forbid others from 
committing sins. How then will fornicators and dealers in usury quit 
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committing these sins? And how will a woman learn her responsi
bilities toward her husband and preserve her prayer? Never. 

These people abandoned religion and this is why their merchan
dise is selling. The truth is heavy while falsehood is light. 

Some of them encourage others to become ascetic and pray at 
night, but do not clarify tn laypeople all aspects of this issue. When 
a layperson repents, he practices these forms of worship and ig
nores his family responsibilities. 

And some of them discuss hope (in Allah) without discussing fear 
and caution. This causes people to become more willing to commit 
sins. Preachers add to this problem by living an extravagant life ruin-

ing people's hearts. 

Section One: 

Criticising the Ways of Preachers and Storytellers 

A preacher may mean well, but because of his love for leadership 
he loves to be praised. A proof of this is that if another preacher 
appears he would not like that. Had his intention been in the right 
place he would not have disliked that. 

Some preachers have men and women intermingling during their 
lectures. And they hear women speaking loudly but never ask them 
to stop. They do this to gather people's hearts around him. 

In our time, storytellers try to get money from leaders and tax 
collectors. Some of them go to graves to discuss departing loved 
ones causing women to cry; instead of encouraging them to be pa
tient. 
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Iblis may deceive a good preacher to make him feel that he is not 
worthy of preaching, causing him to stop preaching. This discontin
ues the good that this man was doing. Iblis tells this man that he is 
showing off because of the pleasure he finds from preaching, and 
that quitting is safer for him. 

[ 7 :5 ]  

The Devil's Deception of Linguists (ahlu'l-Lughah) 
and Scholars of Literature (al-Adah) 

Iblis has deceived most of  them by occupying them with the sci
ence of grammar and linguistics to the point of neglecting perform
ing religious obligations, such as knowing what they need to know 
about religious rituals, proper etiquettes, what rectifies the heart. 
They also do not pay attention to sciences that are better than lin
guistics, such as tafsir, badith and ftqh. They spend their entire lives in 
sciences that are not sought for (in and of) themselves. Some of  
them do not know much of  the requirements o f  religion orftqh, and 
do not worry about purifying their soul and heart. 

In spite of  all of  this, they are very arrogant. Iblis convinced them 
that they are the greatest scholars of Islam because Arabic language 
and grammar are the way to understanding the noble Qur'an. 

This is true, but all that is truly needed is that which is necessary to 
pronounce (and understand) the Qur'an and Sunnah properly. Any
thing other than that is not required. 

Had life been long enough to acquire all knowledge, this would 
have been fine, but life is too short so we must put ahead that which 
is better and more important. 
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They look into poetry from the times of Ja!Jil[yyah, so they tend to 
go by their desires a lot. You rarely see them acting piously, instead 
they take from the unlawful money of leaders, because leaders enjoy 
their company. 

They sometimes believe something to be permissible when it is 
not. Al-Zajjaj was the teacher of Al-Qasim Ibn 'Abdullah before 
becoming a prime minister. Al-Qasim asked what al-Zajjaj wanted, 
and the teacher wished for twenty thousand Dinars. Once appointed, 
al-Qasim was afraid that the caliph would not allow him to be so 
liberal with the treasury's money, so he gave the promised money to 
al-Zajjaj by way of  appointing him to oversee people's petitions and 
encouraging him to ask for payments to the amount he thought was 
proper. When al-Zajjaj reached the twenty thousand dinars that were 
originally promised to him, he was so fond of the job that al-Qasim 
let him continue indefinitely. 

So observe at what the lack of knowledge does to a person. This 
man was considered a master at grammar and linguistics, had he 
known that what he had done was not lawful, he would not have 
boasted about it. 
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[ 7 :6 ] 

The Devil's Deception of the Poets (al-shu'ard} 

Iblis made them believe that He who granted them their intelli
gence will forgive their sins. They dwell into every field making lies 
and admitting to committing lewdness. The least of their problems 
is that they praise themselves; and may blackmail others to give them 
money in return for not writing negative poems about them. Some
times they pay poetry to praise someone and embarrass him into 
giving gifts. 

Many poets are liberal in wearing silk and lying excessively. They 
gather to commit sins and drink alcohol. 

Proper etiquettes are those that lead to fear of Allah (the Mighty 
and the Majestic) , intelligence in worldly matters is of no value as 
speech is worthless if not accompanied with fear of Allah. 

Most poets express despair and disbelief when their wealth de
creases. One of them said (in lines of poetry) :  

"Although my  ambition is very high, 
my luck is stuck to the ground 

Time does to me that which I can not keep secret, 
and I am harmed by a Time that is oppressive and spiteful ." 

These people forgot that their sins reduce their sustenance. They 
think they are deserving of bounties and freedom from calamities. 
Their intellect mislead them because it did not lead them to follow 
and adhere to Allah's religion. 
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[ 7:7 ] 

The Devil's Deception of Most Accomplished 
Scholars (al-kdmilin min 'I- 'Uldma) 

People with high ambitions acquired the religious sciences of 
Qur'an, ryadith,.ftqh and literature. Iblis attempted to deceive (some 
of) them using subtle techniques. He made them see themselves as 
great people because of what they had gained and benefited others 
with. Iblis excites some of these scholars because of the big effort 
they put into gaining knowledge. He tells them to relax and dwell 
into lusts because their sins will be forgiven by the knowledge they 
have gained. If this scholar falls into such a trap it will result in his 
destruction. 

If he was smart enough not to fall into this trap, then he should 
answer Iblis with three answers: 

The first response: Scholars gained their advantage because of their 
knowledge, but this knowledge is not worth anything without it 
being acted upon. If a scholar did not act upon his knowledge, 
he would be like someone who fed others his food and had none 
left for himself. 

The second response is to mention traditions that condemn those 
who do not act upon the knowledge they have gained, such as 
the Prophet's (�) description of the man who will be thrown in 
hell with his intestines coming out of his body and says: I used to 
order others to do good but never did myself, and I used to for
bid others from committing evil and used to commit it myself. 12 1 

Abu'l-Darda's (raeffyAiltihu 'anhu) said: Woe to he who does not 

1 2 1  Bukhari #3267, and Muslim #2989. 
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learn. I say this once. Woe to he who does not act upon his knowl
edge. I say this seven times. 

The third re.rponse is to remember those who were destroyed be
cause they had the knowledge but did not act upon it, such as 
Iblis. It is enough condemnation for a scholar who does not act 
upon his knowledge the saying of Allah: 

ir"U;1 1 _ �. �, , ..-..--� !.) �� ... � 
"like that of a donkey who carries volumes [of books] ." 

[al-]umm'ah (62) : 5] 

Section One: 

Criticising the Way of the Most Accomplished 
Scholars 

Iblis uses different technique to deceive scholars who are profi
cient in knowledge and action. He convinces them that it is their 
due right to behave arrogantly, to be jealous of other scholars and to 
show off to seek leadership. Some scholars know that all of this is 
wrong but continue to practice it. 

The cure for this is to keep reading (and reminding yourself) about 
how sinful arrogance, j ealousy and showing off are. And to con
vince one's self that gaining knowledge by itself does not repel the 
evil of these habits, instead, it increases the due punishment for 
committing them. He who refers to the stories of early scholars will 
look down upon himself, and would never behave arrogantly. He 
who knows Allah would never show off, and he who sees how eve
rything takes place by Allah's Will; would never be jealous of any
one. 
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Iblis may also convince scholars in a subtle way that they are de
serving of the highest rank because they are representatives of reli
gion, and because they are seeking honour for the religion and to 
repel its enemies. They think that attacking their enemies is in fact 
an attack on the religion's enemies, and that what they think is show
ing off is not. They become convinced that the general public fol
lows them, so they must always pretend to act properly. 

To expose this form of deception we ask: will this scholar become 
angry for another scholar who was insulted; just as he would be if 
he were insulted? If the answer is no, then this indicates that it is a 
plot from Iblis. 

As for showoff, there is no excuse for anyone to commit it. It is 
not to be used as means for making da'wah to others. When Ayyi:ib 
al-SikhtiyanI used to preach, he used to feel anxious and wipe his 
forehead and say: How severe a cold is (in order to hide his emo
tions [in relating knowledge]) .  

After all, actions are in accordance with intentions. Some people 
feel happy when others are backbitten, his sins are for three reasons: 

The first: his feeling of happiness was only gained because of 
the sin of  backbiting. 
The second: he became happy for insulting a fellow Muslim. 
And the third: that he remained silent. 

Iblls may convince scholars that they are spending all of their days 
and nights acquiring knowledge to support the religion, when in 
fact they are only doing so to gain fame, leadership and for others to 
travel distances just to meet them. 

This deception can be exposed by seeing whether or not this scholar 
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felt happy when books of other scholars were circulated, and when 
students frequent scholars other than him. 

One of the early scholars said: I have never taught something, 
except that I wished that people would benefit from it without me 
taking any credit for it. 

Some scholars feel happy that their followers are many. Iblis de
ceives them to believe that this feeling of happiness is because of  
the abundance of students of knowledge when in fact  it i s  because 
of the large number of followers and becoming famous. 

They also become too fond of their speech and knowledge. And 
if students begin to attend another scholar's gatherings; this would 
make them unhappy. This is not the attribute of a sincere scholar. A 
sincere person ought to be like a doctor who is working for Allah's 
sake. If a patient is cured at the hands of a different doctor, he 
would become happy. 

Section Two: 

Examples of Subtle Deception: 

Tulis might whisper to a scholar: I have never seen anyone like 
you, no one knows me better than you. This leads to arrogance and 
destruction. 

Al-Sari al-Saqati said: "If a person enters a garden in which there 
are all types of trees and birds. Then each bird tells him in his own 
language: 'you are an ally of Allah', so if he feels content with what 
they say, then he has fallen captive to these birds." 

And Allah is the Guide, none is worthy of worship but He. 
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The Devil's Deception of the Governors 

( al- Wtzla� and Sovereigns ( al-Salatin) 

lblis has deceived them into believing many things. We will men
tion the most important ones: 

i .  The first is to convince them that Allah loves them. This is 
why He gave them this position and they are (made) His 
deputies. This deception can be exposed by contemplating 
this point: had they been His deputies then they must be 
following His religion. Only then would He love them. 

As for leadership, Allah has given it to people whom He disliked. 
He gave a lot of bounties to people whom He is not fond of. Some 
of them used their powers to harm righteous people as Allah said: 

"We only extend it for them so that they may increase in 
sin." 

[Al-'lmrdn (3) : 1 78] 
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This may apply to them. 

ii. Secondly, Iblis convinces them that leadership requires that 
they be revered. So they become too arrogant to seek knowl
edge and join gatherings of knowledge. They act based on 
their personal opinions and ruin the religion. 

It is known that human nature steals from the habits of acquaint
ances. So if they only mix with ignorant seeker of worldly things, 
they will become like them. And this is a cause of destruction. 

iii . The third is that Iblis makes them paranoid of their en
emies, so they appoint many guards, which limits the access 
of (the real) oppressed people to them. 

Abii Maryam al-Asadi reported that the Prophet (;i) said: 
"Whoever was appointed by Allah to lead Muslims but does not 
give them access for him to report their need and poverty, then Allah 
will not give him access to report his need and poverty to Him." 122 

iv. The fourth is that they appoint those who have no knowl
edge or piety to rule over people. This causes people to make 
du'd against him because of his appointees' oppression of  
them. He  forces them to conduct unlawful transactions and 
punishes those undeserving to be punished, all the while 
believing that the one appointed will carry their sins for them. 

If the Zakat collector appoints those who waste the money that 
they are supposed to distribute, then the collector is liable. 

v. The fifth is that Iblis makes them fond of their own opin
ions. (fhis leads them) to kill whom ought not be killed, 

122 Abu Dawiid, #2948. 
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thinking that politics necessitates this. This entails an im
plicit assumption that Sharfah is deficient and in need of 
fulfillment by means of our opinions. 

This is the worst of deception because the Sharfah is a divine 
policy that could never include deficiencies that need to be rectified 
by human policies. Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) said: 

and said: 

"We have neglected nothing in the Book." 
[al-An'iim (6): 38] 

"There is no adjuster of His decision." 
[al-Ra'd (1 3) :  41] 

It was narrated that 'Aqud Dawlah used to love one of his serv
ants to the point of becoming too occupied to run his country's 
affairs, so he ordered her to be drowned so that she does not occupy 
him anymore. 

This is utter insanity because killing a Muslim who has not com
mitted a crime is not permissible. If he believed that killing her was 
permissible, then he would be (regarded as) kafir. And if he believed 
that killing her was beneficial, then there is no benefit in defying the 
rules of religion. 

iv. The sixth is that Iblls persuades them to spend money ex
cessively; believing that they control this money. Someone 
who excessively spends from his own money ought to be 
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restrained, so how about someone who was hired to pre
serve the wealth of others? He should only earn money in 
return for his job, without excessiveness. 

Ibn 'Aqll said regarding l:lammad's receipt of fifty thousand for 
praising Al-Walld Ibn Yazi:d: You call this praise! This is extreme 
condemnation, because it is a waste of the treasury's money. 

Iblls might also deceive them not to give money to those who 
deserve it. 

vii. The seventh is that Iblls deceives them to be liberal on 
committing sins. He persuades them that their efforts is pre
serving peace will prevent punishment. 

The response is to say: You were appointed to preserve the nation 
and secure the roads. This is your obligation. Sins (on the other 
hand) are forbidden, so how could that relieve you from this? 

viii. The eighth is that Iblls convinces them that because things 
are going well in the state are proof that Allah is content 
with them. If they were to contemplate on this, they would 
see a lot of imbalance in this assumption. 

ix. The ninth is that Iblls deceives them into making people 
pay taxes by beating them violently. If they find out that a 
person was trying to evade paying taxes, they would take all 
of what he owns. They should establish proof first. 

One of 'Umar Ibn 'Abdu'l-'Azlz's appointees wrote to him say
ing: "Some people have attempted to evade paying taxes. I have no 
way of getting the money from them except by torturing them." So 
he replied: "I would rather that they meet Allah with the sin that 
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they have committed, rather than for me to meet Allah with their 
blood (on my hands) ." 

x .  The tenth is that Iblis convinces them that i f  they give char
ity after acting upon their anger, then the latter would erase 
the former. He whispers to them: one dirham of charity 
erases ten dirhams of anger. 

This cannot be true, because the sin of acting upon anger stays. 
And if the charity money were initially gained unlawfully then char
ity would not be accepted. Furthermore, even if charity were given 
from lawful money, it would not erase the sin of  acting upon anger, 
because giving a poor person charity does not relieve the liability of 
oppression. 

xi. The eleventh is that lblis convinces them that visiting right
eous people and asking them to pray for them will reduce 
the punishment for the sins they have committed. This good 
deed does not repel that bad deed. 

xii. The twelfth is that some governing (authorities) encourage 
leaders to oppress others, believing that the sin will fall on 
the leader not on him.This is false, because he has assisted 
in committing the oppression. Allah's Messenger (;lj) cursed 
ten people involved with alcohol (included is the one who 
assists those who end up drinking it) , and he (�) cursed the 
giver of usury money, its recipient, the one who writes the 
contract and the two witnesses to the contract.123 

Some governors collect money for the leaders while knowing that 
they waste money, so they assist in committing oppression. 

123 Abii Dawiid, #3674. 
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Malik lbn Dinar used to say: It is enough of a distrust that a per
son acts as a secretary for traitors. 

And Allah is the Guide to the truth. 



C H A P T E R  N I N E  

The Devil's Deception of the Worshipers 
(al- '  Ubbtid) in their Devotions (al- 'ibadtif) 

Know that the biggest gate from which Iblis enters to people is 
ignorance, and he does so freely. As for a knowledgeable person, he 
only sneaks up to him. Iblis takes advantage of worshipers because 
most of them are ignorant as they occupy themselves with worship 
and do not seek knowledge. RabI' Ibn Kathaym said: Study jurispru
dence, and then become an anchorite 

Iblis convinces them that worship is better than seeking knowl
edge. In fact, seeking knowledge is better than performing volun
tary rituals. Iblis convinces them that the objective of seeking knowl
edge is to act upon it, but also convinces them that the actions re
quired are those of the limbs. They are unaware that the heart acts 
as well, and that the heart's actions are more important than those 
of the limbs. 

Mutarrif Ibn 'Abdullah said: Extra knowledge is better than extra 
worship. 

And Yusuf Ibn Asbat said: It is better for you to learn a chapter of 
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knowledge rather than joining in seventy battles. 

Al-Mu'ata Ibn 'Imran said: Documenting a single l�adith is better, 
to me, than praying an entire night. 

Now that Iblis has deceived them to put seeking knowledge aside, 
he begins to deceive them with regards to the performance of ritu
als. 

[ 9 : 1  ] 

Devil's Deception of them in Matters of 
Ablutions (wutfu) 

He convinces them to take too long while answering the call of 
nature. This is harmful for the liver, a person ought to take reason
able time when doing so. 

Others stand up, walk, cough and raise one leg and lower the other 
after answering the call of nature, just to make sure that his bladder 
is free from urine. The more he does this, the more urine comes 
out. This is because more urine accumulates in the bladder while he 
does all of these exercises. All he needs to do is to press his penis 
with two Oeft) fingers and slide them to its tip. Then he should rinse 
with water. 

Iblis convinces others to use too much water. According to the 
strictest of schools of thought, it is enough to pour water seven 
times after eliminating the impurity itself. As for using rocks; three 
are enough. 

Those who are not sufficed by that which the religion decreed are 
innovators and not followers. 
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And Allah is the One who Assists. 

Section One 

Devil's Deception of them in Performing Wmfu' 
(Ablution) 

He convinces some of them to say, when making the intention for 
wut/ii': I seek to lift the status of impurity. Then to say: I seek to gain 
permission to pray. Then to say again: I seek to li ft the status of 
impurity. 

The reason for this is ignorance in matters of religion. Intention is 
to be made by the heart, not verbally. So to utter the intention is not 
required. Also, there is no sense in repeating the intention. 

Iblis deceives others by making them ask about the water they are 
using to perform wutfii': "How do I make sure that this water is pure?" 
He begins to make far-fetched assumptions regarding it. Sharrah 
decreed that water is pure in principle, so there is no reason to sway 
away from this principle unless there is a strong reason (to suspect) . 

Others are deceived to use too much water, so they fall into four 
disliked things : 

Wasting water, wasting valuable time in something that is neither 
obligatory nor encouraged, an implicit notion that SharI(ah is defi
cient because he was not satisfied with its orders to use less water, 
and the fourth is that wut/ii' might take too long to the point of 
missing prayer, missing its beginning, which is its most virtuous part, 
or missing prayer in congregation. 

Iblis convinces these people that they are performing worship that 
is necessary for their prayer to count. If he contemplated, he would 
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have discovered how erroneous this was, and we have seen people 
who developed compulsive disorders in making wutfii' to the point 
of not eating or drinking. Some also spend too much time making 
wmjii' but do not preserve their tongues from backbiting. 

The Prophet (�) once passed by Sa'd while he was performing 
wmjii' and said: What is this wastefulness Sa'd? He replied: Is there 
wastefulness in performing wutfii? The Prophet (�) responded: In
deed, even if  you were making wutfii' from a running river. 124 

'Abdullah Ibn Mughaffal (ratf!JA.lldhu 'anhu) said that he heard his 
son saying: "O Allah! I ask you to grant me the white palace on the 
right side of Paradise." He said to him: "O son! Ask Allah to grant 
you Paradise and seek refuge with Him from Hell, as I heard the 
Prophet (�) saying: "There will be people in this ummah (nation) 
who transgress in purification and invocation." 

Al-J:Iasan used to say: One o f  them makes wutfii' using a big con
tainer of water, and performs ghusl using a mazddah (a large con
tainer), they pour and pour and rub and rub. They torture them
selves and go against the Sunnah. 

Abii'l-Wafa Ibn 'Aqil said: For intelligent people, time is worthiest 
of gains. And the thing they use least in worship is water. 

It was not from the Prophet's (�)conduct and etiquette to use too 
much water in religious rituals. 

124 Musnad Al:imad #7065 and lbn Majah #425. 
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[ 9:2 ] 

Devil's Deception of them regarding Adhtin 
(Call for Prayer) 

An example is to add a (musical) rhythm to adhtin. Malik disliked 
this very much, and so did other scholars because it strips Adhan 
from the required reverence and makes it almost like singing. 

Another example is that they mix Ft!Jr a.dhtin with other forms of 
dhikr. Scholars disliked adding anything to the adhtin. 

We have seen some people climbing on the minaret to remind 
people. Others recite a surah from the Qur'an loudly on the minaret. 
They prevent people from sleeping and confuse those praying at 
night. All .of  which are from bad deeds. 

[ 9:3 ] 

Devil's Deception of them Regarding 
Performing Prayer (al-$altih) 

Some of  them wash clean clothes repeatedly (to make sure that 
they are pure) . Sometimes, they wash clothes even if they were 
touched by others. And some of them wash their clothes in the 
Euphrates (i.e. in the river) believing that washing them at home 
does not suffice. Others put them in wells like Jews do. 

The Companions never used to do this. In fact they prayed while 
wearing the Persian clothes they acquired after liberating Persia, in
cluding blankets and rugs. 

Some of those suffering from compulsive disorders wash an en-
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tire piece of clothing because a single drop of water falls on it. And 
perhaps this might delay his congregational prayer. 

Others do not attend congregational prayers whenever there is 
rainwater on the roads. 

Let no one think that I am not clean or pious. However, I am 
prohibiting others from the time-wasting and excessiveness that goes 
against orders of Islam. 

Some of them pronounce the intention to perform prayer saying: 
I will pray such and such. He repeats this saying thinking that his 
intention broke. Intention is never broken regardless of pronuncia
tion. 

Others say ''AiltihuAkbar" then discontinue their prayer. They do 
so until the Imam goes down to ruku ', so they quickly say ''Ailtihu 
Akba,;' and bend for rukU' as well. So what good was his pronuncia
tion of intention? All Iblis wanted was for the person to miss the 
virtue to performing prayer. 

Some of those suffering from compulsive disorders could swear 
that they only said: ''AiltihuAkbar" once. This is from Iblis 's decep
tion. 

Islam is easy and lenient, and free from such deficiencies. Never 
did anything like this happen to Allah's Messenger (;i) or His com
pamons. 

Abu I:Iazim once entered the magid, so the devil whispered to him: 
you are praying without wutjU'? So he said: You are not so keen on 
my well-being (to give me such advice) . 
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By standing up to perform prayer you have made your intention 
clear, so there is no need to say it Its place is the heart, so there is no 
need to worry about pronouncing it properly. Why repeat it when 
you have said it correctly? 

A man told Ibn 'Aqil: I sometimes wash a bird, but then believe 
that I have not washed it, and I say: ''Allah Akbar" but later think I 
have not said it. Ibn 'Aqil responded: Do not perform prayer, it is 
not obligatory on you! Ibn Aqil's companions asked him: how could 
you say this to the man? He replied: The Prophet (�) said: "The 
pen (recording of deeds) has been lifted for an insane person until 
he regains sanity."125 He who is suffering from what this man is suf
fering from is insane. And insane persons are not required to per
form prayers. 

Know that repeating the intention for prayer is caused by stupidity 
and ignorance. I f  a scholar were to enter (a room) and a person 
stands up for him (out of respect) and says: "I intend to stand up 
out of respect for this scholar who has entered this gathering" then 
people would declare him to be an idiot. (fhe action of) standing up 
made his intention clear. 

Standing up for prayer is only done for one reason, and it does not 
take long. This is utter ignorance. It is permissible to make the in
tention prior to takbir, so why do they insist on making it immedi
ately prior to takbir. 

N o  one was stricter with mutanatti'in (those who do things exces
sively) than Allah's Messenger (�) . No one was more worried about 
them than Abii Bakr (ratfiyAl/dhu 'anhu) . I think that 'Umar (rm/iyAl/dhu 
'anhu) was the person most worried for them on earth. 

125 Abii Dawiid #4398 and Nasa'I, 2/100. 
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Section One 

Deception of them Regarding 
Performing Prayer (al-$aldh) 

Some of those performing prayer say: ''Alkihu Akbar" then won
der-off with their thoughts away from prayer. As if that is all what is 
required from prayer. 

Takbiris like the entrance to prayer. How then could prayer, which 
is like a building, be neglected for the sake of its entrance? 

Some on them join the Imam late when only a bit is left before he 
bends for rukil. Instead of reciting al-Fdtipah, he reads the du'd that 
is to be said at the start of prayer. This is from Iblis's deception, 
because reciting al-Fdtipah is obligatory, while reciting the starting 
du'd is Sunnah (and not obligatory) . One must not put the Sunnah 
ahead of obligation. 

I used to do this until one day our Shaikh Abu Bakr al-DinawarI 
heard me do so. He said: Son, scholars differed on whether or not 
reciting al-Fdtipah behind the Imam is an obligation, but they never 
differed on the opening du'd being Sunnah. So busy yourself with 
obligations instead of Sunan. 
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Section Two 

Not Performing Sunnahs 
(non-obligatory actions) 

Iblis deceived some people causing them not to perform many of 
the Sunnah. Some used to pray congregational prayers, but not in 
the first rows. They said that Allah only intended the nearness of 
the heart not the physical nearness. 

Others do not put one hand on the other in prayer saying: I do not 
want to show humility of which my heart is empty. 

This is a result of  a lack of knowledge. In both Bukhari and Mus
lim the Prophet (�) said: "If people knew what was in the adhdn and 
the first row of the prayer and could only draw lots for it, they would 
draw lots."1 26 

And he (�) said: "The best of men's ranks (in prayer) are those 
most in front, and the worst are those farthest back."127 

As for putting one hand on the other in prayer, it is from the 
Sunnah. Abu lliwud narrated that Ibn al-Zubayr (rat#JAl!dhu 'anhuma) 
said: "Putting one hand over the other is from the Sunnah."128 

And Ibn Mas(ud (rat#JAl!dhu 'anhu) was once praying with his left 
hand over his right, so the Prophet(�) switched them around.129 

126 Bukhari, 2/1 1 6  and Muslim # 1 9 1 4. 

127 Muslim #440. 

128 Abii Dawiid, #754. 

129 Abii Dawiid, #755. 
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Do not be surprised of  our advice against doing these things. I t  is  
the religion that forbids, not we. 

Al;imad Ibn �Ianbal (raef!JA.Udhu 'anhu) was told: Ibn al-Mubarak 
said such and such. He replied: Ibn al-Mubarak did not come down 
from heaven (i.e. he was not infallible) . 

And he was told once: Ibrahim Ibn Adham said: . . .  so he replied: 
You have come to me with the side roads. Stick to the main road. 

The ruling of Islam must not be abandoned for the sake of any 
person. The religion is most important and it is  possible for people 
to err, or that they become unaware of some l;iadith. 

Iblis deceived some of those who perform prayer in another way. 
You hear them say: Al-pamdu . . .  al-pamdu.This repetition is not con
sistent with the proper etiquettes of prayer. 

And Iblis may cause a person to overstress the Shaddah. Some
times people stress the letter "J)hdef" of the word "al-Maghefub" too 
much to the point of discharging some saliva[ All that is required is 
the proper pronunciation of each letters. 

Iblis causes these people to go beyond this requirement, and oc
cupies them with pronunciation instead of comprehension of the 
meanings being read. 

'Uthman Ibn Abi al-'A� said: The devil comes between me and my 
prayers and recitation, confusing me therein. The Messenger of Allah 
(fi) said: "That is a devil called khinzab. If he affects you, then seek 
refuge in Allah from him and (dry) spittle to your left three times." 
He [the companion] said: "I did that and Allah took him away from 
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me."130 

Iblis deceived many ignorant worshippers to make them think that 
worship was only to stand up and sit down (i.e. bodily motion) . They 
focus on this and ignore some of the prayer duties without them 
knowing so. 

I have noticed that some people say salam (at the end of prayer) 
while the Imam is saying it and before completing their tashahhud. 
The Imam does not carry the saying of the tashahhud off from them 
(i.e. his perfomring it does not relieve them from doing it) . 

Others read a lot in prayer but do not perform the Sunnahs (non
obligatory parts) of prayer, and commit disliked things during it. 

Once I visited a person during the day and found him reading 
aloud during voluntary prayers. I told him that reading aloud during 
the day was disliked. He replied: I am repelling sleepiness away by 
reading aloud. I said: "Sunnah should not be abandoned just so you 
can stay awake. And whenever you feel sleepy you should sleep be
cause your body has rights over you." 

Section Three 

Praying Excessively at Night 

Iblis has deceived some worshipers to perform a lot of night 
prayers. Some of them pray the entire night, and they feel happier 
when performing night and duhti prayers more than obligatory 
prayers. Some fall asleep right before fqjr and miss the obligatory 
prayer. Others wake up too lazy to work for sustaining their families. 

I saw a Shaikh from among them named J:Iusayn al-QazwinI walk-
130 Muslim, #223. 
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ing a lot during the day in al-Man�ur Masjid. When I inquired about 
this I was told that he does this so he does not fall asleep. This does 
not conform with teachings of Islam or with sound intellect: 

As for logic, the Prophet (�) said: "Your body has a right over 
you, so wake up (when appropriate) and sleep (when appropriate) ."131 

And He (�) used to say: "Adhere to moderate demeanor. Who
ever arm-wrestles this religion will loose."132 

Anas, may Allah be pleased with him, said: "The Prophet (�) en
tered and saw a rope extended between two poles, he said: 'What is 
this rope?' They said: 'it i s  a rope of Zainab, when she feels tired she 
hangs unto it.' The Prophet (�) said: 'Untie the rope, you should 
work actively until you feel tired, then you should rest."'133 

And Allah's Messenger (�) said: "If one of you feels sleepy then 
he should lie down until he is no longer sleepy. Because if he prays 
while he is sleepy he might curse himself (mistakenly) instead of 
seeking forgiveness."134 

As for sound intellect: Sleep re-energises a person, so when a per
son repells it, this might harm his body and mind. 

So we seek refuge with Allah from ignorance. 

If someone says: But we were informed that members of the Salaf 

1 31 Abii Dawiid, #1 369. 

132 Musnad A�mad 5/350, and }::lakim 1 /3 1 2. 

133 Bukhari 3 /278. 

1 34 BukharI 1/27 1 ,  and Muslim 786. 
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used to pray at night? 

We say: those individuals were gradual in doing so. They made 
certain not to miss fcgr prayer and to take a nap during the day. They 
also did not eat much, so this worked out well for them. It was not 
reported to us that Allah's Messenger (;i) stayed awake an entire 
night. His Sunnah is more worthy of being followed. 

Some of those falling for Iblis's deception try to insinuate to oth
ers that they were up praying last night. So they would say: So and 
so, the Adhan giver, gave adhan on time. 

If this person did not intent to show-off then he has made public 
his action, which will result in reducing his reward. 

Section Four 

Devils's Deception regarding Praying 
Only in the Magids 

Iblis deceived some people to pray (all prayers including voluntary 
prayers) only in the magids. They became known for this, and people 
gathered to pray behind them. They became famous for reciting 
Qur'an (in various forms) causing them to do this even more. 

The Prophet (:fi) said: "The best prayer a person can perform is at 
his home, except for obligatory prayer."135 

'Amir Ibn 'Abd Qays used to dislike to be seen praying, and used 
to never pray voluntary prayers in the magid. And when someone 
used to enter upon Ibn AbI Layla while praying in the masjid, he used 
to lie down (i.e. pretend to be resting) . 

135  Bukhari #731 and Muslim #78 1 .  
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Some people cry with people around them. This might happen 
involuntarily, however, it would be considered showing off if a per
son was able to hide his crying but did not. 

Abii Wayl used to cry heavily during his prayer at home. If some
one were to give him the entire world in return for letting people see 
him while crying; he would not agree. 

And whenever Ayyiib al-Sakhtiyan! felt  like he was about to cry, 
he would get up and leave. 

Iblls also deceived some to focus on praying during the day and 
night without trying to mend their internal faults, which is more 
deserving of their attention. 

[ 9:4 ] 

Devil's Deception regarding Qur'an 
Recitation (al-qira'at al-Quran) 

He deceived them to read too fast without proper recitation. This 
is not praiseworthy. 

Some reciters climb on the minaret at night to recite one or two 
chapters from the Qur'an with loud voices. They harm people by 
not letting them sleep well, and they showoff. 

Others choose to recite while the adhdn is being called because this 
is the time when people gather at the masjid. 

One of the strangest things I have seen was that a man led us in 
F'!}r prayer. After completing the prayer he turned around, recited 
the last two surah of the Qur'an then began to say the du'ti that is said 
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upon completing recitation of the entire Qur'an. He did this so peo
ple know that he has completed reciting the Qur'an. 

This was not the way of the Salaf. They used to hide their worship. 

A1-Rabl' Ibn Khuthaym's deeds were all in secret. He used to cover 
his copy of the Qur'an if someone entered upon him while recita
tion. 

Al:imad Ibn J:Ianbal used to recite a lot without anyone knowing 
when he finished reciting the entire Qur'an. 

We have now recorded various ways wherein the devil deceives 
the reciters of the Qur'an, Allah knows best what is right and He it 
is Who guides. 

[ 9 :5 ] 

Devil's Deception regarding Fasting (al-.)awm) 

He deceived some to fast continuously. This is only permissible if 
a person does not fast the days which we were forbidden from fast
ing. Yet, there are still two problems with doing so: 

One is that this will cause him to become too weak to gain suste
nance for his family, and to suffice his wife sexually. In both BukharI 
and Muslim there is a tradition that Allah's Messenger (�) said: "Your 
wife has rights upon you." So how many obligations were let unf ul
filled because of performing this voluntary act. 

The other problem is that they miss out on what is more virtuous. 
Allah's Messenger (�) said: "The best form of fasting was that of 
Dawiid ( 'alayhis-saldm) . He used to fast one day and not fast the next 
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day."136 

'Abdullah Ibn 'Amr (raefiyAl/dhu 'anhuma) said: Allah's Messenger 
met me once and said: "Have I not been informed that you pray all 
night? And that you say: I will pray all night and fast during the 
day?" 'Abdullah replied: "Yes, 0 Allah's Messenger! I have said so." 
The Prophet (�) said: "Fast and break your fast. , offer prayers a bit, 
and also sleep at night. And it is sufficient for you to fast three days 
in a month, as the reward of a good deed is multiplied ten times, so 
i t  will be like fasting throughout the year." I said: "O Allah's Mes
senger! I have the strength to do more than that." The Prophet (�) 
said: "Then, fast like the fasting of Prophet lliwiid ( 'alayhis-sakim) 
and do not fast more than that." I replied: I have the power to do 
better than that. Allah's Messenger (�) replied: "Nothing is better 
than that."137 

Section One 

Devil's Deception regarding the 
Intention to Fast 

Some people might become known for fasting everyday so he 
makes it a point to continue this habit. Even if they do not fast for 
one day, he hides this from people so his fame does not get affected. 
This is a form of hidden rfyd' (showing off) .  Had his imention been 
sincere he would have hidden his fasting. 

Some of them openly say that they have been fasting for years. 
Iblis convinces him that this is useful so others follow his example. 
But only Allah knows all intentions. 

136 Bukhari 4/1 91 and Muslim, #1 1 59. 

137  BukharI #1 976 and Muslim #1 1 59. 
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Sufyan al-Thawri (ra4!JAlltihu 'anhu) said: "A person continues to 
do a good deed in secret until the devil convinces him to talk about 
it openly. So his deed is transferred from the record of the secretive 
actions to that of open actions." 

Some of them fast every Monday and Thursday, and whenever he 
is invited to a meal he says: "Today is Thursday!" Had he said: "I am 
fasting today" it would have been acceptable. But saying "Today is 
Thursday" means that he fasts every Thursday! 

Others look down at people because they are not fasting while he 
is. 

And others fast but do not take care of what they eat for break
fast. They do not avoid backbiting or bad talk, and do not lower 
their gaze. Iblis convinced him that his fasting is enough to repel 
these sins. 

[ 9 :6 ] 

Devil's Deception regarding al-lfqjj 

A person performs pt9} the first time in order to fulfill his obliga
tion. Then he performs pt9} again without his parents' permission. 
This is wrong. Sometimes he might go to pt9f while owing others 
money or certain rights, or go to pajj for leisure, or use suspicious 
money to perform pt9j. 

Others like to be addressed as: a/-ljt9J (the one who has performed 
paj;) . 

During the pt9f journey, some of them neglect performing ablu
tion and prayer. They gather around the Ka1bah while having dirty 
hearts. 
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The objective of bajj is for the hearts to become closer to Allah, 
not just the bodies. This can only occur with taqwd. 

Many people go to Makkah to increase the number of times that 
they have performed paj/ You hear him saying: I have stood (on 
mount 'Arajd� twenty times. 

And many people live close to the baram but never persue 
cleansing their hearts. Others hope for some "vision" to occur to 
him. 

I have seen many of those traveling to perform bajj beating their 
companions over water and harming them on their way. And some 
do not perform prayers on time, and cheat in selling, thinking that 
bajj will repel punishment. 

lblis has deceived some people to introduce innovation to bajjritu
als. I have seen people uncovering one shoulder while in the state of 
iprdm and stay in the sun for a long time. So their skin peels off and 
their heads swell, then use this to showoff. 

The Prophet (fi) once saw a man performing fawef while tied with 
a string, or something like that, so He (fi) cut it . 138 

This Q.adith includes a prohibition from innovation, even if the 
aim was to o hey Allah. 

138 Bukhari: 3 /386. 
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[ 9:7 ] 

Devils Deception of them regarding al-Tawakkul 
(Reliance on Allah) 

He has deceived some who claim to have tawakkul. They left their 
homes without food thinking that this was tawakkul. They are se
verely wrong. 

A man told Imam Arymad Ibn l:Ianbal (ratfiyAlkihu 'anhu) : I intend 
to travel to Makkah without food, relying on Allah. At this Imam 
Arymad said: Then you should travel alone without company. The 
man responded: No, I have to travel with company, so AQmad re
sponded: So you are going to base your tawakkul on the food that 
others have brought with them! 

So we ask Allah to aid us. 

[ 9 :8 ] 

Devil's Deception of Warriors (al-ghazdh) 

Iblis has deceived many warriors. They went for jihad with the 
intention of showing off, or seeking war booty. 

Actions are but by intention. 

Abu Musa (rmffy'llkihu 'anhu) said: A man came to to ask the Prophet 
(�) : 0 Allah's Messenger! A man fights out bravery, out of anger, 
or to showoff, which of them fights in the cause of Allah? The 
Prophet (�) said: "He who fights so that Allah's Word is superior, 
then he fights in Allah's cause."1 39 

1 39 Bukhari 6/21 and Muslim #1 904. 
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And Ibn Mas'ud (ratj!JAlldhu 'anhu) said: Never say: So and so died 
as a martyr, or: So and so was killed as a martyr. A man may fight for 
the sake of the booty, to be mentioned or to showoff.140 

Abu Hurayrah (ratjiyAl/dhu 'anhu) said: 'The first of people against 
whom judgment will be pronounced on the Day of Resurrection 
will be three men. A man who died a martyr will be brought and 
Allah will make known to him His favors and he will recognise them. 
(fhe Almighty) will say: 'And what did you do about them?' He will 
say: 'I fought for You until I died a martyr. ' He will say: 'You have 
lied, you did but fight that it might be said (of you) : 'He is courageous.' 
And so it was said. Then he will be ordered to be dragged along on 
his face until he is cast into Hell-fire. (Another) will be a man who 
has studied (religious) knowledge and has taught it and who used to 
recite the Qur' an. He will be brought and Allah will make known to 
him His favors and he will recognise them. (fhe Almighty) will say: 
'And what did you do about them?' He will say: 'I studied (religious) 
knowledge and I taught it and I recited the Qur'an for Your sake.' 
He will say: 'You have lied, you did but study (religious) knowledge 
that it might be said (of you) : 'He is learned.' And you recited the 
Qur'an that it might be said (of you) : 'He is a reciter.' And so it was 
said. Then he will be ordered to be dragged along on his face until 
he is cast into Hell-fire. (Another) will be a man whom Allah had 
made rich and to whom He had given all kinds of wealth. He will be 
brought and Allah will make known to him His favors and he will 
recognise them. (fhe Almighty) will say: 'And what did you do about 
them?' He will say: 'I left no path (un-trodden) in which You like 
money to be spent without spending in it for Your sake.' He will say: 
'You have lied, you did but do so that it might be said (of you) : 'He 
is open-handed.' And so it was said. Then he will be ordered to be 
dragged along on his face until he is cast into Hell-fire. ' ' 141 

140 Bukhari 6/21 and Muslim #1 904. 

141 Muslim # 1 905. 
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Section One 

Devil's Deception of them regarding Booty 

Iblis may convince a fighter to take from the booty that which 
does not belong to him. He could be of little knowledge thinking 
that nonbelievers' wealth is lawful to whoever takes it He does not 
realise the severity of this sin. 

In both Bukhari and Muslim, Abu Hurayrah (rat/iyAl!tihu 'anhu) 
said: We went to Khaybar along with the Messenger �) and Allah 
granted us victory. We gained neither gold nor silver but laid our 
hands on goods, corn and clothes, and then bent our steps to a 
valley. When we got down into the valley, a slave of Allah's Messen
ger (;!j) stood up and began to unpack the saddlebag and was sud
denly struck by a (stray) arrow that proved fatal. We said: There is a 
greeting for him Messenger of Allah, as he is a martyr. Allah's Mes
senger (;!j) remarked: This is not so. By Him in Whose hand is the 
life of MuQ.ammad, the mantle which he stole from the booty on 
the Day of Khaybar but which did not (legitimately) belong to his 
lot is burning like the Fire (of Hell) on him. The people were greatly 
perturbed (on hearing this) . A person came there with a lace or two 
laces and said: Messenger of Allah, I found (them) on the Day of 
Khaybar. He (;!j) remarked: This is a lace of fire or two laces of fire. 

A warrior might be aware of the sinfulness of this act but is un
able to resist the temptation of taking this large amount of wealth. 
He might also believe that his jihddwill erase this sin. 

This is where the effects (and understanding) of belief and knowl
edge becomes clear. 
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[ 9:9 ] 

Devil's Deception of those Ordering Good and 
Forbidding Evil (al-dmr bi'l-ma'rnf wa'l nahyi 'an al

munkar) 

They are of two types: People having knowledge and people who 
are ignorant. 

Iblis deceives a knowledgeable person in two ways: 

The first is showing off and wanting to be mentioned. 

Abu Salman said: I heard Abu Ja 'far al-Man�ur crying while giving 
the Friday sermon. I became angry and intended to get up and give 
him advice openly. Then I decided not to because I did not want to 
give the Khalifah be advice in front of everyone. I feared that I 
might showoff, and then executed for the wrong reason. 

The second way is to be angry in defense of one's own sel£ Often 
times, someone who is forbidding evil is confronted with insult, so 
he retaliates in defense of himself 'Umar Ibn 'Abdu'l-'Aziz once 
told a man: Had I not been angry I would have ordered you to be 
punished. He meant: you have made me angry so I fear that I will 
punish you for my sake, not Allah's Sake. 

On the other hand, if the who one orders good is ignorant, then 
the devil (easily) toys with him, resulting in him causing more harm 
than good because he might forbid from doing something that is 
permissible, or might forbid from doing something that is consid
ered permissible (and valid) by some schools of jurisprudence. Some
times they break doors, jump over fences and beat wrongdoers and 
insult them. And if they talk back at him, he becomes angry for 
himself. 
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I t  is also from Iblis's deception of them that they talk about what 
they had done in public. They curse wrongdoers who might have 
repented and became better than them. They discuss things that 
they have seen that aught not be mentioned. 

I heard some of these people talking about how they have attacked 
wrongdoers, broken their containers (of liquor) and beaten them 
severely. All of this is caused by ignorance. 

As for scholars, you are safe when they forbid from evil. Members 
of the Salaf were gentle when forbidding evil. 

Silah Ibn Ashyam saw a man talking to a woman so he said: 'Allah 
sees the two of  you, may Allah keep your affairs a secret as well as 
mine.' 

And he used to pass by those playing and say: 'My brothers! What 
is your opinion of a traveler who slept all night and played all day, 
when will he reach his destination?' So one of the players under
stood his point and said: 'Friends! This man is teaching us,' and he 
repented together with his friends. 

Leaders are most deserving of be lenient towards when forbid
ding evil. They ought to be told: Allah has raised your status so 
realise His bounty. Thanking Allah causes bounties to persist, and it 
is not right for you to commit sins in return for this bounty. 

Iblis has convinced some worshipers not to forbid evil on the ba
sis that only righteous people ought to do so. They say: I am not 
worthy because I am not righteous enough, so how could I impose 
on others? 

This is wrong, for he should forbid others from committing sins 
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including sins that he, himself, is committing. However, it is better if 
he stops committing this  s in and then forbids o thers .  His  
admonishment would be more effective this way. 

Ibn 'Aqil said: When Abu Bakr al-AqtalI used to go out to forbid 
evil he used to take older men whose income came from their own 
work, such as Abu Bakr the baker and others. None of them used to 
accept charity or gifts, and they used to fast during the day and pray 
at night. He used to turn back anyone who was not like that, and 
used to say: if our army includes a sinner then we will be clef eated. 
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The Devil's Deception of the Ascetics 

(al-Zfthhad) and the Worshipers (al- <ubbtid) 

A layman may hear verses of the Qur'an and Prophetic narrations 
that condemn (dhamm) al-du1!Jd and think it is best to abandon life, 
without knowing the true objective of these verses. Iblis convinces 
him that he must abandon this life completely to succeed in the 
Hereafter. He stops attendingjumm'ah and congregation prayers. He 
stops seeking knowledge and turns into a wild animal, believing that 
this is true asceticism. This notion becomes reinforced when he hears 
stories of those who secluded themselves in a mountain somewhere. 
They abandon their families and cause their mothers to cry for their 
departure. Some of them do not know the pillars of prayer, while 
others may have transgressed against others. 

Iblis is able to deceive these people because of their lack of knowl
edge and contentment with the knowledge they have. Had they ac
companied knowledgeable friends then they would have learned that 
life is not condemned for itsel£ How could Allah condemn that 
which is necessary for the livelihood of a human including his sus-
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tenance, seeking knowledge and performing religious obligations? 

What is condemned is to remove things from where they belong, 
or to use things excessively with rowdiness, and not as dictated by 
religion. 

We were prohibited from living in seclusion on a mountain. The 
Prophet (;i) forbade from building a house in seclusion. 1 42 Aban
doning congregation andjumm'ah prayers is a loss not a gain, and to 
abandon scholars and not to seek knowledge is utter ignorance. And 
departing from parents is a form of ingratitude towards them which 
is a major sin. 

As for those who went towards mountains for seclusion, perhaps 
they had no children or parents, otherwise they have committed 
something wrong. 

Some of the Salaf said: We were on our way to worship on a moun
tain when Sufyan al-Thawri saw us and asked us to return back. 

142 Musnad A�1mad, #5650 on the authority of lbn 'Umar (rat#yAl/dhu 'anhuma) .  
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Section One 

Devil's Deception of the Ascetics (al-Zuhhdd) 

He convinces them not to seek knowledge. They exchange asceti
cism with knowledge - the worse for the better. An ascetic (zdhid) 
person only benefits himself, while a scholar, on the other hand, 
benefits others as well. 

Another example of Iblis's deception of them is making them 
believe that asceticism requires not indulging in things that are per
missible. Some of them stop eating wheat bread or drinking cold 
water, others never taste fruits or eat very little and torture them
selves with wearing wool. 

This was not the way of Allah's Messenger (�), His Companions 
or their followers. They only felt hunger when they had nothing to 
eat, otherwise they would not. Allah's Messenger (�) used to eat 
meat and chicken, and used to like sweets and cold water. 

A man said: "I never eat khabif (date and almond paste), since I 
know I cannot not be adequately thankful (to Allah) for it." 

Al-J:Iasan al-Ba�d said: "This man is foolish; is he able to give 
proper thanks for drinking cold water?!" 

And Sufyan al-ThawrI when travelled used to take with him as 
provision roast meat as well as fdluthaj (a mixture of margarine and 
honey) . 

A person must understand that his body is his ride; he must treat it 
gently so it can take him where he wants. Let him do that which is 
helpful to it and abandon that which harms it, including eating too 
much and being excessive in indulging in lusts. All of this harms the 
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body and level of religiosity. 

People differ in their natures. Desert Arabs will not be blamed if 
they wore wool and only drank milk as their bodies are able to with
stand such a thing. On the other hand, for someone who is used to 
comfortable living, we forbid him from harming himsel£ 

And as for those who avoid good living and delicious foods be
cause of any resulting harm, we tell them that they have to practice 
moderation in order not to harm themselves. 

Do not pay attention to the words of al-J:Iarith Al-Mul).asibi and 
Abii Talib al-Makki regarding reducing food consumption and fight
ing lusts. Following the Legislator (i .e. the Prophet(M)) and His 
Companions is better. 

Ibn «Aqil used to tell those people: "Your affairs that are related to 
religion are strange! You either follow desires, or practice innovated 
monasticism. (You become religious) after acting foolishly during 
youth, neglecting rights, neglecting your own children, then you stick 
to the corners of masjids. Why can't you just worship Allah as sug
gested by sound religion and intellect?!" 

Iblis convinces them that asceticism only pertains to food and cloth
ing, while their hearts are eager for leadership and prestige. They 
seek for leaders to visit them, and they honour the rich not the poor. 
Some of them might reject some financial gifts, yet they love for 
people to visit them and to kiss their hands. Indeed, leadership is the 
most sought after quality in l ife. 
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Section Two 

Devil's Deception of the Worshipers (al- 'Ubbcid) 

Subtle acts of showing off are used the most by Iblis to deceive 
worshipers. Thin postures, pale faces, messy hair, and soft voices 
are all obvious acts of showing off. So is showing off in charity and 
tn prayers. 

We ref er to the Prophetic saying: "Indeed actions are according to 
intentions."1 43 When Allah's Face is not sought by an action, then it 
will not be accepted. 

Malik Ibn Dinar said: Tell those who are not sincere: do not tire 
yourself! 

A believer only seeks Allah's pleasure by his actions; however, he 
may still be subject to subtly showing off. 

Yusuf Ibn As bat said: Learn the right actions from wrong actions. 
It took me twenty-two years to do so. 

It is out of fear of showing off that righteous people concealed 
their actions, and pretended to do the opposite of what they were 
doing. Ibn Sirin used to laugh during the day and cry at night. 

And when Ibn Adham used to get sick he used to serve food that 
only healthy people ate. 

Wahb Ibn Munabbih said that there used to be a very pious man 
who used to express his concern about showing off because of the 

143 Bukhari 1 /7 and Muslim #1 907. 
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attention he used to receive from people. When the king heard of 
this he decided to visit him. When the pious man heard about the 
king's intention, he ordered for food to be brought and put it in 
front of him. 

When the king arrived, the pious man began eating large bites of 
food and made sure the king saw him. The king said: (someone 
who eats like this) no good would come from him, and left. The 
pious man said: Praise Allah Who made him go away. 

Some ascetic people come to realise that their family members 
will talk to others about how ascetic they are. They feel that the 
fame they get because of this makes it easy for them to continue to 
be ascetic. Had they been sincere, they would have eaten with their 
families. This way they and the family members would not discuss 
this issue with others. 

Dawiid Ibn Abu Hind fasted for twenty years without his family 
knowing. He used to take his lunch and donate it to the poor on his 
way to the market place. The poor people thought that he ate at 
home, and his family members thought that he ate at the market 
place. 

This was how people were. 
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Section Three 

Criticizing the Methodologies of the Ascetics 
(al-zuhhad) 

Some of them enjoy that people talk about the fact that they go 
into seclusion. They claim that mixing with others may subject them 
to witness the sins that they commit. When in fact he is only arro
gant, looks down on people, fears that they might not serve him as 
he deserves, that his high status may be affected, or that he feels that 
he might get exposed for his lack of knowledge. He loves to be 
visited upon but never visits others. And he loves the leaders to visit 
him and the laypeople to gather at his door and kiss his hand. He 
does not visit the ill nor participate in funerals. And his followers 
say: Seek an excuse for the Shaikh, for this is his habit! 

May there be no habit that goes against Shart .. ah. 

Some of them prefer to stay hungry rather that going out to buy 
food. They do not want to mix with people so their high status does 
not get affected. He feels that if he goes out to buy food; his fame 
would lessen. 

Allah's Messenger (�) used to visit the marketplace to buy for his 
needs, and used to carry them himsel( And Abu Bakr (ratjryAikihu 
'anhu) used to carry clothes on his shoulder and used to buy and sell. 

(Abdullah Ibn J:ian?halah (ratjryAlidhu 'anhu) said: (Abdullah Ibn 
Salam (rat/ryAiidhu 'anhu) passed by carrying a pile of firewood on 
his head. People told him: What makes you do this when Allah has 
sufficed for you? He replied: I wanted to repel arrogance. I heard 
Allah's Messenger (�) say: "A person with an atom's weight of ar-
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rogance in his heart will not enter Paradise.m44 

It was the habit of early Salaf to go out for shopping. Like many 
things, this habit changed with time. However, in my opinion, a 
scholar must not go out for shopping nowadays, because this will 
cause the laypeople not to give him high status. 

Not everything that the Salaf used to do must be done now. Es
pecially, things that did not cause people's hearts to change, but do 
today. 

Al-Awza'i said: We used to laugh and joke, but when we became 
examples followed by others we stopped doing so. 

Once Ibrahim Ibn Adham and his students were joking with each 
other when a man knocked at the door. Ibrahim ordered his com
pany to stop joking with each other and to be silent. They said: Are 
you teaching us to showoff?! He replied: I hate for others to diso
bey Allah because of you. 

What he feared was for the laypeople to say: Look at what those 
ascetic people do. Laypeople do not withstand seeing such behavior 
from worshippers. 

144 Bukhari and Muslim. 
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Section Four 

Devil's Deception of them in Compelling 
themselves to do that which is Not Compulsory 

Some of them refuse to wear comfortable clothes. They feel that 
this will affect their honor. They would rather die than to be seen 
eating. They never smile, let alone laugh. Iblis deceives them to 
believe that this is for the benefit of others, when in fact it is show
ing off. You always see them with their heads down and signs of 
sorrow on them. However, once they are by themselves they turn 
into vicious lions. 

The Salaf were keen on pushing away all that which brought fame 
to them. Yusuf Ibn As bat said: I went to (the city of) Mi�i�ah. When 
people saw me, they came from everywhere to greet me, and when 
I entered the mas;id everyone was staring at me. So I told myself: 
"Until when am I going to continue like this?!" I took my bag and 
returned to my city with sweat and exhaustion, and did not return to 
Mi�i�ah for two years. 

And some of them wear torn and tattered clothing and never fix 
their 'imdmah or comb their beards, this is so people think that they 
have no worldly goods. 

This is a form of showing off. 

Dawiid al-Ta'i was asked: Why do you not comb your hair?! He 
replied: "I  am too busy with other things." 

This was not the way of  the Messenger (;I) o r  his Companions. 
He used to comb his hair, apply grease to it and wear perfume; all 
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while being the person most occupied with the Hereafter. 

Abii Bakr and cumar (rat/!JAl/dhu 'anhuma) used to dye their hair 
with penndwhile being the most god-fearing and ascetic from among 
the Companions. 

So, whoever claims to have reached a level that is higher than that 
required by the Sunnah and the actions of the great Muslims; then 
he should be ignored. 

Other ascetic men choose to be always silent, and never mix with 
their families to the point that their families dislike them because of 
their bad manners. 

They forget the Prophets (�) saying: "Your family has rights over 
you." He (�) used to joke with others, and play with children and 
chat with his wives. He once raced with cA'ishah (rat/!JAlldhu 'anha) ,  
as well a s  many other pleasant manners. 

This person claiming to be ascetic has made his wife as if she had 
no husband and his children as if they were orphans. He is never 
there for them, and treats them with bad manners. Some ascetic 
people become too rigid to the point of not having any sexual de
sires. They stop performing obligatory rituals, and focus on things 
that are not obligatory instead. They believe that not doing so would 
occupy him from attending to the afterlife. They do not realise due 
their ignorance, that being pleasant toward one's family is part of  
attending to  the afterlife. 

The Prophet (�) told Jabir (ratf fy.AJ/dhu 'anhu) : ' 'Why do not you 
marry a virgin, so you play with her and she plays with you."145 

145 Bukhari 9 /104 and Muslim, #7 1 5 . 
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Some of them also become very fond of their actions to the point 
of believing that they are from the al-Awtdd ( .)\;J 'JI) the Poles. 147 They 
think that they can walk on water. And if their du'd was not an
swered, they become disgruntled. It is as if they were employees 
seeking their salaries. Instead, they should realise that they are serv
ants who should never boast about their actions. They should be 
occupied with concerns about their possible deficiencies. This was 
why some righteous persons used to say: "I seek Allah's forgiveness 
from the lack of truthfulness." Another was asked: Have you done 
something believing that it will be accepted? He answered: "The 
only action that I feel will be accepted is my fear that my actions will 
not accepted." 

And from Iblis's deception of ascetics is to convince them to act 
upon what they feel is right, not based on the opinions of learned 
people. 

Ibn 'Aqil said: Abu IsQ.aq al-Khazzaz was a righteous man, he was 
the first to teach me Allah's book. During Ramaqan he used to not 
talk except with the verses of the Qur'an. So when he would ask for 
permission to enter he would say: 

--:--.IJ\r !j; 9!-;I 
"Enter upon them through the gate." 

[al-Maidah (5) : 23) , 

and used to tell his son: 

147 Al- Watad refers to the peg that is
_ 
driven into the earth to support a tent, its 

plural is awtad. In the terminology of the Jufis its refers to four individuals who are 
located at the four extremes of the earth - the north, south, east and west - and it 
is through them that Allah preserves those regions of the earth due to their being 
the place to which Allah, the Exalted, looks. 

Refer to: 'Lisan al-Arab' [3/444] ;  'Jstiltipat as-$ijryyah' [p. 7]. 
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i""= Tu '\.41.i; ........... � , .  
"its herbs, its cucumbers" 

[al-Baqarah (2) : 6 1 ]  

in order for him to buy cucumbers. So l told him once: What you 
are doing is a sin, the Qur'an was revealed to provide religious rul
ings, and it must not be used for worldly things. What you are doing 
is just as if you made a pillow from the papers on which the Qur'an 
was written and slept on it. He did not accept what I said and never 
spoke to me again. 

The Salaf disliked for an ascetic person who had not fulfilled the 
conditions of fatwa to give fatwa. Al:imad lbn 1:Ianbal once asked 
Isma<il Ibn Shabbah: Who is this A}:imad Ibn I:Iarb who came from 
Khurasan? Isma<Il responded by mentioning how ascetic and pious 
Ibn 1:Iarb was. So Al:imad lbn Uanbal responded: Someone like him 
must not push himself into givingfatwa. 
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Section Five 

The Relationship between the Scholars and 
the Ascetics 

Iblis deceives the ascetics to look down upon the scholars. They 
say: "All that matters is action." Little do they understand that knowl
edge is what illuminates heart. And had they known that scholars 
assume the status of Prophets in preserving the religion then they 
would have looked at themselves like how dumb people look at them
selves in the presence of eloquent people, and how blind people 
look at themselves in the presence of those able to see. The Schol
ars are guides for all people. 

Sahl Ibn Sacd said that Allah's Messenger (Ni) told cAli Ibn AbI 
Talib (racj!JA.lkihu 'anhu): ''It is better for Allah to use you to guide a 
single person rather than for you to earn red she-camels."1 48 

Also, they criticize scholars for enjoying permissible things that 
assist them in seeking knowledge. They also criticise those who 
gather money. 

I f  they only understood the concept of  mubdp (permissible things) 
they would understand that those indulging in it deserve neither 
condemnation nor praise. Does it make sense for someone who 
prayed the night prayer to condemn he who prayed 'Ishaa and then 
slept? 

The ascetics must learn from the scholars, otherwise he must re
main silent. 

148 Bukhari 7 /58 and Muslim 2406. 
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Malik Ibn Dinar said: The devil plays with the ascetics just like 
children play with walnuts. 

Allah is the guide to the Truth, and unto him will be the final 
destination. 
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The Devil's Deception of the $Ujis 

We have discussed Iblis's deception of  ascetic people. Some of 
them are $iifts. However, $iifts have characteristics that set them aside. 

Sufism started as a way of extreme asceticism. Later, its followers 
practiced listening to songs and dancing. So lay people who seek the 
Hereafter became fascinated with their asceticism, and the seekers 
of this world became fascinated with their playfulness. 

Therefore, it is important to expose Iblis's deception of them by 
first discussing the origin of this group as well as its branches. And 
Allah is the aid to reach the truth. 

During the Prophet's (;I) time people's titles were either "mu'min" 
or "mus/im". Then the titles of zahid (ascetic) and 'abid (worshiper) 
came about and some people began practicing asceticism to the point 
of abandoning worldly affairs. They developed their own ways and 
adopted certain specific mannerisms. They claimed that a group of 
people by the name $ufah ( U �) were the first to dedicate them
selves for Allah's pleasure in the mas;id al-ljaram. This was what al
Walid Ibn al-Qasim said when he was asked about the origin of the 
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title al-$itfts 0�1). 
Others claimed that the title Sit.ft refers back to the people of $11Jfah. 

They were poor people who used to visit Allah's Messenger (:i) 
with no money or families. So a pavilion was built for them inside 
the masjid of Allah's Messenger (:i), and hence they earned the title 
Ahlu 'l-$ujfah ( •�14 \\ j.-of) the people of the bench. 

Al-I:Iasan said: a $ujjah (l ;' ,,) was built for the needy Muslims at 
the time of the Prophet (:i), and Muslims used to send food and 
goods to them. 

They remained in the masjid and accepted charity out of need, and 
what Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) blessed the Muslims with 
bounties, the People of $ujfah did not continue what they were do
ing and left the masjid. 

However, it is not correct Qinguistically) to attribute Sufism to $ujfah, 
because had that been true, then they would have been titled $1efjis 
<ts �'�) . 

Some claimed that the title $itfts refers to a small plant that grows 
in the desert called al-$iifanah (Llt; µ1) . This is also incorrect, be
cause they would have been called $iifani (JLl _,-!.:>) . 

Another opinion i s  that the title refers to the small hairs that grow 
on someone's neck. And others said that it is in reference to wool 
al-$iif(J faaJI) .  This may be probable, but the most correct opinion 
was the first one. 

The name came into use before the year 200AH, and when the 
first of these people proclaimed it, they talked about it, expressing 
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its import in various ways ; whereof the gist is that according to them 
Sufism (t(lfawwuj) means disciplining of  the soul (rfydtjah al-nafs), and 
resistance (mtgahadah) to nature by restraining it from vices and im
pelling it to virtues such as asceticism (zuhd), gentleness (pi/m), pa
tience (1abr) , sincerity (ikhkif), truthfulness (pdq) ; etc., such as earn 
praise in this world and reward in the next. 

I would observe that the first Sufis carried this out; the devil how
ever deceived them in certain ways, and yet further deceived their 
successors. As a century elapsed his hopes for the next century in
creased, and he deceived them still further, and obtained complete 
control over the later generations. 

He started deceiving them by diverting them from knowledge, mak
ing them suppose that the object to be aimed at is action. When he 
had extinguished the lamp of knowledge which they had, they floun
dered in darkness. He persuaded some to the point that the purpose 
of their system was complete abandonment of the world; hence 
they discarded what was good for their bodies; compared wealth to 
scorpions, forgetting that it was ordained for useful purposes; im
posed all sorts of penances on themselves, so that some of them 
would never lie down. T.he aims of these people were indeed good, 
only they were <livered from the straight path. Some of them through 
lack of  knowledge used to act according to fabricated ryadiths un
knowingly. 

Then came persons who discoursed to them about hunger (a/ju),  
poverty (alfaqr) , suggestions and insinuations (al-wasdwas) , and 
authored works on the subject like al-J:Iarith al-MuryasibI. And later 
came authors who presented Sufism {lafawwzif) as an independent 
school of thought, and gave it certain distinguishing characteristics, 
such as the patched garment, listening to music (al-samdj , ecstatic 
rapture (al-wqjd), dancing (al-raqf), clapping of the hands (al-tasjiq) : 
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they further distinguished themselves by excessive purity (al-!ahdrah) 
and cleanliness. So the gulf between them and the true scholars wid
ened more and more until they started to consider Sufism as the 
most complete knowledge, which they called the inner knowledge 
(al- 'ilm al-bci!in), whereas they made knowledge of the Shari'ah the 
outer knowledge (al- 'ilm al-zdhiry . 

Some $iifts were caused by extreme hunger to hallucinate. They 
imagined that they saw Allah in the form of a beautiful form and fell 
in love with him. These were something between kufr and bid'ah; 
and then the paths of some branched out, and their beliefs were 
corrupted. Some of them adopted the doctrine of incarnation (al
flulu� , others of union (al-itiflcid); and the devil continued to encom
pass them with various heresies to the point that they even made for 
themselves laws (sunan) . 

lblis continued his efforts of deceiving them until they fabricated 
their own l,iadiths and books of tafsir. Then arose Abii 'Abdu'l
RaJ:iman al-Sulami who composed for them /(jtdb al-Sunan, and col
lected for them Jjaqd'iq al-Tafsir, in which he mentioned extraordi
nary ways that they have of interpreting the Qur'an according to 
their whims without finding correct chains of narrations for them 
in any principles of knowledge, but merely only relying on their own 
principles. Strange indeed how they were careful about what they 
eat, but not careful about how they interpreted the Qur'an. 
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Section One 

Examples of their Deviant Writings 

Further Abu Na�r al-Sarraj wrote a book titled "1...uma' al-$11.ftyyah" 
wherein he set forth wrong beliefs and vicious utterances, of which 
we shall presently produce some examples, insha'alltih. 

Abu Talib al-Makki wrote ''Qut al-Qulub" and filled it with baseless 
innovations and nonsense, continuous fasting for days and nights 
supported by no authority, with other fictions and erroneous be
liefs. He frequently employs the phrase "One of those favoured with 
revelations sqyl', which is meaningless, and recounts en the authority 
of Sufis that Allah appears (tf!fallt) in this world to His allies (awl!Ja). 

I was told by Abu Man�ur al-Qazzaz after Abu Bakr al-Khatib 
that Abu Tahir MuJ::i.ammad lbn 'Ali al-'Allaf said: Abu Talib al
Makki came to Ba�rah after the death of Abu'l l:lasan Ibn Salim, 
and professed to be one of his followers. Then he went to Baghdad, 
where people gathered to the room in which he preached, and his 
speech was confused; he was remembered, to have said "Nothing is 
more harmful to humans than their Creator!". He was charged with heresy 
and shunned and spoke no more in public after that. Al-Khatib added: 
Abu Talib al-Makki wrote ''Qut al-Qu/Ub" in the language of the $iifls, 
wherein he sets forth many things which are to be disapproved, and 
abominable concerning the attributes. 

Then came Abu Nu'aym al-A�bahani and compiled "al-lfi!Jah" 
where he shamelessly included Abu Bakr, 'Umar, 'Othman and 'Ali 
(rat}!J.Ailahu 'anhum) and the senior SaJ::i.abah as $iifls. He also included 
Shurayh al-Qaqi, al-l:lasan al-Ba�ri, Sufyan al-Thawri and Al:imad 
Ibn l:lanbal in the list of $iifls. 

Al-Sulami listed in his book "Tabaqat al-$iiftyyah" al-Fuc;layl, Ibrahim 
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Ibn Adham and Ma'rllf al-Karkhi, whom he makes out to have been 
$iifts by pointing out that they were ascetics. Sufism is a doctrine 
different than asceticism. A proof of this is that asceticism (zuhd) 
was never condemned by anyone, unlike the $iifts. 

A treatise called "al-Risa/ah" was authored for them by 'Abdu'l
Karim Ibn Huwazin al-Qushayri wherein he gives marvellous ac
counts of annihilation (jana), subsistence (baqa) [in God] , contrac
tion (qabt!J, expansion (bast) , the [mystical] moment (waql) , the [mys
tical] state (pd� , ecstatic rapture (wqjd), ecstatic finding (wujiid), uni
fication (jam}, seperation (jarq) , sobriety (fapw) , intoxication (sukry , 
tasting (dhawq), drinking (shurb) , erasure (ma!Jw), affirmation (ithbal), 
[self] concealment (t'!}alh), presence (mupatjara), unveiling (mukashefa), 
glimmers (lawa'iP) , dawnings (!awalij, flashes (lawrimij , inconstancy 
(!a/win), stability (tamkin) , the [Divince] Law (sharta), the True Real
ity (paqiqa), etc., all baseless illusions, with yet more marvellous com
ments. He also authored a commentary of the Qur'an that was even 
more absurd. 

Then there arose M u}:i.ammad Ibn Tahir al-Maqdisi who corn posed 
for them "$efwah a/-Tafawwuf', wherein he recounted things which a 
man of sense would be ashamed to mention. We shall give such 
examples as it will be suitable to mention in their places, if Allah 
will. 

Our Shaikh, Abii'l-Faql Ibn Na�ir, used to say: Ibn Tahir was pro
miscuous. He wrote a book allowing looking at beardless young 
men lustfully, into which he introduced a story of Ya}:i.ya Ibn Ma'in, 
who said: 'I saw a pretty girl in Egypt, Allah be gracious to her!' 
People said to him: 'What, do you invoke a blessing on her!' He said: 
'Allah be gracious to her and everyone who is beautiful. ' Our Shaikh 
Ibn Na�ir added: 'Ibn Tahir is not a person to be employed as 
evidence.' 
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Then arose Abii I:Iamid [al-Ghazall:] who wrote his book "al-1.f!Ja"' 
following the same doctrine, and filled it with false }:iadiths unknow
ingly. He discussed unveiling ( 'i/m a/-mukashaja) and transgressed the 
rules of jurisprudence (jiqh). He asserts that what is meant by the 
stars, sun, and moon, which were seen by Ibrahim ( 'alt!Jhis-salam) 
were lights which veiled Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic), and 
not the objects known. This opinion is of the same nature as that of 
the Batiniyyah. 

He also said in his book ''Al-Muf.sip bi'/-Apwdl" he asserts that the 
$ufts in their waking hours witness the angels and the souls of the 
Prophets, hear their voices, and acquire information from them; then 
their state (pa� ascends from witnessing (mushahada) forms to levels 
that are indescribable. 

The reason why these people authored these books was their lack 
of knowledge in the Sunnah and the narrations. They were intrigued 
with the $iifts asceticism and never met people who were better man
nered than them. Their way seemed to be dean and spiritual . On 
the other hand, there was an amount of ruggedness in the Salafs 
ways. Further these people enjoy popular favour to a high degree 
because their system is outwardly one of cleanness and devotion, 
and involves quiet contemplation and music, which people naturally 
favour. Besides, the early JU.fts used to distance themselves from kings 
and governors, unlike latter $iifts. They claimed that the source of 
their writings was hidden knowledge (al- 'i/m al-bd,tin) . 

A}:imad Ibn l:lanbal was asked about Wasdwds wa'/-Khafardt (Siifis 
inspirations), he replied: 'Neither the $ahabah nor the tdbi'in discussed 
such matters. ' 

At the beginning of this book we have recorded a similar tradition 
traced to Dhii'l-Niin, and one traced to Al:imad Ibn l:lanbal to the 
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effect that, having heard the language of al-I:Iarith al-Mul:iasibI he 
told one of his followers that he thought he had better not associate 
with them. There is another report of this going back to Sa 'Id Ibn 
'Amr al-Barda'i according to whosoever said: I was in the presence 
of Abu Zur'ah when he was asked about al-I:Iarith al-Mul:iasibI and 
his books, and he warned the questioner against them. These books, 
he said, are innovations and misguidance; stick to the Sunnah, in it 
you will find all that you need. So he was told: But there is good 
advice in these books ! .  He said: Whoever is not sufficed by the ad
vice that is in Allah's book then he will not benefit from these books 
either. Have you ever heard that Malik Ibn Anas, Sufyan al-Thawri, 
al-Awza'I and other early scholars ever wrote on these subjects. These 
people have violated the way of the Scholars. One day they come to 
us with al-I:Iarith al-Mul:iasibI, the next day they come with 'Abdu'l
Ral:ilm al-Dahill, J:Iatim Al-A�am and Shafiq. He went on to say: 
How fast people hasten toward innovation (bid' ah)!" 

We have been told by Mul:iammad Ibn 'Abdu'l-BaqI after Abu 
Mul:iammad Rizqullah Ibn 'A bdu'l-Wahhab al-T amimI after 'A bdu'l
Ral:ilm al-SulamI said: The first person who discussed in our town 
on the order of States and the Stages of sainthood (tartib al-aJ)wril 
wa'l-maqrimrit ahlu'l-walefya ) was Dhu'l-Nun al-Mi�rI. His statement 
was disapproved by 'Abdullah Ibn 'Abdu'l-J:Iakam who was a lead
ing man in Egypt and a follower of MalikI madhab. Accordingly al
SulamI was shunned by the savants of Egypt when it had got abroad 
that he had invented a science about which the men of old had not 
spoken. They went so far as to charge him with apostasy. Al-SulamI 
says that Abu Sulayman al-DaranI was expelled from Damascus, it 
being said that he asserted that he saw the angels, and that they 
talked to him. Some persons attested that Al:imad Ibn Abu'l-J:Iawari 
regarded the saints as superior to the Prophets, and had to flee from 
Damascus to Makkah. The people of Bistam [city in Iraq] so strongly 
disapproved of the sayings of Abu Yazid al-BistamI who was re-
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ported to al-J:Iusayn. They have gone so far as to say that he had an 
Ascent and the Prophet (;i) had an Ascent (al-mi'rdj), that they ex
pelled him Ibn Bistam. He remained in Makkah for two years, then 
returned to Jurjan [a city in Iran] , where he remained till the death 
of al-J:Iusayn Ibn 'Isa, when he returned to Bistam. Al-SulamI says: 
A certain man reported that Sahl Ibn 'Abdullah al-TustarI declared 
that the angels, the Jinn, and the devils visited him and that he dis
coursed to them. This was disapproved by the masses, who went so 
far as to attribute evil acts to him, so that he fled to Basrah, where he 
died. He also states that al-J:Iarith al-MuQ.asibI talked about some 
theological matters, including the Attributes; and was shunned by 
AQ.mad Ibn J:Ianbal, in consequence of which he went into hiding 
till he died. 

Abu Bakr al-Khallal also states in his work '/(jtdb al-Sunnah ' that 
AQ.mad Ibn J:Ianbal said: Warn others from al-J:Iarith as much as 
you can, for he is the source of harm. So and so used to meet with 
him, so he convinced them of the theology al-Jahm. He has always 
been the refuge of people of kaldm. He is just like a lion waiting to 
attack; look out for the day when he will spring on people! 
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Section Two 

Early $iijis were Clear on the Importance of 
referring to the Qur'an and the Sunnah 

The first $Ujis used to acknowledge that reliance was to be placed 
on the Book and the Sunnah, only owing to their ignorance the devil 
was able to deceive them. 

Abu Sulayman al-DaranI said: Of ten I am impressed for days by 
some paint that the people (the ascetics) make, only I do not accept 
it without two trustworthy witnesses, the Book and the Sunnah. 

Abu Yazid said: If you see a man endowed with such miraculous 
powers (al-karrimri!) that he can elevate himself into the air, do not 
be deceived by him; but first see how you find him in the matter of 
enjoining and forbidding, and observance of the rules. 

According to another he said: Which I neglects the reading of the 
Qur'an, mortification of their attendance at public worship, attend
ance at funerals, and visitation of the sick, and professes to be a $Uji 
is a heretic. 

And Sari said: Whoever claims that there is hidden knowledge ( 'ilm 
al-bri,tin) which contradicts a manifest rule (pukm al-zrihiry commits 
an error. 

Al-Junayd said: Our doctrine is governed by the principles of  
Qur'an and Sunnah. 

He also said: Our science depends on the Book and the Sunnah. 
No-one is to be imitated who has not memorised the Qur'an, writ
ten 1).adith, and studied Law. 
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And further said: We have not learned Sufism (ttJ!aWWu/J from hear
say, instead, we learned it through hunger, and abandoning worldly 
matters, because ltJ!awwuf is all about purifying your dealings with 
Allah, and its essence is abandoning woridly affairs. 

Abu Bakr al-Shaqqaq said: Whosoever violates the rules of  en
joining and forbidding in externals (al-zdhit) is deprived of internal 
(al-bd/in) witnessing (mushahada) of the heart. 

Abu'l-I:Iusayn al-Niiri said: Have nothing to do with anyone who 
claims that he has in his dealings with Allah a state which takes him 
outside the bounds o f  knowledge of  the sharlah. Suspect the reli
gion of one whom you see claiming a state for which there is no 
evidence and which is unattested by any clear text that can be re
membered. 

Al-Jurirl said: Our whole system can be comprised in one article, 
by that you should compel your heart to watchfulness (murdqaba) , 
while knowledge governs your external conduct. 

And Abu Ja'far said: Whoever does not weigh his words and deeds 
against the Qur'an and Sunnah, then do not record his name in the 
record of men. 

If these are ascertained sayings of their leading men, then some 
of them too have committed errors owing to their lack of knowl
edge; if such sayings are genuinely theirs, then the refutation falls on 
them, since there can be no respect of persons in dealing with the 
truth; if the sayings are not theirs, then let us be on our guard against 
similar sayings and similar doctrine from whomsoever it proceeds. 
As for those who do not belong to these people but only imitate 
them, their errors are numerous; we will record some of those which 
have come to our knowledge; Allah knows that our purpose in ex-
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posing such errors is only to keep the shan�ah pure, and anxiety to 
see that it is not corrupted. We are not concerned with the personal
ity of the individual; we are only discharging the obligation which 
knowledge imposes. 

We should not pay attention to someone saying: how could you 
discuss the faults of someone who is ascetic, who merely sought to 
give others blessings. We only follow shan�ah, not individuals. A per
son could be among the people of Paradise but commits mistakes. 
So his status should not prevent us from pointing out his errors. 

Know that one who looks at the honour paid to an individual and 
does not look at his procedure and what is to be inferred from it is 
like one who looks at the miracles performed by 'Isa ('alayhis-salrim) 
without studying his person, and so claims divinity for him; had he 
studied his person, seeing how he was sustained by food, he would 
not give him what he does not deserve. 

Ya}:iya Ibn Sa'id said: I asked Shu'bah, Sufyan Ibn Sa'id, Sufyan 
Ibn 'Uyaynah and Malik Ibn Anas whether a man who had not memo
rized the Qur'an was suspect in }:iadith. They all said: His case is  
clear . 

Imam Al:imad would praise a man excessively and then mention a 
series of mistakes which he had committed. He would say: An ex
cellent man, were it not that he has a certain failing. Of Sari al-Saqaµ 
he said: He is the shaikh who is renowned for his taste in food. Later 
he was told that al-Sari claimed that the letter "bri" prostrated itself 
to Allah after creating it. A}:imad said: Warn people against him. 
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[ 1 1 : 1  ] 

Devil's Deception in Matters of Creed 

Abu 'Abdullah al-RamlI said: Abu Hamzah discoursed in the masjid 
of Tarsus and was favourably received. One day when he was dis
coursing a raven, croaked on the roof of the masjid. Abu Hamzah 
yelled: "Here I come, here I come." So he was considered a heretic 
and a pantheist (pultilz) and was killed. His horse was later sold as 
the heretic's horse. 

Abu Bakr al-Farghani said: Abu Hamzah was generally supposed 
to be a believer in pantheist (pultilt), because when he heard any sound 
he used to say "Here I come, here I come."! Abu 'Ali however stated 
that Abu Hamzah only supposed the sound to be a summons from 
God to arouse him to devotion. 

Al-Sarraj said: Abu Hamzah was generally supposed to be a pan
theist (pultilz) because when he heard a sound like the whistling of 
the wind, the rush of water, the singing of birds, he would cry out 
"Here I come, here I come." This was the reason for the charge. 

He proceeds: I have also been informed that certain people of 
Shdm claim vision with the heart in this world similar to vision with 
the eyes in the Hereafter. 

Furthermore Ghulam al-Khalil testified that he had heard Abu'l
l:lasan al-Niiri say: I am enamored of Allah and He is enamoured of 
me. Nurl said: I hear Allah say: 

'-:" � , ,.,  ·>! ' 
:r4i�.J � 

"He will love and who will love Him." 
[al-Mti'idah (5) : 54] ,  
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and 'to be enamoured ( 'ishq) of is no more than 'to love (mapabba) . '  
So al-Qaqi Abii Yacla said: Allah in  the opinion, of the pantheists 
(pulul[yyah) can be enamoured. 

Some pantheists claimed that it was possible for Allah to be 
enamored. This is ignorance for several reasons: 

First. Linguistically, 'to be enamoured ( 'ishq)' is only meant for 
that which one can have (sexual) relations with. 
Second: The Attributes ($ifdf) of Allah are known only by [the 
Qur'an and Sunnah] , whence we know that He loves (yupibbu) , 
but we may not say He is enamoured (ya'shaqu), and He is loved 
(yupabbu), not enamoured of (yu'shaqu). Just as it is said that He 
knows, but not that He recognises. 
Third On what basis did he claim that Allah loves him? This is a 
claim without evidence. The Prophet (�) said: A man who says 
he is in Paradise is really in Hell. 

'Amr al-MakkI said: I used to walk with al-J:Iusayn Ibn Man�iir in 
some of the streets of Makkah, while I recited the Qur'an; hearing 
my recitation he said: I could myself say the like of that. I left him as 
a result. 

Muhammad Ibn Yahya al-Razi said: I heard 'Amr Ibn 'Uthman 
cursing al-J:Iallaj and saying: Were I able, I would kill him with my 
own hand. I said: How has he angered the shaikh? He replied: I 
recited a text of Allah's Book and he said I could say or compose 
and utter the like of this. 

Abu Bakr Ibn Mimshad related as follows: There was a man present 
with us in Dinawar with a sack from which he would not part night 
or day; the sack was examined and there was found therein a letter 
of al-J:Iallaj addressed from the Merciful the Clement to So-and-so 
son of So-and-so. It was sent to Baghdad, and J:Iallaj was summoned 
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and shown it. He admitted that it was his script and that the letter 
had been written by him. They said: You used to claim prophethood 
(al-nabiiwah) and now you claim divinity (al-rubiib[yyah) . He said: I do 
not claim divinity; only this is the essence of the mystic state ac
cording to us. Is the writer any but Allah, while his hand therein is an 
instrument? 

He was asked whether there were any people with him. He said 
Yes, Ibn 'Ata', Abii Mu}:iammad al-Jurairi, and Abii Bakr al-Shibli. 
The second and the third are in hiding, so if there be anyone, it will 
be Ibn 'Ata'. Al-Jarairi was produced and asked; he said: The man 
who says that is an unbeliever, and should be put to death. Shibli 
was asked and said: He who says that should be stopped, Ibn 'Ata' 
was asked about al-l:lallaj 's  assertion and adhered to it; this was the 
cause of his execution. 

There is a tradition going back to Ibn Bakiiyah according to which 
he said: I heard 'fsa Ibn Barzul narrate: when Abii 'Abdullah Ibn 
Khafif was asked about the sense of the following verses. 

Praise be to him whose manhood here displays 
The secret of his godhead's piercing rays; 

Plainly himself he manifested then 
As one who eats and drinks like other men. 

So that his creatures glancing at His sheen 
Their dazzled vision with their eyelids screen, 

He said, May the Curse of Allah be on their author. 'Isa Ibn Barzul 
said they were the verses of al-l:Iusayn Ibn Ma�iir. He added: If this 
be his belief, then he is an unbeliever (lea.fir); only the verses may be falsely 
attributed to him. 
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The daughter of al-Samarri was brought before l:Iamid al-Wazir 
and asked by him about l:Iallaj she said: My father brought me to 
him, and he said: I marry you to my son Sulayman, who resides in 
Nisabiir. If any act on his part displeases you, fast for the rest of the 
day, at the end of it mount the roof, stand on the ashes, and break
fast off them and coarse salt. Then turn your face in my direction, 
tell me what displeases you, and I will hear and see. One night, she 
said, I was asleep ori the roof and felt him approaching me. I woke 
up in a fright at his procedure. He said: I have only come to wake 
you up for prayer. When we had descended his daughter told me to 
prostrate myself before him. I asked her whether prostration should 
be performed to anyone but God. He heard what I said and said: 
Yes, there is a God in heaven and a God on earth. 

Scholars agreed over the execution of al-l:lallaj . The first to say so 
was Abii 'Amr al-QaqI. Only Abii'l-'Abbas Surayj kept silent on the 
matter, alleging that he did not know what al-l:Jallaj said. Consensus 
of the scholars is a infallible guide. Abii Hurayrah (rarf!JAllahu 'anhu) 
said that the Allah's Messenger (ii) said: "Allah has relieved you 
[all] from agreeing upon misguidance."149 

The jurist of al-Asbahan, Mu}:iammad Ibn Dawiid said: I f  what 
Allah revealed to His Prophet (ii) be true, then what al-�lallaj says 
is false. He was vehemently opposed to him. 

Out of their ignorance and lack of attention to the scholars' opin
ions, many $ujis were passionate about al-l:lallaj .  Ibrahim Ibn 
Mu}:iammad al-Na�rabadhi used to say: I f  there was ever a mono
theist (muwa!Jid) after the Prophets and the trustful ones (al-fiddiqin), 
it was al-l:Iallaj . 

This is what most storytellers and $iifts believe these days. All of  

149 TabaranI in  'al-Kabir' #1 '.';623-1 3624. 
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them are ignorant in matters of religion, and distant from literature. 
I have myself composed a work on the life of al-l:lallaj in which I 
have set forth his tricks and deceptions with what has been said 
about him by the learned. Allah is the assistant in destroying igno
rance. 

l:lafr� Abu Nu<aym according to which he said: I heard <umar al
Banna al-Baghdad! in Makkah narrating how, when there was the 
trouble of Ghulam al-Khalil and the ascription of atheism to the 
�ufis, the Caliph ordered their arrest. Al-NurI was taken with a 
number of others, they were brought before the Caliph and he or
dered them to be decapitated. Al-NurI pushed forward to the execu
tioner for decapitation. Why this haste? asked the executioner. He 
said: I prefer that my companions should live for this short time 
rather than I. The matter was brought before the Caliph, who re
ferred it to the Qa.9I Isma<n Ibn IsQ.aq who ordered their release. 
Further Abu'l-<Abbas AQ.mad Ibn <Ata' according to which he said: 
Ghulam al-Khalil used to bring charges against the �ufis in Baghdad 
to the Caliph, saying, There are atheists (zanadiqa) here, they were 
arrested. 

Abu Hamzah the SU.fi, Abu Bakr al-Daqqaq, and a number of their 
companions. Al-Junayd Ibn Multammad alleged in his defence that 
he followed the madhhab of Abu Thaur. The others were brought 
before the Caliph who ordered their decapitation. Abu'l-l:Iusayn al
NurI hastened to be first. The executioner asked why he hurried in 
front of his fellows and felt no fear. He said: I prefer that my com
panions should live for this short period. The Caliph referred their 
case to the qdrji and they were released. 

One of the causes which led to this affair was al-Nun's saying: '/ 
am enamored ef Allah and He is enamoured ef me. ' This was testified 
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against him. Then al-Niiri pushed forward to the executioner to be 
killed, assisting in his own death - which also is an error. 

[ 1 1  : 2 ] 

Devil's Deception of the $Ujis in Matters of  
Ablutions (al-tahdrah) 

We have already discussed devil's deception of worshippers re
garding matters of tahrirah, only in the case of the $iifts he goes be
yond all bounds. Iblls whispers to them to use more water. Once 
Ibn 'Aqil made wuefu' in the presence of some $iifts so they made fun 
of him for how little water he used. 

A bii Al:imad al-SllirazI asked a �ii.ft: Fram where do you make wutfu? 
He said: from the river, I have a compulsive disorder regarding tahrirah. 
So he replied: $iifts used to make fun of the devil, it seems that now 
he is making fun of them. 

Some of them walk in sandals on the matting; there is no harm in 
this, only a beginner looking for a model might suppose this to be a 
rule, whereas the best of Salef did not do it. One may wonder at a 
man who goes to such a length in precaution and describes himself 
as a cleanser of his outside, when his inside is crammed with filth 
and foulness! 
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[ 1 1 :3 ] 

Devil's Deception of the $iifts in Matters of 
Prayer (al-$aldh) 

We have already discussed devil's deception of worshippers re
garding matters of the Saltih, and he practises the same deception on 
the Si!Jis, only to a greater extent. 

Mul�ammad Ibn Tahir al-Maqdisi said that Si!fts have come up with 
the habit of  praying two rak«ahs after wearing the Si!Jis patched cloak 
and repenting. 

They refer to the l:iadith of Thumamah Ibn Uthal (rat/iyAlkihu 'anhu) 
that when he became a Muslim he was ordered by the Prophet �) 
to wash. 150 

I would observe that when an ignorant person meddles with what 
is not his concern he is very reprehensible. Thumamah (rat/!JAlkihu 
'anhu) was an unbeliever, and when an unbeliever becomes a Muslim 
it is incumbent on him to wash (ghus� , according to a number of 
fuqahd', among them Al:imad Ibn �lanbal. But no scholar has en
joined a prayer of two rak 'dhs on one who becomes a Muslim, nei
ther is there any mention of a prayer in the l:iadith of Thumamah 
(ratfiyAlkihu 'anhu) which could furnish an analogy. Is this then any
thing in fact but an innovation which they call 'a practice'. 

Further the Si!Jis have practices wherein they stand alone is most 
reprehensible. For if these practices are to be referred to the shan�ah, 
then all Muslims are alike in respect of them, and the fuqahd' know 
best about them; how then do the Si!Jis stand alone in observing 
them? If  on the other hand the practices are according to their own 

150 BayhaqI in al-Sunan al-Kubrri 1/1 7 1 .  
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ideas, then they are alone in observing them because they invented 
them. 

[ 1 1  :4 ] 

Devil's Deception of them with regards to their 
place of residence 

As for the tents they use as places of worship, they ought not to be 
erected, for six reasons : 

i. First. They have innovated the use of such tents. Muslims have 
always built ma!fids. 

ii. Second: They have produced a rival to the ma!fids, reducing the 
size of the congregation. 

iii. Third: They miss out on the reward of walking to the ma!fid. 

iv. Fourth: They imitate the Christians by isolating themselves in 
monasteries. 

v. Fifth-. They refused to get married in their youth when they 
were in need of marriage. 

vi. Sixth: They made a sign (the tent) for everyone to label them 
as ascetic people. This will encourage others to visit them and 
seek their blessings (al-tabaruk) . 

If however their purpose be insincere, then what they build are 
gaming-houses, abodes of idleness, and ways of parading asceti
cism. We have seen many of the latter .)iifts relaxing in these tents, 
from the labour of earning their living; and occupied with eating, 
drinks, music and dancing. They seek the gifts of every oppressor 
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and tax collector. 

In fact, most of these tents were built by oppressors. They dedi
cate some of their evil money for maintaining the tents. 

The devil has decieved them that whatever wealth comes to them 
was part of their sustenance. So there was no need for hunger and 
piety. They should only worry about food and cool water. Where is 
the hunger of Bishr? and the abstinence of Sari? and the hard work 
al-Junayd? 

They spend most of their time in leisure talk or visiting others for 
worldly reasons. Those who pretend to be pious stick their heads in 
their coats and say: 'My heart tells me from my Lord:' I have been 
told that a man who read the Qur'an in a tent was forbidden to do 
so, and that some people who read l:iacllth in one were told that it 
was no place for that. 

[ 1 1 :5 ]  

Devil's Deception of $Ujis in Abandoning Wealth 

The devil used to deceive the early Sufis, who were genuine ascet
ics, showing them the evil of wealth and warning them of its mis
chief; in consequence they used to give up their property, and sit on 
the carpet to poverty. 

As for these days, Iblis does not have to work hard because Sufis 
waste their money purposefully. I would not blame such a person if 
he had a profession that made him in no need of others, or if  he got 
rid of the money because he was not sure of the lawfulness of its 
source. 

But, what is. objectionable is for a person to give away all of his 
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money and then beg others for their money including oppressors 
and those with doubtful incomes and to leave his children poor. I do 
not blame an ignorant ascetic for doing this. But I do not under
stand how a learned intellectual could encourage others to do it. 

Al-�Iarith al-Mul:iasibI discussed this issue in length, which is con
firmed and supported by Abu I:Iamid al-GhazalI. Al-I:Iarith had more 
of an excuse than Abu I:Iamid, because the latter was more knowl
edgeable, but the fact that he subscribed to Sufism made him obliged 
to support it. 

The following is an example of al-I:Jarith al-Mul:iasibI's discourses: 
'O you who are deceived, if you hold that the amassing of lawful 
wealth is better and more honourable than the discarding of  it, you 
are contemning the blessed Mul:iammad (;i) and the Prophets, and 
hold that the Prophet gave bad advice to his nation when he forbade 
them to amass it, well-knowing that amassing it was for their good. 
And if yout hold that Allah was inconsiderate of His servants when 
He forbade them to amass wealth, well knowing that amassing it 
was for their good; it will not profit you to allege the wealth of the 
Companions, Ibn 'Awf (ratfiyAllrihu 'anhu) will wish on the Day of 
Resurrection that he had been given no more than enough to sus
tain him in this world.' 

[Al-I:larith continues] I have been told that when 'Abdu'l-Ral:iman 
Ibn 'Awf (ratfiyAlkihu 'anhu) died, some of the Prophet's (;i) Com
panions said theywere afraid about Abdu'l-Ral:iman (ratjiJAllrihu 'anhu) 
on account of the estate which he had left. Ka'b, however, said; 
Subf.JrinAlkih! why do you need to fear for 'Abdu'l-Ral:iman (rat/iyAlkihu 
'anhu) , who acquired virtuously and spent virtuously? The news 
reached Abu Dharr (raefiJAllrihu 'anhu) who came out in anger, and 
wanted Ka'b; passing by the j aw of a camel he took it into his hand 
and went off in search of Ka'b. Ka'b was told that Abu Dharr 
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(rat/ty.Alldhu 'anhu) was looking for him. So he fled and came to 
'Uthman (rat/!JAlldhu 'anhu) to implore his protection. He told 
'Uthman the story; Abu Dharr (ratf!JA.lldhu 'anhu) followed the trail 
of Ka'b till he tracked him to 'Uthman>s house (ratf!JA.lldhu 'anhu). 
When he entered Ka'b rose up and seated himself behind 'Uthman 
(ratf!JA.lldhu 'anhu) out of fear of Abu Dharr (rat/!JA.lkihu 'anhum). 
The latter said to him: Away with you, son of a Jewish lady! You 
hold that there is no harm in the estate left by 'Abdu'l-Ra}:iman Ibn 
'Awf (ratfiyAlkihu 'anhu) ! The Prophet (�) one day came out and 
said: On 'the Day of Resurrection the most shall be the least save 
one who says such and such' then he said: 0 Abu Dharr, you are 
desirous of  the most, whereas I am desirous of the least. Of that 
then the Prophet (�) was desirous, whereas thou, 0 son of the 
Jewish lady, say there is no harm in, the estate which was left by 
'Abdu'l-Ra}:iman Ibn 'Awf (rar#yAlkihu 'anhu) ! You and whoever says 
the same lies. Ka'b did not utter a word in reply till he had gone. 

Al-I:larith proceeds: So this 'Abdu'l-Ra}:iman (ratf!JA.lldhu 'anhu) not 
withstanding his eminence is to be detained in the Resurrection
court because of the wealth which he acquired honourably and in 
order to live temperately and do good works; he is to be prevented 
from running into Paradise with the poor emigrants (alfuqard' al
muh4Jirin), and instead will have to creep after them. The Compan
ions rejoiced when they were destitute, and you hoard wealth and 
amass it in fear of poverty (alfaqt) . This is to hold a bad opinion of 
Allah and to have no confidence in His guarantee, which is of itself 
sufficiently criminal. Perhaps you amasses the wealth for the com
forts, vanities, and pleasures of this world, whereas we have been 
told that the Prophet (�) said: Whosoever laments over worldly 
fortune which he has missed comes a whole year's journey nearer 
Hell. And you grieve over what you have missed, not troubling about 
your proximity to Allah's punishment! Consider, can't you find in 
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your lifetime lawful wealth to the amount which the Companions 
found? Where is the lawful wealth which you can't amass? I give 
thee good counsel I would have you contended with a minimum, 
and not amassing wealth for charitable purposes. A certain man of 
learning was asked concerning one who amasses wealth for charita
ble purposes and replied that it is yet more, charitable to abstain 
therefrom. We have also been told that one of the best of the tabi'in 
being asked concerning two men, one of whom sought fortune by 
honourable means, won it, helped his relations and benefited him
self, and another who disregarded fortune, neither sought it nor gave 
it away - which of the two was the better? He replied that there was 
a vast difference between them; the one who disregarded fortune 
was the better by a distance as great as that between East and West. 

This is the language of al-l:Iarith al-Mul:iasibi15 1 ,  quoted by Abu 
l:lamid [al-Ghazali] 1 52, who confirms and supports it by the l:iadith 
of Tha'labah (ratf,!JAlldhu 'anhu) , who was given wealth and declined 
to give zaktih. Abu l:Iamid goes on to say: Whosoever observes the 
circumstances of the Prophets and awl[ya' and their sayings will not 
doubt that the absence of wealth is better than its presence, even if  
i t  be used on good; the least of its evils i s  that its possessors are 
diverted by care of it from (dhikr) the remembrance of Allah. The 
murid should give up his wealth, only reserving what is absolutely 
necessary. So long as a dirham remains to him, to occupy his mind; 
he will be screened from Allah. 

Now all this, I observe, is contrary to the shan�ah and to reason 
( 'aq� and is misunderstanding the true meaning of wealth. 

15 1  See his 'Risa/ah al-Mustorshidin'. 

152 See his 'al-/.f!ya". 
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Section One: 

Criticism of $iifts Abandonment of Wealth 

Allah has honoured wealth and ordered us to preserve it, for it is 
the source of  human sustenance. Therefore, it is honourable. Allah 
said: 

� �h1��1;$J��.��il\;�.q; 
"And give not unto the foolish your property which Allah 
has made a means of support for you" 

[al-Ni.ra' 4: 5], 

and He forbid from giving money to a person who is not of sound 
judgment 

M ,,,, #/!! .,,. . a ,  J • •>l( ., � .• I I '1"''"· • 1"::' 1/ :  > •>• � -:; •-: \  ... :' \� i-',. ry,. �Jll ...l:.oJ�� "Ui" 
"if then you find sound judgment in them, release their 
property to them" 

[al-Ni.ra' 4: 6] 

And Allah's Messenger (;i) forbade from wasting wealth. He (;i) 
told Sa'd (rm/iJAlltihu 'anhu) : "It is better for you to leave behind your 
heirs wealthy, rather than leaving them poor begging others."1 53 

And he (;i) said: "I did not benefit from anyone's wealth like I did 
from Abu Bakr (ratfiyAl/dhu 'anhu) ."1 54 

'Amr Ibn al- 'A� (rm/iJAlltihu 'anhuma) said that Allah's Messenger 
(;i) called me once and said: "I am sending you forth as commander 

153 Bukhari 5/363 and Muslim #1 628. 

1 54 Musnad AJ:imad 2/1 53 and Ibn Majah #94. 
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of a troop. May Allah keep you safe and give you much booty." 
1Amr answered: "I did not become a Muslim for the sake of wealth, 
but for the sake of submission to Allah." The Prophet (�) replied: 
"Honest wealth is good for an honest man."155 

There is also a badith going back to Anas Ibn Malik (rat/!JAl/tihu 
'anhu) according to which the Prophet (�) invoked various bless
ings upon him, saying at the end of his du'a': 0 Allah, multiply his 
wealth and his offspring and bless him! 

1Abdullah Ibn Ka1b Ibn Malik said: I heard Ka1b Ibn Malik 
(rat/!J.Allahu 'anhu) telling the story of his repentance, in which he 
said: I said: 0 Prophet of Allah, part of my repentance is to deprive 
myself of my wealth as an offering to Allah and His Prophet. He 
� said; It will be better that you retain part of it. 

These authentic badiths go against the $ii.ft belief of  having a lot 
of wealth as a form of punishment, and that saving it goes against 
proper reliance on Allah. 

I cannot deny that many people avoid money because of its allure. 
It is difficult to gather money from a lawful source and for the heart 
not to get attached to it. It is also unlikely for a person to remember 
the Hereafter while having too much money. 

It is a must for someone to collect enough wealth to survive. 
However if he aims at gathering a lot of money beyond that, then 
we need to look at his intentions. If his intention is to showoff, then 
what a bad intention this is. 

But if his intention is to sustain his family, to save money for hard 
times, to help his brothers and to give the poor; then he will be 

1 55 Musnatl Al)mad 4/1 97 and lbn l:libban #1089. 
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rewarded. In fact, this act might be better than performing many 
other rituals. 

Many of the Companions (ratfiyAlkihu 'anhum) had good inten
tions. This was why they gathered wealth and asked for more. 

Ibn 'Umar (ratfiJAlldhu 'anhuma) said that the Prophet (�) offered 
al-Zubayr (ratfiJAlldhu 'anhu) as much land as his horse could gallop 
over in a region called Tharlar. Al-Zubayr (ratfiJAlliihu 'anhu) made 
his horse gallop till it stopped, when he threw his whip, and the 
Prophet (;lj) said: Give him as far as the whip reaches. 

Sa'd Ibn 'Ubaidah (ratfiJAlldhu 'anhu) used to say in a prayer: 'O 
Allah, give abundant.' 

Also, when Ya'qiib's ('altfYhis-sakim) sons told him 

"and (we may) add one more measure of a camel's load" 
[ Yusef (1 2) :  65] ,  

he liked the idea and sent their brother Benyamin with them. And 
[Prophet] Shu'ayb ('alayhis-sakim) was hoping (for Musa ( 'altfYhis-sakim) 
to serve him) for two extra years, he said: 

"but if you complete ten years, it will be (a favor) from 
you" 

[al-Qa,ra,r (28): 27] 

And when [Prophet] Ayyiib ('alayhis-sakim) became cured, golden 
grasshoppers came down on him, and he began to gather them us
ing his garment, so he was asked: Have you had enough? He re-
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plied: Who can ever have enough of Your bounty?1 56 

This is part of human nature, so if the intention behind collecting 
wealth was good, then the wealth itself would be good. 

The opinion of al-Mu}:iasibi displayed ignorance of what he ought 
to have known and his assertions that Allah forbade His servants to 
amass wealth and that the Prophet (;i) laid the same prohibition on 
his community are absurd. The }:iadith of Ka'b and Abii Dharr 
(ratjtyA//dhu 'anhuma) which he narrates is an absurd fabrication by 
some ignorant persons into whose category al-Mu}:iasibi is brought 
through his failure to perceive the fact about it. 

Abii Dharr (ratftyA//ahu 'anhu) asked to be admitted to the pres
ence of 'Uthman (ratfzjA//ahu 'anhu), and was admitted, having a staff 
in his hand, 'Uthman said: 0 Ka'b Ibn 'Abdu'l-Ra}:iman is dead and 
has left a fortune, what do you think? Ka'b replied: There is no 
harm, if he has been paying therein the dues of Allah. Abii Dharr 
(ratJiyAl/tihu 'anhu) lifted up his staff and hit Ka'b, saying: I heard the 
Prophet (;I) say: I should not like to have this mountain all gold to 
spend and to be accepted of me. Throw behind me six ounces!-! 
ask you by Allah, 'Uthman, did you hear this?- three times? He said 
Yes. 

I would observe that this }:iadith cannot stand; Ibn Lahi'ah (the 
reporter) is of damaged reputation; Ya}:iya says that the }:iadith can
not be used as evidence. The historical fact is that Abii Dharr 
(ratjtyAl/ahu 'anhu) died in the year 25AH whereas 'Abdu'l-Ra}:iman 
(ratjfyA//ahu 'anhu) died in the year 32AH, surviving Abii Dharr by 
seven years! Further the expressions employed in their narrative show 
that it is a fabrication. Besides how could the Companions say We 
fear for 'Abdu'l-Ra}:iman? Is there not a consensus of  opinion that 

156 Bukhari #3391 
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the amassing of wealth from lawful sources is permitted? 

Then can Abu Dharr have censured 1Abdu1l-Ral:.iman, who was 
immeasurably his superior? Further his laying hold o f  1Abdu1l
Ral:.iman only is evidence that he had not studied the lives of the 
Companions; for Tall:.iah (ratf!YA/ldhu 'anhu) left 300 large sums of 
wealth. The fortune of al-Zubayr (ra41JAl!tihu 'anhu) was 50, 200,000 
dirhams. Ibn Mas1ud (ra1/!yA/ldhu 'anhu) left 90,000. Most of the Com
panions acquired and left fortunes, and none of them found fault 
with another. 

His assertion that 1Abdu1l-Ral:.iman will crawl on the Day of Res
urrection shows that he does not know the l:.iadith. Or was this a 
dream, the man not being awake? Allah forbid that 1Abdu1l-Ral:.iman 
Ibn 1A wf (rat/iyAlldhu 'anhu) should crawl on the day of Resurrec
tion! Who then will go in front if 1Abdu1l-Ral:.iman has to crawl, 
when he was one of the ten promised Paradise, one of the ahlu'l
badr to whom pardon was promised, one of the ahlu'l-Shural 

Besides, the l:.iadith is narrated by 1Umarah Ibn Zhadhan, of whom 
Bukhari asserts that his l:.iadiths are often confused, AJ:imad: On the 
authority of  Anas, which are to be rejected, Abu I:Iatim al-Razi that 
he must not be used as evidence, Daraqutni said that he is weak. 

Anas (rat/iyAlldhu 'anhu) said: One day when 1A'ishah (ratfiyA/ldhu 
'anha) was in her house she heard a noise in Madinah and asked what 
it was. She was told that it was a train of  camels belonging to 1Abdu1l
RaJ:iman Ibn 1A wf (rat/iyAlldhu 'anhu) coming from al-Shtim laden with 
all sorts of  goods, and consisting of seven hundred camels. Madinah 
shook with the noise. 'A'ishah (rat/!JAl/tihu 'anha) said: I heard the 
Prophet say that he had seen 'Abdu1l-RaJ:iman Ibn 1Awf (ra4!JA.lltihu 
'anhu) entering Paradise crawling. The story came to the ears of 
1Abdu1l-Ral:.iman Ibn 1Awf (rat/iyAlldhu 'anhu) , who said: If I can, I 
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shall, enter it standing. So he devoted the camels with their saddles 
and their loads for the sake of Allah. 

Ibrahim ( 'alqyhis-saldm) used to have plantations and wealth, and 
so did Shu'ayb ( 'alqyhis-sa/dm) and others. 

Sa'id Ibn al-Musayyab used to say: He who does not seek wealth is 
of no good. Because it can be used in paying off debt, preserving 
honour, keeping his kinship ties, and if he dies he leaves it for his 
heirs. 

Ibn al-Musayyab left behind four hundred dinars. And we have 
previously mentioned what the Companions left behind. 

Sufyan al-Thawri left behind two hundred dinars. He used to say: 
Wealth is a weapon these days. 

The Salaf praised wealth, and used to gather it for hard times and 
to aid the poor. Some of them were too busy performing worship. 
If someone says that it is better to have less wealth, then this might 
be understood, but not to make it of the same status as a sin. 

Section Two: 

Having Patience during Illness and Poverty 

Know that poverty (alfaqt) is an illness, so he who is patient (fabry 
during times of poverty will be rewarded for his patience. This is 
why poor people will enter Paradise five hundred years before rich 
people.1 57 It is because of their patience. 

Wealth, on the other hand, is a blessing in need of thanks. A rich 

157 MusnadAQ.mad 2/51 3, TirmidhI #2352 and Ibn Majah #41 22. 
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person is like a mufti and a mujdhid, and a poor person is like some
one staying in seclusion. 

In his book "Sunan al-$iiftyyah", Abu 1Abdu'l-Ral:unan al-Sulami dedi
cated a chapter on the disliking of a $iift leaving anything behind. 
He mentioned the Q.adith where the Prophet (;ti) was informed that 
a person from the People of  $uffah left behind two dinars, so the 
Prophet (;ti) said: ''Two cauterizations."1 58 

However, using this narration as a proof is inappropriate, because 
this poor person from the People of $ufjah used to beg for money 
while having the two dinars. This was why the Messenger (;ti) said: 
' 'Two cauterizations." Had the problem been in collecting money 
itself, then Allah's Messenger would not have told Sa1d: "It is better 
for you to leave behind wealthy heirs, rather than leaving them poor 
asking others for help." 

And no Companion would have left anything behind. 

And when 1Umar (ratffyA//tihu 'anhu) gave half of his wealth as 
donation for charity, Allah's Messenger (;ti) asked him: "What have 
you left for your family?" He replied: "The other half." The Prophet 
(;ti) did not criticize him for that. 159 

Ibn Jarir said: This Q.adith is proof of how wrong ignorant $iifts are 
when they say that a person is not to save any wealth for tomorrow, 
and that whoever does this is not truly reliant on Allah. The Prophet 
(;ti) also said: "Graze sheep, because they are a blessing."160 This is 

158 Musnad Al)mad #788. 

159 Authentic l).adith, refer to a/Arba'in al-Sulamiyyah #4. 

160 Al-Khap:b 7 /1 1 with an authentic isnad. 
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another proof of how erroneous they are. Have not you seen how 
Allah's Messenger (:i) used to save for his wives one year's worth 
of sustenance?16 1  

Section Three: 

Criticism of their Understanding of al-Tawakkul 
(Reliance on Allah) 

Some of them gave away all of their good wealth and then begged 
for dirt (people's donations) . A person will always be in need of 
something, and a wise person prepares for the future. The example 
of these people is that of a person who was not thirsty at the start 
of his long journey, so he threw away all of the water he had. 

Some of them spent all of their wealth and said: I only trust Allah] 

This is a sign of a lack of understanding because they thought 
tawakkul requires ignoring the means. They did not understand that 
tawakkulis to have trust in Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) in the 
heart, not to spend all of your money. 

The senior $aflribah and Tribi'in used to gather and save money. 
None of them said anything like this. 

When Abu Bakr (rarjiyA//rihu 'anhu) became khalifah he was asked 
to dedicate his time to leadership, he asked: Then how will I feed my 
dependents? 

To $i!fts, saying something like this goes against tawakkul, just as 
they do with someone who says: This type of food may harm me. 

161  Bukhari #5357 and Muslim #1 757. 
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Section Four: 

$iifts lack of interest in gathering Wealth 

We previously mentioned how early $ii.fts were wrong in giving all 
of  their wealth away; from both the religious and logical points of 
view. 

As for latter $iifts, they are more inclined toward worldly affairs 
and gathering money regardless of its source. They do so because 
they are looking after comfort and fulfilling their lusts. 

Some of them are able to work but do not do so. Instead, they sit 
in a magzd or a tent and rely on people's charity. They are always in 
anticipation for someone to knock at their door (to give them some
thing) . 

It is well known that charity may not be given to someone who is 
wealthy, or fit. $iifts do not even care about the source of the money 
they get. It could be from an oppressor or a tax collector. They give 
labels to the money that is given to them, such as:futiih (openings), 
our sustenance must reach us at one point, It is from Allah, so we 
can neither reject it, not thank anyone else for it. 

All of this goes against Islam and is proof of ignorance in it. This 
was not how the early righteous Muslims used to be. The Prophet 
(�) said: "The lawful is clear, and the unlawful is clear, and in be
tween the two there are doubtful matters, of which not many peo
ple know. So whoever refrains from doubtful things then he has 
safeguarded his religion and honour."162 

A bii Bakr (ratftyAJlahu 'anhu) purpose! y threw up after realizing that 

162 Bukhari 1/ 1 1 7  and Muslim # 1 599. 
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the food he had just eaten came from a doubtful source. And right
eous people never accepted a gift from an oppressor, or from some
one who collected his wealth from doubtful means. In fact, some of 
the Salaf rejected their friends' gifts just to be on the safe side. 

Al:imad Ibn I:Ianbal said regarding a certain narrator: He was a 
good man except for one bad trait. He did not used to care whose 
gifts he used to accept. 

A Sufi once gave advice to a leader who was an oppressor, so the 
leader gave him some money which the Sit.ft accepted. So the leader 
said: All of us are fishermen, but the nets we use differ. 

Why are these people drawn toward worldly things so much? The 
Prophet (:i) said: "The upper (giving) hand is better than the lower 
(taking) hand."163 

Early $ufts used to investigate the source of the money and food 
they used to receive. As for $itfts of our days, if you look into their 
affairs you will be surprised. 

Once I visited one of these tents and was told that the Shaikh 
went to visit a leader to congratulate him for a grant he had received. 
I knew that particular leader was an oppressor, so I said: "Isn't it 
enough that you have opened the store?! Did you have to go around 
carrying your merchandise on your heads?! You do not attempt to 
earn a living despite your ability to do so, you rely on charity and 
gifts, you accept money from anyone, and now you go around visit
ing oppressors seeking their gifts and congratulating them for money 
they had gained unlawfully. By Allah! You are most harmful to Islam." 

163 BukharI 3/265 and Muslim #1042. 
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Those collectors of wealth are of two types: 

Some of them claim to be ascetic in spite of having so much money. 
So their claims would go against their reality. 

Others pretend to be poor and continue to collect money. They 
prevent the more deserving poor people from collecting zakdh. 

[ 1 1  :6 ] 

Devil's Deception of the $iijis in Matters of 
their Clothing 

When early Siifis heard that the Prophet (;i) used to patch his 
clothes, and that 'Umar (rm}tyAlltihu 'anhu) used to have patches in 
his clothes and that Uwais al-QarnI used to look in the garbage for 
patches for his clothes, they decided to wear patched clothes. 1 64 

In doing so, they have used wrong comparisons. Allah's Messen
ger (;I) and his Companions preferred to be ascetic and to be away 
from worldly affairs. They were also poor. Maslamah Ibn 'Abdu'l
Malik asked Fatimah, the wife of 'Umar Ibn 1Abdu'l-1Aziz to wash 
her husband's dirty shirt, so she said: By Allah! He does not own 
another shirt. 

If neither poverty nor the intention of being ascetic is the reason, 
then there is no sense in wearing patched clothes. 

1 64 Musnad A}:imad 6/1 06, # 1 2 1 ,  # 1 26, # 1 67, #241 , #260. 
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Section One: 

Asceticism with Respect to Clothes 

On the other hand, $ii.fts of our times rip their clothes and then 
patch them with patches made from other articles of clothing that 
were fine. In doing so, they bring attention to themselves. Wearing 
such clothing grabs attention more than thick silk. Tulis deceived 
them to think that they are emulating the Salaf, and that they are 
true $ii.fts. Didn't they know that Sufism is a philosophy, not just an 
image?! 

The early Muslims used to patch their clothes out of necessity. 
They did not intend to look good, and never ripped new clothes to 
use as patches on other new clothes. 

As for the event when 'Umar (rarjfyAllrihu 'anhu) entered Jerusalem 
and his clothes were dirty with several patches on them, where was 
this from what $ii.fts do these days? !  

Some of them wear wool (!�/) underneath their clothes and keep 
moving their arms so people can see the wool clothing. They behave 
like night time thieves. Others wear soft comfortable clothes under
neath the wool. They are exposed like daytime thieves. 

There are people who want to be $iifts but do not wish to give up 
wearing fancy clothing. They continue to wear very expensive clothes 
and Iblis deceives them to think that they are Sii.fts by soul. They 
befriend Amirs, and abandon the poor out of arrogance. 

'Isa ('altryhis-salrim) used to say: "O Childen of Israel! Why do you 
wear monks' clothing but have the hearts of vicious wolves?! Wear 
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the clothes of kings, but soften your hearts with fear of Allah (al
khash!Ja) ." 

Malik Ibn Dinar said: Some people join the reciters in recitation, 
but also join the oppressors and the children of this life (dunya) . So 
be from the reciters of al-Rapmdn, may Allah bless you. 

He also said: Only a man with strong sight can see during these 
times. People are seeking after this world by performing acts that 
are meant to seek the Hereafter. So be careful, let them not catch 
you with their nets. 

Ruwaym told Mul)ammad Ibn Khafif: It is all about working your 
soul, and do not busy yourself with the foolishness of .)Ufts. 

Section Two: 

Wearing Rags and Patched Clothes 

I dislike wearing them for four reasons: 

i. First. The Salaf usually did not wear them. They only did so 
out of necessity. 

ii Second: It is a declaration of being poor. A person is ordered to 
show Allah's blessing on him. 

iii. Third: It is a form of showing off for being ascetic, which we 
have been ordered to conceal. 

iv. Fourth-. It is an act of imitating those who are moving away 
from religion, and whoever imitates a people, then he is one 
of them. Allah's Messenger (ii) said: "He who imitates a 
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people is one of them."1 65 

Mul).ammad Ibn Tahir said: When I entered Baghdad to read l).adith 
for Abii Mul).ammad al-Sukkari, he told me: You are a student of 
l).adith, why do you have silk threads in the patches you have on your 
clothes? So I replied: "O Shaikh! Asma' the daughter of Abii Bakr 
(rat/!J.Alltihu 'anhumd) said that Allah's Messenger (;i) used to have a 
cloak with a hem of brocade, and its sleeves bordered with bro
cade. 166 This brocade was not of the material of the cloak, so it is 
permissible for the patch not to be of the same material as the origi
nal garment." 

Al-Sukkari was correct in his criticism, and lbn Tahir showed little 
understanding. It was common to wear cloaks with hems made from 
brocade. So there was no attempt for showing off in wearing it. As 
for the patches of silk, they are an attempt of seeking fame as well 
as of showing off in being ascetic. 

I told you that they make patches from perfect clothes, not out of  
necessity, but to  seek fame. This is why many of their own Shaikhs 
disliked them. 

Ja'far al-I:latha' said: When people's hearts became vacant of use
ful things, they busied themselves with outward appearance; he was 
referring to those wearing colored rags. 

Mul).ammad Ibn Mul).ammad Ibn 'AU al-Kattani told some of them: 
My brothers! If your clothes are consistent with what is in your 
hearts, then you are seeking for people to see what is in your hearts, 
and if it were inconsistent with what is in your hearts, then - by the 

1 65 TirmidhI #2819 .  

1 66 Muslim #2069. 
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Lord of  the Ka«bah - you are destroyed! 

MuJ:iammad Ibn 'Abdu'l-Khaliq al-Dayniiri told some of his com
panions: Do not be fooled by their clothing, they only beautified 
their outsides after ruining their insides. 

Section Three: 

Excessive Patching of Clothes 

Some Siifis stitch very large patches, and claim that only a Shaikh 
may apply the patch. They even made an isnad "chain of applicants" 
for the patches. All of which is an impossible lie. 

MuJ:iammad Ibn Tahir said in his book: "Chapter: It is from the 
Sunnah for the Shaikh to Put a Rag on his student." 

He cited the story when Allah's Messenger (�) was given some 
clothes including a black dress. The Prophet (;i) said: "To whom 
shall we give this to wear?" The people kept silent whereupon the 
Prophet (�) said: "Fetch Umm Khalid for me." So Umm Khalid 
was brought, and the Prophet took the dress and put on me with his 
hands and said: May you continue to wear out your clothes (may you 
outlive your clothes) . 1 67 

He (�) put the dress on her because she was a child. Both of her 
parents immigrated to Abyssinia where she was born. So the Mes
senger (�) wanted to honour her because of her your age. So this 
cannot be considered a Sunnah! It was not the habit of the Messen
ger (;lj) , his Companions or the tabi'in to put people's clothes on 
those people. 

Also, it is not the habit of Siifis to have only young people put on 
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the rags, or for the rag to be black. Instead, they use patched rags. 

MuJ::iammad Ibn Tahir also said in his book: "Chapter: It is from 
the Sunnah for the Shaikh to make conditions on the murid (disciple) 
in wearing the rag." 

He cited the J::iadith of 'Ubadah: We pledged allegiance with Allah's 
Messenger (;I) to listen and obey in good and bad times. 1 68 

Look at this delicate understanding! There is no comparison be
tween a Shaikh putting conditions on his disciple (murid) and Allah's 
Messenger (;I) requiring the obligatory Islamic allegiance of obedi
ence. 

As for wearing colorful clothing, if they were blue, then they have 
missed out on the reward of wearing white clothes. If they wear 
rags then they are seeking after fame, and if they wear patched cloth
ing, then they are even worse. 

The Legislator has encouraged that we wear white clothing and 
refrain from clothes that bring fame. 

Allah's Messenger (;I) said: "Put on white clothes because they 
are the best; and use them for shrouding your dead.m69 

Mul:iammad Ibn Tahir also said in his book: "Chapter: it is from 
the Sunnah to wear colorful clothing." 

1 67 Bukhari #3071 .  

168 Bukhari 1 3/ 1 67 and Muslim #1 709. 

1 69 Musnad Al:imad #3426, Abii Dawiid 2/176, TirmidhI #994 and lbn Majah 
#3566. 
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He cited that Allah's Messenger (�) wore a red garment170, and 
that he (�) wore a black turban on the day of liberating Makkah.17 1  

It is undeniable that Allah's Messenger (�) wore this. He (� 
used to like wearing a Y amani Mantle. 172 He also wore black and red. 
As for rags and patches, they are clothing that bring fame. 

Section Four: 

Prohibition and Disliking to Wear Clothes that 
bring Fame 

Allah's Messenger (�) said: "Whoever wears clothes of fame then 
Allah will shun him until he takes them off."173, and he (�) said: 
"Whoever wears clothes of fame, then Allah will clothe him in clothes 
of disgrace on the Day of Judgment."174 

Ibn 'Umar (ratfiJAlldhu 'anhumd) saw his son wearing a bad-looking 
garment so he said: "Do not wear this because it is a garment of 
fame." 

1 70 Bukhari #5848. 

1 71 Muslim # 1 358 .  

1 72 Bukhari #5812  and Muslim #2079. 

1 73 Ibn Majah #1 258. 

1 74 Musnad AQ.mad #5664, Abu Dawlid #4029 and lbn Majah #3606. 
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Section Five: 

Wearing Wool Clothes (al-$Uj) 

Some $i!Jis wear wool clothes claiming that the Prophet (ii) wore 
them. Allah's Messenger (ii) used to wear wool clothes on occa
sion.175 Arabs did not consider them clothes of fame. In addition, 
all narrations that praise wearing wool were fabricated, none of them 
are authentic. 

A person who wears wool clothes is either: 

Used to wearing harsh clothes, in which case he would not be 
condemned because he is not seeking fame. 

Or, that he always lived in luxury, in which case he must not wear 
wool for two reasons: 

First is that he would impose upon himself that which he cannot 
withstand. And second: By wearing this he is seeking fame and 
appearing ascetic. 

Al-l:Iasan once grabbed the clothes of farqad and said: "Piety is 
not in wearing such clothing; instead, it is that which settles in the 
heart and demonstrated through action." 

And a man wearing a wool garment and turban sat in the gather
ing of al-l:Iasan and kept looking at the ground. Al-J:Iasan felt he 
was arrogant and said: "Some people kept their arrogance in their 
hearts; they made their religiousness ugly by wearing this wool." 

Ibn 'Aqil commented on al-I:lasan's remark: "These are words of 

172 Bukhari #5799 and Muslim #284, #79. 
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a man who knows people well. Some wool wearers dislike being 
called by their nicknames. To these people, wearing wool has the 
same effect as wearing silk on laypeople." 

And al-ThawrI once told a $iifi wearing wool: This clothing of 
yours is an innovation (birlah) .176 

And 'Abdullah Ibn al-Mubarak told a man wearing wool: I hate 
this, I hate this. 

Abu Sulayman al-DaranI told a man wearing wool: You are show
ing the tool of  asceticism, in what way have you benefited from this 
wool? The man had no response, so Abu Sulayman said: (It is better 
for) your outside to consist of cotton and your inside from wool. 

And al-Nadr Ibn Shumayl asked a $iifi: Are you willing to sell your 
wool garment? He answered: If a fisherman sells his net, then what 
will he use to fish? 

Abu Ja 'far al-TabarI said: "Whoever wears wool while being able 
to wear cotton and linen has committed an error. So does he who 
eats only lentils and legume while wheat bread is available, and he 
who does not eat meat out of fear of getting sexual urges." 

The righteous predecessors used to wear moderate clothes, nei
ther lavish not ragged. They used to wear their best clothing on 
Fridays, 'ids and when meeting friends. The rest of their clothing 
was not bad either. 

Muslim reported, 'Umar Ibn al-Khattab (rat/!JAl/tihu 'anhu) found 
a silk garment being sold at the entrance of the ma!}id; so he told 

1 76 For a detail discussion refer to the book, 'Tabfir al-Nris bi-Afikrim al-Labas'. 
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Allah's Messenger (�) : Get it so you may wear it on Fridays and for 
the delegation. Allah's Messenger (�) replied: "That is the dress of  
one who has no share (in the Hereafter) ."177 

So Allah's Messenger (�) did not object to looking good, but ob
jected to it being made from silk. 

Abii'l-'Aliyah said: Muslims used to adorn themselves when visit
ing one another. 

Tamim al-Dari (ratf!JA.llrihu 'anhu) bought a garment for one thou
sand (in currency), he used to wear it during prayer. 

Ibn Mas'iid (ratf&Alkihu 'anhu) used to wear the best of clothes, 
and perfumes. 

Al-I:Iasan al-Ba�ri used to wear good clothes. 

And Malik Ibn Anas used to wear good 'adani clothes. 

And Al).mad Ibn I:Ianbal used to buy garments worth one thou
sand dinars. 

They used to prefer being ascetic, but to a degree. They used to 
wear old clothes at home, but when they used to leave their homes, 
they used to adorn themselves and wore clothes that were neither 
too fancy not too ragged. 

'Isa Ibn Hazim said: Ibrahim Ibn Adham used to wear linen, cot
ton, fur clothes. I never saw him wearing wool clothes, or clothes of 
fame. 

177 Its origin is reported by Bukhari 1 0/244. 
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And Abu Ja<far al-Man�iir said: Painful nakedness is better than 
wearing shameful clothing. 

Section Six: 

Clothing that Demonstrate Asceticism 

Wearing ragged clothes is a form of declaring poverty and asceti
cism. In a way, it is a form of complaining against (the destiny of) 
Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) . This is disliked and forbidden. 

Malik Ibn N adlah (ratf iJAlldhu 'anhu) said: I came to Allah's Mes
senger (�) wearing old clothes. So he told me: "Do you own 
property?" I said: Yes. He asked: "What type?" I said: All types; 
camels, sheep, horses and slaves. He said: "If Allah gives you wealth, 
then let it show on you."1 78 

Section Seven: 

Wearing Elegant Clothes 

Someone mt!J SC!): Wearing elegant clothes is a lust, and we have been 
ordered to suppress these lusts. It is also done for the sake of other 
people, while our actions are supposed to be dedicated to Allah not 
to people?! 

The response to this is that not all that is desired is bad, and not all 
forms of beautifying one's self for the sake of people is disliked. 
They are only bad if religion forbids from doing them, or if they are 
performed to showoff. A person loves to be seen looking good. 
This is a part of human nature that no one can be blamed for. This 
is why people comb their hair, look at the mirror, fix their turbans, 

17s Musnad AJ::imad 3/473 and I:Iakim 4/1 8 1 .  
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wear the nice side of  a coat outside, and keep the rough side inside. 

None of this is disliked or blameworthy. 

If  someone says: then what do you say about al-Sari's statement: 
"If a person runs his hand through his beard to make it look good 
for the sake of a visitor, then he may be punished.?" 

The answer is that he was most likely talking about showing off in 
religious matters, such as appearing to have humility. On the other 
hand, if his intention was just to adorn himself then this is not 
disliked. And whoever thinks that it is disliked does not understand 
what r!Jd is and what is that which is disliked. 

Allah's Messenger (ii) said: "No person will enter heaven if he 
has a smallest tiny weight of arrogance." A person asked: Even 
when one of us likes to wear beautiful clothes and shoes? The 
Prophet (ii) replied: "Allah is beautiful, and He loves beauty. Arro
gance is rejecting truth, and despising people."1 79 

And there were some Siifiswho used to wear elegant clothes. Abii'l
'Abbas Ibn 'Ata used to wear long elegant clothes and used to use 
dhikr beads made from pearl. This is a form of seeking fame just as 
wearing rags. Righteous people should be moderate in their cloth
mg. 

So look at how the devil plays with these people between the two 
extremes. 

One day al-ShiblI came to 'AlI Ibn Musa Ibn al-Jarral:i al-Wazir. 
Ibn Mujahid Al-Muqria' was with him. Ibn Mujahid said to al-Wazir: 
"I will expose him now." Part of what al-ShiblI used to do was that 

179 Muslim #91 . 
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when he put something on, he would tear it in a certain place. When 
he sat down, lbn Mujahid told him: "Abii Bakr! Where in knowl
edge is it that one ruins that which is useful?" Al-Shibi.I responded: 

,&_ - 1...-:�ti\" . -;.  ."- ti" It.:;�; Cit�1"".' "'-... ��1..-M> .J!Jl},,-'t , 1.T �J� 
'"Return them to me,' and set about striking [their] legs 
and necks." 

[$ad (38): 33)? 

lbn Mujahid was silent. lbn al-Jarral;t told him: You wanted to si
lence him, instead he has silenced you! Then al-ShiblI said: The 
people agree that you are the reciter of our times, so where is it in 
the Qur'an that the Beloved will not punish His lovers? lbn Mujahid 
was silent. He said: The words of the Almighty: 'The Jews and the 
Christians say: 

"'We are the sons of Allah and His beloved ones.' Say: 
'Then why does He punish you for your wrong actions?"' 

[al-Mti'idah (5): 1 8] 

lbn Mujahid said: It was as if I had never heard it before. 

I am doubtful of the authenticity of this story, because al-Oasan 
lbn Ghalib was not trustworthy. And even if it is authentic, then it 
demonstrates a lack of understanding on the part of both al-ShiblI 
and lbn al-Mujahid. 

It is not permissible to ruin good clothes for no reason. 

Are these people slaves of their own selves? Or do they do this 
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out of their own opinions? If  they knew that what they did was 
wrong then they are stubborn. Otherwise they are extremely igno
rant. 

Section Eight: 

Excessive Shortening of Clothes (in length) 

Some �ufis shorten the length of their clothes excessively. This is 
a form of seeking fame. Allah's Messenger (:i) said: "A Muslim's 
garment is to the middle of the shins. And there is no harm (in the 
dress being longer than that) up to the ankles. And whatever is longer 
than that is in the hellfire"1 80 

Ma'mar said: Ayyiib's garment was a bit long; He was asked about 
it and said: "These days, shortening the garment brings fame." 

And Al:imad Ibn I:lanbal once saw a man wearing a garment that 
was just below his knee but above the shin. He said: "What is this?! 
This ought not to be like this at all."  

Section Nine: 

Some $iijis wear a Rag on their Heads in place of a 
Turban 

This is a form of seeking fame because it is inconsistent with what 
people in the society wear. All that brings fame is disliked. 

'Abdullah Ibn al-Mubarak entered the magid wearing a hood. 
Nobody else was wearing one, and they all started to stare at him. 
So he took it off and put it in his sleeve. 

180 Malik in the al-MUU1a!!d 2/914 and Musnad Al_imad 3/5. 
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Section Ten: 

Owning Only One Garment 

Some of them only own one garment out of being ascetic. This is 
good but it would have been better if they owned another garment 
to wear on Fridays and <ids. 

Allah's Messenger (;i) said while preaching over the minbar. ' 'What 
would be wrong if each one of you bought himself two garments to 
wear on Fridays, other than the one he wears for his work." 1 81 

[ 1 1  :7 ] 

Devil's Deception of .)Ujis in Matters of Food and 
Drink 

Iblls was active in convincing early Jiifts to eat less and not to drink 
cold water. However, Iblls is now at rest from having to deceive 
these latter Jiifts. In fact, he is in shock at how much they eat and 
how lavishly they live. 

Section One: 

Some of what Early .)Ujis did regarding 
this Issue 

Some of them used not to eat for days until they became weak. 
Others used to eat food that was not enough to support their bod
ies. 

Sahl Ibn 1Abdullah used to buy one dirham worth of molasses, two 

1 8 1  Abii Dawiid # 1 078 and Ibn Majah #1095 .  
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dirhamsworth of margarine and one dirham worth of rice flower. He 
used to mix them all up and make three hundred and sixty little balls, 
and eat one ball every night for ifiar. 

And he used to eat tree leaves and hay. He spent only three dirhams 
on food in three years. 

And Abu Ja'far al-Haddad once spent sixteen days with no food 
or water. 

A man asked Abu Zayd for permission to join his magid group. 
Abu Zayd responded: You will not be able to withstand being with 
us. He replied: Give me permission. So he stayed the first day 
without food. In the following day he said: 0 teacher! I want to eat 
something. Abu Zayd responded: Our food is the obedience of Allah. 
He said: 0 teacher! I want to eat something in order to gain the 
strength to obey Allah. So Abu Zayd said: Son! Bodies are only 
sustained by Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) . 

Abu Turab once saw a $ii.ft reaching for a watermelon peel after 
three days of eating nothing. He told him: You reach for a water
melon peel? Sufism will never be suitable for you, go back to the 
marketplace. 

And Abu 'All al-Ruthabari said: If you hear a $ii.ft saying: "I am 
hungry" after five days of eating nothing, then ask him to stick to 
the market place and earn a living. 

Abu Al:unad al-Saghir said: Abu 'Abdullah lbn Khafif ordered me 
to bring him ten raisins each night for his Ijtar. I felt sorry for him 
one night and handed him fifteen raisons. So he looked at me and 
said: What is with you?! He only ate ten and left the rest. 
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Section Two: 

Refraining from Eating Meat 

Some of them did not eat meat. They used to say: "Eating one 
dirham worth o f  meat hardens the heart for forty days!" 

Others used to refrain from eating all good foods. They cited the 
Prophetic tradition: "Deprive yourselves from good food, for the 
devil circulates in veins more aggressively when eating good food."182 

Others used to refrain from drinking clean or cold water, and oth
ers used to bury their water-bottles in the ground so that the water 
became hot. And others used to abstain from drinking water for a 
long time. 

Abu Y azid said: I complained to Allah about myself, so my ownself 
did not agree with me. So I decided (threatened myself) not to eat 
or drink for a year, so myself agreed with me. 

Abu Talib al-MakkI made a schedule for Siiji food. He said: ''I 
prefer for a murid not to eat more than two loafs of bread a day. 
Hunger reduces the amount of food that flows to the heart, so it 
becomes whiter and glows more. And it melts the fat off the heart, 
so it becomes tenderer, which is the key for having visions." 

Others used to reduce the frequency of their eating, so they would 
eat once a day, then once in two days, and so on. And some used to 
weigh how much food they ate by placing a fruit on one wide of the 
scale and his food on the other. So each day the fruit became dryer 
and lighter, so the amount of food he ate lessened as well. 

182 The author included this in his book of fabricated }:iadiths (al-Mawdiia!) 3/30. 
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Abu 'Abdullah Mul;ammad Ibn 'Ail al-TirmidhI wrote a book ti
tled "Taming the Souls" (Rjyridat al-N t(Us) in which he said: A begin
ner in Sufism must fast for two consecutive months as repentance 
to Allah. Then he should eat very little, one piece of bread after 
another. He must not have any condiments or fruits. He must not 
have any enjoyment, meeting friends or reading books. All of these 
things bring happiness to the soul, therefore it should be deprived 
of them; in order to become filled with sorrow. 

Another SN.ft wrote a book called "The Forties" (al-Arba'in!Jyri� in 
which he said that they must stay for forty days without eating bread. 
Instead, they must only drink oils and eat lots of delicious fruits. 

This is a sample of what $i!fts eat. 

Section Three: 

Discussing Devil's Deception of Them in these 
Matters and Explaining the Error in Them 

As for Sahl's actions, it is not permissible, because it overburdens 
the body. Also, Allah meant for humans to eat wheat and for their 
cattle to eat hay. It makes no sense for us to eat hay, as there is no 
nourishment for us in hay. 

Such things are so obvious that they do not require refutation. 

Sahl used to believe that it was better for an extremely hungry 
person to eat while seated rather than having the strength to pray 
upright because of eating. 

This is wrong. If eating gives strength for a person to stand up 
and pray, then his eating would be considered a form of worship. 
And if he forces hunger upon himself leading to sitting while pray-
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ing, then it leads to the unfulfillment of  obligations, which is not 
permissible. 

What kind of worship causes a person to loose the strength to 
perform religious rituals?! 

Also, believing that there is a contradiction between knowledge 
( 'ilm) and yaqin (sure belief) is pure ignorance. Yaqin is the highest 
level of  knowledge, and there is no basis for a person not to con
sume the food and drink which his body needs? 

They use knowledge to ref er to religious orders, and they use yaqin 
to refer to patience. This is an erroneous mixing up of things. 

As for saying: "Sustenance to us is nothing more than obeying 
Allah." It is a weak saying. The need for food is part of human 
nature. Even the dwellers of the hellfire will continue to consume 
food. 

As for not eating meat, this is an imitation of Brahman Hindus. 
Allah knows best what is good for the human body. He made meat 
lawful in order for us to gain strength. Not eating meat weakens the 
body and brings bad manners. 

Allah's Messenger (;!j) used to eat meat, especially the meat of a 
lamb's shoulder.1 83 And al-l:Iasan used to buy meat daily. This was 
how the Salaf were, except for those who were poor. 

As for not enjoying pleasures, this should not be the general case. 
It was from Allah's wisdom for the human body to have urges, and 
not fulfilling these urges goes against Allah's wisdom because it will 

183 Bukhari #3340 and Muslim # 1 94. 
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harm the body and will contradict religious orders and sound intel
lect. 

The human body is the soul's carriage. If the body is not healthy, 
the soul will not reach its destination. These folks had little knowl
edge, and they used flawed judgment. If they do rely on a }:iadith 
then it is usually weak, fabricated or misinterpreted. 

I was surprised at Abu �!amid al-Ghazali -the f aqif.r sunk to the 
levels of these people. He said: "A murid ought not to have sexual 
relations and then have something to eat, because this will fulfill two 
of his desires, making it easier for the "se!f'' to overcome him!" 

This is heinous. Based on this, if a meal contains several types of  
food then one should refrain from eating more than one type, be
cause each type will fulfill an additional desire. Then drinking water 
f ulfills another desire. 

Wasn't it authentically reported that Allah's Messenger (li) had 
relations with all of his wives in one night ? ! 1 84 Shouldn't he have 
had relations with just one of them? Wasn't it authentically reported 
that He (li) used to eat cucumbers with dates. 1 85 These count as two 
desires fulfilled. 

Didn't he (li) eat bread and roasted meat?! And didn't he drink 
cold water at Abii'l-Haytham Ibn al-Tayyihan's place? ! 186 

Didn't [Sufyan] al-Thawri used to eat meat, grapes and alfriluth'!} 

184 Bukhari #52 15 .  

185 Bukhari #5440 and Muslim #2043. 

186 TirmidhI in al-Shamii'il #1 1 3. 
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(a mixture of margarine and honey)?! 

Doesn't a horse eat multiple types of foods, and so does a camel?! 
Isn't the body the soul's camel?! 

Some early scholars forbade the combination of two relishes regu
larly in order that not become a habit and involve trouble. Excessive 
eating should be avoided in order not to cause laziness and induce 
sleep. And once a person becomes used to eating too much, it be
comes difficult for him not to. So he spends much time and effort 
in consuming food. 

This was how the Salaf used to avoid unnecessary pleasures. 

As for the l).adith: "Deprive yourselves from good food"; it was a 
fabricated hadith by BazI the narrator. 

If a person only eats barley bread then his attitude will change, 
because it is too dry and (too much of it) harms the brain and eyes. 

Not eating enough food causes the stomach to dry up and shrink. 
What is disliked is overeating. 

The best of etiquettes are those of the Messenger �) . He �) 
said: "A human being never fills a container that is worse than his 
stomach. Hence, it will be sufficient for the son of Adam to satisfy 
his hunger with a few bites to strengthen his backbone. If he must 
eat to his fill, then he should allow for one third food, one third 
water, and third air." 1 87 

Islam orders us to eat enough to sustain our bodies in order to 
preserve them. Had the hypocrites heard of this division: "One 

1 87 Tirmidhi #2381 and Ibn Majah #3349. 
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third and one third and one third . . .  " they would have been surprised 
at this wisdom, because it is the most adequate, and healthiest of  
divisions. 

Section Four: 

$Ujis and Hunger 

.)iifis order the youth to go hungry. It is very harmful for a youth to 
go hungry. Older people can withstand it more than the youth. 

The youth need more food just as a new saddle needs to be oiled 
more frequently. If youth do not eat well, they will only hinder their 
own physical growth. 

This is an important issue in need of contemplation. 

Al:unad Ibn l:lanbal was asked about not eating enough, he said: I 
do not like this, I heard cAbdu'l-RaQman Ibn Mahdi saying: "Some 
people did this until it made them unable to perform obligatory 
prayers." 

cAbdu'l-RaQman Ibn Mahdi said: "O Abu Sacid there are certain 
of these .)iifis in our town. Do not go near them, for we have seen 
some of them driven mad by their practice, others turned atheist. 
Then he said: Sufyan al-Thawri started on a journey on which I ac
companied with him at the beginning. He had with him a cloth con
taining paste of honey and dates and a lamb." 

A man asked AQmad Ibn l:Ianbal: For the past fifteen years Iblis 
has been after me, many a time I have felt his suggestions while 
thinking about Allah He responded: Perhaps you used to fast too 
much. Stop fasting, and eat fatty foods and attend the sessions of  
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storytellers. 

Some $iijis consume bad foods, leading to craziness, hallucinations 
and bad manners. Their stomachs shrink, so they become more able 
to abstain from eating, and they think that this is a gift from Allah 

If someone SC!JS: "How could you ask people not to eat less? Haven't 
you heard that <umar (rat/fyAlltihu 'anhu) used to eat eleven bites a 
day, that Ibn al-Zubayr (rat/iJIAlltihu 'anhu) used to not eat for a whole 
week at a time, and that Ibrahim al-Taymi spent two months with
out eating?!" 

We respond· They might have done so on some occasions, not all 
the time. They did not do so to elevate their (religious) status. Some 
used to go hungry because of poverty, and others had the habit of 
eating less without harming their bodies. 

Some Arabs used to spend days drinking nothing but milk. We are 
not encouraging others to eat to their fullness. We only forbid from 
going hungry to the point of weakening the body. When the body is 
harmed, then the ability to perform religious rituals lessens. If dur
ing a person's youth, he is able to withstand this hunger, then at old 
age he might not. 

Anas (rat/iJIAlldhu 'anhu) said: "Umar (ratfiJIAlldhu 'anhu) used to eat 
an entire Sd' of dates, including bad dates." 

And Ibrahim Ibn Adham was seen buying butter, honey and bread, 
so he was asked: You eat all of this?! He responded: When we can 
afford it, we eat like men, and when we can't afford it then we have 
the patience of men. 
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Section Five: 

Drinking Water: 

Allah's Messenger (;i) used to drink pure water. He (;i) once 
visited an ill person from the An�ar and said: "Bring us water that 
has been kept overnight in a skin (bottle) , otherwise we will gulp 
water by putting our mouths in it (without using hands or bottles) ."1 88 

And He (;i) used to ask for pure water to be brought to him from 
the well al-Suqyri . 1 89 

Impure water causes kidney stones to develop. And water that is 
moderately cold strengthens the stomach and increases sexual de
sire. It prevents the blood from rotting and preserves good health. 

Hot water, on the other hand, spoils digestion and withers the 
body. And if the water was heated using the heat of the sun, then it 
may cause leprosy. 1 90 

Some ascetics used to say: if you eat good food and drink cold 
water, then when will you ever prefer to die (discontinue staying in 
this life)? 

Abu I:Iamid al-GhazalI said: If a person eats whatever he wanted, 
then his heart will harden and he will dislike dying. And if he pre
vents himself from lusts then he will wish to escape towards death. 

How strange! How could a faqih say such things? What about if a 

188 Bukhari 1 0/67. 

189 Musnad Al).mad 6/100 and Abii Dawiid #3735. 

1 90 Bukhari #52 1 5. 
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person tortures himself to the point of  wishing for death?! How 
could one torture himself when Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) 
said: 

"Do not kill yourselves" 
[al-Nisri' (4) : 29], 

and he allowed us to eat when traveling during Ramaqan: 

; ·�\ �L '�" ;..:tJI �Z.l.L ' .-----;; -� i.J - i---::. -� 
"Allah wishes you ease, and does not wish you hardship" 

[al-Baqarah (2): 1 85] 

Aren't our bodies the carriages we use to reach our destinations?! 

As for Abii Yazid's not drinking water for a year, only an ignorant 
person would recommend such a thing. Depriving the body from 
its needs is a form of oppression. It is not permissible for a person 
to harm himself by sitting in the sun for too long, or in the snow. 
Water and sleep are essential for the body, and depriving it from 
them is a grievous error. 

lbn 'Aqil said: it is not permissible for people to punish them
selves. This includes imposing judicial punishments on oneself. 

Allah has entrusted us with these bodies. Even money is not to be 
spent unwisely. 

As for making an eating schedule like the one by Abii Talib Al
Makki, it will weaken the body. And to talk about "seeing visions 
(mukashafa)" is nonsense. 
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Al-TirmidhI's writings are of  his own innovation! What is the 
logic of fasting two consecutive months as a form of repentance?! 
And what is the logic of not eating lawful fruits?! And if  a person 
does not look into books, then whose example will he follow?! 

As for the book of "al-Arba'in!Jyaf', it is nonsense. It was based 
on a baseless J:iad:ith: "Whoever is sincere to Allah for forty days he 
will never loose sincerity." 

What is the logic of specifying forty days? And what does eating 
have to do with sincerity which is an act of the heart?! And what 
does avoiding fruits and bread have to do with it?! All of this comes 
from ignorance. 

'Abdu'l-Karim al-Qushayri said: "The arguments of $iifts are 
stronger than all arguments, and the principles of their doctrine are 
stronger than the principles of other doctrines. Other people either 
occupy themselves with acquiring narrations, or busy themselves 
with logical reasoning. $iifts have elevated themselves from all of 
this and gained the ability to see the unseen. They have direct con
nections. So the murid must be free from all connections, such as 
money and honour. He should gradually reduce how much he eats 
and sleeps." 

He who has the least of understanding realizes that this just vain 
talk. He who is abiding by neither narrations their intellect is not 
human. Every person must use something to gain guidance. As for 
the talk about the special connection, it is nonsense. 

We ask Allah to prevent us from the confusion of Shaikhs and 
their murids. And Allah is the supporter. 
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Section Six: 

Their Contradictions 

The Prophet (;i) said: "Allah loves for (the effect of) His bounty 
to be visible on His servant." 1 9 1  

Bakr Ibn «Abdullah said: Whoever shows Allah's bounties on him, 
and talks about them will be called pabibulkih (beloved of Allah) . 
And whoever does not show Allah's bounties will be called bagaefulkih 
(hated of Allah) . He never talks to others about Allah's favors en 
him. 

Siifts of today do the opposite of what we have mentioned thus 
far. They are only concerned with eating, just as their predecessors 
were concerned with not eating. 

They eat lunch, dinner and sweets; most of this food is paid for by 
unlawful money. They stop working and earning. They turn away 
from worship and become jobless. They only worry about food and 
play. 

I have seen some of  them eating too much, and then stuffing their 
pockets with more food without the host's permission. All scholars 
agree that this is not allowed. I once saw one of their Shaikhs doing 
so, and then the host jumped to take the food from him 

191 BukharI #52 15 .  
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[ 1 1  :8 ] 

Devil's Deception of $iifts in Matters of Listening (to 
songs) , Dancing and going into a Trance 

Know that listening to songs results in two things: 

First: It occupies the heart away from contemplating (tafakkury 
Allah's greatness and servitude. 

Second: It leads to falling into all other physical lusts (shahwri�, 
mainly sexual. It encourages people to gain more and more sexual 
satisfaction, even through fornication. 

The connection between songs (al-ghinri} and fornication (al-zinri} 
is that songs bring spiritual satisfaction while fornication brings the 
greatest of physical satisfactions. Indulging into a certain lust will 
lead to having the urge of fulfilling another lust. 

When Iblls realized that he will not be able to make righteous peo
ple play musical instruments such as the lute, he convinced them to 
listen to songs that do not include the lute. His goal is for them to 
gradually increase from one form to the other. A wise man is one 
who looks at the means, results and intentions: 

For example, gazing at a handsome boy is permissible (for men) as 
long as it does not cause them to become lustful. Otherwise it is not 
permissible. 

And the same applies to kissing a young girl and being alone with 
a woman who is not permissible for a man to marry. 
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Section One: 

The $iijis position on Singing (al-ghind') 

Scholars have discussed the issue of singing extensively. Some of 
them considered it forbidden, others said it was permissible, and 
others said it was permissible but disliked. 

We should look into the nature of something before making judg
ments regarding its rulings. 

Many things are labeled as "Singing": 

Some non-Arabs who go to Jf qj sing poems describing the Ka'bah, 
zamzam and the maqdm. Listening to these songs is permissible be
cause they do not cause exhilaration. 

This also applies to songs that warriors sing to entice each other to 
fight, and songs sung by caravan singers to entice camels to walk 
faster. None of these cause exhilaration 

Allah's Messenger (;i) had a caravan singer by the name of 
Anjashah. He (;i) told him once: "O Anjashah! Take it easy with 
the 'pots ' ." 

And Salamah Ibn al-Akwa' said: We went out with Allah's Mes
senger (;i) in the war of Khay bar. One night, there was a man from 
a nomadic tribe who told 'Amir: "O 'Amir, why do you not read 
your poem to us within this short time." 'Amir was a master poet. 
Then 'Amir came to read this poetry: 

There was never any sadness, 
If not for you, we would not have obtained guidance, 
We would not have known charity and never have prayed, 
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We ask forgiveness for all our lives, 
And give us peace, 
Our courageous stance in the face of the enemy, 
We are insulted, we do not care, 
And in a loud voice, we will challenge, 
Until the enemy fled helter-skelter. 

The Prophet (;i) said: "Who is reading the poem?" They replied: 
"'Amir Ibn al-Akwa'." The Prophet (fi) said: "May Allah grant him 
mercy."192 

Al-Shafi'i said: "There is no harm in listening to the songs of camel
herds and the recitations of the Bedouin." 

Once Allah's Messenger (fi) was sleeping in the house of 'A'ishah. 
It was the day of Id and two young girls were singing. Abii Bakr 
(rat/!JA.lltihu 'anhu) came into the house and told the girls to stop. 
The Messenger (;i) said: "Let them sing, it is the day of 'id."193 

It seems that these two girls were young, because 'A'ishah 
(rat/iyAl/tihu 'anhJ) used to play with them and Allah's Messenger 
(;fi) used to bring young girls to play with her. 

So they did not use to sing songs that cause exhilaration, and their 
duffs were not like the ones of today. 

Also permissible are poems said by ascetics, called "al-Zuhdiyyat''. 
They bring hearts closer to the Hereafter. 

0 you going and coming in oblivion, 
until when will you see bad things to be good, 

192 Bukhari #6148 on the authority of Salamah lbn al-Akwa'. 

193 Bukhari 2/445 and Muslim 3/2 1 .  
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Until when will you forget a day when Allah will make your limbs speak, 
It is strange that you avoid the straight path 

although you can see clearly. 

This type of singing is permissible. 

One of the students of Imam A}:imad asked him: 0 Abii •Abdullah, 
what is your view about those who mention Paradise and Hell? He 
(Al::imad Ibn �Ianbal) asked: Like what? 

He answered: They say: 

When my Lord asks me: 
Are you not ashamed to disobey Me? 
You hide your sins from My creation, 
Yet with sins come you to Mel' 

Al::imad said: Read it to me again. So he did. 
Then AI::imad stood up and went into his house and closed the 

door behind him. The student said: I could hear him from inside 
the house weeping, as he recited: 

When my Lord asks me: 
Are you not ashamed to disobey Me? 
You hide your sins from My creation, 
Yet with sins you come to Me. 

As for the songs that are sung by dedicated singers who describe 
liquor and emotions that excite playfulness, they are wellknown these 
days, such as the song: 

Its color is golden, you think that fire is igniting from its cheeks, 
He threatened to expose, 
I wish that he fulfils his promise and exposes me. 
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They make rhythms for these songs that take the listener out of 
modesty and excite his love for playfulness. 

They use several musucal instruments including the duff that has 
metalic ringers, and the flute. These are the songs of these days. 

Before we discuss its pemissibility, prohibition or disliking, we say: 

A wise person must give advice to himself and his brothers to 
warn from Iblis's deception. Also, he should generalise and apply 
the same ruling to all types of songs. 

It is known that people's habits are similar, so if a normal youth 
claims that his attitude is not affected with songs we would accuse 
him of lying, because all people's attitudes and levels of religious
ness is affected by songs. 

If someone claims that he gazes at (women's) beautiful eyes and 
small noses and fair skins in order to gain more apprecation of Allah, 
The Maker, then we say that gazing at lawful things that do not 
entice lust will gain you the same appreciation. 

Indeed being pretentious is the worse of things. How would The 
Knower of all Secrets be fooled by someone's pretentiousness?! 

How could we agree with the $itfts claim that discussing the physi
cal attributes of women is not forbiden?! 

As for he who says: "I do not listen to these songs for worldly 
reasons. I only do so to take heed of the wisdom therein," we say 
that he is making two mistakes: 
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1 .  The First: You will still be affected even without contemplating 
the lyrics of the songs. 

2. The Second· Rarely do these songs include wisdom. They discuss 
falling in love with Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) instead 
of instilling concepts of reverance and glorification into the 
listener's mind. 

Now that we have completed giving the advice, let us discuss what 
scholars said about singing: 

i. Madhhab of Ahmad 

As for AQ.mad's school of thought: 

Poems during his time discussed asceticism, yet they used to apply 
rhythm to them. This was why varying opinions of AQ.mad were 
reported: 

His son 'Abdullah said that his father said: Singing (al-ghind} grows 
hypocricy (al-nifdq) in one's heart, I dislike it. 

Isma'Il lbn Ishaq al-Thaqafi reported that Al�mad said: I dislike 
singing, it is a bid'ah, do not sit with them (singers) . 

And Abii'l-I:Iarith reported that he said: " Taghbir (a form of sing
ing) is bid'ah," he was told: "But it softenes the heart," he insisted: 
"It is a bid' ah." 

Ya'qiib al-J:IashimI reported that AQ.mad said: Taghbir is a bid' ah, an 
innovation (mufldath) . 

And Ya'qiib lbn Bukhtan reported that AQ.mad said: "I dislike 
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taghbir." And that A}:imad forbade from listening to it. 

All of these narrations demonstrate (Al:imad's) disliking of sing
ing (al-ghina) . 

As for Abu Bakr al-Khallal, he reported that Al:imad disliked songs 
because he was told that singers behave shamelessly (while singing) . 
And he reported Al:imad's saying that singing was permissible. 

Al-MarwazI said: I asked Al:unad about poems? He said: "It is a 
bid'ah", so I said: "Should we discontinue interacting with them 
(singers)?" he said: "I would not go that far." 

And once Al:imad saw a poem narrator with his son �alil:i and said 
nothing. So �alil:i asked: "Father, you used to forbid from this?" He 
replied: "I was told that they use (and do) unlawful things while 
singing, so I disliked it, as for this I do not dislke it." 

These reports of permissiblility are related to songs that discuss 
asceticism. A proof of this is that Al:imad was asked about an or
phan selling a female slave who was a singer (mughan!Jya) . He said: 
She is not to be sold as a singer. He was told: She is worth thirty 
thousand if sold as a singer, but only twenty if sold as a regular 
slave. He said: She is to be sold only as a regular slave. 

It was known that a slave girl only sings lewd songs (al- 'ishq) , not 
songs about asceticism (al-zuhd!Jya!). This proves that singing (to 
Al:imad) was forbidden. Otherwise, he would not have allowed for 
an orphan to lose this much money. 

And al-MarwazI reported that Al:imad said: The wage of an 
effiminate man (mukhanath)is unlawful, because he only makes money 
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by singing. 

This is because such a man never sings about asceticism (ai
zuhdiyyd� , he only sings about sexual lusts. So it becomes clear that 
both narrations of AJ:imad are consistant. To him singing poems 
that talk about asceticism is permissible. As for modern day singing, 
he would not have allowed it. 

ii. Madhhab of Malik Ibn Anas 

As for Malik Ibn Anas's school of thought: 

IsJ:iaq Ibn <fsa al-Tabba' asked Malik about the singing (ai-ghind') 
that the people of Madinah perform? He replied: Only transgres
sors (ai-fassdq) do it. 

Abii'l-Tayyib al-Tabar! said: As for Malik Ibn Anas, he forbid from 
singing and listening to songs. And he was of the view that if a 
person purchased a female slave and found her to be a singer 
(mughan!Jya), then he had the right to return her back because this 
would be a difficiency in her. 

All other scholars of Madinah were of this view, except for Ibrahim 
Ibn Sa'd. Zakariyyah al-RazI reported that he (Ibrahim Ibn Sa'd) 
said it was permissible. 

iii. Madhhab of Abii l:fanifah 

As for Abii I:lanifah's school of thought: 

Abii'l-Tayyib al-TabarI said that Abii l:lanifah used to dislike sing
ing (ai-ghind') ,  although he permitted the drinking of date-wine; he 
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regarded listening to singing as sinful 

Similar, he said, was the doctrine of the other jurists of Kufah, 
Ibrahim, al-Sha'bI, I:Iammad, Sufyan al-ThawrI and others. There 
being no difference between them on the subject. 

He also said that there was no reported disagreement among the 
scholars of Ba�rah in disliking singing, and forbidding from it, ex
cept for 'Ubaydullah Ibn al-l:Iasan al-'Anbari, who believed it was 
permissible. 

iv. Madhhab of al-Shafi'I 

As for Al-Shafi'I's school of thought: 

Al-I:Iasan Ibn 'Abdu'l-'Aziz al-JarawI said: I heard Al-Shafi'! say
ing: I witnessed in Iraq something called a/-taghbir. Hypocrates in
vented it in order to occupy people from reciting the Qur'an. 

Abu Man�ii.r al-AzharI said: Al-Mughabbirah (the dust makers) were 
people who used to dance to songs about Allah (raising dust every
where) . 

Al-Zajjaj said: they were called mughabirin because they used to 
sing about not giving attention to this world and to have hope in the 
Hereafter. 

Al-Shafi'! also said: Singing (al-ghinri) is a forbidden form of lei
sure. It resembles falsehood, and whoever does too much of it is a 
fool whose testimony must be rejected. 

Al-Tabarl said: Scholars from everywhere disliked singing (al-ghinri) 
and forbade it. Ibrahim Ibn Sa'd and 'Ubaydullah Ibn al-l:Iasan al-
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'AnbarI went against the collection of scholars. 

As for early scholars, no dispute over this issue has been reported 
from them. As for latter senior scholars they also forbid from it 
Among them was Abii'l-Tayyib al-Tabar! who wrote a book in con
demning and forbidding from songs. 

He said: Singing (al-ghind} is not permissible. Neither is listening 
(samdj to it, nor hitting (al-efarb) with a rod (a musical instrument). 
And whoever claims that al-Shafi'I said it was permissible, he is a 
liar. 

Al-Shafi'I said in his book ''Adab al-Qat/d"' that if a man listens to 
songs (al-ghind} , his testimony must be rejected, and his trustworthi
ness becomes invalid. 

This is the opinion of al-Shafi'I scholars and people of religious
ness. Only the latter scholars from among them who had little knowl
edge and whose desires overcame him claimed singing (al-ghind} was 
permissible. 

The jurists of our school hold that the evidence of a singer (al
mughan� or a dancer (al-raqdf) is not to be accepted. 

And Allah is The Supporter. 
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Section Two: 

The Evidences which show that Singing (al-ghind"; 
and Wailing (al-nub) is Disliked and Forbidden 

Our scholars have used proofs from the Qur'an, Sunnah and analy
sis: 

As for the Qur'an, three texts are cited from the Qur'an:: 

i. The first verse: Allah's saying: 

,,,,, .,,.,,,,. .. , ,,., .,,,, ,,,, , .,.,,,, """' ?!��i>A��a11.'.r'.,, 
"And of the people is he who buys the amusement of 
speech (lahwa' 1-!Jadith) ." 

[Luqmtin (31 ) :  6] 

Abii'l-Sahba' said: 'I asked Ibn Mas'iid (ratffyA//tihu 'anhu) the mean
ing of this text, 

�,,,,,,. �, , . .,, ,,,, , ,,,,,, ,,,,. ?!... \.,...i>A��a11.'.r'.,, 
"And of the people is he who buys the amusement of 
speech (lahwa'l-IJadith) ." 

and he said: ' I t  assuredly means singing (al-ghinti) . ' 1 94 

Ibn 'Abbas (ratf!JAl/tihu 'anhumd'j said: 

.. �\ ..... :\ -:: :"' ,,,, -: .-,, ,,, ':::"'!... '..H--15.H��Ol�J 
"And of the people is he who buys the amusement of 
speech (lahwa'l-IJadith) ." 

1 9 4  lbn Jarir 21/62 and J:lakim 2/41 1 with a sound chain. 
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'It is singing (al-ghind) and the like.'195 

And Sa1id Ibn Yasar said, 'I asked 1Ikrimah about "lahwdl-padith", 
he said: 'Singing (al-ghind) . '  

And so said: 'Al-l:fasan, Sa1id Ibn Jubayr, Qatadah and Ibrahim al
Nakh1i.' 

ii. The second verse: 

A_ ..- > ..- -> 1,.. 
�l'.>J��!J 

"While you amuse yourselves (stimidUn)?" 
[al-Najm 53: 61 ]  

Ibn 1Abbas (rat/iyAllahu 'anhumJ) said: 

A_ ..- > .... -> 1,.. 
�l'.>J��!J 

"While you amuse yourselves (stimidiin)?" 

The word "sdmidun" in the text was l:Iimyari for 'Singing (al
ghind} . '196 

Mujahid said the word "siimidUn" was Yemenite, with the same 
meaning. 

iii. The third verse: 

195 Ibn Jarir 2 1/62 and lbn AbI Shayba 6/3 10  2/41 1 .  

1 96 IbnJarir 27 /82 and BayhaqI 1 0/222. 
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"And (istafzjz) incite [to senselessness] whoever you can 
among them with your voice and assault them with your 
horses ." 

[al-lsrd' 1 7: 64] 

Mujahid said: 

"And (istafzjz) incite [to senselessness] whoever you can 
among them with your voice." 

'This means singing (al-ghinri) and flutes (al-mazrimiry ' 

As for proofs from the Sunnah: 

i. 'Abdullah Ibn 'Umar (ratffyAllrihu 'anhuma) heard the sound of a 
shepherd's flute; he placed his fingers in both ears, and and turned 
his mount away from the road. He said to me repeatdly: 0 Nafi', Do 
you hear it? I would say: Yes. He would then continue riding. When 
at last I said, No, he lowered his hands, and brought his mount back 
to the road. He said: I saw the Prophet (;i) do as I have been doing 
when he heard a shepherd's flute. 197 

ii. 'Abdu'l-Ralfman Ibn 'Awf (rarjiyAllrihu 'anhu) narrated that Allah's 
Messenger (;i) said: "I was forbidden from Oistening to) two fool
ish and wicked sounds, the sound of a flute at the time of j oy, and 
the wailing sounds at the time of calamity."198 

If this was what they used to do when hearing a sound that does 
not cause exhilaration, then what would have they done if they had 
heard the music played nowadays? 

197 Abii Dawiid #4925 and BayhaqI 1 0/222 with a sound chain. 

198 TirmidhI 1 005 and TayiilisI # 1 783 sound chain with supporting narrations. 
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iii. And when Ibrahim, the Messenger's (;I) son, was in his last 
moments, Allah's Messenger (;I) took him in his lap and began to 
weep. 1Abdullah Ibn 1Umar (rat/!JAllahu 'anhuma) said: You are weep
ing? And you had prohibited weeping? The Messenger of Allah 
(;I) replied: No, but I forbid two wicked sounds, that which accom
panies frivolous music, play, and the devil's flutes, and that made at 
the time of calamity, beating the face, ripping clothes and the ring
ing of the devil.199 

As for proofs from narrations of the Salaf: 

Ibn Mas1iid (rar/iyAllahu 'anhu) said: Singing (al-ghina) makes hy
pocrisy (al-nifaq) grow in one's heart just as water makes grass grow. 

He also (rar/iyAllahu 'anhu) said: I f  a man mounts a steed without 
mentioning Allah's name, Satan rides with him and says: Sing (taghan). 
If he is unable to sing then he says: Wish (for worldy things).200 

Ibn 1Umar (rar/iyAlkihu 'anhuma) passed by a group of  people who 
were in the state of iflram, one of them was singing (.yataghana) .  Ibn 
1Umar said: May Allah not hear your calls. 

And he (rat/iyAllahu 'anhuma) passed by a young girl singing (tughan�, 
he said: If Satan was to leave anyone alone, he would have spared 
this girl (meaning: his job with her was complete) . 

Al-Qasim Ibn Mu}:iammad said: "I forbid you from singing (al
ghina) and, urge you to hate it." The man asked whether it was un
lawful. Al-Qasim replied: "Listen! my nephew, when Allah separates 
truth from falsehood, with which will He place singing?' ' 

199 See ai-Arba'in at�um� #36. 

200 'Abd'ul-Razzaq in his ai-Mu!annaf1 0/397 with a sound chain. 
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And Al-Sha'bi said: May the singer (mugham) be cursed and the 
one being sung to (mughana) . 

(Umar Ibn (Abdu'l-(Aziz wrote a letter to the caretaker of his son: 
Let the first thing that he (my son) learns from you is the etiquette 

of disliking instruments of play (al-maldhz) . They begin with Satan, 
and their ending is Allah's anger. I have been told by trustworthy 
scholars that attending sessions of music (al-maaziljand listening to 
songs (al-dghdm) causes hypocrisy to grow in the hearts just as water 
makes grapes grow. It is better for a person to avoid such sessions 
than to gain this (hypocrisy) in his hearts. 

Al-Fuqayl Ibn (Iyaq said: Singing (al-ghind) is the ladder leading to 
fornication (al-zina) .  

And al-Dal:iJ:iak said: Singing is  a ruiner (mufsida) o f  the hearts and 
a bringer of Allah's wrath. 

And al-Yazid Ibn al-Walid said: 0 children of Umayyah! Avoid 
singing because it increases lusts (al-shahwa) and ruins good charac
ter. It has the same effect as alcohol. At a minimum, keep it away 
from women, for it incites to immorality 

Many worshipers and ascetics went astray because of singing. I 
have mentioned some examples in my book "Dhamm al-Hawd" (Con
demning Lusts). 

As for proofs based on analysis: 

We have already shown how singing destroys a man's balance, and 
affects his reason; the explanation of this is that when a man expe
riences emotion, he performs acts which in the sober state he disap
proves of in others, such as shaking the head, clapping the hands, 
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beating the ground with the feet, all of them actions performed by 
persons of weak intellect. Such however are induced by singing, the 
effect of which is similar to that of wine in clouding the intellect. 
Hence it ought certainly to be forbidden. 

Mu4ammad Ibn Man�ur said regarding those who partake in sing
ing: They are running away from Allah (the Mighty and the Majes
tic) . Had they been sincere towards Allah and His Messenger, th�ir 
ownselves would have benefitted and found no need for such gath
ermgs. 

Abu <Abdullah Ibn Barrah al-<Ukbari said: Being asked by some
one about listening to singing, I forbade him to do so, telling him 
that it was a practice disapproved by the scholars, approved of by 
fools; only practised by a group called .)ufts, but more accurately al
Jabar[yyah, people with base aspirations, and new-innovated doctrines, 
who make a display of asceticism (al-Zf'hd), all whose associates are 
evil-doers; they make profession of longing (al-shawq) and love (al
mupabba) ; casting out fear (al-kaujj and hope (al-rajd} ; they listen to 
women and young boys singing and feeling excitement, faint away, 
or rather pretend to faint and to die, claiming that, this is caused by 
their love for their Lotd and their longing for Him. May He be el
evated from what they say! 
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Section Three: 

Dealing with the Fallacies relied upon by those who 
Permit Listening to Singing 

Of these arguments is the l;tadith of 'A'ishah (rat/iyA//ahu 'anha) 
where once Allah's Messenger (;I) was sleeping in her house. It was 
the day of 'id and two young girls were singing. Abii Bakr (raf/iyAl/dhu 
'anhu) came into the house and told the girls to stop. The Messenger 
(:i) said: "Let them sing, it is the day of 'id "201 

There is also the l;tadith of Fuqalah Ibn 'Ubayd (rat/iyAllahu 'anhu) 
that the Prophet (:i) said: "Allah listens more attentively to a person 
with a good voice reciting the Qur'an, than the owner of a singing 
girl listens to her singing."202 

Ibn Tahir said: They say that this l;tadith proves that listening to 
songs is permissible, because had listening to a singing girl been 
forbidden, the Messenger (;I) would not have drawn such a 
compans1on. 

There is also the l;tadith: "Allah listens to nothing as He listens to 
a Prophet chanting the Qur'an."203 

And the l;tadith of Mul;tammad ibn I:Iatib (raf/iyA//ahu 'anhu) : "The 
distinction between the lawful and the unlawful is the playing of the 
tambour (al-duf.J)."204 

201 Bukhari 2/445 and Muslim 3/2 1 .  

202 The }:tadith is authentic and will be discussed shortly in the response. 

203 Bukhari 6/236 and Muslim #792. 

204 Musnad AQ.mad, 3/4 18, TirmidhI, 1/202, and Nasai, 2/9 1 ,  with a sound chain. 
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In response we say: 

As for l:iadith of 'A'ishah (ratf !JAlldhu 'anhd) we have previously 
spoken about it and indicated that they were singing poetry. Such 
singing does not take a person out of his norm. 

And how could anyone use such an incident that took place dur
ing those good days, when hearts were clean, as a proof for what is 
taking place these days, where hearts are muddy, minds enslaved by 
passion?! 

This is merely misleading the intelligence. 

Didn't 'A'ishah (ratfiyAlldhu 'anha) say: "Had Allah's Messenger 
(�) seen what women these days do, he would have forbidden them 
from entering the Maglds."205 

The jurist who gives a legal opinion ought to evaluate the condi
tions just as a doctor evaluates time, age and location, before mak
ing a judgment. 

How can singing poems composed by the An�ar on the day of 
Bu'ath be compared to the singing of a beardless man using instru
ments that move the soul (al-nefs) , and with lyrics that talk about 
lust, gazelles, moles, cheeks, figures and demeanor? 

Proper behaviour cannot stand in the face of such songs. Instead, 
a person will become excited towards the meanings of such songs. 

Will it not rather be distraught with desire for what pleases it? No 
one can claim that he does not feel such emotion save a liar, or a 
person who has lost his humanity. Whoever claims to find reference 

205 Bukhari 2/290 and Muslim #445. 
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therein to the Creator is employing what is unbefitting concerning 
Him. Moreover nature will forestall such reference by the emotion 
which it will feel. 

Abii'l-Tayyib al-Tabari said: This l;iadith may be used to support 
our view (prohibition of singing) because Abu Bakr (rat/iyAlkihu anhu) 
referred to singing as the flute of the devil and the Prophet (�) did 
not object. He only objected to Abii Bakr's excessive reprimands, 
expecially on the day of 'id. 

Moreover 1A'ishah (rat/fyA/lahu 'anha} was very young at the time, 
and only censure of singing is recorded of her when she was grown 
up and acquired knowledge 

Further her brother's son al-Qasim lbn Mu�ammad used to cen
sure singing and forbid it, having obtained his knowledge from her. 

As for the l;iadith of the singing girl, there is nothing wrong with 
giving such examples. For example, one may say: "I enjoy honey 
more than alcohol." The similitude was given with regards to atten
tive listening. This is similar to the l:iadith: "You will see your Lord 
just as you see the moon."206 He (�) drew a comparison between 
the clear seeing of both. However, a person may see the entire 
moon, but not see Allah's entirety. 

Also, scholars say: It is best not to wipe off water used for wmju' 
because it is an indication of performing worship. It is not to be 
wiped off just as the blood of a martyr is not to be wiped of£ So 
both water and blood are not to be wiped because they are remnants 
of forms of worship ( 'ibadah), however, one is pure and the other is 
not. 

206 Bukhari #554 and Muslim #633. 
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As for Ibn Tahir's reasoning that analogy can only be drawn from 
something closer to $iifi jurisprudence, not scholarly knowledge. 

As for "chants the Qur' tin", 

Sufyan Ibn (Uyaynah as meaning 'finds the Qur'an all-sufficient.' 

Al-Shafi(i said: 'moan and groan over it.' 

Others said: 'make it take the place of singing by camel-riders.' 

As for playing the tambour (al-d�/]), some tabi'in used to break 
such instruments (al-duffiifj though they were unlike those now in 
use. What if they saw the duffs of today? 

And al-I:lasan al-Ba�ri used to say: 'Tambour (al-dui!J is not from 
the sunnah of any Prophet at all .' 

As  J:iadlth of Mu}:iammad ibn I:latib (ratjfyAl/ahu 'anhu) : "The distinc
tion between the lanful and the unlanful is the playing of the tambour (a/
duff). ", 

Abu (Ubayd al-Qasim Ibn Sallam said: $iiji.r misinterpreted this 
l:iadith. It is actually ref erring to weddings, the declaration of mar
riage among people. 

Even if the l:iadith is refering to the actual the tambour (al-def/J, it 
would have been fine. 

Al:imad lbn J:Ianbal said: Perhaps there is nothing wrong with us
ing the tambour (al-d�/]) at a wedding or something similar. And I 
dislike the drums (al-tab� . 
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And 'Amir Ibn Sa'd Al-BajalI said: Once I was searching for Thabit 
Ibn Sa'd (rat/iyAllahu 'anhu), one of those who fought in Badr. I found 
him at a wedding with two young girls singing and playing the tam
bours (al-duffe.!J. I said: Why don't you forbid them from doing this? 
He said: No, Allah's Messenger (;i) permitted us to do this.207 

All proofs they have cited must not be used to support the singing 
that brings excitement to listeners. 

Some lovers of �ufism cited other proofs. Abu Nu'aym al-AsfahanI 
said: Al-Bara' Ibn Malik (ra#yA//ahu 'anhu) was inclined towards 
music, and used to enjoy humming.208 

The reason why Abu Nu'aym said this was because it was reported 
that once he lay down and began humming. 

Look at the silly use of this proof. 
Every person hums. 
How is humming compared to listening to gleeful music?! 

And Mul:iammad Ibn Tahir used other proofs. Had I not been 
worried that some ignorant people may come across these proofs, I 
would not have mentioned them. They are worth nothing: 

In his book, he titled a chapter: It is from the Sunnah to Sing. 

He claimed that singing was from the Sunnah based on the l:iadith 
that Allah's Messenger asked Ibn al-Sharid (ratf,ryAlkihu 'anhu) to re
cite one of Umayyah's poems. As the Prophet was listening to the 

201 'fabarani in his al-Kabir, 1 7  /247, Bayhaqi, 7 /'JB9 and I:Iakim (2/1 84) with a 
saQ.iQ. chain. 

208 Abii Nu'aym in al-lji!Jah, 1/350. 
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one hundred lines of poetry he was saying: "h!Ja, h!Ja."2w 

Look at how strange Ibn Tahir's reasoning is. How could he use 
asking for reciting a poem as proof for singing? It is like saying that 
since it is lawful to strike the back of the lute with the hand it is 
lawful to strike the strings, or that since it is lawful to squeeze grapes; 
therefore, it is permissible to drink the same juice days later (after 
fermentation) . He forgets that the recitation of poetry does not pro
duce the excitement produced by singing. 

I only mention this to show the amount of this person's knowl
edge and power of deduction; time is really too precious to be wasted 
on such absurdities. 

Abii'l-Tayyib al-TabarI said: With regard to listening to singing of 
a woman with whom marriage is lawful, the followers of Shafi'Is 
said that listening to songs by a woman who is not Mahram is not 
permissble, whether the woman be free or a slave. 

And al-Shafi'I said: "Whoever gathers people to listen to his slave 
girl singing is foolish, and ills testimony is to be rejected." Al-Shafi'f 
said this because he invites people to do evil; and one who does so is 
a fool and a sinner 

Then al-Shafi'I condemned such a person more harshly. He said 
that such behaviour would be an act of d!Jdthah Oack of protective 
jealousy toward female relatives). 

Abu 'Abdu'l-RaQ.man al-SulamI said: Sa'd Ibn 'Abdullah al
DimashqI bought a slave girl who used to sing to the poor ($i!Jis), to 
whom he used to chant poems. 

209 Muslim #2255. 
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Further Abii Talib al-Makki says in his book210, Marwan al-Qaqi 
used to have slave girls who used to sing to the $iifts. 

And 'Ata' also had two slave girls who used to sing to his friends. 

As for Sa'd al-Dimashqi, he was an ignorant person. And what 
was reported regarding 'Ata' is impossible to have been true. As for 
the report regarding Marwan, if it is true, then he was an evil-doer. 
Evidence of this is in what we have recorded of al-Shafi'i. These 
people have no sound knowledge and incline after their passion. 

If someone SC!JS.' What do you say about what al-Mughirah reported 
that 'Awn Ibn 'Abdullah used to tell stories, then have a female slave 
sing. Al-Mughirah said: I was about to send him a note saying: You 
are a member of a righteous household, and Allah has not sent his 
Messenger (� with foolishness and what you are doing is foolish. 

The response would be: I do not assume that 'Awn used to ask the 
slave girl to sing to men. Perhaps he used to have her sing to him in 
private. Al-Mughirah did not want him to indulge into this so he 
was about to admonish him. 

So how about those who have their slaves sing gleeful songs to 
groups of men?! 

In his attempt to legalise singing, Abii Talib al-Makki cited 
dreams he had. And he classified music into several baseless $ii.ft 
categories. 

We have previously mentioned that whoever claims that listening 
to songs does not affect his attitude and desire is a liar. 

210 Abu Talib al-MakkI inQut al-Quliib. 
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Abii'l-Tayyib al-Tabar! said: "Some of them (Stifts) said: We do not 
listen to songs in the same fashion than the rest of the people do." 

This is a terrible profession of ignorance for two reasons: 
i. First What he said implies that all musical instruments were 

permissible for him, including the flute and tanbour, because 
he did not listen to them in the same fashion that the rest of 
people did. Otherwise, his whole argument becomes void. 
If he was claiming that all of these instruments were lawful, 
then he becomes a sinner. 

ii. Second· if he claimed to be of human nature, then how could 
he not be affected by songs in a fashion different than other 
humans? !  

If he  makes this assertion he  misrepresents his nature and every 
intelligent person is aware that he is lying, when he reflects. Further, 
such a person would have no need to exercise self-control (mtgahada) 
or to resist his passion (hawa) ,  neither would he earn any reward by 
eschewing pleasures and desires (shahwdl); no intelligent person would 
say this. 

If on the other hand he admits that he is of human nature, which 
has innate passions (hawd) and lusts (shahwa) , we ask him how he can 
listen to emotional singing except with his nature; or enjoy such 
listening otherwise than by reason of what is implanted in his soul. 

Abu 'AII al-RiithabarI was asked about someone who claims that 
listened to singing is permissible to him because he has attained to a 
stage wherein I am not affected by variation of states? His replied: 
Yes;  the man doubtless has attained, only to Hell. 

If it be said: We have been told of many people who listened to a 
reciter of odes, took it according to their intention, and profited 
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thereby: we answer that we do not deny that a man may hear a verse 
of poetry or an adage and regard it as an allusion to something, so 
that it moves him by its import not by the charm of the music, as 
was the case of the murid who, hearing a woman singing: 

Everyday you change in color (nature), 
You would be more beautiful if this were not the case. 

So the murid yelled, and then died! This person did not intend to 
listen to the woman or attend to the singing. It was the import which 
killed him. Further, listening to a phrase or a verse unintentionally is 
a different from making a special setting for singing that includes 
singers, instruments and a clapping audience. 

Abii I:lamid al-TiisI [al-GhazalI] has further alleged in their favour 
certain arguments, wherein he descends from his intellect. They come 
to this, that listening to music is not shown to be unlawful by either 
text or analogy (q!Jds). 

We have previously responded to this. 

Further he says: There is no ground for prohibiting listening to a 
sweet sound nor is it forbidden if it be musical; and if the units are 
not forbidden, then a number of them together is not forbidden. A 
collection of permissible units will be permissible. 

He adds: Only attention should be paid to the import, and if this 
contain anything that is illicit, then it is forbidden whether it be prose 
or verse, and the chanting of it is forbidden. 

I am surprised at such talk. A flute is forbidden when it is played 
because it does not cause excitement when it is not played. Similarly 
it is permissible to drink grape-juice; permissible to drink it as long 
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as it did not undergo fermentation. 

Similarly this combination causes excitement which disturbs the 
equilibrium and in consequence is forbidden. 

Ibn 'Aqil said: "Sounds are of three categories: param (forbidden), 
makriih (disliked) and pa/al (permissible) : 

The forbidden are the vertical flute (al-zumr) ,  the reed pipe (a/
nefyu), the variety of the same called al-surana, the tambour (al-/anabury, 
the rebec (al-ma'zafa) and the drum (al-rababah) . The Imam A}:imad 
lbn �lanbal has distinctly forbidden these. To them must be added 
the form of harp called Jank and the jarafah which cause emotion 
and disturbs equilibrium, having with most men an effect similar to 
that of  intoxicating alcohol. It makes no difference whether they are 
employed for arousing grief or joy. The Prophet (;i) forbade from 
listening to two foolish sounds: One at the time of joy, the other at 
the time of  calamity. 

As for the disliked sound: I t  is the qadib (a precussion instrument), 
because it does not cause excitement in itself. It only does so when 
played while singing. However, some of our (I�anbah") scholars said 
that it was forbidden just as other musical instruments. So there are 
two opinions regarding it. 

There are therefore two views on the subject, as is the case with 
the flute itsel£ The instrument that is allowed is the tambourine (al
duf!J. We have already quoted a saying ascribed to Al�mad (Ibn 
I�anbal) that he hoped there was no harm in the tambourine (al-du.flj 
at weddings or similar occasions, but he disapproved of the drum 
(al-tab� . 

Abu �la.mid said: "Whoever loves Allah and adores ( 'ishqahu) him 
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and is keen on meeting Him, then in his case listening to music 
strengthens his attachment. 

It is horrible to say: Allah is adored (.yu'shaqu) . We have previously 
mentioned the error in this. Where is such love in singing songs like: 

Golden-coloured fire would seem 
Brightly from his cheeks to gleem?! 

Ibn 'Aqil heard a $�/i saying: Whenever the Shaikhs of �ufism 
develop stale feelings, then the singer stirs them in Allah's direction. 

So Ibn 'Aqil responded: No respect is due to the person who says 
this. Hearts ought to be stirred by Qur'anic promises and threats, 
and by the Sunnah of the Messenger (li) · Allah says: 

���IA"� i�tZ!JIG��lwt 
����(. ·�l��G.�1;1�:�. = :�,���; 

0�.;t� 
"The believers are only those who, when Allah is men
tioned, their hearts become fearful, and when His verses 
are recited to them, it increases them in faith; and upon 
their Lord they rely" 

[al-Anja/ 8: 2] 

He did not say: Whenever poems are sung they feel excitement. 

Whoever supposes that he can derive lessons from the beauties of 
human beings and pleasant sounds is misled. Rather we should look 
at the manifestations to which we are directed by camels, horses, 
winds, and the like; for such are objects of contemplation which stir 
no nature, but only cause admiration of the Creator. 
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How awful is this of you?! Humans are social (beings) because 
they are of similar natures. In fact, humans feel affinity towards 
water because they themselves contain water. Humans have a stronger 
affinity towards plants because of their animalistic nature. And an 
even stronger affinity toward animals because of the commonality 
between them. Now, what aspects of similarity are there between 
the Creator and the created? 

The devil has deceived you to the point that you become slaves of 
your passions (shahwa) , and have even gone on to assert that what 
you say is the truth being atheists - the appearance of devotees 
( 'ubbad), gluttons in the appearance of ascetics (zuhhad), You give 
examples to Allah, by believing that one can be passionately adored 
(yu'shaqu) of Allah, and that He can be associated with on familiar 
terms. 

Since Allah created the substances in uniformity, in as much as 
their elements are uniform, so that they associate with each other 
and combine with one another in accordance with their elementary 
constituents, and their similar compositions in the new shapes; 
whence come concord and attachment and mutual affection famili
arity being strengthened in proportion to similarity in form. 

Thus one of us takes pleasure in water because water is one of his 
constituents but more in vegetation, since that approaches the na
ture of animals in the faculty of growth, and yet more in animals, 
owing to the animal's sharing with him the specific character and 
approaching him most nearly. Where then is there such association 
between the Creator and the creature as can produce attachment, 
affection (al- 'ishq), and desire (al-shawq)? What relation is there be
tween clay and water and the Creator of the heavens? These people 
imagine the Almighty as a form presenting itself to the mind; but 
that is not Allah, rather it is an image, fashioned by nature and the 
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devil. Allah has no description such as, attracts attachment, or ex
cites desire in the mind; the distance between Creator and the crea
ture necessitates awe and reverence (htryba) . The adoration that $iijis 
claim is only an illusion. 

We seek refuge with Allah from bad whispers, and from notions 
that ought to be erased from the hearts just as idols ought to be 
smashed. 

Section Four: 

Criticism of the Path (al-masdlik) of the $itfts in 
Listening to Music (samd} 

Some of the earlier $iijis, disapproved of listening to music know
ing the sentiments it arouses in the heart. 

'Abdullah Ibn �alil:i, who said: Al-Junayd said: If you see a disciple 
(al-murid) listening to music, you may be sure that there are in him 
the remnants of playfulness. 

AJ:imad Ibn MuJ:iammad al-Barda'!, who said: I heard Abu'l-J:Iasan 
al-Nuri say to one of his associates: If you see a disciple (al-murid) 
listening to songs and is inclined towards leisure, then do not have 
much hope in him. 

This was the position of early $ii.fir, later members of it have per
mitted themselves the love of amusement, and the mischief has 
spread from them in two directions; 

i. One being the discrediting of the early $iijis in the eyes of the 
masses, who suppose that all were like these. 

ii. Their encouragement of the masses in playful, their sole plea 
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being that so-and-so acts in this way. 

The taste for music has got so firmly fixed in the hearts of some 
of them that they prefer it to recitation of the Qur'an, and it works 
on their feelings more than the Qur'an.This is because of the domi
nance of secret passion, the sway of natural inclination, though such 
persons think otherwise. 

Abu «Abdu'l-Ral:iman al-Sulami said: I went to Marv in the life
time of Abu Sahl al-Su'luki, who before my arrival had held on Fri
day mornings meetings for the study of the Qur'an and readings of 
the whole Book. I found when I arrived that he had put an end to 
these meetings and instituted a meeting for singing by Ibn al-Fargharu 
at that time. I was displeased there at, and kept saying that he had 
substituted a singing session for a Qur'an-reading. He asked me one 
day what people were saying. I replied: They are saying that the read
ing of Qur'an has been stopped and a singing session substituted. 
He replied: He who questions his teacher will never succeed! .  

These are the callers for  Sufism; they require that a student sur
render to his teacher completely! We should surrender to no human 
because we ought to be controlled by religion and sound intellect, 
unlike animals controlled by the whip. 

Section Five: 

The Ruling of Singing from the Perspective 
of the $iljis 

Some $Ufis claimed that certain types of  people must be encour
aged to listen to songs inspite of songs being considered by some to 
be a sin, and by others to be disliked. 

Abu 'Ali al-Daqqaq said: Listening (to music) is forbidden to the 
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masses owing to the persistence in them of  the lower soul. How
ever, it is permissible to ascetics (al-zuhhdd) because they have ac
quired Striving (mujahada) desirable in the case of our colleagues 
($Ujis) because their hearts are alive. 

This is erroneous from five reasons: 

(1) We have already cited Abu I:Iamid for the doctrine that listen
ing to music is permissible for everyone, and Abu J::lamid knew 
than Abu 1Ali. 

(2) The nature of the lower soul does not change, but the level of 
fighting against lusts does. He who claims that human nature 
changes is claiming that which is impossible. I f  nothing re
pels lusts, then human nature will persiSt. 

(3) Scholars have disputed over the ruling of listening to music 
without giving regard to the type of listener. This was be
cause they realized that human nature is the same. Anyone 
who claims that his nature differs from human nature, claims 
what is absurd. 

( 4) It is a matter of agreement that listening of music is undesir
able, the utmost that is claimed for it is that it is permissible; 
one who claims that it is desirable differs from the consensus 
of opinion. 

(5) It would follow from this doctrine that listening to the flute, is 
permissible or desirable for one whose nature is unchange
able, since it is only prohibited because it affects the nature, 
and incites it to lust; so if a person is secure against this, lis
tening is permissible for him. 
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Some of  them, have claimed that such listening is a way of getting 
closer to Allah. 

Abu Talib al-MakkI says: One of my shaikhs informed me that 
Junayd said: Mercy descends upon followers of  this sect ($�s) dur
ing three circumstances: when they eat, since they do so  only out of 
need; when they converse, for all their talk is of the stations (maqdmdl) 
o f  the truthful and the states (apwd� o f  the Prophets; when they 
hear music, for they hear with emotion (wqjd) and witness reality. 

I f  this be a genuine saying of  Junayd, and we accept it as such, it 
must be supposed to refer to the spiritual poems (qtJ!d'id zuhd!Jdl), 
for that does indeed cause listeners to cry. As for the notion that 
mercy descends when Su(dah and Laila are described, and that the 
reference is to the attributes of  the Creator, that is incredible; and 
were it true that these could be taken allegorically, the allegory would 
be submerged in predominance of  natural affection. And evidence 
of the correctness of our explanation is to be found in the fact that 
in Junayd's time no poems were recited similar to those which are 
recited in these days; only some of the later Sufis make Junaid refer 
to any (poetical) utterance. 

(Abdu'l-Wahhab Ibn al-Mubarak said: Abii'l-Wara' al-FayriizabadI 
was my friend. He used to tell me: I assure you that I pray for you 
when going to sleep and during singing sessions. Shaikh (Abdu'l
Wahhab used to wonder about this, and asked his students: Do you 
think that he truly believed the times he mentioned to be times of 
answereing prayers?! This is  truly a serious matter. 

Ibn (Aqil said: We have heard them say that prayer is answered at 
time o f  going to bed and during singing sessions. This is because 
they believed that they get closer to Allah when doing so. 
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He said: Now this is disbelief; for one who believes an act which is 
either forbidden or disapproved to be one of piety is rendered a 
disbeliever by this belie£ And, he added, this practice is either for
bidden or disapproved. 

�aliJ:i al-Murri said: Of those struck down, the slowest to get up is 
he who was struck down by a lust that he assumes brings him closer 
to Allah. And those with the firmest grounds on the Day of Judg
ment are those who adhere the most to Allah's book and his 
Messenger's (ji) Sunnah. 

[ 1 1 :9 ]  

Devil's Deception of $Ujis Regarding Falling into 
al-wajd ( ecstacy leading to a trance) 

When this group listens to songs; they fall into wajd. They clap and 
yell and tear up their clothes. 

The devil has greatly deceived them in this regard. 

They cite the incident when Salman al-Farsi (rat/tyAl/dhu 'anhu) 
yelled, fell on his head and ran away for three days when hearing the 
verse: 

t&. �  .... ,�� ·.:n ,,..... -q 1  ... �� 1 ·  .:_,.., �uµ 
"And indeed, Hell is the promised place for them all." 

[a/-ijijr (1 5) :  43] 

They also cite the incident when al-Rabt lbn Khuthaym saw a 
piece of metal being heated at an ironsmith's store, so  he almost 
fainted. Then they passed by a furnace, one of them recited the 
verse: 
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"When it [i.e., the Hellfire] sees them from a distant place, 
they will hear its fury and roaring. And when they are 
thrown into a narrow place therein bound in chains, they 
will cry out thereupon for destruction. [fhey will be told] , 
"Do not cry this Day for one destruction but cry for much 
destruction." 

[al-Furqdn (25) : 1 2- 14] 

So al-Rabt fainted and had to be carried. He was unconscious till 
sunset prayer. 

They also said that many righteous people were reported to have 
fainted upon hearing a verse of the Qur'an. In fact some used to 
die, and others used to yell. Many such incidents were reported in 
the books of asceticism. 

In response we say: 

As for Salman al-FarsI's incident, it is a lie. It has no chain of 
narrators. This verse was revealed in Makkah and Salman embraced 
Islam in Madinah. And no such incident was reported by any of the 
Companions. 

As for the incident of al-Rabi• Ibn Khuthaym, its narrators were 
not trustworthy. 

In fact Sufyiin al-Thawri denied al-Rabi's incident because al-Rabi• 
was following the example of early Muslims, and things like this 
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never occurred to them. 

And even if we assumed the story to be true, a person may faint 
out of true fear. How is this similar to one who experiences wcyd 
and rips his clothes? He has certainly been played with by the devil. 

The Companions (raef!JAlldhu 'anhum) hearts were the purest of  
hearts, and they never used to  go  beyond crying in such situations. 

Al-'Irbaq Ibn Sariyah (raef!JAlldhu 'anhu) reported: Allah's Messen
ger (�) admonished us to the point of causing our eyes to tear up 
and our hearts to feel fear. 2 1 1  

Abu Bakr al-AjurrI said: They did not yell or beat their chests as 
many ignorant people do when the devil plays with them. 

Asma' hint Abu Bakr (raefryA//dhu 'anhumd'j was asked: How did 
the Companions react when listening to Qur'an recitation? She said: 
They used to behave just as mentioned in the Qur'an, their eyes 
used to water, and their skins start to shiver. She was asked: Some 
people fainted when hearing the Qur'an? She replied: I seek refuge 
with Allah from the rejected devil. 

And 'Ikrimah asked Asma' (raefryA//dhu 'anha) :  Did the Compan
ions used to faint out of fear? She responded: No, but they used to 
cry. 

And Ibn 'Umar (ratfiyA//iihu 'anhumd'j saw a man who has fainted, 
when he inquired about him he was told that he fainted everytime 
he heared the Qur'an being recited. Ibn 'Umar said: We also fear 
Allah (the Mighty and the Majestic) but never faint. 

2 1 1  Musnad Af:imad 4 /126, 127, Abii Dawiid, #4607 TirmidhI, #276, and lbn Maj ah 
#42, #43 and #44. 
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And Anas (rtUjfyAllahu 'anhu) was asked about such reactions, he 
said: This (fainting upon listening to the Qur'an) was the reaction ci 
the Khawarij . 

Ibn al-Zubayr (rat.fiyA/ltihu 'anhumd) received news that his son 1Amir 
was accompanying a group of people who used to faint upon listen
ing to the Qur'an, so he told him: If I learn that you accompany 
such people again I will whip you excessively. I have seen Allah's 
Messenger (�) . Abu Bakr and 1Umar (racj!JAlldhu 'anhuma) reciting 
the Qur'an and were never affected like this. Do you think that these 
people have more humility than Abu Bakr and 1Umar? 

Once a man fainted in the gathering of Abu'l-Jawza', so he was 
told that he is sufferring from a form of epilepsy. So Abu'l-Jawza' 
said: I thought he was one of those jumping fellows. I was about to 
ask for him to be taken outside the masjid Allah said: 

and 

.. -:; �  _,,,,,,,,. > "' •> 611' .J·"f ,.,, .] I  � . . •  . .,� � ��� '.I 
"you see their eyes overflowing with tears" 

[al-Mti'idah (5): 83] 
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"The skins shiver therefrom of those who fear their 
Lord." 

[al-Zumar (39): 23] 

Mul;iammad Ibn Sirin said: Let one of them sit on a wall and let 
the entire Qur'an be recited. Then if he faints then he is being truth
ful. 
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This was because Mul:iammad Ibn Sirin believed that they were 
only actors. 

And al-l:lasan was giving a sermon once when someone began to 
breathe (heavily) . Al-l:lasan noted: If  you did this for Allah's sake 
then you are showing off, and if you did it for someone else's sake 
then you are headed towards destruction. 

Al-l:lasan was giving a lecture once when a man began to cry loudly. 
So he said: The devil is making this man cry now. 

And al-Fuqayl Ibn 'Iyaq told his son who had just fallen on the 
ground: Son! If you were honest then you have shown-off, and if 
you were lying, then you have destroyed yoursel£ 

And Abii (Uthman Sa(Id Ibn (Uthman once saw a man behaving 
like he was in ecstacy. He told him Son! If you were honest, then 
you have exposed yourself and if not, then you have committed 
shirk. 

Section One: 

Discussing the Su.ft al- Wajd 

If someone asks: 'We should assume that these people are honest. 
What would you say about someone who was unable to control his 
wajtP." 

I Sf!Y.' Wqjd begins inside a person; if he repels it then the devil 
gives up on him. Whenever Ayyiib al-SakhtiyiinI used to become 
emotional during a sermon he used to wipe his nose and say:  How 
severe is this cold! 

On the other hand, if a person does not control himself, then the 
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devil will blow on him to entice him even more. 

Section Two: 

Repelling al- Wajd 

If someone asks: "What about someone who tries to repel al- Wqjd 
but is unable to?" 

In response we say: The sign of honesty is to become unable to 
repel al-wqjd, and not become aware of what is happening to him. It 
is just like what happened to [Prophet] Musa ( 'alqyhis-saltim) : 

E �  "' '� / / > - � ,, �4r.rr.J 
"and Musa fell down unconscious" 

[al-A'rtif (1): 1 43] 

1Abdullah Ibn Wahb fainted after listening to a book about the 
calamities of the day of judgment, and died a few days later without 
saying a word. 

Many people died and many fainted after listening to a sermon. 

As for w'!}d that includes yelling and trembling, it is clear that it is 
an act that is supported by the devil .  

If someone asks: "If this (wqjd) happened to a sincere person would 
it still be condemnable?" 

The answer is: Yes, for two reasons: 

1 .  Had he had strong knowledge, he would have stopped (had 
control over himself). 
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2. This was not the way of the Companions and Tabi'in. This 
makes it deserving of condemnation. 

Khawwat used to shiver when listening to the dhikr, so Ibrahim al
Nakh'i told him: If you do so purposely, then you do not deserve to 
be followed. And if you do so uncontrollably, then you have gone 
against those prior to you, or those better than you. 

Ibrahim al-Nakh'i was a scholar who held to the Sunnah and was 
s trict against bid' ah. Khawwat was a righteous man far from preten
tiousness, yet Ibrahim told him this, so how about someone who is 
always pretending? 

Section Three: 

Whenever ahlu' I taf awwuf (fiifts) feel Excitement, 
they Clap 

Abu 'Ali al-Khatib used to fall into wqjd, and Abu Sa'id al-Kharraz 
used to clap for him. 

Clapping (al-tasfiq) is a bad act that takes a person out of serenity 
and wise people distance themselves from it. It is similar to the 
behavior of non-believers who were condemned by Allah in saying: 

t 
! ,,  · � " fi'/ > oJ \ . - �"i"\ "  · '� 'l/ " IX ,, ,,  ��J .. � J ._� ..L:..c; rr � w l!l \..o.J 

"Their prayer at the House was nothing but whistling and 
clapping of hands" 

[al-Anja/ (8): 35] 

It is also an act of imitating women. A wise man elevates himself 
from imitating non-believers and women. 
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Section Four: 

If their Excitement Increases they Dance 

They cite the verse: 

"Strike the ground with your foot" 
[$ad (38): 42] 

I say: this is silly. They could have used this as a proof had he been 
ordered to strike the ground with his foot out of joy. However, he 
was ordered to strike the ground with his foot in order for water to 
flow out. 

Ibn 'Aqil said: How could they use as evidence for dancing the 
proof of the miracle of a person who was just cured from a disease 
and ordered to strike the ground with his foot so that water flows 
out? 

If this could be used as evidence, then let Allah's order for Musa 
to, 

"strike the stone with your cane" 
[al-Baqarah (2) : 60] 

be a proof for striking all inanimate objects (al-jamdd) with canes. 

We seek refuge with Allah from playing with Shari'ah. 

Some of their supporters also cited the incident when the Prophet 
(�) told Ali: You are from me and I am from you, so Ali (ra#yAlldhu 
'anhu) did !Ja;l (hopped on one foot). Then He (�) told Ja'far 
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(rat;lzjAlkihu 'anhu) : You resemble me in my creation and my man
ners, so ]afar also did !Ja;l, then the Prophet (;I) told Za yd (ratf,ryAJ/dhu 
'anhu) : You are our brother and freedman, so Zayd did pcyl.212 

Others cited the Abyssinians did zefn (will be explained shortly) 
while the Prophet (;I) was watching. 

In response I say: As for !Jaji, it is a form of walking that is per
formed at the times of joy. How is this related to dancing (al-raq!)?! 

Also the zefn that Abyssinians used to do was a way of walking 
when meeting an enemy. 

Abu 'Abdu'l-Ral:iman al-SulamI cited another incident as proof 
for dancing. He said: Sa'Id Ibn al-Musayyab, passing through one of 
the streets of Makkah, heard al-Akhqar al-I:Iadda' singing the fol
lowing lines in the house of al-'A� Ibn Wa'il: 

Her stomach was fragrant with scent 
She was with maidens all perfumed there went; 
When the man of Numayr with his caravan they describe 
Unwilling to meet him they all turned aside. 

So Sa'Id struck the ground with his feet for a while, and said: 'fhis 
is enjoyable to hear. They used to tell poetry to Sa'Id frequently. 

The chain of transmitters of  this tradition is broken and obscure, 
and that it is not to be believed of Ibn al-Musayyab, neither are the 
verses his; he was too dignified for such a performance. The verses 
are well-known to belong to the poet Mul:iammad Ibn 'Abdullah al
NumayrL 

212  BayhaqI Sunan al-KRbra 1 0/226. 
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In addition, let us suppose that lbn al-Musayyab did beat the ground 
with his foot: this furnished no evidence for the lawfulness of danc
ing. For a man may beat the ground with his foot or knock it with 
his hand at the sound of something, but this proceeding is not called 
dancing. 

This is one of their weakest proofs. How is striking the ground 
once or twice similar to their dancing that makes them move away 
from the decency of  scholars? 

Now let us stop citing proofs from literature, let us use sound 
intellect as the judge: What sense does dancing make?! It is only 
good for child's play! How does it motivate hearts to work for the 
Hereafter?! This is nothing more than silliness. 

Some scholars told me that al-Ghazal! said: Dancing (al-raw) is a 
form of foolishness that only seizes when the dancer becomes too 
tired to continue dancing. 

Abii'l-Wafa' lbn 'Aqil said: The Qur'an was explicit on the prohi
bition of dancing. Allah said: 

"and do not walk through the earth exultantly." 
[Luqmtin (31) :  1 8) ,  

and He  condemned the arrogant person saying: 

� , ,,, ..... . ,. -:;�> > ,,  ,,, ,,.,,, � ./���J>�l'41ilbl 
"Indeed, Allah does not like everyone self-deluded and 
boastful." 

[Luqmtin (3 1 ) :  1 8) 
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Dancing is the worst forms of insolence and arrogance. 

Haven't we drawn a comparison between wine and alcohol be
cause of the commonality between them? So why would we not 
draw a comparison between all things that cause excitement? 

Nothing goes against modesty, good manners and sound intellect 
than a bearded man dancing. What about older men dancing and 
clapping to sounds of music and voices of women and beardless 
men?! 

Is it suitable for a man who is near death, accountability, resurrec
tion and the path with one of the two abodes for his destination, to 
skip about dancing like an animal, and claps his hands like a woman?! 

By Allah, I have interacted with some of the scholars of my time 
and never saw their teeth smiling. Among them were Abii'l-Qasim 
Ibn Zaidan, 'Abdu'l-Malik Ibn Bisharan, Abu Tahir Ibn Al-'Allaf, 
al-Junayd and al-Dinawari. 

Section Five: 

$iifts Extreme Cases of Excitement 

Sometimes, when one of them is dancing he grabs a member of 
the audience to stand up and dance with him. They do not allow the 
person being grabbed to remain seated. Then the rest of the audi
ence members get up and dance. And when one of them takes off 
his head-cover, then the rest must do the same. 

Every wise person knows that uncovering one's head is some
thing awful. It goes against modesty and good manners. It  has its 
place only in religious practices (such as al-fla.iJ) as a form of worship 
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and humility to Allah. 

Then when they reach higher levels of ecstasy they throw their 
clothes at the singer. Some throw them after ripping them. 

Some ignorant people tried to justify their action by saying: These 
people are in a trance, so they must not be blamed. They said: When 
[Prophet] Miisa ( 'alt!Jhis-saltim) became very angry because of his 
people's worshipping the calf, he threw down the tablets and broke 
them. 

The reply is: Who can show that Miisa (alt!Jhis-saltim) threw them 
down in order to break them? What is stated in the Qur'an is merely 
that he threw them; how can we be certain that he intended to break 
them? 

But suppose we admit this of him: then we assert that he was in a 
trance, so much so that had there been in front of him a sea of tire, 
he would have plunged into it. But who is going to prove that these 
people are in a trance, when they can distinguish the singer from 
other people, and if there were a well there they would keep clear of 
it? Further, what analogy can be drawn from the states of the Proph
ets to those of these fools? 

I was asked once about a $Uji lad who yells while walking in the 
marketplace and yells while praying Friday prayer: "Was his prayer 
valid?" I responded: "If during yelling he was unconscious then his 
wutjii' broke. And if not, then he was pretentious." 

This man was able to work to earn a living, but never worked. He 
used to walk around with a container so people would put food in it 
as a donation. 
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This is what food-seekers do, not those relying on Allah. 

And even if we were to assume that those dancers become una
ware, then shouldn't they avoid what puts them in that position in 
the first place?! 

Ibn 'Aqil was asked: When they ($ufts) rip up their clothes and go 
into a trance, are they aware of what they are doing? He replied: 
They are sinners because they went to these dancing sessions know
ing that they will be overcome with excitement and lose awareness. 
Shari'ah requires them to avoid such sessions, just as it requires them 
not to drink alcohol. If they became drunk and ruined others' prop
erty, they would be liable for what they did. 

To support ripping up of their clothes, lbri Tahir cited the J:iadith 
of 'A'ishah (ratfiJAllrihu 'anha) :  I put up a curtain with pictures on it, 
so the Prophet (�) ripped it.21 3 

Look at  the comprehension of this poor man, how he compared 
those who rip their clothes and ruin them - knowing that Allah's 
Messenger (�) has forbidden from wastefulness - with the ripping 
of a curtain unintentionally, or perhaps intentionally because of the 
pictures on it. The Messenger (�) used to do things like this just to 
demonstrate the seriousness of these matters, similar to his requir
ing breaking alcohol bottles. 

It is the devil who causes them to go into these trances. Had they 
been upon the side of the truth, then Allah would have preserved 
them, for the truth never goes bad. 

213 Bukhari #2105 and Muslim 1 0/1 35. 
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Section Six: 

.$Ujis Ripping up their Clothes 

.$iiji Shaikhs discussed the rags that they throw on the ground: 

MuJ::iammad Ibn Tahir said: The proof that when a rag is dropped 
to the floor, it becomes the property of the one for whom it was 
thrown, is the J::iadith of Jarir (rtU/IJAllahu 'anhu) who reported: Some 
people who were almost naked came, so the Prophet (;I) encour
aged people to donate. One person from the An�ar came with a 
package, then others followed suit until there were two piles, of food 
and clothing. 2 14 

He said: And the proof that those who attend the gathering of 
distributing pieces of the rags ought to get a share is the J::iadith of 
Abu Musa (rtU/IJAllahu 'anhu) : Allah's Messenger (;I) was brought 
some war booty, so he gave us from it. 

This man has played with the Shan'"'ah. He extracted with his poor 
understanding what he thought to be useful to support the doctrine 
of Siiftsm. Their earlier scholars never did such a thing. 

This person who ripped his clothing and turned them into rags; if 
he did so while being conscious then his action was a sin. And if he 
was unconscious then his action was invalid from the perspective of 
Shai:f ah. He may not gift others or give them ownership. 

It is not permissible for someone to take something that another 
person has dropped unknowingly. And throwing clothes on the singer 
is not considered a proper form of transferring property from the 
Shari1ah's perspective. 

2 1 4  Muslim #533. 
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And even if  we were to assume that the dancer gave it to the singer 
by throwing it at him, why would everyone else have ownership of it 
(they cut the garment to pieces and give each attendee a piece)? 

Also, when they take possession of the clothes, they rip them up. 
This is not proper behavior for two reasons: 

First: They do not own it to do such a thing. 
Second· It is a waste of property. 

Then what is the idea behind giving a piece of  cloth to those who 
have not attended the dance session? 

As for the l:iadith Abu Musa (raeffyAJ/ahu 'anhu), scholars like Al
Khattabi said: Perhaps Allah's Messenger (li) took permission from 
those who have attended the battle to give some of the booty to 
those who have not. Or it might have been from the "fifth" that was 
the Prophet's (li) right to distribute. 

These people are similar to the people of J dhil[Jyah who used their 
bad intellect to innovate the system of al-Bal}irah, a/-Sdibah, al- W(J{ilah 
and al-Ham. 

Ibn Tahir -one of their senior scholars- said: "Our scholars have 
agreed that rags are to be distributed at the scholars' discretion. They 
cited 'Umar's (raeffyA//dhu 'anhu) saying: The spoils belongs to those 
who have present at the battle. 

However, our Shaikh Abu Isma'il al-An�ari disagreed. He said: 

Poor quality rags are to be distributed among all attendees (of the 
singing session) . As for sound clothes, they are to be given to the 
singer. He cited the l:iadith of Salamah (raeffyAJ/ahu 'anhu) when 
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Allah's Messenger (�) asked: Who killed this man? So they said: 
Salamah Ibn al-Akwa', the Messenger (;I) said: Then he shall take 
all of what he possesses." 

Look, my brothers - may Allah prevent us and you from the de
ception of Iblis - at how these ignorant people play with Shan�ah. 

The consensus of their scholars is not worth a camel's faeces. 

Senior scholars have agreed that when someone is given some
thing as a gift then it is his, whether it was defective or not. It is not 
permissible for others to use it without his permission. 

Also, the booty that is gained from a warrior is that which is on 
him, not that which he throws. Also, clothes become defective be
cause of dancing, so the singer ought to get the ripped clothes, not 
the sound ones. 

All of what they say about this subject is nothing more than hallu
cinations. 

Once Abii'l-Futiih al-IsfarainI attended a dancing session and 
danced until his turban fell off. And once he danced with his shoes 
on and then remembered that it is wrong to dance with shoes on, so 
after the session he gave his coat as an expiation. 

As for ripping off clothes that are thrown on the ground: If they 
were thrown at the singer, this would not be sufficient to transfer 
ownership of the clothes to the singer. And if the thrower gave it to 
the singer then how could others do with it what they wanted? 

I heard one of their Shaikhs saying: "One day I gave one of the 
attendees a piece of cloth. He took it and made a container from it 
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and sold it for five dinars." I told him: Shan-<ah approves of such 
actions, what would otherwise be considered reckless, based on such 
rare cases. 

Stranger than this was Abu I:Iamid al-TusI [al-Ghazili] who said: 
"It is permissible for them to tear up the clothes into square pieces 
useful for patching other clothes and carpets. In fact several pieces 
could make another whole shirt. This is not considered wastefulness." 

I am indeed surprised that attachment to al-tt¥awwuf(Sufism) should 
have driven from his mind the principles of jurisprudence and the 
Shafi1I madhhab. Also, why did he specify square pieces? Rectangular 
pieces could be used as well?! 

If a shirt was torn to small pieces, then there will still be some use 
for it. And if a sward was broken to two pieces each piece would 
have a use for it. Shan"'ah pays attention to general benefits. This is 
why it is forbidden to cut a golden coin in half because it will depre
ciate in value (because of the parts that are lost when cutting). 

It is not strange that Iblis deceives the ignorant among them. What 
is strange is that some of their scholars have opted to adopt .)i!ft 
innovations over and above the rulings of Abu Hanifah, al-Shafi1I, 
Malik and AJ:imad (may Allah have mercy on them) . 

They came up with weird things, and were supported by people 
whose lusts were in favor of these innovations. 

Another of their innovations is to expose their heads when seek
ing repentance. This innovation strips away modesty. Had shan-<ah 
not stated that the head is to be uncovered during if;ram, it would 
not be adequate. 
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[ 1 1 : 1 0 ] 

Devil's Deception of $iijis in Accompanying 
Young Boys 

Know that most of the Siifis have barred against themselves the 
door of looking at strange women, by keeping at a distance from 
their company and declining to associate with them. Devotion leaves 
them no time for marriage. But association with the young has come 
in their way, since the young become aspirants to asceticism. And so 
the devil has inclined the Siifis towards them. 

There are seven categories of Siifis regarding their accompanying 
of young boys: 

i .  First category: The worse of people. They pretend to be Sufts 
but adopt the doctrine of  pantheism (al-pulti� . 

Abu Na�r 'Abdullah Ibn 'AJI al-Sarraj said: I was informed about a 
group of pantheists (al-pultil!Jya) who assert that Allah has chosen 
certain bodies to inhabit with the ideas of divinity (al-rubtibfyya). 

Some of them said that Allah embodies all nice objects. 

Abu 'Abdullah Ibn J:Iamid said that a group of Sufts claim that 
they see Allah in this life in the form of a human, not necessarily 
beautiful. They claimed that Allah may manifest Himself in the form 
of a black slave-boy. 

ii Second category: Those who wear Siifis clothing but have the 
intention of committing sins (al-:ftsq) . 

iii. Third category: Those who claim that it is lawful to gaze on 
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what they regard as beautiful. 

Abu 'Abdu'l-Ral_iman al-SulamI said in his book "Sunan al-.'ftiftyya": 
"Chapter on all that they consider permissible." He mentioned danc
ing (al-raqf), singing (al-ghinri) and gazing at handsome faces. In this 
chapter, he records the tradition that the Prophet (:i) said: "Seek 
good among the fair of countenance." 

And the l_iadith: "Three things brighten the eyes: Looking at green
ery, looking at water; and looking at a fair face." 

These traditions, have no foundation for their ascription to the 
Prophet (:i) · As for the first l_iadith: Al-'UqailI says none of them 
are trustworthy. 

As for the second l_iadith, it is fabricated. All scholars are agreed 
that Abu'l-BakhtarI was a unscrupulous liar. Al_imad Ibn 'Umar Ibn 
'Ubayd is a man about whom nothing is known. 

Further when Abu 'Abdu'l-Ral_iman al-SulamI mentioned looking 
at a face regarded as fair, he should have interpreted it a looking at 
the face of one's wife and slave girl, whereas to leave it unqualified 
harbours something suspicious. 

Our Shaikh the I:Iafi? Mul_iammad Ibn Na�ir states that Ibn Tahir 
al-MaqdisI authored a book proving the permissibility of looking at 
beardless men. 

Scholars say that it is not allowed to looking at beardless men by 
someone who gets sexually excited when doing so. And whoever 
claims that he does not get sexually excited by looking at beardless 
boys is a liar. such looking is in  general allowed only because prohi
bition would involve difficulty where association with such boys is 
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frequent. However, when someone insists on continuously looking 
at them, indicates conduct such as the arousing of passion involves. 

Sa'Id lbn al-Musayyab said: If you see someone looking at beard
less men persistently, suspect him. 

iv. The fourth category: Those who say: we do not stare out of 
lust (al-shahwa), but only to contemplate, so the gazing does 
not harm us. 

This is impossible, because human nature is the same for all peo
ple. Whoever claims to have a different nature is claiming that which 
is impossible. 

We have discussed this when we began talking about listening to 
music (al-samdj .  

Khayr al-Nassaj said: I was with Mu�arib lbn �Iassan al-Sufi in 
Masjid al-Khif. We were in the state of i!Jrdm. A handsome boy sat 
next to us, and Mu�arib began to stare at him. When the boy left I 
told Mu�arib: You are in a sacred month, in a sacred city and per
forming a sacred ritual. I saw you gazing at that boy like you were 
lustful. He responded: "You are saying this because you have lustful 
eyes and heart (al-qalb) . Don't you know that three things prevented 
me from falling into the traps of Iblis? !  I said: What are they? He 
said: The essence of belief (imdn), chastity of Islam, and my shyness 
(al-!Jt!Jd} that Allah would see me committing something forbidden. 
Then he fainted and people gathered around us." 

Look at the ignorance of this foolish person! He thought that com
mitting (sexual intercourse) is the only sin. He did not realize that 
lustful gazing is a sin in itself. He claimed that he is unaffected by 
something, but his lustful gazing proved him wrong. 
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A $iifi told a young boy once: "My son! Allah manifests Himself in 
you somehow. This is why he made me so much in need of you." 

It is said that a group of $iijisvisited AJ:imad al-Ghazali (the brother 
of the famous Abii Hamid) . He had a young boy with him and there 
were some flowers present. AJ:imad was looking at the flowers and 
then looking at the boy, and so on So the group of $iijis told AJ:imad: 
It seems we have ruined the moment. So he said: "Indeed." So all 
of those present yelled out of wajd. 

I am not surprised at how this person took off the veil of chastity. 
I am surprised at the cattle that were present and did not condemn 
him for what he was doing. Unfortunately, Shari"'ah rules have be
come stale in the hearts of some. 

Abii'l-Tayyib al-Tabari said: I have been informed about this group 
of $iifis who listen to songs and gaze at beardless boys. Sometimes 
they would adorn these boys with makeup and nice clothes. They 
claim that this increases their belief because it causes them to con
template the Creator's greatness. This is the worst form of follow
ing lusts, deceiving sound logic and going against good knowledge. 
Allah said: 

and said: 

I- .,,,, ... �� � r 0�>1-ti�i"j; 
"And in yourselves. Then will you not see?" 

[ai-DhdtiJdt (51 ) :  21 ] ,  

"Then do they not look at  the camels - how they are 
created?" 
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[al-Ghashfyah (88) : 1 7] ,  
and said: 

. ��f' ��;J\ - t'"i" .  ' i -' I�.� ··n �.) 'J ... y� � �..>'J 
"Do they not look into the realm of the heavens and the 
earth." 

[al-A 'rij(7) : 1 85] 

They went against all of what Allah has ordered, and committed 
that which Allah forbade. 

This group does all of this after eating delicious food. Had they 
eaten less, they would not have wanted to listen to songs or to gaze. 

Abii'l-'f ayyib said: Some of them said poetry about the effect of 
songs on them (poetry) :  

"Do you remember the time when we gathered 
to listen to good songs until the morning? 

The cup of singing rotated among us 
causing all of us to become drunk without rest, 

You could only see people in ecstasy out of happiness, 
and happiness was alert, 

When the man full of lust answered the call of playfulness: 
Come to success, 

All we owned were our hearts; 
we gave them away for some nice gazes." 

If this is what listening does to them, then how could it result in 
anything good? 

lbn <Aqil said: "The claim of not being affected by looking at (un
lawful) pretty images is not worth anything. Shari<ah was general (in 
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forbidding gazing at unlawful pretty images) without distinguishing 
between one person and another. 

And verses from the Qur'an oppose this notion. Allah said: 

� > " '�_j,,��-- · ,....... ., . i � �-- / . yjj I� �» "-' ,...� ����i.)" \ "  ,.-,. 
"Tell the believing men to reduce [some] of their vision 
and guard their private parts." 

[al-Nur (24) : 30] 

and He said: 

"Then do they not look at the camels - how they are cre
ated? And at the sky - how it is raised? And at the moun
tains - how they are erected?" 

[al-Ghashfyah (88): 1 7- 1 9] 

Allah only encouraged us to look at things that cause no lust, yet 
result in wisdom. We are not to stare at things that cause lust, be
cause there is no wisdom gained from staring at them. This is why 
Allah never sent a female as a messenger, nor did He allow for a 
woman to be a judge, imam or a mu'adhin. This is because a woman 
will always be desired. 

Those who claim that they find wisdom when gazing at pretty 
faces and those who claim that they have a nature that is different 
than others, must be considered liars. This is from the devil's decep
tion. 

v. The fifth category: those who accompany beardless boys re-
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strain themselves from immorality in the belief that this is 
warring against the lower nature, little do they know that ac
companying them and looking at them lustfully is a sin. This 
is one the reprehensible practices of the .)ijis. 

Early .)ujis were not of this opinion, some however, asserted that 
they were, offering as evidence some verses that which had been 
recited by Abu 'AlI al-RiithabarI: 

"I make my eye wonder in the gardens of pretty things, 
But prevent my soul from evil deeds, 

And so the burdens of love which I sustain 
Would split a mountain solid rock in twain." 

We shall presently give the story of Y iisuf lbn al-J:Iusayn and how 
he said: 'A hundred times did I vow to my Lord that I would not 
keep company with the young, and violated my vow by reason of 
straight forms and languishing glance.' 

These are people whom lblis found himself incapable of drag
ging into immoral conduct, so he won their approval of its com
mencements, in consequence of which they eagerly indulged in the 
pleasure of gazing (al-naz!J, companionship (al-1ubba) and talking 
(al-mupddatha) [to beardless boys] , only resolved to resist their lower 
nature by keeping it from sin. If they truly claimed to have suc
ceeded therein, still their hearts, which should have been occupied 
with Allah and nothing else, were distracted, and the time wherein 
their hearts should have been exclusively engaged on what would 
profit them in the Hereafter was spent in struggle (mf!fdhada) with 
nature to restrain it from wrongdoing. 

All of this is ignorance, and bad manners. Allah has ordered us to 
lower the gaze because it is the path to a pure heart (al-qalb) . This is 
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so the heart becomes dedicated to Allah, free from impurities. 

Their example is that of a person who approached a group of 
tigers that were not paying attention to him, but then began to pro
voke them to fight him. Then he tried to resist them. He is surely 
going to get hurt, if not killed. 

Section One: 

Struggling Against One's Own Self 
(mujahada al-naft) 

Some of them did well in struggling against their ownselves for a 
while, after which their resistance has weakened, and feeling tempted 
by their lower nature to immorality they abandon the accompanying 
of the beardless. 

Abii Uamzah, said: I said to Mul,iammad lbn al-'Ala' al-DimishqI, 
who was chief of the $iijis, whom I had seen walking with a hand
some youth for a time, but who afterwards parted from him: Why 
have you left that lad whom I used to see with you after having been 
so much attached to him and inclined towards him? I assure you, he 
replied; I parted from him with no ill-feeling or weariness of his 
society. Then why, I asked, have you done so? I found, he said, my 
heart suggesting to me, if we were by ourselves and he came near 
me, something which, were I to perpetrate it, would cause me to fall 
from Allah's sight: For this reason I left him, out of reverence for 
Allah and to keep myself from falling into temptation (al-:fttan). 
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Section Two: 

Repentance (al-tauba) and Excessive Crying (atdlah 
al-buqd} 

Some of them have repented and wept long for having indulged 
their gaze (of beardless boys) . 

Kha yr al-Nassaj said: I was with Umayyah lbn Samit ai-.)iijiwhen, 
having looked at a beardlesslad, he used to recite: 

�"' ... -:-, >i":.:1/ >:::f"'�ti .... .... :, _y  .... ........ , .... �� cJ__,.....�.oUl!J - . '""0!'� y'J 
"And He is with you wherever you are. And Allah, of 
what you do, is Seeing." 

[al-ljadid (57) : 4) 

Then he would say: Where could one escape from Allah's prison? 
He is testing me to see if I will gaze at this boy. It (gazing) is like a 
flame that fell on some dry wood on a windy day. It will leave noth
ing unburnt. I seek refuge with Allah from this harm that my eyes 
have brought. I was worried that I would not become free from it or 
its sin, even if I were to perform the good deeds performed by sev
enty righteous persons. 

Then he cried profusely until he almost died, and said while cry
ing: 0 my sight! I will keep you occupied with crying so you would 
not resort to anything harmful. 
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Section Three: 

Crying Out of Excessive Love (shida al-mupabba) 
[with beardless men] 

Some of them have been convulsed with sickness because of how 
much they became in love (with beardless boys). 

Abii �Iamzah al-$iift said: 1Abdullah Ibn Musa was one of the chief 
and most eminent $iijis. Looking; one day at a handsome lad in a 
street he was overcome and went mad with ardent love. Every day 
he would stand in his path in order to see him coming and going. 
His infatuation continued so long that ultimately he became so ema
ciated that he could not move. He was unable to walk a step. One 
day I went to visit him and said to him: Abii Mul�ammad, what has 
happened to you, and what is it that has brought you to your present 
condition? Various things, he replied, with which Allah has been 
trying me, and which I have not the strength to endure. Many an 
offence which a man thinks light is with Allah of the utmost gravity. 
One who exposes himself to seeing what is forbidden deserves a 
long illness. Then he wept. Why, I asked, are you weeping? I fear, he 
replied, that I shall suffer long in Hell. I left him, pitying the misery 
in which I saw him. 

And Mu�ammad Ibn 1Abdullah al-Ash1ath al-DimishqI having 
looked at handsome boy once, fainted. He was carried to his house, 
and so chronic was his ailment that it paralysed his feet, and for a 
long time he was unable to stand on them. We visited him repeat
edly, to ask how he was, and what had happened to him; but he 
declined to tell us his story and the cause of his illness. People; how
ever, were talking about his glance. Hearing of this, the boy paid 
him a visit; the man brightened up, moved, smiled in the boy's face, 
and was cheered by the sight of him. The boy then repeated his 
visits till the man was able to stand on his feet, recovered. The boy 
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Section Two: 

Repentance (al-tauba) and Excessive Crying (attilah 

al-buqa) 

Some of them have repented and wept long for having indulged 
their gaze (of beardless boys) . 

Khayr al-Nassaj said: I was with Umayyah lbn Samit a/-Sziftwhen, 
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�,,,_ ., -:", 1":),.. >H,.. �> t\,. ,...:f � ....,., ,.  �� c.>_,.....�.ol.U!J - • \AO!'� _,.J 
"And He is with you wherever you are. And Allah, of 
what you do, is Seeing." 

[al-ljadid (57): 4] 

Then he would say: Where could one escape from Allah's prison? 
He is testing me to see if I will gaze at this boy. It (gazing) is like a 
flame that fell on some dry wood on a windy day. It will leave noth
ing unburnt. I seek refuge with Allah from this harm that my eyes 
have brought. I was worried that I would not become free from it or 
its sin, even if I were to perform the good deeds performed by sev
enty righteous persons. 

Then he cried profusely until he almost died, and said while cry
ing: 0 my sight! I will keep you occupied with crying so you would 
not resort to anything harmful. 
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Section Three: 

Crying Out of Excessive Love (shida al-mupabba) 
[with beardless men] 

Some of them have been convulsed with sickness because of how 
much they became in love (with beardless boys) . 

Abii I:Iamzah al-$iift said: 1Abdullah Ibn Musa was one of the chief 
and most eminent $iijis. Looking; one day at a handsome lad in a 
street he was overcome and went mad with ardent love. Every day 
he would stand in his path in order to see him coming and going. 
His infatuation continued so long that ultimately he became so ema
ciated that he could not move. He was unable to walk a step. One 
day I went to visit him and said to him: Abii Mul;tammad, what has 
happened to you, and what is it that has brought you to your present 
condition? Various things, he replied, with which Allah has been 
trying me, and which I have not the strength to endure. Many an 
offence which a man thinks light is with Allah of the utmost gravity. 
One who exposes himself to seeing what is forbidden deserves a 
long illness. Then he wept. Why, I asked, are you weeping? I fear, he 
replied, that I shall suffer long in Hell. I left him, pitying the misery 
in which I saw him. 

And Mul;tammad Ibn 1Abdullah al-Ash1ath al-DimishqI having 
looked at handsome boy once, fainted. He was carried to his house, 
and so chronic was his ailment that it paralysed his feet, and for a 
long time he was unable to stand on them. We visited him repeat
edly, to ask how he was, and what had happened to him; but he 
declined to tell us his story and the ea use of his illness. People; how
ever, were talking about his glance. Hearing of this, the boy paid 
him a visit; the man brightened up, moved, smiled in the boy's face, 
and was cheered by the sight of him. The boy then repeated his 
visits till the man was able to stand on his feet, recovered. The boy 
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asked the man to accompany him to his dwelling, but this he refused 
to do. The boy besought me to ask him to come to his house for a 
change, which I did, but he refused. I asked the shaikh what was his 
objection and he replied: I am not immune from temptation (al
fitan) , nor safe from falling into it. I fear to fall for the devil's trap, to 
commit a sin and become one of the losers. 

Section Four: 

Committing Suicide out of Fear from Falling into 
Sin (alftipisha) 

Some of them, having contemplated a sin (alfabisha) , have put an 
end to themselves. 

Al-J:Iusayn lbn Mu):iammad al-Damigharu said: A Persian Sufi of 
high rank, became lustful for a youngster, and was unable to restrain 
his soul from tempting him to commit a sin (alfdbisha) . He was how
ever mindful of Allah, and repented of his evil thought. His house 
was on an eminence with a lake behind it. Overcome by remorse, so 
he jumped from the top of his house into the sea reciting: 

, p.:\9 . � ,\ \ \-' - · 
> > 'f •->> ·  ..... �, ,. • •  > "  � "� . l,j ,_ _J?_jJ 

"So repent to your Creator and kill yourselves." 
[al-Baqarah (2) : 54) 

He drowned in the sea. 

Consider at how Iblis gradually encouraged this poor .5¥ to gaze 
at this boy until he became in love with him. Then enticed him to 
commit a sin with him. And when he refused to do so, and finally 
urged him to kill himself. This man may not have been held ac
countable for his evil thought because it did not result in action. He 
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(;!i) said: "People of my nation will not be held accountable for the 
thoughts of their minds (without acting upon it) ."21 5 

Then the man regretted his thought, and "regret is repentance"216 

Iblis made him believe that full repentance required that he is to 
kill himself. The Children of Israel were ordered to do so by Allah's 
order: "So repent to your Creator and kill yourselves", whereas we have 
been forbidden to do so by Allah's prohibition: "Do not kill yourselves. " 
so he committed a major sin. 

The Prophet (;!i) said: "Who kills himself by throwing himself 
from a cliff will repeatedly do so in the hell fire for eternity."217 

There have been cases in which a man, being separated from his 
beloved, has put him to death. 

I have been told that there was a $iji in a monastery in Baghdad 
who had a boy living in the same house. The $iji man was con
demned for having a boy living with him. The $iji thereupon went 
to the boy's room with a knife, killed him, and sat next to him cry
ing. The people of the monastery came and seeing this asked what 
had happened, and the $iji confessed to the killing the boy. Being 
brought before police he repeated the confession. The boy's father 
came weeping and the $iji sat weeping also and said to the father: 
'Why did you not make me his ransom.' The boy's father forgave 
the killer. Later the $iji continued to visit the boy's grave. 

2 15 Bukhari 1 1 /478 and Muslim # 1 27 .  

216 This was authentically reported by the Prophet (:i). 
217 Bukhari 1 0/261 and Muslim # 1 09. 
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Section Five: 

Getting Too Close to the Sin to the Point of Falling 
into it 

Some having approached temptation (al-:fttnah) have fallen into it, 
getting no profit from their profession of patience (al-1abi} and striv
ing (al-mujahada). 

Idris lbn Idris said: 'I witnessed in Egypt certain Sufis who had 
with them a beardless boy who sang to them. One of the Sufis was 
overcome by his feelings, and not knowing what to do said: 'My 
friend, say, 'Ll 1/tiha 11/aAl/tih. ' The boy said it. The Sufi said: 'I must 
kiss the mouth that has said: 'Ll 1/tiha 11/a Alltih. " 

vi. The sixth category: Those who did not intend to accompany 
beardless boys. Instead, beardless boys decided to join them, 
and lblis encourages them to accept them as part of their 
group in order not to deprive them from doing good deeds. 

Then they continued to stare at the boys until they fell into temp
tation is aroused in their hearts till Satan gets what he can out of 
them. Often times they rely on their piety, and Satan so seduces 
them that he involves them in the worst sins. 

They should not expose themselves to temptation and associating 
with persons in whose company they are not immune from it. 

vii. The seventh category: Those who were aware that Oustfully) 
gazing at beardless boys was a sin, but were unable to resist 
doing so. 

Yusuf lbn al-f:Iusayn said: "Whatever you see me do, do the like, 
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except associating with boys, for that is the most terrible of tempta
tions. More than a hundred times have I vowed to my Lord that I 
would associate with no lad, but the beauty of the cheek, the erect
ness of the stature, and wide eyes have caused me to break my vow, 
yet Allah has never had to question me concerning any sin commit
ted with them." 

This sentiment was expressed in verses: 

'The rose of the cheek and the eye that appeals, 
The teeth which the lip like camellias reveals, 

The locks which no ordered arrangement arrests 
As they circle the head, the pomegranate-like breasts 

Have left me a victim subdued by the fair, 
And that is the cause of the name which I bear.' 

This man has exposed himself when Allah has kept his affair a 
secret. He openly said that each time he is tempted he breaks his 
previous repentance (al-tauba) . What has become of the $Ufts (al
ta1awwu/J resolve of struggling against one's self? 

This man thought that committing sodomy was the only sin he 
could have committed; had he possessed any knowledge he would 
have known that association with them and gazing on them are sin
ful. Look at what ignorance does to people. 
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Section Six: 

The Benefit of Having Knowledge and the Danger 
of Gazing 

Everyone who lacks knowledge will become confused. And he 
who gains knowledge but does not act upon it will become even 
more confused. He who adheres to the Islamic etiquettes of 

. /1 • t >. -! --- / 
.. ,. .. ., ! 

r-!'� ���J:.11Ji 
' 'Tell the believing men to lower their gaze" 

[al-N tlr (24 ) : 30) 

is secure at the start from what will ultimately prove difficult Islam 
forbids from accompanying beardless boys, and so did scholars: 

'Umar Ibn al-Khagab (ratfiyAlltihu 'anhu) said: 'The danger to a 
scholar from a beardless boy is greater than that from a wild beast.' 

Al-f:Iasan Ibn Dhakwan said: 'Sit not with the sons of the wealthy, 
for they have forms like those of women, and are more tempting 
(al-jitnah) than virgins.' 

And Abii'l-Sa'ib said: 'I fear more for a worshiper ( 'tibid) from a 
lad than from seventy virgins.' 

Abu 'Ali al-Rudhbarl said: 'I heard Junayd say: A man came to 
A}:imad Ibn f:Ianbal accompanied by a handsome boy. ' A}:imad asked 
who he was. The man said: 'My son.' A}:imad said: 'Do not bring 
him with you next time.' When the man rose to go it was said about 
him. 'Allah prosper the Shaikh! He (the visitor) is a virtuous man, 
and his son even more so.' AJ:imad replied: 'Their virtue does not 
affect our purpose in this matter. My conduct is that which I have 
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seen my shaikhs observe, and the same as they told us of their pred
ecessors (Sala./).'  

Bishr Ibn al-I:Iarith said: 'Beware of these young boys.' 

Abu Man�ur 'Abdu'l-Qadir Ibn Tahir said: 'Whoever accompa
nies youngsters will fall into evil ways.' 

Abu Abdu'l-RaQ.man al-SulamI said: A saying of Mu?affar al
QarmisinI said: 'Whoever accompanies youngsters on a basis of vir
tue and good counsel, still this leads to affliction. How much more 
so if one accompanies them without such a basis?' 

Section Seven: 

Avoiding Beardles s Men 

The Salaf went to extremes in avoiding the company of the beard
less. 

'Ata' Ibn Muslim said: Sufyan would not allow any beardless to sit 
with him. 

YaQ.ya Ibn Ma'In said: No beardless has aspired to become my 
companion. 

'Abdullah Ibn al-Mubarak said: Once when Sufyan al-ThawrI had 
entered the bath there entered after him a handsome boy. Sufyan 
bade them remove him, saying: I see one devil accompanying each 
woman, but see a dozen or so accompanying each young boy. 

Abu 'All al-RudhbarI said: 'I was asked by Abu'l-'Abbas AQ.mad 
from which the contemporary $iijis had got their practice of associ-
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ating with boys. I said to him: 'You, know more about them than I 
do; in many cases the association is harmless.' He replied: That is 
not so, we have seen people stronger in faith (imdn) than they are, 
when they see a boy approach, fleeing like fugitives from a battle
field. Truly, the danger and the error is in abundance!' 

Section Eight: 

Accompanying Young Boys 

Accompanying young boys is one of Iblis's strongest ropes by 
which he captures the Siijls. 

Yusuf Ibn al-l:lusayn said: 'I have studied people's misfortunes, 
and learned from where they have been assailed; and I find the mis
fortune of the Siifis is to be in their association with the young, and 
politeness to women.' 

Section Nine: 

The Punishment which follows Gazing on the 
Beardless 

It is recorded that A bii 'Abdullah Ibn al-Jala' said: 'I was gazing on 
a handsome Christian boy, when Abii 'Abdullah al-Balkhi passed by, 
and asked me why I was standing. I said: 0 Uncle, do you not see 
this figure? How can it be punished with Hellfire? He slapped me 
between the shoulders, saying: You will experience the consequences 
of this, though it may be after a time. I experienced the consequence 
after forty years, in forgetting the entire Qur'an. '  

I have gone into great detail discussing this issue because i t  is the 
source of widespread mischief among most of them. If anyone 
wants further details about it, matters connected with letting one's 
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gaze wander and other incitements to passion (asbrib al-hawa) ,  let 
him consult my work called "Dhamm al-Hawri", where he will find all 
that he can desire about it. 

[ 1 1 : 1 1 ] 

Devil's Deception of the $iijis in their Profession of 
Reliance (al-tawakku�, their Rejection of Means and 

Careles sness of Wealth 

Dhii'l-Nun al-Misri said: I traveled for many years but only expe
rienced true reliance (al-tawakku� once. I was on a boat. It crashed 
and I fell into the water. I held to a piece of wood. Then I thought 
to myself: If Allah wanted for you to drown, then what would this 
piece of wood help? I let go of the piece of wood, and floated on 
the water until I reached the shore. 

Abu Ya'qub al-Zayyat was asked a bout rel iance, so he took a dirham 
that was in his pocket and gave it away, then he discussed reliance 
(al-tawakku� and said: I was ashamed to reply to you while anything 

. . 
was m my possession. 

I would observe that lack of knowledge is the cause of this con
fusion. Had these people known the true character of reliance (al
tawakku� they would have been aware that there is no contradiction 
between it and means. Reliance (al-tawakku� implies that the heart should 
lean on Allah alone. Thz:r is not inconsistent with the motion ef the bocfy in 
attaching itself to means, nor with the hoarding of wealth. Allah said: 

, ....... � h,'- \'\·::":::· -ht"I" f 4;�('1� ·�.s .... � :iN 4.llu-:-�119""'�'-. · • I �_;., ".J 

"And do not give the weak-minded your property, which 
Allah has made a means of sustenance for you." 

[al-Nisd' (4) : 5] 
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i.e., maintenance for your bodies. And the Prophet (�) said: "Good 
wealth is good for a righteous man."218  

And he (�) said: "It is better for you to leave behind your heirs 
wealth than that you should leave them in want, begging of people."219 

Know, too, that He Who enjoined reliance (al-tawakku� also en
joined caution, saying: 

��.L...i �, � --,: � ji(�li; �..) - � � �... "f: -
"O you who have believed, take your precaution." 

[al-Ni.rti' (4) : 71 ]  

And He said: 
,,.> > r > ' '  , � 

- · - . ·  . · v� · , -:: _ � \ \ " , ,,. ,.,.� .... di ... \.<l r"""' !J�!J 
"And make ready against them all you can of power" 

[alcAnjtil (8): 60] 

And said: 

'5��.rr 
''Travel by night with my servants" 

[ Tahti (20): 77] 

And Anas Ibn Malik (ratfryAlltihu 'anhu) said: A man entered the 
Magid while leaving his camel outside untied. He said: I have left it 
untied and I am relying on Allah. The Prophet (�) commented: 
"Tie it and then rely (tawakku� ."220 

218 MllSltadAJ::imad 4/197. 

2 1 9  Bukhari 5/363 and Muslim # 1 628. 

2 2 0  TirmidhI #251 9, and Abii Nu'aym in al-lfi!Jah, 8/390. 
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Sufyan Ibn 'Uyaynah said: The explanation of reliance (al-tawakku� 
is that a man should accept that which happens to him. 

Ibn 'Aqil said: Some people think that precaution and safeguard
ing are inconsistent with reliance, and that reliance means neglect of 
consequences and abandonment of caution. Those who are well 
informed hold this to be incompetence and negligence, earning the 
censure and condemnation of the intelligent. 

Allah only ordered us to have reliance after adopting all means of 
precaution. He said: 

� -i  ""' ....... ;ir�J'? �'��;.�,��;-!l1..J 
"And consult them in the matter. And when you have 
decided, then rely upon Allah" 

[Al-'Imrtin (3) : 1 59] 

Had adherence to caution interfered with reliance, then Allah would 

not have urged His Prophet (�) to in the words: "(;�r��;JL!..J) - and 
consult them in the matter." 

For what is consultation but taking such advice as will offer modes 
of guarding against the enemy? Nor was He satisfied with leaving 
precaution to their unaided judgment, but enjoined it as a practice 
even in prayer, which is the act of special rituals: 

,::;--�·,-->.> i.-r.- .1;:! >·- »/. i t" .. > "'•"' , , !J�U.J & ,...:.... � \..JP � a �I• 
� , - ,  - � � 

"let a group of them stand [in prayer] with you and let 
them carry their arms." 

[al-Nisti' ( 4) : 1 02] 

And He pointed out the reason for this saying: 
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"Those who disbelieve wish that you would neglect your 
weapons and your baggage so they could come down 
upon you in one [single] attack." 

[al-Nisti' (4) : 1 02) 

We should not say reliance is not the abandonment of precaution, 
but committing to Allah in that which one has no control over. He 
(;i) said: "Tie it and then rely (tawakku� ." 

Had reliance meant abandonment of precaution, Allah would have 
urged the best of His creatures, His Messenger (;lj), to do so during 
the most special of times, the time of prayer. 

Al-Shafi'! was of the opinion that it is obligatory to carry arms at 

this time, due to the words: "(;i�1i;��.J )  - and let them carry their 
arms." 

Hence reliance does not contradict taking precaution, as indeed 
when Musa ( 'altfYhis-saltim) was told: 

��.r�1 ,, ,, > .... , .... " .... ,, -� � .:J - ·  .,,���� �\�� 
"the chiefs are taking counsel together about you, to kill 
you" 

[al-Qa,ra,r (28) : 20) ; 

He went away. Likewise our Prophet (;i) went away from Makkah 
owing to his fear of those who took counsel against him, and to 
protect him. Abu Bakr (ratfiJAlltihu 'anhu) protected him (;i) by seal-
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ing the holes that were in the cave. 

The [early Muslims] took proper cautions, and then sought reli
ance. So too in the matter of caution Allah says: 

and said: 

�,_ ... � 1 -1".'. ".'11' •' • , :-:-" �_r-.�.!i � .. .)� .J 
"Do not relate your vision to your brothers." 

[Yusij (1 2) :  5], 

"Do not enter from one gate" 
[ Yusij(12) :  67], 

and He said: 

, ... (""i;_; • i { ·t �� �� 
"so walk among its slopes" 

[al-Mulk (67) : 1 5] 

Remember that making a physical motion to ward off harm is a 
form of utilizing Allah's bounty, and just as Allah wishes His mani
fest bounty to be displayed, so He desires the display of those which 
He has entrusted to us; so there is no sense in not using Allah's 
bounties on you and then asking Him for other bounties. We must 
utilize the bounties which He has blessed us with, and then seek 
what is with Him. 

Allah has provided birds and beasts with equipment and weapons 
for averting evil, such as talons, beaks, and fangs, whereas for man 
He has created intelligence which leads him to bear arms, and guides 
him to fortify himself with buildings and shields. 
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Whoever renders Allah's bounty ineffective by neglecting caution 
has rendered His wisdom ineffective, like one who discards food 
and medication and dies of hunger or disease. 

No one is more stupid than the man who, while claiming intelli
gence and knowledge, surrenders to misfortune. Assuredly the limbs 
of the reliant should be engaged in earning, while his heart is tran
quil, committed to the will of Allah whether He gives or withholds. 
For his sole assurance is that Allah controls with wisdom and be
nevolent purpose. 

Often indeed have the incompetent been persuaded by their in
competence and had it suggested to them by their minds that negli
gence is reliance, being as mistaken as one who believes reckless
ness is a form of bravery, and cowardliness is a form of self-re
straint. 

If anyone says, How am I to take precaution when things are des
tined (al-qadr)? He may be answered: How can you fail to take pre
caution when the author of destiny enjoins it? He who preordained 
is the One who enjoined. Allah says, 

' 'Take precaution." 
[al-Nisti' (4) : 1 02] 
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Section One: 

Reliance is Consistent with Seeking 
Sustenance 

Iblis decieved many of them into the belief that reliance is incon
sistent with seeking sustenance. 

Sahl Ibn 'Abdullah al-Tasturi said: Whoever condemns reliance 
then he condemns imdn, and he who condemns seeking sustenance, 
then he condemns the Sunnah. 

A man asked Abu 'Abdullah Ibn Salim: Are we required to seek 
sustenance or to have reliance? He said: Reliance was the condition 
of the Messenger of Allah (;i) , and seeking sustenance was from 
his Sunnah; he only enjoined sustenance on one who was too weak 
for reliance, and had fallen below the stage of perfection which was 
the Messenger of Allah (;i) . One who is too weak for the condition 
of reliance, which was that of the Messenger of Allah (;i) , is per
mitted to earn his sustenance, that he may not fall below the stage 
of his (;i) Sunnah and condition. 

Yusuf Ibn al-J:Iusayn said: "If you see a disciple who is too occu
pied with gaining sustenance then know that nothing good will come 
out of him." 

These people who do not understand the meaning of reliance and 
suppose that it is refraining from earning sustenance and keeping 
the limbs inactive. We have clarified that reliance is an action ef the heart 
which does not contradict the actions ef the limbs. 

If all of those who attempt to gain sustenance did not have proper 
reliance, then Prophets would not have been people with reliance. 
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Abu Bakr, <Uthman, <Abdu'l-RaJ::iman lbn <Awf and 'falJ::iah 
(rat/iyAlliihu 'anhum) used to all sell clothes, so too were MuJ::iammad 
lbn Sirin and Maymun lbn Mahran. 

Al-Zubayr lbn al-'Awwan, <Amr lbn al-<As and <Amir lbn Kurayz 
were apparel-makers, so too was Abu Hanifah. 

Sa'd lbn Abt Waqqas (rat/iyAlliihu 'anhu) used to sharpen arrows. 

And <Uthman lbn 'falJ::iah (rat/iyAlltihu 'anhu) used to sew clothes. 

Members of the Salaf used to work to earn a living. 

When Abu Bakr (rtH/fyAlltihu 'anhu) was appointed as Khalifah, they 
wanted to give him a salary of two thousand. He said: Increase my 
salary. I have a family, and you have preoccupied me from my trade. 
So they increased it by five hundred. 

If asked the SUfis: From where shall I feed my family? they would 
respond: You have committed shirk! Likewise if they were asked 
about a man who went to business, they would say: He does not 
have reliance (al-tawakku� nor convinced (a/.yaqin). All this is due to 
their ignorance of the sense of reliance and conviction. 

Most of them either beg for money, or send their servants with a 
container to beg for them. Or they also sit in their tents knowing 
that people will come to donate to them. 

Sa'Id lbn al-Musayyab used to say: He who stays at the magld, stops 
trading and receives what comes to him is a persistent beggar. 
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Section Second: 

The Salaf used to order others to Seek 
Sustenance 

'Umar lbn al-Khanab (rat/fyA1kihu anhu) said: 0 poor people! Raise 
your heads, the path has become clear, race with one another in 
good works, and be not a burden on the Muslims. 

And whenever 'Umar lbn al-Khanab (rat/.iJIAllahu 'anhu) saw a lad 
who pleased him he would ask whether he had any trade; if the 
reply was in the negative, 'Umar would say: He has sunk in my eyes. 

Abii'l-Qasim lbn al-Khuttali said: I asked Al:imad lbn �Ianbal: What 
say you of a man who sits in his house or in his ma�jid, saying: I am 
not going to do anything, I am waiting for my sustenance to reach 
me. AJ::imad replied: Such a man is an ignorant person. Have you not 
heard the words of the Prophet (;i)? "Allah set my sustenance un
der the shadow of my spear." 

And there is the other J::iadith discussing how birds leave their nests 
in the morning with small bellies seeking sustenance. 221 Allah said: 

�i��5;.::���\il�5_;�5_,;.1:; 
"Others traveling throughout the land seeking [something] 
of the bounty of Allah." 

[al-Muzz.ammil (73) : 20] ,  

and He  said: 

221 MusnadAl)mad 1/52 and Ibn Majah #41 74, and it  is authentic. 
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"There is no blame upon you for seeking bounty from 
your Lord" 

[al-Baqarah (2) : 1 98) 

The Companions of the Prophet (;I) used to trade by land and 
sea and used to cultivate their palm trees. They are our role models. 

A man once asked AQ.mad: I wish to make the pilgrimage in reli
ance, AQ.mad replied: Then make it apart from any caravan. The 
man said: No. Then AQ.mad said: Your reliance is on other people's 
pockets. 

Abu Bakr al-MarwazI said: I said to Abu 'Abdullah (AQ.mad lbn 
l:lanbal) : What do you think of those who claim to have reliance, 
they do nothing and say: Allah will provide our sustenance? He 
replied: That is an evil saying: Has not Allah said: 

/> > .,. _, 
� �\ �- " /. ,. "" i-> ,,,, "" ""'  . ·�""', (-?.t1' �I �_t�!�.::...>:_,)l�l�l .. iJ.� -i� 

t?i\V���,I��w;.:� 
' '() you who have believed, when [the adhan] is called for 
the prayer on the day of }umu' ah [Friday] , then proceed to 
the remembrance of Allah and leave trade." 

[aljumu'ah (62) : 9) 

And if these people were given something that someone has gained 
from working, why do they accept it?! 

MuQ.ammad lbn SaliQ. (son of AQ.mad lbn l:lanbal) said: My father 
was asked in my presence about people who did no work saying 
they relied. He said they were innovators. 

lbn 'Aqil said: Adopting the means does not go against reliance, 
because to think that one can reach a rank superior then that of the 
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Prophets is an attack against religion. When Musa ( 'alt!Jhis-saltim) 
was told: 

"the chiefs are taking counsel together about you, to kill 
you" 

[al-Qtlftlf (28): 20] 

He ( 'alt!Jhis-saltim) left the city, when he became hungry, and when 
he needed to get married, and he worked (for his father in-law) for 
eight years. Allah said: 

, --("'� . i { •Ii � ... � �� 
"so walk among its slopes" 

[al-Mulk (67) : 1 5] 

This is because seeking sustenance is a form of utilizing Allah's 
bounties. So use what Allah has given you, then ask for what He 
has. 

Some people decline to earn finding it too hard, and are confronted 
with two evil alternatives: either the ruin of their families, involving 
the violation of their duties, or the fine profession of reliance, in
ducing the earners to have pity on them and make presents to them 
at the expense of their own families. 

Now this is a wickedness to which only the evil-minded are liable. 
The true man is one who does not throw away the jewel with which 
Allah has entrusted him in order to indulge in idleness or to win a 
title of honour among the ignorant. 

For Allah, when denying a man wealth, still provides him with a 
jewel which will enable him to procure worldly prosperity owing to 
its being in request. 
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Section Three: 

Their Arguments in Support for Not Gaining 
Sustenance 

They have resorted to many weak arguments: One is that: Our 
sustenance will reach us one way or another! 

This is a horrible argument. If a person did not perform worship 
rituals and said: "My worship will not change my predestined final 
place: Heaven or Hell," then we would say: this means that we should 
not adhere to any of Allah's orders. Even Adam ('alt!Jhis-saldm) could 
use this as an excuse for not leaving heaven. 

I have only done what was decreed for me. It is well- known that we 
are held res-ponsible for the command, not for destif!Y (al-qadr). 

Others say: Nothing around us is lawful. So from where must we 
seek lawful sustenance? 

These are the words of an ignorant person. This is because there 
will always be lawful sustenance. He (�) said: "The Lawful is clear, 
and the unlawful is dear."222 

They only use this as an excuse for their laziness. 

Another one of their excuses is that they say: If we work, then we 
will support oppressors and wrongdoers. 

Ibrahim al-Khawwa� said: "I sought for something lawful every
where, even in fishing. So I took a rod and attached a line to it, sat on 
the bank and threw my hook. A fish leaped to it, which I threw on 

222 Bukhari 1/1 1 7  and Muslim #1 599. 
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the ground. I made a second cast with the same result, and was 
making a third when I was slapped on the back by an unknown 
hand, for I saw no one. And I heard a voice saying:Y ou have got no 
sustenance without aiming at and slaying one who makes mention 
of Us. He said: So I broke my fishing rod, cut my net, and left ." 

The chain of narrators of this story included untrustworthy nar
rators. Even were it to be authentic, the slapping and voice were 
those of the devil. Allah made fishing lawful, so He would never 
punish those who fish. How then could He have said to the man, 
"You aim at and slay one who makes mention of Us," when He has 
given permission for such slaughter? If we were to refrain from 
hunting and slaughtering animals because they mention Allah, we 
would have nothing nourishing to eat. 

Refraining from fishing and slaughtering animals is from the Brah
man Hindu doctrine. So just look at what ignorance does to people, 
and look at how lblis operates. 

[ 1 1 : 1 2 ] 

Devil's Deception of $tijis in Matters of Refraining 
from Medical Treatment 

Scholars agree that seeking medical treatment is lawful. Some schol
ars were of the opinion that it is better to avoid medication. There
fore, we should not pay attention to anyone else's opinion. Scholars 
have agreed that medication does not contradict tawakkul. 

Allah's Messenger � sought medication and ordered us to do so 
as well. And neither he (:i) nor his followers contradicted tawakkul. 

He (:i) allowed for a person who is in the state of  iprrim and suf-
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fers from an eye ache to bandage his eye.223 

lbn Jarir al-TabarI said: This }:iadith is proof that stupid .)ujis are in 
error when believing that medication contradicts reliance, because 
we are ordered to seek recovery from Him who controls harm and 
benefit. 

Medication is not a declaration of discontent with Allah's decree. 
A hungry person seeks food and no one considers this to be object
ing of Allah's destiny. He (the Mighty and the Majestic) brought 
down a cure for every disease, except death.224 

Allah could have people in no need for medication or food. But 
He created them needy of medication and food, in order for them 
to seek them. 

And Allah is the One Who Guides. 

223 Muslim 2/863. 

224 Bukhari 1 0/143. 
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[ 1 1 : 1 3 ] 

Devil's Deception of the $iijis in Abandoning Friday 
Prayers (al-Jumu<ah), Prayers in Congregation (al

]amd<ah), and Resorting to Seclusion (al- <uz!a) and 
Loneliness  (al-wipda) 

The Salaf used to prefer loneliness (al-wi!Jda) and seclusion (al
'uzla) because they wanted to dedicate their times to seeking knowl
edge (al- 'ilm) and worship (al-ta'abbad) . However, this did not pre
vent them from joining the Friday prayer (al-jumu'ah) and congrega
tion prayers (al-Jama-<ah), nor from visiting the sick, attending funeral 
prayers, and discharging duties. Instead, their seclusion (al- 'uzla) was 
from evil and evildoers, and mixing with the idle. 

lblis has deceived many of the $Ujis (al-mutafuwiff a), some of whom 
isolate themselves on a mountain like monks, spending night and 
day in solitude, and missing the Friday prayer (al-Jumu'ah) and con
gregation prayers (al-Jama-<ah) and interacting with people of knowl
edge. 

Most of them went into seclusion in hermitages, and so miss go
ing to the mas;ids; they abandoned seeking sustenance and relaxed 
on comfortable beds. 

Abu �!amid al-Ghazal! said in his book al-lkyti': "The purpose of 
meditation is  to empty the heart, this can only happen when sitting 
in a dark place. If such a place is unavailable, then one could wrap 
himself with his coat or garment. He will then hear the voice of 
truth and witness the reverence of the presence of the Divine Being!" 

Look at such arguments. I wonder how a learned scholar could 
say such things ! How did he know that it is the voice of truth that 
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he will hear, and the reverence of the Divine Being is what he will 
witness? !  

What guarantee has he that his  sensations are not devilish insinu
ation (al-wasdwis) and false suggestions (al-kht!Jtildt alfdsida), for the 
phenomenon is one which is found in those who take a minimum 
of food, such persons being victims of melancholia. 

A man, however, may be immune from illusions even in this con
dition, but if he covers himself with his garment and closes his eyes, 
this gives play to the thought (khaydltil) and the delusion (auhdm), 
and he sees illusions which he supposes to be what has been told of 
the Divine Majesty. 

We seek refuge with Allah from false suggestions and devilish in
sinuation. 

Abii 'Ubaydullah al-Tasturl used to ask his wife on the first day of 
Ramadan to seal his room door with mud and to give him a piece of 
bread everyday through a hole in the wall. When the day of 'Id 
came, she entered and found thirty pieces of bread in the room; he 
had neither eaten nor drunk nor prepared himself for prayer, re
maining on one ablution to the end of the month. 

In my opinion, this story is far from the truth for two reasons: 

First: It is impossible for a person not to lose his ablution for an 
entire month, either by sleeping, urinating, defaecating or breaking 
wind. 

Second: It is not permissible for a Muslim not to perform the 
Friday prayer (aljumu'ah) and congregation prayers (aljama-<ah) , which 
are duties that he may not neglect. 
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If  the story is really true, then the devil could not have decieved 
the man more thoroughly. 

Abii'l-J:Iasan al-Biishanji was reprimanded several times for not 
attending the Friday prayer and congregation prayers. He used to 
respond: Blessings (al-baraka) are gained from attending the con
gregation prayers, but safety (al-saldma) is in seclusion (al- 'uz!a) . 

[ 1 1 : 1 4 ] 

The Devil's Deception on $iijis in Acting Humble 
and Lowering their Heads 

When fear (al-kaujj settles in the heart, it produces external humil
ity (khushuj .  A person becomes humble and well-mannered. How
ever, the Salef were keen on hiding such manifestations. 

Mul:iammad lbn Strin used to laugh during the day and weep dur
ing the night. 

In fact, we do not encourage a scholar to behave freely while in 
the company of common people, for that will annoy them. 

'Ali (rat/iyAllahu 'anhu) said: If you discuss knowledge, and do not 
mingle them with laughter. Otherwise hearts will not accept it. 

This is not considered showing off (r!Ja'), since the minds of the 
common people are not large enough to interpret the scholars in
tentions when he indulges in permissible things; he ought to con
front them with silence (al-fam� and strict etiquette (al-adab) . 

What is disliked is to pretend to have humility, pretending to weep, 
and constantly lowering the head in order to present the appearance 
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of asceticism (al-zuhd), putting oneself in the way of being greeted 
and having one's hand kissed and perhaps being asked by someone 
to make du'd' for him. He, in turn, raises his hands and makes du'd' as 
if he were bringing down the answer to the prayer. 

Ibrahim al-Nakh'I was asked to make du'd' for a group of people. 
He disliked this and responded harshly to those who asked him to 
do so. 

Fear has led some ,$Ufts to extreme humility (al-du/� and shame (al
pryd'), so that they will not raise their heads to the sky. This is no 
virtue, since there is no humility (khushiij superior to the humility 
of the Prophet �). 

In the �alJIQ. of Muslim, there is a l�adith according to which Abii 
Miisa (rat/!JA.lldhu 'anhu) said: "The Prophet (�) of ten used to raise 
his head to the sky." 

We learn from this that it is encouraged to look to the sky in order 
to take warning from its signs. 

Allah said: 

"Have they not looked at the heaven above them - how 
We structured it and adorned it and [how] it has no rifts?" 

[Q4f (50): 6] 

and said: 
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"Say: "Observe what is in the heavens and earth."" 
[ Yunus ( 10) :  1 01 ]  

Had these people known that raising their heads and lowering them 
is the same with respect to showing shyness from Allah; they would 
not have done so. Iblls has no other occupation than making play of 
the ignorant. He keeps his distance from the scholars, of whom he 
is greatly afraid, as they know what he is about and are on their 
guard against his cunning. 

Abu Salamah Ibn 'Abdu1l-Ra}:unan said: The Companions did not 
act as if they were dead. They used to recite poems to each other at 
their assemblies, and narrate stories from the days of jahil[Jyah. But 
whenever any of them would be in a situation where they are asked 
to compromise on matters of their religion, he eyes would roll as if 
he turned mad. 

'Umar Ibn al-Khattab (rat/ryAl/ahu 'anhu) saw a youth walking with 
his head down, so he told him: "Raise your head, for humility does 
not go beyond what is in the heart; if anyone makes a display of 
more humility than is in his heart, he only exhibits hypocrisy (nifaq) 
added to hypocrisy. 

Kulayb al-JuramI told 'Abdu1l-Ral:iman Ibn al-Aswad when he saw 
him walking with humility very close to the wall, and he inclined his 
head slightly and said to him: Why do you walk keeping close to the 
wall? By Allah! 'Umar used to step hard on the ground when walk
ing, and used to talk with a powerful voice. 

The Salaf used to conceal their condition, and their practice was 
to avoid hypocrisy. 

We have mentioned that Ayyub al-SakhtiyanI used to wear a long 
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robe to conceal his condition. 

Sufyan al-ThawrI used to say: "I take no account of any actions 
that I do in the open." 

Once he told a friend of his who was praying: "How brave are 
you?! You are praying while people are looking at you." 

Abii Umamah passed by a man prostrating, so he said: ' 'What fine 
prostration, had it been in your home!" 

And al-Shafi1i used to  say (in poetry) : 

Quit those who in your presence are devout, 
But turn to wolves when no one is about. 

[ 1 1 : 1 5 ] 

Devil's Deception of $Ufts in the Matter of 
Refraining from Marriage 

Marriage is an obligation for he who fears falling into immorality 
and where there is no such danger it is a firm (mu' akkada) Sunnah by 
most scholars. 

In the view of Abii Hanifah and AQ.mad lbn l:lanbal, marriage is 
superior that all voluntary acts, since it is the means for the procrea
tion of children. 

He (�) said: "Marry a woman who is fertile and pleasant, for I will 
take pride in your large numbers on Judgment Day."225 

225 Abu Daw\id 6/47, al-Nasa'T 6/65 and lbn 1;1ibban #1 229. 
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And Sa'd Ibn Abi Waqqa� (rat#yA/lahu 'anhu) said: Allah's Messen
ger (�) rejected 'Uthman Ibn Maqh'iin's request of celibacy. Had 
he (�) given permission for it, we would have castrated ourselves 

Anas Ibn Malik (racj!J.Alldhu 'anhu) said: Three people came to the 
houses of the wives of the Prophet (�) asking about the worship 
of the Prophet (�) .  When they were told, it was as if they regarded 
it as too little. They said: Who are we in comparison to the Prophet 
(�)? Allah has forgiven his past and future sins. One of them said: 
As for me, I will pray all night forever. Another said: I shall fast all 
my life and never break my fast. The third said: I shall keep away 
from women and never get married. Thereupon the Messenger of  
Allah (�) ,  after praising Allah said: "Are you the ones who said such 
and such? By Allah, I am the one who fears Allah the most among 
you and I am the most pious, but I fast and I break my fast, I pray 
and I sleep, and I marry women. Whoever turns away from my 
Sunnah is not of me."226 

A}:imad lbn Hanbal said: "Celibacy has no part in Islam. The 
Prophet (�) married fourteen wives, nine of who survived him." 

He also said: If  people did not get married, they would not have 
gone to battle, or performed pilgrimage. Allah's Messenger (�) used 
to encourage getting married despite poverty. He used to forbid 
from celibacy. So whoever does not adhere to the Messenger's 
Sunnah is not on the right path. 

[Prophet] Ya'qiib ( 'alayhis-sakim) got married during his sorrows 
and had children. And our Prophet (�) said: "Women have been 
endeared to me."227 

226 Bukhari 1 1/4 and Muslim # 1 401 . 

227 Musnad AJ::imad 3/128 and al-Nasa'i #3939. 
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Section One 

Criticism of the path (al-masdlik) of the $itjis in the 
Matter of Celibacy 

Iblis deceived many of the Sufts and prevented their marrying. The 
earlier $ijis avoided marriage because they were too busy with wor
ship. They believed marriage was a distraction from obeying Allah. 
If those people had the desire to get married but did not marry, then 
they have put their bodies and faiths in jeopardy. And if they had no 
desire to get married then they have missed out on the reward 

In the SaJ:iiJ:i of BukharI and Muslim, there is a J:iadrth of Abu 
Hurayrah (ratf!JA!liihu 'anhu) according to which the Prophet (;I) 
said: "Having intercourse (with one's wife) is a form of charity." 
They said: If one of us fulfils his desire, is there reward in that? He 
said: "Do you not see that if he does it in a pariim way he will have 
the burden of sin? So, if he does it in a flaliil way, he will have a 
reward for that."228 

Some Sufts say that marriage involves expense, and earning is dif fi
cult. This is a plea for indulging the luxury of idleness. 

Also in the Sal;tiJ:i of BukharI and Muslim, there is a J:iadith of Abu 
Hurayrah (ratf!JA!liihu 'anhu) according to which the Prophet (;i) 
said: "A dinar you spend in Allah's way, or to free a slave, or as a 
charity you give to a needy person, or to support your family, the 
one yielding the greatest reward is that which you spend on your 
famil y."229 

Others said marriage necessitates getting too attached to worldly 

228 Muslim #1 006 on the authority of Abii Dharr 

229 Muslim #995 and not reported by Bukhari. 
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matters. Abu Sulayman al-DaranI said: "If a man goes in search of 
knowledge to seek J::iadith, or travels in the pursuit of livelihood, or 
gets married, he is inclined to the world." 

How can a man fail to seek knowledge of J::iadith, when "angels 
put their wings down out of respect to a seeker of knowledge"?l230 

And how can he fail to seek a livelihood, when 'Umar Ibn Al
Khattab (ra#yA//rihu 'anhu) said: I would prefer to die while seeking 
sustenance and not needing the welfare of others, than dying while 
fighting for Allah's cause! 

As for latter $iijis, they only abstain from marriage in order so that 
people would say: "He is ascetic." The common people look with 
reverence, a $ii.ft when he has no wife, saying, "He has never known 
a woman." 

This is monasticism, which is contrary to our religion. 

Abu !:la.mid said: A disciple (murid) must not occupy himself with 
marriage; for this will distract him from treading the path (al-suliik) . 
He will enjoy the company of his wife, and whoso finds comfort in 
any other than Allah has his thoughts diverted from Allah. 

I am surprised at what he said! Do you suppose that he was una
ware that a man who aims at keeping chaste and having issue, or 
keeping his wife chaste, by no means departs from the path (al-suliik), 
or supposed that his natural finding of comfort in his wife is incon
sistent with the comfort which the heart finds in obedience to Allah? 
Allah calls attention to the blessing which He has bestowed on His 
creatures when He says 

230 This was authentically reported by the Prophet (;i) . lbn Majah #226, al-Nasa'I 
1/98, Ibn f:Iibban #79, Musnad Al�mad 4/239 and others. 
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"And of His signs is that He created for you from your
selves mates that you may find tranquility in them; and 
He placed between you affection and mercy." 

[al-l?Mm (30): 2 1 ]  

The Messenger (;fi) told Jabir (rat/!JAlldhu 'anhu) : "Why don't you 
marry a virgin, who would be joyful towards you and you towards 
her."231 Would the Prophet (;fi) indicate to him a course which would 
prevent his finding comfort in Allah?! 

Or did the Prophet (;fi) amused himself with his wives and raced 
with 1A'ishah (rat/!JAlkihu 'anhd) he was ceasing to find comfort in 
Allah?! 

All these sayings are examples of ignorance. 

Section Two 

Warning Against Celibacy 

Know that if $iift youth do not get married, then they will end up 
with one of these three problems: 

1 .  First: Getting i1l due to lack of ejaculation. Such congestion is 
very harmful. 

Abii Bakr Mu�ammad Ibn Zakariyya al-RazI said: "I know people 
who used to have a lot of sexual relations. They stopped having sex 
because of foJlowing certain philosophies. Their bodies became stale, 

231 Bukhari 9/1 21  and Muslim 10/56. 
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and their movement became difficult. They began to suffer from 
depression, hallucination and indigestion. Their desire for food less
ened. I know a man who stopped having sex and eventually lost his 
appetite. Every time he would eat something he would vomit. He 
went back to having sexual relations and all of these symptoms 
stopped." 

2. Second· Those who were unable to stay away from having sexual 
relations, so they resorted to sin. They went after women and 
i�mersed themselves into things from which they wanted to 
escape in the first place. 

3. Third· Those who deviated to accompanying young boys. Some 
people lost hope in having relations with women, so they re
sorted to accompanying beardless boys. 

There are other $iifts who get married but claim that they were not 
having sexual relations out of desire (shahwa) . It is impossible for 
them not to have any sexual desires (shahwa) . By getting married, 
they have followed the Sunnah. 

Others got themselves castrated, and claimed that they did so out 
of shyness from Allah. This is great foolishness because Allah has 
gave men the advantage over women by having this tool (male pri
vate parts) that is necessary for generating offspring. Castration is a 
declaration that it is wrong to have these organs. 

Also, castration does not completely eliminate sexual desires 
(shahwa), so they did not achieve their goal. 
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[ 1 1 : 1 6 ] 

Devil's Deception of the $iijis in the Matter of Not 
having Children 

Abu Sulayman al-DaranI said: "He who seeks having children is 
stupid. A child distracts from worldly things such as eating, sleeping 
or mating. A child also distracts from performing religious rituals." 

This is a great error. Allah wanted mankind to continue to exist 
on earth. But the lifespan of each human is too short, so Allah gave 
us the desire to mate and breed. He also encouraged humans to 
breed: 

"And marry the unmarried among you and the righteous." 
[al-Nlir (24) : 32] 

All of the Prophets (alayhum-sakim) sought after having children: 

and 

"My Lord, grant me from Yourself a good offspring. In
deed, You are the Hearer of supplication." 

[Ai- 'lmrtin (3) : 38] 

"My Lord, make me an establisher of prayer, and [many] 
from my descendants, our Lord, accept my supplication." 

[Ibrahim ( 14) :  40] 
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It was sexual relations that resulted in producing people the likes 
of al-Shafi'I and AJ::imad Ibn I:Ianbal. Such an act was better than 
one thousand years of worship. 

Authentic reports have praised having relations with one's wife, 
spending on one's children and leaving children behind. So whoever 
chooses not to marry or to have children he has gone against the 
Sunnah and missed out on great reward. 

Al-Junayd said: "Children are the punishment of acting upon law
ful desires, so just imagine what would the punishment of acting 
upon unlawful desire?" 

This is wrong. It is inappropriate to ref er to something lawful as a 
punishment. No punishment results from doing something lawful, 
and only reward results from committing something that is encour
aged (mustahab) . 

[ 1 1 : 1 7 ] 

The Devil's Deception of the $iijis in the Matter of 
Travel and (aimless) Wandering 

Iblis has deceived many of them into wandering to no particular 
place neither in seeking of knowledge ('ilm), most of them-going 
alone and taking no provision, claiming that this proceeding shows 
reliance (al-tawakku� . Thereby such a person miss out on many vir
tues (jatfz1a) and many a duty ifarltfa) , although he supposes that he is 
obeying Allah and that he will thereby approach sainthood (al-wilefyah). 
In fact, he is disobedient and acting in a manner contrary to the Sunnah of the 
Prophet (;I) . 

As fo r  wandering with no fixed destination, the Prophet (;I) for
bade traversing the earth save in pursuit of some object. 
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It is recorded in Abii Dawiid in his Sunan, in l:iadith of Abii Umamah 
that a man said: 0 Messenger of Allah! Give me permission to travel 
the earth, to which the Prophet (;I) replied: "The travelling of my 
community is jihad in the Cause of Allah."232 

Isl�aq Ibn Ibrahim lbn Hani' related howwhen A�mad Ibn Hanbal 
was asked whether he pref erred the devout traveller or the man who 
remained in a city, he replied that travelling had no part in Islam, 
neither was it the practice of Prophets (al-nabryin) or righteous (al
falipin) . 

Section One 

Criticizing $iijis (aimless) Travelling 

As for traveling alone, the Messenger (;i) forbade from doing so. 

A hadith going back to the great grandfather of 1Amr Ibn Shu1ayb, 
according to which the Prophet (;i) said: "A lonely traveller 
is a devil. Two travellers are two devils. Three travellers make a 
caravan."233 

Travelling at Night. 
These people also walk alone at night.Yet the Prophet (;i) for

bade that. Ibn <umar (racjiyAJ/ahu 'anhumJ) said that the Prophet (;i) 
said: "If people only knew the dangers on loneliness, then nobody 
would have travelled alone at night."234 

Jabir Ibn 1Abdullah (ratf!JAllahu 'anhumJ) said that the Prophet (;i) 

232 Abii. Dawii.d #2486, a nd Mustadrak al-l:lakim 2/73. 

233 Abii. Dawii.d #2607, TirmidhI 1/3 14, a nd Mustadrak al-I#kim 2/102. 

234 Bukhari #2998. 
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said: "Go out less when there are few people outside. Allah disperses 
creatures of his."235 

Some of them make travelling their occupation. Now travelling is 
not desired on its own account. The Prophet (li) said: ' 'Travelling is 
a form of torment; so when one of  you has accomplished the pur
pose of his journey, let him hasten to his family."236 

So one who makes travelling his occupation combines waste of 
life with mental torment; both of which are wrong. 

[ 1 1 : 1 8 ] 

The Devil's Deception of $Ujis in Travelling through 
the desert without provision 

He convinced many of them to believe that proper reliance (al
tawakku� required travelling without provision for the journey. We 
have previously discussed the error in this argument. 

Ignorant .)Ujis do this a lot, and foolish story-tellers narrate this of  
them by  way of eulogy, encouraging others to do the like. 

Through the actions of such $iijis and the story-tellers eulogies 
mischief arises, and the right path is concealed from the common people. 

Stories of this sort about them are numerous, and I will record a 
few. 

Fatl:,i al-Mau�ili said: While I was travelling for pilgrimage, and when 

235 Musnad Aqmad 3/306 and BukharI's al-Adah al-Mufrad #1 234. 

236 Bukhari 3/496 and Muslim #1 927. 
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I was in the midst of the desert I found a young boy, not yet subject 
to the rules of religion. I hurried to catch up with him and asked 
him why he was alone. He told me: Many of those younger than me 
have died. 

I said: You should walk faster to reach your destination. 
He replied: All I have to do is to walk, and Allah is responsible for 

getting me to my destination, have you not read the saying of Allah: 

h»,, ·>�-- �ui _,. ,,,. -: �1--. � -- .... .!J� � ... .!J 
" And those who strive for Us  - We will surely guide them 
to Our ways." 

[al-Ankabut (29) : 69)? 

I said: Why do I not see with you any provision or mount? 
He replied: My provision is my faith, and my feet are my mount. 
I said: I am asking you about bread and water. 
He replied: If one of your brethren or friends were to invite you 

to his house, would you think it proper to take food with you to eat 
in his house??! 

I said: Would you like me to give you some food? 
He replied: Leave me alone, He will give us food and water. 

Fatl:i said: "I have neither seen a youngster with more reliance than 
him, nor an older man who was more ascetic than he." 

This sort of story, causes mischief and lets it be supposed that 
such a procedure is right. A grown-up man will say: If a child can do 
this, it is yet more incumbent on me to do it Neither am I so much 
surprised at the child as at the person who met him failing to teach 
him that what he was doing was reprehensible: He who has invited 
you (he should have said) ordered you to take provision, and indeed 
out of His property. Still great men have adopted this plan, and 
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small men still more. 

A man asked Abu 'Abdullah Ibn al-Jala': What is your opinion of 
one who travels without provision? He said: This is the action of 
Allah's people. Then he was asked: What if he dies? He said: Then 
let he who killed him pay the blood money. 

This is the opinion of one who was ignorant of the rulings of 
Islam. For there is no difference among the scholars about the un
lawfulness of entering the desert without provision, and that if a 
man does this and dies of hunger, he is disobedient to Allah and 
deserves to enter Hell. 

Similarly if he exposes himself to what is ordinarily fatal, since 
Allah has made our lives a deposit with us; saying: 

"And do not kill yourselves." 
[al-Nisa' (4) : 29] 

It is enough that such a person defies Allah's order: 

And even if one who travels without provision did not violate 
this, still he would be disobeying the command of Allah . 

• > � ""/."' \ .. PJj-..J.J 
"And take provisions." 

[al-Baqarah (2) : 1 97] 

Abu 'Abdullah Ibn Khafif said: "During my third journey out of 
Shiraz I wandered in the desert by myself, and hunger which I suf
fered caused eight of my teeth to fall out, and so did all of my hair." 
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This man said this story to seek other's praise of his performance, 
when in fact he deserves to be condemned. 

Abii Hamzah al-Siifi said: "I feel embarrassed from Allah to enter 
the desert well-fed, being a believer in reliance; lest my satiation should 
be provision that I had taken!" 

I have already discussed such arguments and shown how these 
people suppose reliance to mean rejection of means. If this been 
true, then the Messenger (;i) did not have proper reliance when he 
took provision on his way to the cave of al-hird, likewise Musa ( 'alt!Jhis
sald!µ) , when he sought for al-Khidr, took with him as provision a 
fish.237 Similarly, the people of the cave did not have reliance be
cause they took some money with them! 

These people were too ignorant to understand the true meaning 
of reliance. 

And Abii I:Iamid looked for excuses for them. He said: "It is not 
permissible to enter a desert with no provision except with two con
ditions: 

First. That the person tames himself not to eat for an entire week 
or so. 

Second-. To be able to eat from grass. It is unlikely for a person to 
travel for a week in a desert without coming across other people, or 
not to find some grass to eat." 

The worst thing about this opinion is that it came from a scholar. 
The traveller may meet no one, may lose his way, or fall ill, so grass 
is not enough for him. Or again a person whom he meets may de
cline to give him food, or he may be confronted with one who will 
treat him unfairly. We have already discussed about isolation (al-wil}da). 

m See al-Kahf (1 'if) :  59-64 
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What is the motive for the endurance of these trials, supposing that 
the man counts upon the ordinary happening-meeting some indi
vidual, or to eat grass? What merit is therein such a condition, so 
that a man should risk his life for it? Where is man commanded to 
eat grass? And which ef the Salef prtu:tised this? It is as if these people 
want to compel Allah to grant them sustenance while in the desert. 

Do you not see how, when the people of Musa ( 'altryhis-sa/am) asked 
for some of its vegetables, cucumbers, garlic, lentils, and onions, 
Allah revealed to Musa ( 'alayhis-sa/dm): 

�LJ.�•i 
"Go down to Egypt" 

[al-Baqarah (2) : 61 ]  

This was because vegetables were in the city (not the desert in 
which they were) . So, these people are utterly mistaken in that they 
contradict the law (al-sharj and sound logic (al- 'aq�, acting (al- 'ama� 
on their own desires (muwdfaqdt al-najs) . 

Mu}:iammad Ibn Musa al-JurjanI said: I asked Mu}:iammad Ibn 
Kathir al-San'anI concerning those ascetics (al-Zfihhad) who take no 
provision, and wear neither sandals nor shoes. 

He replied: You have asked me about the children of devils, not 
about ascetic. 

I said: Then what is asceticism (al-Zfihd)? 
He replied: Holding fast to the Sunnah and imitating the Compan

ions of the Prophet (:i) · 

A}:imad Ibn I:lanbal was asked about a man who wanted to travel 
through the desert carrying no provisions. He condemned this se
verely and said: " Uff, VJ!, no, no .. . he must only travel with provision 
and companionship." 
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Abii Bakr al-Marwazi stated that a man came to Abii 'Abdullah 
(A}:imad lbn I:lanbal) and asked him which he preferred that an in
tending traveller should take provision with him or rely? Abu 
'Abdullah said: Let him, take provision and rely, so as not to have to 
wait for charity. 

A}:imad lbn Na�r stated Abii 'Abdullah was asked whether a man 
should go to Makkah in reliance without provision, he replied: This 
does not please me. How is the man to eat? 

The questioner said: Let him rely, and people will give to him. 
Abii 'Abdullah said: I f, the people do not give him anything, will 

he not have to wait till they do? This does not please me; neither 
have I heard that any of the Companions of the Prophet (�) or 
tabi'in acted in this way." 

Al-l:lusayn lbn al-RazI relate how he had been present when a 
man from Khurasan came to A}:imad and told him: I only have one 
dirham, should I go to pilgrimage? So A}:imad responded: Go to Karkh 
Gate, buy a rope with this dirham, and use it to work as a porter until 
you save three hundred dirhams, then go to pilgrimage. 

The man said: Don't you see how unlawful the people's incomes 
have become?! 

A}:imad replied: Do not worry about this. 
The man said: I have reliance. 
A}:imad replied: Will you travel to pilgrimage alone or with com

pany? 
He said: With company? 
Al�mad replied: You are lying, if you truly had reliance then travel 

by yourself! Otherwise you would be reliant on the provisions of 
others. 
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Section One 

Series of Violations Committed by the $ujis in the 
course of their Travels and (aimless) Wanderings 

Abii Hamzah al-Sukkari said: "I went on a journey in reliance, and 
one night when travelling I fell into a well, and found myself down 
in it and unable to get out So I sat down there, and while I was 
sitting two men stopped at the head of the well, one of whom said 
to the other: Can we pass on and leave this in the path of Muslims 
who go along? The other said: What can we do? I was about to call 
to them when a voice called to me, saying: Do you rely on Us and 
yet complain to others of the trial which We impose? So I kept si
lence, and the two men went away and came back, bringing some
thing which they placed over the well so as to cover it. After some 
period someone cleared the seal and let down his legs into the well 
and asked me to hold on to his legs. It turned out to be a tiger and 
he pulled me out of the well. Then a voice called to me, saying: Abii 
Hamzah, we have saved thee from one trial by another, from one 
thing which you fear (tiger) by another thing which you fear. "' 

When he came out of the well he recited the verses. 

In reverence for You, my love would hide, 
Now need not show it, with You at my side. 

Mysteriously You do Yourself display; 
'Your hand shall hold Me,' You do seem to say. 

I see You, and Your majesty alarms; 
And then your tenderness all fear disarms. 

To one whose death You are You give breath, 
Your lover; strange companions, life and death! 

There is a difference of opinion about the identity of the Abii 
Hamzah who fell into the well. Abii <Abdu'l-Ra}:tman al-SulamI says, 
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he was Abu Hamzah al-Khurasani, a contemporary of Junayd; in 
another account as al-Dimishqi. Abu Nu'aym says, Abu Hamzah al
Baghdadi, whose name was Mu]:lammad lbn Ibrahim. He is men
tioned in al-Khaµb's 'al-Ttin1eh' where this story is told of him. 

Whichever of these persons it may have been, he acted wrongly 
and was against Islam in keeping silence, and so helping his own 
destruction. It was his duty to cry out and stop the closing up of the 
well, just as it would have been his duty to defend himself against 
anyone who tried to kill him. 

His saying '/shall not ask for help' is like a man's saying, 'I shall eatno 
food and drink no water': it is ignorance on the part of the man who 
acts in this way, and opposition to the wisdom shown in the order 
of the world. He gaveman hands with which to defend himself, and 
a tongue with which to speak and an intellect that guides him to 
bring that which is good and avoid evil. Allah created medicine for 
the benefit of humans. So he who refrains from using these tools is 
rejecting the order of  Islam and the Creator's wisdom. 

If an ignorant person should ask: How am I to guard against des
tiny (al-qadary? Our answer will be: How should he not guard, seeing 
that the Author of destiny orders him do so, saying: 

"Take precautions" 
[al-Nisa' (4) : 7 1 ]  

And indeed the Prophet (;I) hid in the cave and did not say: Let 
me not hide in the cave out of reliance (al-tawakku�, but in his body 
was always occupied with means (al-asbtib) and in his heart with their 
Causer (al-musabbab) . We have dealt fully with this principle in what 
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has preceded. 

The saying of Abii Hamzah, 'a voice called to me from within me' is to 
be explained as the suggestion of an ignorant mind, convinced 
through ignorance that reliance means rejection of means; for Islam 
does not demand of a person any practice which it forbids. 

Why too did not his innerself rebuke him when he stretched out 
his hand and seized hold of the object which was let down to him? 
For that too was a violation of his professed rejection of means, 
which he calls reliance. What is the (difference between calling out 
that he was in the well and taking hold of the object let down to 
him? 

Indeed, the latter is the more serious, since action is more serious than 
speech. Why did he not keep still till he was lifted out without means 
(sabab)? If he were to say: This was sent to me by Allah! 

Both the object which He sent into the well and the tongue which 
can call for assistance, were His creations. Had he called for assist
ance he would have been employing means created by Allah to serve 
him in self-defence; by keeping silence he made of no effect the 
means created by Allah and resisted the Divine wisdom. Hence he 
deserves censure for rejecting the means. 

Mua'mmil al-Mughabi said: "I was travelling with Mu}:iammad Ibn 
al-Samin from Tikrit to Mawsil when we heard a lion's roar. While 
we were in a desert, we heard a lion roar close by. I was terrified and 
shaken, as appeared by my face, and thought of running away. So 
Ibn al-Samin held my arm and said: 0 Mua'mmil! This is where 
true reliance is, not in the Masjid." 
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There is no doubt that the effect of reliance appears on one who 
has it during times of hardship. However, reliance does not neces
sitate surrendering to the lion. In fact, it is not permissible to do so. 

'Ali al-Razi was asked: Why do we not see you in the company of 
Abii Talib al-Jurjani anymore? He replied: "Once we were traveling 
together and slept in a place were there were many wildcats. When 
he saw that I was unable to sleep (out of fear) he expelled me and 
said: Never accompany me again." 

This man wanted his friend to change his nature. This is beyond 
his capability, and Islam does not require him to do so. Even Musa 
('alqyhis-saldm) was not equal to it when he fled from the snake. 

All such practice is based on ignorance 

AJ::imad Ibn 'Ali al-Wajdi said: Al-Dinawari performed the pilgrim
age twelve times walking barefoot and bareheaded, when a thorn 
got into his foot he would rub his foot against the ground without 
bending his head, so sound was his reliance. 

Look at what ignorance does to people. It is no act of obedience 
to Allah to traverse that desert barefoot, which is highly injurious, 
nor bareheaded; what merit is produced thereby? 

Were it not obligatory to uncover the head during the pilgrim state. 
And who commanded him not to pick the thorns out of his foot, 
and what form of piety is involved therein? In fact, if he had died 
because of his foot becoming poisoned, he would have been help
ing his own destruction. And could he rub his foot against the ground 
without removing some of the thorn? So, why not remove the rest 
by extracting it? Where is reliance to be found in these acts which 
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conflict with both reason and the law, which enjoin securing that 
which is profitable to oneself and averting what is injurious? 

Abu <Ubayd said: When I see a person avoiding the sun and walk
ing in the shade, I become certain that he is an intelligent man. 

And Sufyan al-Thawri said: Whoever dies of hunger when he could 
have asked others for help (by begging), he will enter the Hellfire. 

Look at how eloquent the words of scholars are. If a person be
comes totally unable to seek sustenance then it is permissible for 
him to beg. If he refused to do so, then he has harmed his bot!J with 
which Allah has entrusted him. Therefore, he becomes deserving of 
punishment. 

Abu Bakr al-Daqqaq said: "I stared at a pretty girl once, so I de
cided to gouge my eye out!" 

Look at how ignorant this person is, and how far he is from the 
teachings of Islam. If he stared at the girl unintentionally, then he 
did not commit a sin. And if he stared intentionally, then he has 
committed a minor sin. It would have been enough for him to re
pent by feeling guilty. However, he decided to add a major sin to his 
minor sin by gouging his eye out. He did not repent from this major 
sin because he believed it got him closer to Allah. Now one who be
lieves that a forbidden act is a Wf!Y to attain Allah's favour is in the most serious 
error possible. 

Possibly he had heard the story about some Children of Isra'Il 
who having gazed on a woman plucked out his eye which, though 
exceedingly improvable, may have been permissible by their reli
gion, whereas it is forbidden in ours. 
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These people indeed seem to have invented a religion which they 
named Sufism(al-ttJ!awwuj) , having abandoned that of their Prophet 
Mu}:iammad (�) . We ask Allah's protection from the devil's decep
tions. 

Abu'l-l:lasan 'Ali lbn A}:imad al-Ba�ri, slave of Sha'wanah, accord
ing to which he had been told by a pious woman neighbour of hers, 
having gone out one day to the market had been seen by a man, who 
was captivated by her and followed her to the door of her house. 

The woman asked him: What do you want from me? 
He replied: I find you desirable. 
She asked: What do you find attractive about me? 
He replied: Your eyes. 
So she went into her home, gouged her eyes out, threw them to 

him, and said: Take my eyes, may Allah not grant you blessings." 

Now consider, my brothers, how Iblis plays with the ignorant! The 
man committed a minor sin by gazing at her, but she committed a 
major sin, thinking that she has committed a virtuous act. Moreover 
she ought not to have talked to a strange man. 

She should have not spoken to a strange man in the first place. 
Sufis are liberal at talking to strangers of the opposite gender. 

Mu}:iammad lbn Ya'qub al-Faraji said: I heard Dhu'l-Nun say: I 
saw a woman somewhere in the country of the Bajjah region (a city 
in Iran) and called to her. She said: And what right have men to 
address women? Were it not for your lack of intellect I would have 
thrown something at you. 

Abu Sa'id al-Kharraz said: "Once I went into the desert without 
provisions, and felt the want. I saw my destination at a distance, and 
rejoiced that I had reached it. Then I thought to myself: I have been 
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reassured by other than He (seeing the destination)! So I swore that 
I would not enter the oasis unless I was carried in. I dug a hole for 
myself in the sand and concealed my body in it up to the chest. In 
the middle of the night the villagers heard a voice from one high 
saying: 'People of the oasis! Allah Most High has a friend (wait) who 
has confined himself in the sand, go and bring him!' So they all 
came to me together, brought me out, and carried me to the town. 

This person has gone against his human nature. It is normal for a 
person to feel glad when something pleasurable takes place. No
body blames a thirsty person for feeling glad when seeing water, or 
a hungry person when seeing food. 

We seek refuge with Allah from entering on arry action not demanded l?J 
knowledge and sound intellect. 

Also, for him to put himself in a position where he was unable to 
perform congregational prayer was improper. How is this, a form 
of getting closer to Allah? This is utter ignorance. 

See the effect of ignorance on this man! He was indeed a man of 
worth; had he had some knowledge, he would have known that what 
he had done was a sin. In fact, nothing assists Iblis over worshipers 
(al- 'ubbrid) and ascetics (al-zuhhrid) more than their ignorance (a/.:Jah� . 

Abii Isl:Jaq al-Tabar! said: Ja'far al-Khuldi said: "I stood on the 
mountain 'Arafah fifty six times, twenty one of them were accord
ing to the madhhab!" I asked: "What does 'according to the madhhab' 
mean?" I was told: "He climbs to the top of the mountain and shakes 
his sleeves so everyone knows that he does not have any food with 
him. Then he says the prayer and leaves." 

This is against Islam, Allah said: ''And take provisions", and His Mes-
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senger (�) took sustenance. It  is impossible for a human not to 
need anything for these long months. I f  he becomes ill due to lack 
of provisions then he falls into sin. And if he begs people, then he 
does fulfill his claim of having proper reliance. And if he claims that 
he gains sustenance while not working for it, then just the fact that 
he believes he deserves such a thing is problematic. 

If he followed the orders of Islam and took provisions it would 
have been better for him. 

A group of Sufis came to Makkah and visited Muryammad Ibn 
Tahir, he asked with whom they had travelled. They replied: With 
the Yemen pilgrims. He said, that Sufism (al-ltJ!awwujj should have 
come to this! Has reliance (al-tawakku� then quite disappeared? You 
have not come in accordance with the path (al-!ariqa) and with Sufsm 
(al-ltJ!awwujj ; you have merely come from the table of Yemen to the 
table of the al-Haram. Then he said: I swear by friends and brave 
men that four of us in company made the journey to the Prophet's 
(�) grave, detached from world! y things, binding ourselves by a con
tract not to turn to any creature or rely on any known support. We 
came to the Prophet (�) and remained three days without anything 
being granted us. So we departed till we reached al-Jul�fah, where we 
alighted. In front of us was a group of Arabs, who sent us some 
porridge. We looked at each other saying: Had we truly, belonged to 
this system, nothing would have been granted us till we entered the 
sanctuary. So we consumed it with water, and this was all our food 
till we entered Makkah. 

Look at how much reliance these people had. They did not carry 
provisions, but were fine with taking people's charity. Then their 
ignorance led them to think that they have attained a high status! 

Abu 1Abdu'l-Ral�man al-SulamI, who said: I have been told that 
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Abii Shu'ayb al-Muqaffa', who made seventy pilgrimages on foot, 
on each occasion donned pilgrim costume whether for the minor or 
the greater pilgrimage from the Rock in Jerusalem, and entered the 
desert of 'fabiik in reliance. On his last pilgrimage, he saw a dog in 
the desert hanging out its tongue in thirst. He asked: Who will buy 
of me seventy pilgrimages with a drink of water? Some men handed 
him some water, which he gave to the dog, saying: This is better for 
me than my pilgrimage, for the Prophet (�) said: "There is a reward 
for every creature with a hot liver." 

I am only mentioning these things so a wise person would realize 
the level of ignorance of these people and their wrong understand
ing of reliance. And to see how much they are violating the Shari' ah. 

I wonder how did they manage to perform ablution and prayer 
when they had nothing with them? How did they used to stitch 
their clothes when they had no needles with them? 

On the other hand, some of their Shaikhs used to order them to 
take provisions prior to travelling. 

Ibrahim al-Khawwa� was very strict about reliance (al-tawakku� , 
yet he never parted with needle, thread, waterskin and scissors. He 
was asked why, when he enjoined detachment from everything, he 
carried all these. He replied: This does not contradict with reliance; 
for Allah has laid on us certain obligations. The person will only 
have on him one garment; supposing it gets torn, and he has with 
him no needle nor thread, exposure will result, and this will nullify 
his prayers. If he has no waterskin, he will not be able to practise 
cleanness. If you see a poor person without waterskin, needle and 
thread, then have doubts about his performance of prayer. 
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[ 1 1 : 1 9 ] 

Devil's Deception of $Ujis when they Return from 
a Journey 

It is part of these people's madhhab that a returning traveller who 
enters a monastery (al-ribd./) in which there are several persons should 
not greet them till after he enters the lavatory; when he has washed; 
he comes and says a prayer of two rak'ats, then greets the Shaikh 
and everyone else. 

This is an innovation of the later $Ujis which violates the Sharlah, 
since the Islamic jurists are agreed that, according to the Sunnah, 
one who arrives among people should greet them, whether he be in 
a state of legal purity or not: unless indeed they have taken over the 
practice from children, who when asked why they do-not greet, say 
they have not washed their faces. 

Or perhaps children learned their practice from these innovators. 

Abii Hurayrah (rat/ryA/ltihu 'anh) said: The Prophet (;i) said: "Let 
the young greet the old, and the passer by greet the one seated, and 
the few greet the many."238 

This is reported in both $af.Jif.J. 

They have many other innovations (bida' wa'l-mufldathtil) related to 
traveling. 

238 Bukhari #6231 and Muslim #2160. 
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[ 1 1  :20 ] 

Devil's Deception of $ijis when a Death Occurs 

In this matter, he practices two forms of deception: 

1 .  First: That they say: "We must not weep over a deceased person. " Who
ever does so is not from among the people of knowledge. 

lbn 'Aqil said: This is nonsense because it goes against human 
nature. Allah told us about a noble Prophet (�): 

,& � I. �>-:' . ,'. � i\ / >( ,� , � ".:'\ "  � ��9ru � ·  · _ �� 
"and his eyes became white from grief, for he  was [of 
that] a suppressor." 

and said: 
,,. .,,, ,,, > ,,,.,,,,. ,, ,.... ,_:' 

� Y. j&-2).-� 

[Yusef (12) :  84] 

"Oh, my sorrow over Yusuf'' 
[ Yusef (1 2) :  84] 

The Messenger of Allah (�) also wept over the death of his son, 
saying: "The eye surely sheds tears."239 

Fatimah (ratffyA//ahu 'anhd'j said after the Prophet's (�) death: "Oh 
what grief to my father!"240 And no one found fault with her for 
saying this. 

He who is not emotionally moved by happy and sad events is closer 
to being an inanimate object. 

239 Bukhari 3/139 and Muslim #23 1 5. 

240 Bukhari #4462. 
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The Prophet (� pointed out how bad it is not to react normally 
to events. He told the man who never kissed any of his ten children: 
''What can I do if Allah has stripped your heart of mercy."241 

So one who asks us to go against our human nature is ignorant 
and he is asking us to be ignorant. Islam only required us not to slap 
our cheeks or rip our clothes at the time of calamity. As for shed
ding a tear or feeling sorry, there is nothing wrong with that. 

2. The second deception is their making a party, which they call a 
bridal feast, when anyone dies; at this they sing, dance, and play 
saying: ''We feel happy for the deceased because he has met his Lord " 

This is a deception from three aspects: 

i. The first it is from the Sunnah to take food for the fami/y of the 
deceased because they are usual/y preoccupied There is m Sunnah to the 
effect that the dead man's f ami/y should provide it and entertain other 
people. 'Abdullah lbn Ja'far (ratfiJ.Alldhu 'anhuma) said: When 
the news of Ja'far (rat/iJ.Alldhu 'anhu) death arrived, the Prophet 
(;i) said: "Prepare food for the family of Ja'far, for there has 
come to them what will distract them (because of his death) ."242 

ii. The second is that the rejoice for the dead man, saying that he 
has entered unto his Lord. Now there is no ground for such 
rejoicing, since we cannot be certain that he has been par
doned, neither is there anything to assure us that we may not 
be rejoicing for one who is undergoing punishment. 'Umar 
lbn Dharr when his son died said: 

--------------

24 1 BukharI 1 0/360 and Muslim #23 1 7. 

242 Musnad A�mad 1/205, Abu Dawiid #31 32, Tirmidhi #998 and Ibn Majah 
#16 10. 
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"Sorrowing for you keeps me from sorrowing over you." 

Umm al-'Ala' who said: When Uthman Ibn Maqh'un died, the 
Prophet (�) came to visit us, I then said: May Allah be merciful to 
you, 0 Abu'l-Sa'ib! I testify tha tAllah has honoured you. The Prophet 
(�) said: "How do you know that Allah has honoured him?"243 

iii. The third is that they dance and play when this party is made 
and in this way they deviate from correct behaviour which 
prefers abandonment of such manners on these occasions. 

If their deceased was indeed forgiven, then how is dancing a form 
of gratitude? And if he was not forgiven then where are signs of 
sorrow? 

[ 1 1  :21 ] 

Devil's Deception of $ijis in the Matter of 
Abandoning the Pursuit of Knowledge 

Know that it has already been stated how knowledge is light, and 
how the devil persuades a man to extinguish the light in order that 
he, the devil, may get the man into his power in the darkness, there 
being no darkness like ignorance. 

Iblls used several techniques to deceive them in this regards: 

1 .  First: He convinced most of them that seeking knowledge is a 
difficult task. So they wore rags and lay down on the rugs of 
idleness. 

Al-Shafi'I said: Sufism (al-tafawwzifj was founded upon laziness (al-

243 Bukhari #1243. 
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qas� . 

Al-Shafi1i meant that $ufts had the choice of either to get recogni
tion through seeking knowledge or through going after worldly af
fairs. $ufts felt that seeking knowledge will take too much time and 
effort, so they sought recognition through Sufi practices. It is a 
faster way. 

Abii l:laf� Ibn Shahin said: .)ufts condemn (dhamm) scholars and 
believe that seeking knowledge is a form of laziness. They claimed 
that they gain knowledge without an intermediary. So, they short
ened their clothes and patched them and pretended to be ascetic. 

2. Second: Iblis convinced some people that little knowledge was 
enough. So they missed-out on a lot of good. They believed 
that seeking J::iadith is a form of seeking pleasure and worldly 
status. 

Every high position, including those of the judiciary, fatwa and 
leadership, entail some pleasure. But this does not diminish their 
great virtues. It is just like thorns surrounding a beautiful rose. Vir
tues must be sought, and risks avoided. 

Allah made it a part of human nature to love high positions so 
that humans earn the virtues that come with assuming these posi
tions. Just as he made sexual relations enjoyable so people produce 
offspring. 

Yazid lbn l:Iariin said: " (At first) We did not seek knowledge for 
Allah's sake, but then knowledge refused not to be attained for a 
purpose other than Allah." 

What he meant was that the knowledge we sought guided us to 
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sincerity. 

3. Third: lblis deceived some .)Ufts to think that all that mattered 
was action (not knowledge). Th�y did not understand that seeking 
knowledge was one ef the greatest actions. A scholar will always be on 
the straight path even if  his actions come short. An ignorant 
worshipper, on the other hand, might be on the wrong path de
spite his many actions. 

4. Fourth: lblis convinced many of them that scholars do not gain 
knowledge through "hidden" methods (ie. inspirations and vi
sions). One $it.ft used to say: "My heart narrated to me that my 
lord said: such and such ." 

And al-Shibli used to say: 

"When they come at me with knowledge on paper, 
I come to them with knowledge of rags." 

$itfts refer to Shar'i knowledge as the "apparent" knowledge, and 
refer to their illusions as the "hidden" knowledge. 

They cite the l:iadith of 'Ali lbn Abi Talib (rar/.!JAllahu 'anhu) : 
"Hidden knowledge ( 'aim al-ba!in) is one of Allah's secrets. He puts 
it in the hearts of whomever He wishes of His allies." 

This }:iadith is totally baseless; many unknown narrators are in its 
chain. 

Abii Yazid said: The source of my knowledge is Allah, it is also 
the Prophet's (�) saying: "Whoever acts upon his knowledge; Allah 
will grant him knowledge which he does not have."244 And he (�) 

244 Abii Nu'aym in al-l:fi!Jah, 1 0/14- 1 5 ,  it is of a fabricated chain. 
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said: "There are two types of knowledge: "Apparent (zdhir) knowl
edge, it is Allah's criterion over His creation, and hidden (bti.fin) knowl
edge: It is the beneficial knowledge."245 

Abii. Yazid also said: "Poor fellows (Qadith collectors). They got 
their knowledge through deceased narrators. We gained our knowl
edge through the One Who never dies." 

Inspiration does not contradict seeking knowledge. It is possible 
for Allah to inspire people. The Prophet (�) said: "There were peo
ple who were inspired by Allah in previous nations. If this is the 
case for my nation, then 'Umar will be one of them (inspired by 
Allah) ."246 

If a person felt that he receives inspirations (ilhdm) that goes against 
the teachings of Islam, then he must not act upon these inspirations 
because they are devilish inspirations (shtfYfdm) , not Godly ones 
(ral;mdm) . 

Inspiration (ilhdm) itself is not a form of knowledge; it is the fruit 
of knowledge and piety. Those who are knowledgeable and pious 
receive assistance and guidance (al-rushd). 

But someone who does not seek knowledge and relies solely on 
inspirations (al-ilhdm) and intuitions (al-khawdtii} will fall into error. 
If it were not for knowledge that was transmitted from one person 
to another, it would have been impossible to know whether inspira
tions are from Allah or from the devil. 

245 A fabricated }:iadith, refer to al- 'Ila/ Al-Mutanah[yah 1 /73. 

246 Authentic }:iadith, refer to al-Kash[ al-$arip 'an lgla! al-$abiinifi'I $alap al-Tarawip, 
#38. 
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Inspirations do not suffice from textual knowledge. Just as con
ceptual knowledge does not suffice from religious knowledge. All 
of these types of knowledge are necessary. 

As for saying: "Thry got their knowledge through deceased narrators'', this 
is an implicit attack on Shan-<ah. 

Abii J:Iaf� Ibn Shahin said: "Some $iijis considered seeking knowl
edge a waste of time; they claimed that their knowledge did not 
require intermediaries. Yet, early Siiftswere major scholars of Qur'an, 
l:iadith and tafsir. Those Oatter ones) preferred idleness." 

And Abii J:Iamid al-Tiisi [al-Ghazali] said: "Know that $iijis are 
more inclined to spirituality (al-ilahryya) than intellectuality (al
ta'limfiya). This is why they do not seek knowledge. Instead, they 
struggle to eliminate bad attributes and to focus on Allah. A Siift 
should focus less on his family, money, children and knowledge. He 
should go into seclusion and only perform worship. He should not 
focus on reciting Qur'an or l:iadith. He should continue saying: Allah, 
Allah, Allah until he gets to the point of saying so without moving 
his tongue." 

I find it difficult to read such words that were written by a scholar. 
He implies the nullification of Shan .. ah which encouraged reading 
the Qur'an and seeking knowledge. This was the path that great 
scholars used to take. They occupied themselves with seeking knowl
edge. 

Knowledge is the only way to repel bad thoughts and impressions. 
Iblis manipulates people's minds by making them believe their illu
sions and bad thoughts to be heavenly inspirations. 

We do not deny that when a heart becomes pure the light of guid-
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ance flows through it. The heart looks with the light of Allah. This 
purification is only attained through seeking knowledge, not the other 
way around. Hunger, wakefulness and wasting time in illusions are 
things that Islam forbids. So one cannot benefit from doing some
thing which the religion prohibits. 

Also, there is no contradiction between seeking knowledge and 
taming one's self. In fact, knowledge in the means of taming one's 
sel£ 

Iblis plays with people who distance themselves from knowledge 
and seek to tame it. 

We seek refuge with Allah from being let down. 

Abii <Ali al-Banna said: There was a man in the weapons market 
who used to claim that the Qur'an and the Messenger did not mat
ter, and that all that mattered was the Lord and the servant. Many 
people were fascinated with him and abandoned worship rituals. 
Later, he went into hiding out of fear of being killed. 

And Dirar Ibn <Amr �aid: Some people abandoned knowledge and 
stayed inside sanctuaries. They prayed and fasted until their skin 
stiffened. They went against the Sunnah and became destroyed. By 
Allah! Never does a person act without knowledge except that he will do more 
harm than good 
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Section One 

al-Jf aqiqah (reality) and al-Shan-<ah 

Many $ufts differentiate between al-Shan�ah and al-Jjaqiqah. This is 
ignorance, because Shan�ah is all true. 

Many early $Ujis reprimanded their followers because of their turn
ing away from the apparent meanings of the religious text (Qur'an 
and Sunnah) : 

Sahl Ibn 'Abdullah told one of his students: "If you were able to 
meet Allah with a notebook and an ink bottle in your hand, then do. 
For the exception of knowledge, life is all ignorance, and knowledge 
counts against you except that which you act upon. And action that 
counts is that which is according to Qur'rin and Sunnah. And Sunnah is based 
on piety." 

And Sahl lbn 'Abd Allah said: "Preserve the blank of the white 
(ink on paper) . No one abandons the apparent meanings of the text 
except that he becomes not religious. There is no path to Allah bet
ter than that of knowledge. If you go off the path of knowledge by 
one step, you would get lost in darkness for forty years." 

Abii Sa'Id al-Kharraz said: "Every 'hidden' that contradicts 'the 
apparent' is worthless." 

Abii l:lamid al-Ghazal! said in his book "al-lf!yri'": "Whoever claims 
that al-Jjaqiqah contradicts a/-Sharlah, or that the 'hidden' knowledge 
contradicts apparent knowledge: he is closer to al-kufr than he is to 
a/-imrin." 

Ibn 'Aqll said: "$ufts claimed al-Shan�ah to be just a label, and that 
al-ljaqiqah is the true objective of the religion. This is very bad be-
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cause Allah set the religion for the benefit of humans and their wor
ship. Any so called 'al-Jjaqiqah ' beyond this is nothing more than 
devilish whispers. He who seeks al-I:Iaqiqah through means other than al
Shari'ah is a person who is deceived and arrog,ant." 

[ 1 1  :22 ] 

Devil's Deception of $Ufts in the Matter of Burying 
Books and Throwing them into the Water 

Some $Ujis occupied themselves with writing useful knowledge, 
then Iblis deceived them to think that action is all that mattered, so, 
they buried their books. 

Al:i-mad Ibn Abi al-l:lawarI threw his books in the sea, and said 
addressing them: "You were good guides, but what useful is a guide 
for one who has reached his destination? !" 

And Al:i-mad Ibn AbI al-l:lawari continued the search of the l:iadith 
for thirty years.When he acquired the maximum learning, he carried 
his books to the sea and threw them in; and he said, "O, my learning, 
1 treat you like this not because I insult you, nor do 1 belittle your 
status, but because I sought you to lead me to Allah, and when 1 
have been led to Allah I am no more in need of you. " 

Abii Na�r al-'fiisi said: I heard a number of the shaikhs of Rayy 
say: "Abii 'Abdullah al-MuqrI, inherited from his father fifty thou
sand dinars besides estates and furniture, but gave it all away, ex
pending on the poor. I asked Abii 'Abdullah about this, and his reply 
was: In my early youth I put on pilgrim attire and departed to Makkah 
alone, having left myself nothing to which I could return The effort 
which it cost me to relinquish my books and the knowledge and 
l:i-adith which I had amassed was more painful to me than the jour-
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ney to Makkah. But later, I regretted doing so more than getting rid 
of all of my wealth." 

It has already been stated how knowledge is light, and how the 
lblis persuades a man to extinguish the light in order that he, the 
devil, may get the man into his power in the darkness, there being no 
darkness like ignorance. Iblis, fearing that these people might go back 
to reading their books, how they might obtain insight into his de
ceptions, persuaded them to bury or destroy them. It  is indeed a 
wicked and illicit action, involving ignorance of the purpose of books. 

The explanation of this is that knowledge is the Qur'an and the 
Sunnah; the the Shan ... ah, being aware that memorising there is diffi
cult, has ordered the writing of the Qur'an and of the l,l.adith. 

With regard to the Qur'an, when ever a verse was revealed to the 
Messenger (�) , he used to ask the scribes to document it on palm
branches, stones, and shoulder-bones. Afterwards, the Qur'an was 
collected into the form of a book by Abii Bakr (rat/!JAl/tihu 'anhu), 
with the view of preserving it. And so did 'Uthman (rat/iyAl/tihu 'anhu) 
and the rest of Companions. All of this was done to preserve the 
Qur'an. 

With regard to the Sunnah: at the commencement of Islam, the 
Prophet (�) restricted people to the Qur'an, saying: "Write nothing 
you hear from me except the Qur'an."247 

Only when l,l.adiths multiplied, and he saw people's inaccuracy, he 
gave permission for them to be written down. It is recorded that 
Abii Hurayrah (rat/!yA//tihu 'anhu) used to complain of forgetting many 
of the hadiths of the Prophet (�) . One day the Prophet (�) said: 
"Whoever spreads his upper garment till I finish my speech and 

247 Muslim #3004. 
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then gathers it will not forget anything he has heard from me!" Abii 
Hurayrah said: "I spread my garment I had on my body. By Him 
Who sent him with the Truth, I have never forgotten anything I 
have heard from him."248 

Further, 'Abdullah Ibn 'Amr reported that the Prophet (;i) said: 
"Seize knowledge", the Companions asked: How should we do so", 
He (;i) replied: ' 'Writing it down."249 

Know that the Companions recorded the Prophet's (;i) utterances, 
movements, and actions, and that the Sharz-<ah was compiled from 
various person's records. 

The Prophet (;i) also said: "Communicate what I say, 250 and may 
Allah illuminate anyone who, having heard a saying of mine, memo
rizes it and reports it as he heard it."251 

Now reporting a saying as it is heard can scarcely be effected with
out writing, since the memory is deceptive. 

When Al:imad Ibn I:lanbal produced a tradition, he was asked to 
recite it to his student; but he would say, Nay rather, from the book. 

And 'AlI lbn al-MadinI said: "My master, Al:imad Ibn I:lanbal, or
dered me not to narrate except from an open book." 

248 BukharI 4/247 and Muslim #2098. 

249 This }:iadith is of a sound chain, refer to Silsilah Aptidith al-$a!J�hah, #2026. 

250 Bukhari 6 /361 . 

251 This is a mutawatir }:iadith, reported by more than twenty Companions see al
l:fa.tta p.68 
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When the Companions had reported the Sunnah, and the Tabi'in 
received it from them, and the Scholars of J::iadith traveled widely, 
traversing East and West to a single word from here and a single 
word from there, ascertaining what was authentic and what was fabricated, 
labelling some transmitters as trustworthy and others as untrust
worthy, revising the Sunnahs and compiling them, if the result were 
obliterated, all their labour would be wasted, neither would the rule 
of Allah be known when a case arose. The Shari1ah prescribes no 
such practice; had any other before us a chain of transmitters going 
back to their Prophet? No nation p1ior to us had the privilege of having an 
authentic continous chain all the W'!)I to their Prophet. 

We have been told that the Imam AJ::imad Ibn l:Ianbal, who had 
traveled East and West in search of hadith, inspite of his extensive 
gathering of }:iadith once asked his son what he had written down 
from a certain scholar of J::iadith. His son replied that on the day of 
'eid, the Prophet �) used to go out by one route and return by 
another. AJ::imad said: "/ nna lilltihi, a Sunnah of the Prophet �) which 
had never reached me!"252 

Such then was the words of a man who had collected so much; 
what must be the case of one who wrote nothing down, or washed 
out anything he did write? Tell me, If we were to get rid of books, 
then what would we rely on when giving rulings? On so-and- so the 
ascetic, or so-and-so the $ii.ft, or on illusions and visions which may 
occur to them? 

We seek refuge with Allah from becoming misguided after receiv
ing guidance. 

252 Bukhari, #986. 
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Section One 

Censure of the $iijis in the Matter of Burying Books 
of Knowledge 

The content of the writings which they bury must be either true 
or false, or truth mingled with falsehood. If the content be false, 
they are not to be blamed for burying them. If truth is in difficult to 
distinguish one from the other, destruction of such writings is per
missible; for people have written down matter dictated by the trust
worthy and the misleading; the matter getting mixed, they have bur
ied what they have written. 

This is how we are to interpret the case of Sufyan al-Thawri bury
ing his books. 

On the other hand, if it only contains the truth, then it is not 
permissbile to destroy the books, seeing that they contain knowedge 
and cost money. So one who proposes to destroy them should be 
asked what his reason is. If he replies that they distract him from 
performing worship, then we would respond to him with three points: 

1 .  Had you had any understanding, you would know that seeking 
knowledge is one of the greatest forms of worship. 

2. You might not continue to retain the knowledge which you have. 
So you may regret destroying your books one day. Know that hearts 
cannot retain their purity; they are defiled and eften require cleansing, for 
instance, l?J reading books. 

Yusuf Ibn Asbat buried his books and afterwards he could not 
refrain from saying hadith. Thus he began to make errors in narrat
ing l:iadith. 
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3. Assuming that you will continue to retain this knowledge; but 
why did you not give it away to those students who have not 
obtained your place in learning, or to those who wish to be ben
efited by them. However, destruction of books is not permissi
ble. 

Al-MarwazI said that AJ:imad Ibn I:Ianbal was asked about a man 
who wrote in his will for his books to be hurried, he said: 'I dislike 
the burial of knowledge.' 

Al- MarwazI also said that AJ:imad Ibn I:Ianbal used to say that: 'I 
see no reason in burying the books.' 

[ 1 1  :23 ] 

Devil's Deception of $Ujis regarding repremanding 
those who Seek Knowledge 

Due to their laziness and their understanding of true knowledge 
to be the hidden knowledge, they reprimanded those who sought 
apparent knowledge. 

Ja'far al-KhuldI said: "Had $iijis left me alone I would have gath
ered all types of chains of narrators. When I was young I went to 
one of 'Abbas Al-Dud's classes. When I left, I met a $iiji man who 
told me: 'You abandon the knowledge of rags for the sake of knowl
edge of paper.' His words entered my heart so I never went back to 
'Abbas again." 

Abu Sa'Id al-Kind! said: "I used to visit the $iiji tent but also used 
to document J:iadith in secret. One day I was at the tent and my ink 
bottle fell from my sleeve. So the $iijis said: 'Cover up your 'awrah 
(private parts) ' . ' '  
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And al-l:lusayn Ibn AQ.mad al-�afrar said: "Al-ShiblI saw me hold
ing an inkbottle, so he said: 'Put your blackness (ink color) away 
from me. The blackness of my heart is enough!"' 

The worst form of defiance against Allah is to prevent others from 
going on His path. And the clearest path to Allah is knowledge, 
because it is the proof for His existance and an explanation of His 
rules, things that He likes, and things that He dislikes. So preventing 
others from gaining lsffi)wledge is a form of enimosity towards Allah 
and His religion. Those who forbid others from seeking knowledge 
were not aware of what they were doing. 

'Abdullah Ibn Khafif said: "Occupy yourselves with seeking knowl
edge, and pay no attention to what $ufis say. I used to hide my pa
pers and ink bottles from them, and used to attend the sessions of 
scholars without them knowing. When they finally found out, they 
rejected me and said: You will never succeed. However, they later 
needed me'." 

Imam AQ.mad Ibn l:lanbal said: "Ink bottles are the lamps of 
Islam." 

And when he got older he was holding an ink bottle once, so a 
man asked him: Until when will you continue to hold the ink bottle? 

He said: Until I enter the grave. 

And he said when defining the "Victorious Sect": "If they are not 
the people of  Q.adtth then I don't know who they are." 

And He described a man who condemned the people of l�adtth: 
He is a Zindiq (a heretic) . 

Imam al-Shafi'! said: "Whenever I meet a person from the people 
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of }:iadith, I feel like I have met one of the Prophet's Companions." 

[ 1 1  :24 ] 

Devil's Deception of $Ujis in their views on 
Knowledge 

Know that these people, having neglected study, and in accord
ance with their ways restricted themselves to ascetic practice, have 
not restrained themselves from talking about the different branches 
of knowledge, giving utterance to their whims, and committing gross 
errors. At times they speak of Qur'an interpretation (tafsir al-Qur'rin), 
at others of }:iadith, or jurisprudenc (al-jiqh) and so on. 

But Allah, to whom be glory, does not leave at!} a'gf without persons to main
tain His Shartah, refute the fabricators, and expose errors. 

Section One 

Some examples of what they say about the Qur'an 

Al-Junayd when he was asked about the explanation of the verse: 

� "" ·"' ""� "'' •>,, ��')l.i�;.:-
''We shall make you to recite (the Qur'an), so you shall 
not forget (it) ."  

[al-'.Alti' (87) : 6 ] ,  

he said: "You shall not forget acting upon it. " 

And regarding the explanation of, 
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"And they have studied what is in it (the Book)" 
[al-A 'nif (7): 1 69) 

he said: "They abandoned acting upon it. " 

As for the explanation of the first verse, it is out of place. He 
understood it to be a prohibition from Allah (do not forget) , when 
in fact it was only informative (you will not forget) . So his explana
tion is not consistant with that of the consensus of scholars. 

Also, the second verse is discussing "dars" which means: "recitation", 
not the elimination, as he understood it. 

Another example was A bii Bakr al-Shibli's explanation of the verse: 

''Verily, therein is indeed a reminder for him who has a 
heart or gives ear while he is heedful" 

[Qij (50): 37] , 

h e  said: for  him whom Allah i s  his heart. 

Abii 'Abdu'l-Ra}:iman al-Sulami compiled their sayings in a two 
volum7/tafsir book titled "ljaqd'iq al-Tefsirl'. He included many of 
their delusions. He said: "The "al-Fatif.Jah" was called so because it 
was the first Siirah revealed to the Prophet (�) ." 

This is quite wrong, since the commentators all agree that al-Fatif.Jah 
was not the first Surah, revealed. 

And he said in explaining the word (�i) "Amin": "Heading toward 
you. " 
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This is quite wrong, had this been the correct meaning, it would 
have been <rb ''Ammin '', with emphasise on the letter mim (al-mim 
mushadda) . 

And he explained, 

> .-t ... · �_;c.i�j�c:.il.J 
"And if they come to you as captives" 

[al-Baqarah (2) : 85]/ 

According to Abii 'Uthman: 'drowned in sins'; according to al
Wasiti: 'drowned in the sight of their acts'; according to Junayd: 
'bound in the affairs of this world.' 

This verse condemns those who used to take captives. These peo
ple interpret it as praise! 

And he explained, 

�� \"' � i/J:'l-:' ,,. ,,.,,, � .. u 1),-u.> .) D" .J 
"grant safety to any one who enters the sanctuary." 

[A/-'lmrrin (3) : 97] 

to mean: "Security from his illusions and the devifs whispers. " 

This is exceedingly bad, since the text, though worked as a s tate
ment, has the sense of a command: "grant safety to any one who enters the 
sanctuary." These people interpret it as a statement, but they cannot 
make their interpretation correct, since many a man who enters the 
sanctuary is not safe from suggestions and insinuations. 

Further al-I:Iusayn explained the verse: 
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t � ;._>?>it,_t� - ,,.,. � ,,.,. ,,,.. 
"but to Allah belongs the plan entirely." 

[al-Ra'd ( 13) :  42) 

to mean: ''Alldh's plotting is l:(y letting his seroant believe that they can get to 
Him. " 

And indeed the whole book is composed of similar stuff; it was 
my idea to reproduce much of it, but I decided that it would be a 
waste of time to write out what was either kJlfror erroneous or mere 
delusions. 

It is similar to what bd/inis say, and if anyone wants a general idea 
of its contents, this is an example; if anyone wants more, let him 
look at the book itself. 

Abii Na�r al-Sarraj mentioned in his book ''Al-Luma"' several .)u.fo 
"deductions". For example he referenced al-Wasi!l's explanation of: 

''I invite unto Allah with sure knowledge" 
[Yustif (1 2) :  1 08), 

to mean: "sure knowledge means that I do not see myse!f!" 

And regarding the verse: 

((" - > :  � •• :l'\;/�.-= .;Jt1 -1 �� � - '.." ,- '-!' 
"Had you looked at them, you would certainly have turned 
back from them in flight" 

[al-Kahf ( 18) : 1 8) 

and al-Shibli says in explanation: "If you were to see those other than 
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Us, you would run to Us. " 

This is not permissible, because Allah was referring to the People 
of the Cave. 

Al-Sarraj called these explanations "deductions'1 

Abii J:Iamid al-TiisI [al-Ghazal!] said in his book "Dhamm al-Mai'', 
in saying: 

& '( ;:-.;r�> '1 ·1 �,;1.9,  �;:i; � � . ..., � � ·  

"keep me and my sons away from worshipping idols" 
[Ibrahim ( 14) :  35], 

Allah meant: "since the Prophetic rank is too exalted to admit of 
the fear that they might worship gods and idols; so by their worship, 
he must mean love of them and being deceived by them." 

This is not said by any of the scholars of tafsir. And indeed Shu'ayb 
('alayhis-sa/dm) says: 

[. :Ji  JI/! �  , � .> > G:��1 {��r�c�;;si:ra���; 
"And it is not for us to return to it except that Allah, our 
Lord, should will." 

[al-A'rij (7) : 89] 

Prophets will never resort to shirk because of their status; how
ever, it is not impossible for people to perform shirk. Further, Arabs 
are of the offspring of Ibrahim ('alt!]his-sa/am), and most of them 
have worshiped statues. 

It is common knowledge that inclination to shirk is excluded in the 
case of Prophet by their infallibility, not because it is impossible. 
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Further, Ibrahim ( 'alf!Yhis-salam) in the former text couples with him
self persons who might conceivably perform shirk and kufr and so 
may well introduce himself among them saying preserve me and my 
sons; it is well-known that the Arabs are his sons, and most of them 
have worshiped statues. 

Abii J:Iaf� Ibn Shahin said: Certain of the $rifts have said unlawful 
things about the Qur'an itself, 

"Indeed, in the creation of the heavens and the earth and 
the alternation of the night and the day are signs for those 
of understanding." 

[Al- 'lmrdn (3): 1 90] 

to mean: "They are signs far Me"; thus attaching to Allah what He 
attached to "those of understanding, " which is altering the Qur'an; and 
on they say: 

"And to Sulayman the wind" 
[Saba' (34) : 1 2] ,  

to mean: "and Sulf!Jmdn to Me" 

I am surprised at those who were very cautious in what they eat 
and what they say, they were so liberal in discussing the Qur'an in 
such a way. 
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Ruwaym said: "Allah has hidden things inside things. He hid his 
cunning inside His knowledge, and His deception inside his subtle
ness, and his punishment inside His generosity." This is shameless 
to say, and a form of confusion. 

We seek refuge with Allah from such confusion and alteration of 
knowledge. How did he (Ruwaym) knowthis fact thatonly a Prophet 
might have known?! 

These people's distance from knowledge was the cause of this. 

It should be known that illusions and inner thought are fruits of  
knowledge. He  whose knowledge is  proper will have proper 
thoughts, and he who is ignorant will only have ignorant thoughts. 

Abu Yazid passed by a Jewish graveyard and said: "What are they 
for You to punish them?! They are nothing more than a handful of  
bones, so forgive them." 

I would observe that this is a display of ignorance. The expression 
"a han4ful �f bones" is one of contempt for the human being, for a 
Believer too when he dies becomes a handful of bones. " What are 
they for }ou to punish them" the same was Pharaohs case. The prayer "so 
forgive them" displays ignorance of the Shan�ab. Allah has stated that 
association of others with Him will not be forgiven to one who dies 
in unbelief. If this person's intercession would be accepted, then 
that of Ibrahim ( 'alayhis-sa/tim) for his father would have been ac
cepted, and that of the Prophet Mu9ammad (:i) for his mother." 

We seek refuge with Allah from the lack of knowledge. 

As for their understanding of 9adith: 
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'Abdullah Ibn Imam AJ:imad said: "Abu Turab al-Nakhshabi once 
went to my father, so my father began saying: "This narrator is weak 
and that narrator is reliable." So Abu Turab said: "O Shaikh! Do not 
backbite the scholars!" So my father turned to him and said: "Woe 
to you! this is counsel, not backbiting." 

MuJ:iammad Ibn al-Faql al-'Abbasi said: "We were with 'Abdu'l
RaJ:iman Ibn Abu I:fatim who was reading out to his "Book of Dis
crediting and Approving, " and said: I shall reveal the characters of the 
learned, showing which of them is trustworthy, and which untrust
worthy. Yusuf Ibn al-I:lusayn said to him: I am ashamed of you, 
Abu MuJ:iammad; how many of these people a century or two cen
turies ago have come to rest in Paradise, while you, here on earth, 
malign their names! 'Abdu'l-RaJ:iman burst into tears, and said: Abii 
Ya'qub, had I heard this saying before I composed this book, I should 
never have composed it." 

May Allah forgive Ibn Abu I:latim. Had he been more knowledge
able, he would have answered in the same way that AJ:imad did to 
Abu Turab. Had the science of al-Jarb wa'l-Ta'dil ( creditation and discreditation 
of narrators) not been there, how would we have known authentic narrations 
from unauthentic ones? 

Further, the fact of these people being in Paradise does not pre
vent our mentioning them with their appropriate qualities; to call 
this backbiting is improper language. Besides, if a man does not 
know the principles of "al-Jarb wa'l-Ta'dil, " how can his words give a 
certificate of reliability? 

Abu'l-'Abbas Ibn 'Ata' said: "He who knows Allah will not ask 
Him for anything, because he should know that Allah is the One 
who knows about his affairs." 
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This discourages people from making du'a' and is a display of ig
norance. 

A youth asked al-ShiblI: Why do you say: 1.Ji \ 1  ''Allah", and not: 
•.411 "Iii �l "11 1 "Ll Ikiha Illa Allah'? So he said: I feel shy to say the 
positive •.41 1"11 1 •  "Illa Allah" statement after the negative statement 
•�l "II • "La I/aha. " The youth responded: "I want a stronger 
argument." Al-ShiblI said: "I fear that I might die after saying the 
negative statement before reaching the positive one." 

Consider this flimsy knowledge! 

Allah's Messenger (;I) ordered that we say: 

1.41 \  "Ill 4.Jl "l/ I  
"Lti Iltiha Illa Allah." 

And he (;I) used to say after each prayer: 

' 

'� �� "II :.J-J .Ji \ "II! ;j! "II • 
"Lti I/aha Illa Allah Wa/ldahu la Sharika lahu."253 

And used to say before night prayer: 

.�t "II! �! "II • 
"Lti Iltiha IllaAnta."254 

The Messenger (;I) mentioned the great reward of he who says: 

I .41 \ "111 4.Jl "l/ I 
"Lti Iltiha Illa Allah. 

253 Bukhari 2/275 and Muslim #593. 

254  Bukhari 3/33. 
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Consider then this defiance ef the Shan1ah, and choose that which Allah's 
Messenger (�) did not choose! 

Abu'l-Qasim 'Abdu'l-Ralftm Ibn Ja'far al-Sirafi the jurist. I was 
present, he said, in Shiraz, at the court of the QaqI of the place, Abu 
Sa'q Bishr Ibn al-l:lasan al-DawudI, when there is came before him 
a $iifiman, and a $iifiwoman. Now $iifism is there very rampant, he 
observed; it is said that the men arid women who follow that system 
are in thousands. The woman demanded the help of the QaqI against 
her husband, and when they presented themselves she said to him: 
QaqI, this husband of mine wants to divorce me, which he has no 
right to do; will you please stop him? The QaqI Abu Sa'q, who dis
approved of the $iifi madhhab, showed surprise, then said to her: 
How do you mean that he has no right to do this? 

She said: Because when he married me his intent on me was sta
ble, and now he states that his intent has ceased from me, whereas 
my intent on him is stable and has not ceased. He must wait till my 
intent has ceased from him even as his intent has ceased from me. 

Abu Sa'd said to me: What do you think of this jurisprudence? He 
then reconciled the parties and they both left without a divorce. 

Abu l:Iamid al-TusI in his book "al-lkva"' states that one of them 
said: Lordship contains a mystery by the revelation of which 
Prophethood would become void. And there is a mystery for Proph
ecy, if it were to be exposed then knowledge would become void. 
And there is a mystery for scholars, if it were to be exposed then 
commandments would become void. 

Look at this offensive nonsense, and the allegation that Shari'ah 
contradicts its inner meaning. 

And Abu l:Iamid said: "A young son of one of the $iifi was lost. 
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So people told him: Why don't you pray to Allah that He returns 
him to you? He replied: My objection to Allah's decision of losing 
my son is worse that the loss itsel£" 

I have long wondered how Abu l:lamid's can relate these utter
ances in the context of contentment and pleasure, though he was 
aware that asking Allah and praying to Him is not a form of objec
tion. 

These then are examples of these people's language and juristic 
attainments; they indicate how little they know, how they misunder
stand, and how frequently they err. 

[ 1 1 :25 ] 

The Devil's Deception of $iifts in the Matter of 
Exaggerations and False Claims 

Knowledge produces fear (of Allah) , a belittling of one's self and 
silence. If you were to look into how the scholars of the Salafwere, 
you would notice how theywere overtaken by fear. <Umar (rtUjiyAl/tihu 
'anhu) said on his deathbed: ''Woe to <Umar if he is not forgiven." 

And Ibn Mas<ud (ratffyA//ahu 'anhu) said: "I wish that when I die 
that I do not get resurrected." 

And <A'ishah (ratffyAllahu 'anha) said: "I wish I were something 
forgotten." 

And Sufyan al-Thawrl told I:lammad lbn Salamah while on his 
deathbed: "Do you think someone like me would be forgiven?" 

These masters said such things because of their strong knowledge 
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of Allah. Such knowledge produces fear. Allah said: 

"It is only those who have knowledge among His slaves 
that fear Allah." 

[Fa!ir (35): 28] 

And he (�) said: "I am the most knowledgeable and fearing of 
Allah among all of you."256 

$efjs, on the other hand, lacked knowledge. They noticed that they 
are doing a lot of worship rituals, so they thought highly of them
selves. 

Abu Yazid al-BustamI said: "When Judgment Day arrives I will set 
up my tent over the hellfire. I know that when it sees me it will 
become extinguished and I will become a mercy to mankind." 

This is one of the worst sayings because it includes an insult to 
what Allah has said about the Hellfire: 

• .> � ,� �\i .... �;:,.�.;�1�_;Q.fJJ.8\\A�J,.;Jc81 
"Fear the Fire (Hell) whose fuel is men and stones, pre
pared for the disbelievers" 

[al-Baqarah (2) : 24] 

and said: 

255 Bukhari 1 3/125 and Muslim #2356. 
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"When it (Hell) sees them from a far place, they will hear 
its raging and its roaring" 

[al-Furqan (25) : 12] ,  

as  well a s  other verses. 

Abii Hurayrah (rat/ty.A/ldhu 'anhu) said that Allah's Messenger (�) 
said: "Your fire (in this world) is a part of the seventy parts of the 
fire of Hell'. It was said: 'O Messenger of Allah! It would have been 
enough.' He (�) said: 'It was increased sixty-nine times, each mul
tiple being of the same (degree) of heat."257 

lbn Mas(iid (rat/ty.Allahu 'anhu) said that the Prophet (�) said: "Hell 
will be brought forth on that Day by means of seventy thousand 
ropes, each of which will be pulled by seventy thousand angels.''258 

And (Umar (rat/ty.A/ldhu 'anhu) said: "O Ka(b, Put some fear in us.' ' 
So Ka(b (rat/ty.Allahu 'anhu) said: "O leader of believers! I f  you 

were to do the action of seventy Prophets, you would still belittle 
your actions on Judgment Day because of what you will see.'' 

So (Umar thought for a little, then said: "Tell us more 0 Ka(b!" 
Ka(b said: "If an opening the s ize of a bull's nostril was opened in 

the walls of hell in the far east, then the brain of a man in the far 
west would melt from its heat." 

So (Umar thought for a while then said: "Tell us more 0 Ka(b!" 
So he said: "O leader of believers! On judgment day, the hellfire 

will exhale to the point that all angels and Prophets will drop down 
to their knees, and each will say: 0 Lord! Myself . . .  Mysel£ . .  All I am 
concerned with is mysel£" 

257 Bukhari 6/238 and Muslim 1 843. 

258 Muslim #2842. 
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And once <Abdullah Ibn Rawal).ah (rat/tyA/ldhu 'anhu) cried, so his 
wife asked him for the reason, so he said: 

"I was told that I will pass over [the hellfire]" 
[Maryam ( 19) :  71 ] ,  

but was not told that I will come out the other side." 

This was how the best of this nation were. They were concerned 
about this. So how should this person (Abii Yazid) feel? He claimed 
that he would escape when only a few Companions were promised 
to be saved. 

Ibn 'Aqil said: Whoever says this (what AbiiYazid said) is a zindiq 
(deviate) person, regardless of  who he is. He ought to be killed 
because belittling something is indicative of a lack of belief in it. A 
candle should be put close to this man's face to make him feel what 
fire is like. 

And Abii Yazid was heard saying: "Glory to me, glory to me, what 
great status I have. I, myself, am sufficient." 

I say: Perhaps the narrator did not understand. Maybe Abii Zayd 
was describing how Allah praises Himself. 

Abii Zayd was reported to have said: "I was circulating around the 
Ka 'bah. When I got near it, I noticed the Ka'bah circulating around 
me." 

And he said: "When I performed lfajj the first time, I saw the 
Ka'bah. When I performed lfajj the second time, I saw the Lord of 
the Ka'bah, but did not see the Ka'bah. When I performed lfajj the 
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third time I saw neither the Ka'bah nor the Lord of the Ka'bah." 

And Abu Yazid was asked about al-Lawp al-Mapfiiz (the Preserved 
Tablet)? He ·replied: "I am al-Lawp al-Mapfuz." 

And Abu Yazid was asked about the three men whose hearts were 
the same as Jibril 's heart. He said: "I am the three men: My heart, 
my concern and my soul. I am like a great ocean; it has no beginning 
and no end." 

And he heard the verse: 

"Indeed, the assult [ i .e. , vengeance] of your Lord i s  
severe." 

[al-Bum} (85): 1 2] ,  

so h e  said: "By His Lifel My punishment i s  severer than His." 

And he was asked once: We heard that you were one of the seven 
(most righteous on earth)? He said: "I am all seven." 

And he was told: All people are under the banner of Mul:iammad 
(:i) · So he said: "By Allah! My banner is greater than that of  
Mul:iammad! Under my banner there are J inn, humans and all 
Prophets !" 

Once he entered a city and many people followed him. He looked 
at them and said: "It is I Allah, none worthy to be worshiped but 
me, so worship me." So people said: Abu Yazid has turned crazy, 
and they abandoned him. 

And he said: "Musa ('altryhis-saldm) wished to see Allah. I did not 
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wish to see Allah, He wished to see me." 

And said: "O Allah! Increase my size so that the hellfire can only 
fit me and no one else from among your creatures." 

This saying includes three mistakes: 

1 .  First: We know that some of Allah's creation will certainly be 
punished in hell. In fact Allah mentioned some of them by name, 
such as: Fir'awn and Abii Lahab. So how could one ask for what 
Abii Yazid asked for? 

2. Second: He is keen on rescuing non-believers as well as believ
ers. His request implies that he is more merciful than Allah. 

3. Third: He cannot be certain that he will be able to withstand the 
Hellfire. 

He also said: "By Allah! I discussed an issue with al-Khidr yester
day. Angles liked what I had to say. And Allah was listening to me as 
well. He (Mighty and the Majestic) did not criticize me. Had there 
been something wrong.with what I was saying He would have made 
me silent." 

This man was said to have become senile. He should have been 
answered: Where is al-Khidr? How did you know that Angels liked 
what you were saying? 

Samniin al-Mu}:iib (the Lover) said (in poetry) :  

" I  do not care about anyone other than You. 
So test me in whatever way You wish." 
So he suffered from not being able to urinate. 
He became restless. 
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He used to carry a bottle for his urine and used to tell little children: 
"Pray for your uncle, the liar." 

My skin shivers from this. How powerful did he think he was? 
This was the result of ignorance in Allah. Had he properly known 
Allah he would have only asked Him for well-being. 

Abii'l-'Abbas lbn 'A ta' said: I did not believe in these miracles 
(attributed to some people) until I was told by a trustworthy person 
stories about Abii'l-J:Iusayn al-Niiri. He said: We were on a boat in 
the Tigris river so we told Abii'l-J:Iusayn: Bring out of the river a 
fish that weighs three and a quarter pounds. So he whispered some
thing and a fish suddenly fell into the boat. So we asked him: We ask 
you by Allah what did you whisper? He replied: I said: By Your glory! 
If You do not bring out a fish that weighs three and a quarter pounds 
I will throw myself into the river. 

And Abii Sa'Id al-Kharraz said: "My greatest  sin is my knowledge 
of Him." If he meant: I am not acting upon my knowledge of Him, 
then it might be fine. Otherwise, it would .be a very bad saying. 

And al-ShiblI said: "People loved You for Your bounties, but I 
love You for Your testing." 

Al-ShiblI used to tell his students when they were about to leave 
his sessions: "I will be with you, and you will be in my care and 
provisions." 

Man�iir lbn 'Abdullah said while he was on his deathbed (poetry) : 

"My love to Him refused to accept a bribe, 
so ask Him: What good will killing me do?" 
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It was said that al-ShiblI said regarding the verse: 

� � ·'!'-:" ....... � ..... ....;' , t ,,,, --=� � ..... , ..... ��fl �_;�iJ_,....iJ 
"And your Lord is going to give you, and you will be 
satisfied." 

[al-Phupd (93): 5], 

"May Mul,iammad (�) never be pleased if a single member of his 
nation remains in Hell. Mul,iammad (:I) will intercede for members 
of his nation and then I will intercede so no one remains in Hell." 

Ibn 'Aqil said: "It is a lie to think that Mul,iammad (�) does not 
approve punishing oppressors. In fact, he (�) cursed ten categories 
of those involved with alcohol."259 

As for his claim that he will intercede, and that his intercession 
was more encompassing than that of the Prophet; it was a form of 
kufr. 

Ibn 'Aqil said: ''All I can do to fight people of bid' ah is to use my speech and 
heart. If I were able to fight them l?J the sword, their blood would have soaked 
the ground " 

Abii'VAbbas Ibn 'Ata' said: "I read the Qur'an and noticed that 
Allah never praised a person except after testing him. So I asked 
Allah to test me. Days passed, and twenty two members of my fam
ily died, I lost all of my wealth, my wife and children. I lost my mind 
and remained for seven years a madman." 

This man's lack of knowledge made him ask to be tested. Such a 
request implies defiance, which is as horrible a person can get. 

2;9 Refer toTirmidhI # 1 295 and lbn Majah #3381 . 
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Al-Husari said: "A while back, I never used to seek refuge with 
Allah when reciting the Qur'an. I used to say: 'The devil will never 
be able to attend reciting Allah's words anyway'." This goes against 
Allah's order: 

.&_ .,,,,,. ,,, ,,, � �,,, -:; ,,, ,, ,,, . ,.,,.. _,,. ,,,. ,., • .,, ,,, :.,.. ... ,,, ... ��,:,n�: ·l1����\i �1�1..:.�1�� 
"So when you want to recite the Qur'an, seek refuge with 
Allah from Satan, the outcast" 

[al-Nat.JI (1 6) : 98] 

Abii'l-<AbbasAJ:imad lbn MuJ:iammad al-Dinawarl said: "They have 
destroyed the pillars of Sufism (a/-tafawwuj), and innovated new twisted 
concepts: they considered bad manners to be a form of sincerity, and 
considered indulging into that which is bad, a good thing, and stingi
ness a form of toughness and begging a form of work." 

And Ibn 'Aqil said: "$iifis refer to singing sessions as: "times", and 
refer to a desirable woman as: "a siste�', and dancing and excitement: 
"Wajd''. Such manipulation of words is not permissible." 

Section One 

Account of various blameworthy Actions 
recorded of $iifts 

We have mentioned many of their bad actions, but here we will 
mention several of their strangest thoughts and acts. 

Abii Ja'far Ibn al-Kurayti said: "One cold night I became impure 
(due to a wet dream ... etc.) I felt lazy to make ghus/ and decided to 
waituntil the morning to makeghuslwith warm water. Then I thought 
to myself: how could I do this ? Allah has granted me such a long 
life, so why would I not hasten to His pleasure? I will bathe in the 
river (with my clothes on) and I will remain wearing my clothes until 
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they dry up." 

He is trying to tell people that he does good things. And people 
narrated this about him in the context of praise. This is utter igno
rance, because this person has disobeyed Allah. Only foolish 
laypeople are impressed with such stories. 

It is not permissible for anyone to punish himself. This man has 
tortured himself in several ways: He jumped in cold water, and re
mained in his clothes until they became dry. This might have taken 
a month to dry up, and must have prevented him from sleep. 

This is wrong and a sin. It could have caused him to become sick 
or to die. 

I:Iamd Ibn AJ:imad Ibn 'Abdullah al-11,ibahani said: The wife of 
AJ:imad Ibn I:IacJrawayhi made her request for dowry be that her 
husband take her to visit Abii Yazid al-Bustami. He did so, and when 
she came into his presence she squatted down unveiled. When 
AJ:imad said to her: I notice that you are doing something extraordi
nary, unveiling your face before Abii Yazid! She replied: lt is because 
each time I look at him, I find the instincts of my lower soul depart; 
they return to me each time I look at you. When AJ:imad was about 
to take leave of Abii Y azid, he asked the latter for counsel. Abii 
Y azid said: Learn manhood from your wife! 

Section Two 

Their Violations in matter of Body and Wealth 

AJ:imad Ibn Abii'l-I:Iawari made a deal with Abii Sulayman that he 
will do everything he ordered him to do. So one day he told him: I 
have turned on the furnace, what should I do next? He replied: Go 
sit in it. So he did! 
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This story is far fetched. In case it is true, it is a sin to enter the 
fire. 

Allah's Messenger (;I) sent a troop under the command of a man 
from Al-An�ar. When they left, he became angrywith them for some 
reason and said to them: Has not the Messenger of Allah commanded 
you to obey me. They said: Yes. He said: Collect some wood, and 
then he started a fire with the wood, saying: I command you to enter 
the fire. The people almost entered the fire, but a young man among 
them said: You only ran away from the Fire to Allah's Messenger. 
Therefore, do not rush until you go back to Allah's Messenger, and 
if he commands you to enter it, then enter it. When they went back 
to Allah's Messenger, they told him what had happened, and the 
Messenger said: Had you entered it, you would never have departed 
from it.260 

A woman once came to the shop of Khayr al-Nassaj and asked 
him to give her the garment that she had given him to mend. So he 
did, and asked for two dirhams in payment. She said: I do not have 
the money today. I came several times before but did not find you. 
I will come tomorrow with the money. So he said: Fine, in case you 
do not find me, just throw the two dirhams in the Tigris river! So she 
said: And how would you get them later if I threw them in the Tigris? 
He said: You are being nosy. Just do as I asked you. So the next day 
the woman came and did not find Kha yr in his shop so she wrapped 
the two dirhams in a piece of cloth and threw it into the Tigris. A 
crab came and grabbed the cloth. Later, Khayr went to make wurj.u 
from the river and the crab came and delivered the money to him. 
He told those who witnessed this incident: Do not speak of what 
had happened until I die. 

It is unlikely that such a story is true. In case it was true, it is a 

260 Bukhari 8/47 and Muslim #1 840. 
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violation of Shan-.ah. We have been ordered to preserve money not 
to waste it. The Prophet (;i) forbade from wasting wealth. 

Claiming that this was a miracle given to him by Allah is nonsense. 
Allah never grants the ability to perform miracles to someone who 
disobeys Him. 

Once al-NurI's feet became swollen. When asked for the reason, 
he said: "My 'se!f asked me to have some dates. I kept trying to 
control it, but it insisted. So I went and bought some dates and ate 
them. Then I asked my 'se!f to stand up and pray. It refused. So I 
promised Allah not to sit down for forty days except during 
tashahhud" 

Ignorant people who listen to such stories marvel at the level of 
struggle. Little do they know that this action is not permissible, be
cause one must give rest to his body and never prevent it from get
ting its due rest. 

Abu I:{amid al-Ghazal! narrated in his book "al-lf!yd"' many such 
stories. He said that a Shaikh stood on his head for an entire night 
to punish himself for feeling too lazy to pray the night prayer. 

And he said that a man cured himself from loving money by sell
ing all of his things and throwing the money in the river. He did not 
donate them to the poor out of fear of showing off. 

And one .)iifi used to hire someone to curse him in public in order 
to train himself to forgive. 

And another used to ride on a boat in the winter while the waves 
were high in order to become brave. 
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What I find stranger than all of these stories is how Abu J:Iamid 
narrated them without condemning them! In fact he mentioned 
them in the context of using them to educate others. 

He said before narrating these stories: "A Shaikh must study the 
situation of his beginner students. If he sees that the student has 
too much money, then he must take it and spend it away. This is so  
he  clears his heart from it completely. And if  he notices that he i s  
too arrogant, then he should order him to go out to the market 
place to beg persistently. And if he sees that he is too lazy, then he 
should make him work in the bathroom; in cleaning it, and staying 
in the kitchen and places where there is smoke. And if he notices 
that he likes to eat too much, then he should order him to fast. And 
if he has a strong sexual desire then he must order him to fast and to 
have just water or bread for breakfast. He should prevent him from 
eating any meat." 

I wonder how Abu I:lamid is asking for such things that go against 
Shan-< ah. 

How is it permissible for someone to stand on his head all night? 
This will cause the blood to come down to his face and he will be
come very sick. 

And how is it permissible to throw money in the sea?! Allah's 
Messenger (;i) forbid from wasting money. 

Is it permissible to curse a Muslim for no reason?! And is it per
missible to hire someone for this purpose?! 

How is it permissible to ride the sea during times of high waves?! 
A person is not even required to travel on sea to do Jfqjj during such 
times. 
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And how is it permissible for someone who is able to earn a living 
to beg?! 

Section Three 

Their Violations in matter of Nurturing and 
Education 

There was a man who used to fast throughout the year and offer 
prayer throughout the night for thirty years. He was one of the 
regular attendants of  the circle of Abu Yaz:td al-Bustam:t. Never
theless, he was unable to possess the type of knowledge that Abu 
Yaz:td possessed! So, Abu Yaz:td taught him that even if he fasts for 
three hundred years and offers .$aldh throughout the nights he would 
not be able to find even an ant's weight of his knowledge! When 
asked about the cure, Abu Yaz:td told him that he should shave his 
head and beard, hang a bag filled with nuts around his neck, gather 
some kids in the market around him and tell them: Everyone who 
slaps me once, will get a nut! 

The man was astonished from what he had heard, and exclaimed: 
"SubfldnAlldh!" Abu Y az:td replied: Your saying "SubfldnAJ/dh" is shirk. 
The man said: Explain to me how? Abu Y az:td answered: Because 
you magnified yoursel£ The man said: "I will not be able to do what 
you asked me to do. Guide me to do something else. Abu Yaz:td 
said: You will never accept what I tell yolL After you lose your ego 
and humiliate yourself come to me and I will tell you what to do 
next." 

Praise be to Allah, our Shan�ah does not include any of this. In fact 
some of it is forbidden. Our Prophet (�) said: "A believer is not to 
humiliate himsel£" 

261  Musnad Af:imad 5/405, Tirmidhl #2355 and lbn Majah #338 1 .  
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Hudhayfah (rat/.!JA/kihu 'anhu) missed Friday prayer once, he hid 
so people would not look down on him. 

Shan�ah never asked people to disregard themselves. Instead, it 
encouraged people to preserve their honour. Even if a clown asks 
people to slap him it would not be acceptable. 

We seek refuge with Allah from such defective intellects. They 
ask a student to do that which is unacceptable in Islam. 

Abu I:Iamid al-Ghazali said in "al-I�ya"' that Abu Yazid said: 
"Knowledge was too dear to Allah that He decided not to share it 
with anyone." 

He is admitting to his ignorance. 

Abu Turab al-NakhshabI told a student of his: "It would have 
been better for you to have seen Abu Yaz:id once than to have seen 
Allah seventy times." 

This is beyond foolishness by many degrees. 

And Ibn al-KuraynI said: "Once I entered a city and became fa
mous for my righteousness. So I entered the bathroom and stole 
someone's clothes. When people noticed they ran after me, beat me 
and began calling me: the bathroom thie£ So my 'self settled down. 

Abu I:Iamid commented: "This was how they used to get rid of  
their egos. Sometimes such people may treat themselves in ways 
unacceptable to a Faqih." 

Glory to He who made Abu I:Iamid exit the circle of faqihs by 
writing his book "al-lf.!ya"'. I wish that he had not included in it such 
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unlawful things. 

What is strange it that he mentioned such things in the context of 
praise, and he refers to those who commit such acts as: the People 
of Conditions ''Arbdb Al-Apwdl". 

What condition is worse than that of going against Islam thinking 
that goodness lies in disobeying Islam? 

Did he search within Shan-<ah and find nothing to mend his heart 
for him to resort to that which is unlawful?! 

This is similar to what Sultans do. They kill those who do not de
serve to be killed� and cut (the hands) of those who do not deserve 
that; claiming that politics necessitates it. Such actions imply that 
complying with Shan-.ah does not fulfill political objectives. 

How could a Muslim cause himself to be labelled as a thief? And 
how could he make Allah's witnesses on earth (other believers) think 
of him as a bad person? 

Even if a person stood in the street with his own wife and touched 
her in order for people to think he is a wrongdoer; he would be a 
sinner for doing so. 

And how would he (Ibn al-Kurayni) take other's property without 
consulting with them. In fact al-Shafi'i said that if a man stole clothes 
from the bathroom then his hand should be cut of£ 

Our Shan ah is such that even if Abu Bakr al-Siddiq (ratfiJtAllahu 'anhu) 
wanted to go against it with his personal opinion; it would not be accepted from 
him. 
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So my amazement at this faqih (Abu l:lamid) ,who was stripped of 
his fiqh because of Sufism (al-t(lfaww�, is more than my amazement 
at one who stripped the clothes of others and ran away (Ibn al
Kurayni) . 

Section Four 

$iifis Self Humiliation 

'Ali Ibn Babawayhi once bought meat and was embarrassed to 
take it home while everyone was watching, so he tied the meat with 
a rope around his neck and walked with it home. 

It is strange that some people seek not to follow their human na
tures. This is neither possible nor required by Islam. A man likes to 
appear good to others, and likes to wear nice clothes including a 
head-cover. 

What this man did was to humiliate himself in front of people. 
This is very bad from both a religious and a logical point of view. 

Allah has honoured the human being, and gave many people the 
opportunity to be served by others, so it is not appropriate for some
one to humiliate himself in front of people. 

Some $iijis were labelled as al-Malrimat[Jyah (blame seekers) . They 
commit sins so they fall from people's eyes and become safe from 
pride and ego. 

These people are similar to a person who commits fornication 
and causes a woman to become pregnant. Then when asked why he 
didn't use contraception he said: "It has reached me that using con
traception is makriih (disliked) !" So people tell him: "And has it not 
reached you that fornication is partim?" 
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These people lowered their status in the eyes of Allah, and forgot 
that Muslims were Allah's witnesses on earth.262 

Abii'l-J:Iusayn al-Niiri earned three hundred dinars after selling a 
property of his. He stood on a bridge over the river and threw the 
dinars one by one saying: "You have come to me wanting to deceive 
me with such thing (the money)." 

Al-Sarraj said: "Some people said: 'It  would have better if he spent 
it in Allah's cause.' In fact if these dinars occupied him from (pleas
ing) Allah for a blink of an eye, he should have thrown them all in 
the river at once. This is so he would get rid of their fitnah quickly. 
Allah said: 

"Then he began to pass his hand over their legs and their 
necks"' 

[$# (38) : 33] 

These people have demonstrated how ignorant they were in Shan"'ah, 
and how lacking they were intellectually. We have demonstrated that 
Islam orders us to preserve wealth. Logically, wealth is meant to 
help humans improve their situations. Ruining wealth entails ruin
ing what bring benefit to them and ignorance of the wisdom of He 
who created wealth. 

The excuse that al-Sarraj's sought for him was worse than his act 
itself. If he was concerned of money's allure, he should have gotten 
rid of it immediately by giving it to a poor person. 

262 As stated in Bukhari # 1 367 and Muslim #949. 
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Section Five 

$iijis errors in Understanding the Qur'an 

.)iifts understood the Qur'an according to their wrong comprehen
sion. For example, they understood the previous verse to mean that 
Sulayman ('alayhis-saldm) slaughtered the horses, when in fact he wiped 
with his hand on them and said: "(I have dedicated) you for Allah's 
cause." 

Abii Ja'far al-Darraj said: I searched my teacher's container and 
found four dirhams in it. I was surprised because I knew that he had 
nothing to eat the night before, I thought he would have used the 
dirham's to buy food. So I inquired about the four dirhams. He said: 
They are all I have gained in this world. I wanted for them to be 
buried with me, so on Judgment day I would return them to Allah 
and say: "This is all You have given me during my life." 

Abii Ja'far al-l:laddad worked for twenty years for one dindr a  day. 
He used to donate the dindrto the poor. He used to fast and beg for 
food to break his fast. 

If this man knew that begging was not permissible for someone 
who can earn a living, he would not have begged. Where is his dig
nity?! 

'Abdullah lbn 'Umar (ra#yA//ahu 'anhuma} said that Allah's Mes
senger (;i) said: "A man keeps on begging until he comes on the 
Day of Judgment without any flesh on his face."263 

Zubayr lbn al-'Awam (rat/fyAl/dhu 'anhu) said that Allah's Messen
ger (;i) said: "It is better for one of you to take a rope (and cut) and 

263 Bukhari 3/268 and Muslim #1 040. 
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bring a bundle of wood (from the forest) on his back and sell it, and 
Allah will save his face because of it, rather than to ask the people 
who may give him or may not."264 

And 'Abdullah Ibn 'Amr (rat/ryA/ldhu 'anhumd) said that Allah's 
Messenger (�) said: "It is not permissible to give charity to a person 
not in need, or to a person who is strong and fit (able to earn a 
li . g) "265 vtn . 

And al-Shafi'I said: It is not permissible to give charity to someone 
who is strong enough to earn a living. 

Section Six 

Examples of $ii.ft Violations 

One night, Abu Bakr al-ShiblI walked back and forth on the roof 
all night saying: "If you 'my se!f' fall asleep I will throw you from the 
top of the building." He continued to do so until the morning. 

This man has committed two violations: 

1 .  First: He risked himself. If  he had fallen asleep he would have 
fallen from the top of the roo£ And had he fulfilled his promise 
of throwing himself intentionally that would have been a more 
serious sin. 

2. Second: He deprived himself from sleeping. Allah 's Messenger 
(�) said: "Your body has rights over you, your wife has a right 
over you and your eye (sleeping) has a right over you." 

264 Musnad Al:tmad 1/1 64, 1 65 and Bukhari 6/265. 

265 Bukhari 6/236 and Muslim #792. 
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And He (;i) said: "When one of you feels sleepy he should lie 
down."266 

And when Zaynab (ra4iJA.lltihu 'anhd) extended a rope between 
two poles, so that whenever she felt lazy she would hang unto it, the 
Prophet (;i) said: "You should work actively until you feel tired, 
then you should rest."267 

Al-Shibli once shaved his eyebrows and eyelashes on the day of 
1d. 

And Al-Shibli once saw a handsome boy, so he asked him to leave, 
and then said (poetry) : 

"Had clothes makers wanted to do us good they would have designed 
something to cover your handsome face not your body!" 

Ibn 'Aqil commented: "The one who said this poetry has fallen 
into error. Allah created the sun to give light, not to be worshiped. 
Similarly, this handsome boy was created for people to contemplate, 
not for them to become sexually aroused." 

And al-Shibli once shaved his beard after seeing his daughter shav
ing her head when her son died. He also used to buy expensive clothes 
then put them in the fire. And once he burned incense and per
fumed the tail of a donkey. 

Another time, he heard a reciter saying: 

�� 
"Remain you in it with ignominy" 

266 Bukhari 1 /271  and Muslim #786. 

267 Bukhari 3 /278. 
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[al-Mum'iniin (23): 1 08], 

so he said: "I wish I am one of them (asked to remain in it) . "  

This man thought that Allah speaks to  them. But Allah does not 
speak to them. And even if He did talk to them in a humiliating way, 
why would something like this be asked? 

He said: There are servants of Allah, if they spat at Hell they would 
turn it of£ 

And he used to apply salt to his eyes so he wouldn't fall asleep. 

This is a horrible act because it is not permissible for a Muslim to 
harm himsel£ This may cause blindness. Also, it is not permissible 
for a person to remain awake and never sleep. Perhaps his lack of 
sleep was what caused to do such strange acts. 

And Abii J:Iamid al-GhazalI said that al-ShiblI once threw fifty dinar 
in the Tigris River and said: "No one ever elevated your status 
(money) except that Allah humiliated him." 

I am more amazed at  Abii J:Iamid than I am a t  al-ShiblI. He  men
tioned this in the context of praise instead of mentioning it in the 
context of condemnation. So where is his .ftqh? 
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Section Seven 

$iijis ignorance in Matters of fiqh Issues 
(Religious Jurisprudence) 

Banan once found a piece of gold in the street; he picked it up and 
put it in his mouth. While walking, he heard a boy telling a group of 
boys: "A servant will only reach the reality of highness when he 
throws the thing in his mouth!" So he threw the piece of gold from 
his mouth. 

Scholars are in agreement that doing so is not permissible. What 
was strange was that he threw it based on the saying of a young boy. 

Shaqiq al-BalkhI told Abii'l-Qasim: "A friend of mine gave me 
these nuts to eat for Iftar." So Abii'l-Qasim replied: "You are as
suming that you will stay alive until sunset. I will never talk to you 
again." Then he closed the door in his face. 

Look at this deep understanding! How could he a band on another 
Muslim because of doing something mandub (encouraged) . We were 
ordered to prepare for the future. This is a form of self discipline. 
Allah said: 

"And make ready against them all you can of power" 
[al-Anja/ (8): 60] 

And the Prophet (;i) used to save one year's worth of food for his 
family.268 And 'Umar donated half of his wealth and kept the other 
half, and nobody criticized him for that. 

268 Bukhari #5357 and Muslim #1 757.  
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Ignorance ruined those ascetic people. 

And Al:imad Ibn lshaq al-'Umani said: "I met an old man in India 
who only had one eye open for the past eighty years. When I asked 
for the reason he said: 'I used to enjoy looking at (the glitter of) this 
world, so for the past eighty years I closed one eye and never opened 
it'." 

He is still looking at (the glitter of) this world with one eye! So we 
ask Allah for sound minds. 

'Abdullah al-Juni used to say: "This fame I have; I did not gain it 
through (performing worship in) the masjid, instead, I gained through 
the restroom! I used to work as a restroom cleaner when one day 
my 'se!f told me: 'You have wasted your life doing this.' So I replied: 
'Do you feel too proud to serve Allah's servants?!' I jumped into the 
filth and began to put it in my mouth. Then people pulled me out 
and bathed me." 

Look at this poor man. He believes that he gained fame by com
mitting a sin that deserves punishment. 

So in genera� because these people were poor in knowledge, they 
became too confused and acted haphazardly. 
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Section Eight 

Humiliating Themselves 

Some $iifts commit sins in public so they fall from people's eyes 
and save themselves from ego. In fact, they drop their status in 
Allah's eyes because they violated Shari'ah. 

They show the worst aspects of themselves and hide the best parts. 
This is one of the worst things. Allah's Messenger (;i) said: "Why 
didn't you cover Ma'iz with your garment (while he was being stoned 
for committing adultery) ."269 

And when some Companions passed by the Messenger (;i) while 
he was talking to Safiyyah, he (;i) told them: "Slow down. it is only 
Safiyyah."270 And He (;i) taught people not to assume that which is 
bad in each other, because believers are Allah's witnesses on earth. 

Hudhayfah (ratf,fyA//rihu 'anhu) missed Friday prayer once, so he 
hid so people would not think ill of him. 

And a man told a Companion: "I have committed such and such 
sin," so the Companion responded: "Allah Has concealed your sin, 
you should have done the same." 

These people wanted to go against Shari'ah and against human 
nature. 

269 Musnad AJ:imad 5/2 1 7  and Abii Dawiid 4377. 

zro Bukhari 4/240 and Muslim 2 1 75 .  
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Section Nine 

Promiscuous People who have Infiltrated $Ujism 

Some promiscuous people joined $Ujis so they do not get killed. 
They were of three categories: 

1 .  First. Those who did not believe in Allah or Prophecy. They 
wanted to dwell into lusts without getting punished, so they did 
not find anything better than $Ujism to achieve that. 

2. Second Those who believed in Islam but blind/y followed their mas
ters without looking into their proofs. They only followed what they 
did. 

3. Third Those who acted upon doubtful matters. The source of 
this was that they believed that knowledge couldn't confront 
doubtful matters. They believed that only inspirations and 
illusions could achieve that. So they disliked knowledge, just 
as Rafiqah (extreme Shi'ah) disliked Abu Bakr and 'Umar's 
(rtUf iJAllahu 'anhuma) names. They believed knowledge to be a 
seal, and that scholars were sealed from truth. 

If a scholar criticised them, they would tell their followers: This 
scholar agrees with us but only shows that he is against us in front 
of laypeople and those with weak minds. 

And if this scholar became active in going against them, theywould 
say: This man is stupid; he has been chained with Shan-<ah and sealed 
away from proper objectives. 

They acted upon doubtful matters not realizing that this was a 
form of seeking knowledge. So their criticism of seeking knowl
edge was not proper. 
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I will mention the doubtful matters that they have adopted and 
will refute them, by Allah's will. 

Section Ten 

Regarding al-Qatfti' and al-Qadar (Destiny) 

First doubtful matter. They said: I f  things have already been predes
tined, and some people have been guaranteed fortune and others 
guaranteed misery, and if actions are not sought for themselves but 
only to attain fortune and repel misery, then there is no sense in 
performing deeds or refraining from lusts. That which was predes
tined is bound to take place. 

In response to this doubtful matter, we scry: Such belief implies rejecting 
all religions, sacred books and messengers. This is because when 
Allah orders : 

�-'1�'�- � 
"Establish prayer", 

[al-An'tim (6) : 72] 

Then a person may say: Why (should I comply with the order) 
when my destiny has already been predetermined. What good will 
prayers do me? 

Similarly, when He says: 

.w .... ,, ""'> ..... •' ,,, a}'���_; 
"Do not get near fornication" 

[al-1.rrti' ( 17) :  32], 

He would say: Why should I deprive myself from such pleasure? 
Fortune and misery have been predestined. 
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Fir'awn could have given Musa ( 'alayhis-saldm) a similar response 
when He (;i) asked him to: 

0��h1lJ� 
"Would you purify yourself'' 

[al-Naz/at (79): 1 8] 

Then such people may object to their Creator saying: What use 
was for you to send messengers, when what You have predestined 
was bound to take place? 

Anything that leads to rejecting books and ridiculing Messengers 
is certainly false. This was why Allah's Messenger told his Compan
ions: "Perform deeds for it will be made easy for each person to do 
that which he was predestined to be."271 

Know that a human has the choice to ''gain" (perform) actions which will 
result in punishment and reward. So if a per son commits an evil deed then it was 
because h was predestined to disob�. He will be punished frr his disobedience 
not because of his predestination. This is wl!J a murderer is killed, and 
al-Qadar is never used as an excuse for his crime. 

Allah's Messenger (;I) diverted his Companions from focusing 
on Qadar to focusing on action. We are aware of the orders and 
prohibitions that we must adhere to, so we must not focus on the Qadar, 
which we are unaware of. 

The Prophetic saying "it will be made easy for each person to do that which 
he was predestined for" refers to the means to achieve al-Qadar. He who 
is predestined to become a scholar, the means of gaining knowl
edge will be made easy or him. And he who was predestined to be 
ignorant will have the love of knowledge stripped from his heart. 

271 Bukhari 7 /544 and Muslim #264 7. 
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And he who was predestined to have a child it will be made easy for 
him to get married, and vice versa. 

Section Eleven 

Their Ignorance regarding Allah 

The second doubtful issue: They said that Allah is in no need of our 
actions. He (Mighty and the Majestic) is unaffected by them, whether 
good or bad, so we should not trouble ourselves for no benefit. 

In response we say the same as we said previous!J: This entails a rejection 
of Shartah. It is as if we told the Messenger and His Sender: There 
is no benefit in what You had ordered us to do. 

And we also say: Whoever thinks that Allah benefits from us per
forming good deeds, or is harmed by bad deeds then he does not 
understand Allah, Who is free from incidental attributes and from 
objectives. He cannot be harmed or beneffited. We are the ones 
who benefit from our actions. Allah said: 

t!.l �-:, > ..... ,w ..... "'!•-:-. ,,,. , .,, ,, ,,,,. z�� "l'��J 
"And whosoever strives, he strives only for himself" 

[aPA.nkabUt (29) : 6) 

and said: 

; ,, ��:'LJ � � � ,,,. ,,,,. L _, "'  ; � ��j->1)'9J 
"he who purifies himself (from all kinds of sins), then he 
purifies only for the benefit of his own self' 

[Fafrr (35): 1 8] 

A doctor prescribes a diet for his patient's benefit, not his own 
benefit. And just as there are benefits for the body, the soul also has 
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benefits such as knowledge, belief and action. The Legislator is like 
a doctor; he knows what is best for the patient and orders him ac
cordingly. 

Section Twelve 

Regarding Allah's Vast Mercy 

The third doubtful matter: they said: Allah's mercy is vast, and it will 
surely encompass us. So there is no sense in depriving ourselves 
from pleasures. 

The response is similar to that of the first argument. This saying implies 
rejecting that which Prophets came with. It belittles all the warnings 
and punishment mentioned (in Qur'an and Sunnah) . 

Allah described himself to be merciful, but He also described him
self to be of severe punishment. We see how Prophets and right
eous people were tested with sickness and hunger and how they 
were held accountable for the errors they committed. 

In fact, on Judgment Day both Khalilallah [Ibrahim ( 'alayhis-salam)] 
and Kali mullah [Musa ('altfYhis-salam)] will say: "Myself! M yself!"272 

And 'Umar (rat/iJAllahu 'anhu) used to say: "Woe to 'Umar if he is 
not forgiven." 

Know that he who hopes for mercy ought to do things that bring 
it, including repenting from sin. He who hopes to harvest, should 
plant. Allah said: 

272 Bukhari 6/264 and Muslim #1 94. 
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-:- jf"'P ... 1� < ;1F1 I>:'... !.J !Jo-A � u,. 
::: � ;:  5 , ..... � ,:f/t.Jir , ·"'- · f ' ... , .... ... t > ... � ::.> �..).. .. !-' ... �� '-'�-' �  

-6.. » -: • -!� >� _,,,.E�r ���d !.J� 
"Verily, those who have believed, and those who have 
emigrated (for Allah's Religion) and have striven hard in 
the Way of Allah, all these hope for Allah's Mercy" 

[al-Baqarah (2) : 2 1 8] 

Meaning: They deserve to have hope, as for those insisting on 
committing sins, their hope of  mercy is far-fetched. 

Ma'riif al-KarkhI said: Hoping for mercy from He who you are 
disobeying is a form of betrayal (being betrayed by not having guid
ance) and foolishness. 

Section Thirteen 

Their Lack of Knowledge of Islam's Objectives 

The fourth doubtful matter: They tried hard to overcome their lusts 
and desires but were unable to, because lust was part of their human 
nature. So, they gave up on attempting to purify themselves and 
abandoned performing actions altogether. 

Their mistake was to think that the objective was to totally elimi
nate lust, desire and anger. This is not the objective of Shartah. In 
fact, it is impossible to eliminate attributes of human nature. Lusts 
were created for good reasons such as maintaining the humankind 
and defending one's sel£ Love for money was made part of human 
nature because wealth is what makes fulfilling other lusts possible. 

The objective of having self-control is to refrain from indulging 
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excessively and harmfully into lusts and to always maintain modera
tion. 

Allah praised those who practise self-control. This implies that a 
person will always have a nature that will require control. He (the 
Mighty and the Majestic) praised those who: 

"repress anger (al-ghat/' 
[Al-'lmrdn (3) :  1 34] , 

not those who lose the ability to become angry (al-ghaiJ . 

It is impossible to eliminate aspects of human nature. What is 
expected is for one to control lust (shahwa al-najs) and anger (al-gharjab), 
not to uproot them. 

He who practices self-control is like a smart doctor who eats that 
which benefits him and refrains from that which does not. And he 
who does not have self-control is like a little child who eats all that 
he wishes to without paying attention to whether or not it is benefi
cial. 
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Section Fourteen 

Their misguidance in the matter of al- Wu:rul 
(reaching the degrees of religiousness) 

The fifth doubtful issue: Some of them refrained from desires so much 
to the point that they began to see dreams, or thought of some 
eloquent statements. So they thought that they have attained levels 
of holiness. They say: "We have 'reached', so nothing could harm us. 
He who 'reaches' the Ka<bah does not need to travel farther." They 
stopped performing religious deeds but continued wearing rags and 
patched clothes, and continued to dance and to discuss .)iift topics. 

Ibn <Aqil said: "Know that people have run away from Allah's 
religion and headed toward their innovated systems: 

Some people worshipped other than Allah believing that He is in 
no need of anyone worshipping Him. 

Others claimed that religious rituals were only meant for laypeople 
because of their ignorance. This is a form of shirk because Allah 
made it clear that His interest was in us obeying Him, not just know
ing of Him and His orders; unlike what .)iifts and Bd/in[yyah claimed. 
He said (the Mighty and the Majestic) : 

t!: 

.. t'. -i�1\:iC /,"i' t,;>.�.;·1'1 �� ,i �\J"CJ" r-' � -�J � .. !J .... ..,- -

"It is neither their meat nor their blood that reaches Al
lah, but it is piety from you that reaches Him" 

[al-lf'!ij (22): 37] 

Abu <Ali al-RuthbarI was asked about those who say: I have reached 
a level where I cannot be affected by my situations (desires, actions 
. . .  etc.) He responded: "He has indeed reached . . .  Hell." 
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Section Fifteen 

Censuring $iiji Interpretations 

Because $iifts suffered from lack of knowledge, they produced ac
tions and sayings that were not permissible and because the right
eous among them were few; many scholars, including their own 
Shaikhs, condemned them. 

Malik said: Do you really think $tijisare Muslims?! Then he laughed 
a lot. 

And al-Shafi'i said: If a person becomes a $t!ft at sunrise, by noon 
he will turn stupid. And he said: Nobody practices Sufism for forty 
days and ever regained his mind. 

And 'Asim Al-Al:iwal said: We have always known $1Jfts to be stu
pid But some of them pretend to be among the people of l:iadith. 

And Yal:iya lbn Yal:iya said: $tijts are worse than the Khawdrij. 

And Yal:iya lbn Mu'adh said: Avoid the company of three types of 
people: Scholars who are not practicing (Islam), poor people who 
are flatterers and ignorant $tijts. 

We previously mentioned how Scholars of Egypt condemned 
Dhii'l-Niin, and those of Bustam condemned Abii Yazid, Abii 
Sulayman al-Darani, Al:imad lbn Abi al-Hawarl and Sahl al-Tasturi. 
This was because scholars used to hold tight to the Sunnah, con
demn the slightest birlah and abandon those practicing birlah. 

Al-Shaikh Abii'l-Khattab al-Kaliithani said while visiting a $tiji tent 
to pay condolences for a deceased person: ''I would not have liked 
for my friends and teachers to see me entering this $tijt tent." 
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This was how our Shaikhs were. As for these days, wolves and 
sheep have become friends! 

Section Sixteen 

Reasons for Condemning $iifts 

lbn 'Aqil said: 

I condemn $iifls for many religious reasons, among which: 

They reside in these tents of theirs and do not attend congrega
tional prayers. These tents are neither maglds, houses nor hotels. They 
reside in them without jobs. They treat themselves like cattle. They 
only eat, drink, sing and dance. They resorted to wearing colorful 
patches that are appealing to women and laypeople. 

They appealed to women and beardless boys by looking good. 
They never enter a house in which there were women; except that 
they entice women against their husbands. 

They accept food and money from oppressors, wrong doers and 
tax collectors. 

And they accompany beardless boys during singing sessions where 
they light candles and intermingle with strange woman, with the 
excuse of assigning rags on them. 

And each time they are invited to eat, they tell the person who 
invited them: "It is an obligation to invite us again in the future." 
Of course, believing so (that another invitation was obligatory) is 
kufr and saying so is a form of transgression. 

They believe that singing and using musical instruments brings 
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you closer to Allah. In fact, we have heard that they consider the 
time of singing to be a time when prayers are likely to be answered, 
because they believe it to be a time of virtue. 

This is a form of kufr also, because he who believes something 
that was makriih or pardm to be a virtue is a kdfir. 

Also, they surrender to the will of  their Shaikhs who consider kiss
ing a beardless boy to be: "merry", and the strange woman they stay 
alone with: "my daughter wearing the rag. " And they consider pulling 
the garments of others and ripping them to pieces as: "the rulings of 
(making) rags. " 

Also, they do not believe that there is a Shaikh who deserves to be 
praised except for Abii Bakr al-Siddiq (rat/IJIAlldhu 'anhu). 

Yet, Abii Bakr (rat/!JAlldhu 'anhu) said: "If I ever err, then bring me 
back to the right path." He did not say: If  I ever err then surrender 
to me. 

In fact, it was reported that the Companions objected to the 
Messenger's (�) orders, One of them said: "You (0 Prophet) for
bid us from continuing fasting through the night while you do so." 

And the Angels told Allah: 

Q�i 
"Will You place therein?" 

[al-Baqarah (2) : 30] , 

and Miisa ('alqyhis-saliim) will say: 
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"Would You destroy us for the deeds of the foolish ones 
among us?" 

[al-A 'rdf (7): 1 55] 

These $'1fts behave toward their leaders just as Allah said about 
Fir'awn: 

"Thus he befooled and misled his people, and they obeyed 
him" 

[al-Zukhmf (43) : 54] . 

Claiming that some people will attain a status where it becomes 
impossible to be held accountable for what they had done is a form 
of Zandaqah (irreligiousness ). In fact, the closer a person gets to 
Allah, the heavier his responsibilities become. To Prophets, com
mitting minor sins is a more serious issue than it is to other people, 
because their responsibilities are much heavier. 

So never listen to what such people S'!J," they are zindiqs. Their garments con
sist ef rags and woo4 and their actions are those ef i"eligious people; eating, 
drinking, singing, dancing and rejecting rules ef Shartah. 

Zindiqs continued to reject Shan"'ah until $Ujis came and introduced 
lewdness. 

First they created the distinction between: al-lfaqiqah (truth) and 
a/-Shartahl 

This is horrible because Shartah was put in place for people's ben
efit. So lfaqiqah is nothing more than devilish whispers. Anyone 
who seeks ljaqiqah (truth) anywhere other than Shan .. ah is deceived 
and ignorant. 
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And if they tell those students of �adith: "(You are) poor people, 
you take knowledge from mortals. We take our knowledge from liv
ing people. If  you say: 'My father told me that his father told him' . . .  
then they say: 'My heart told me that my Lord told it'." 

They destroyed themselves and destroyed the hearts of laypeople 
with these f airytales. Their hatred towards scholars is the greatest 
form of Zandaqah. Scholars have exposed $�/i transgressions and 
misguidance. 

The truth is weighty, just as Z akdh is weighty. On the other hand, 
it is very easy to spend money on singers and poets. 

May Allah prevent Shan-<ah from the evils of this group that wears 
good clothes, enjoy comfortable living, deceive others with nice talk 
that only implies abandoning Shan-<ah and disregarding religious re
sponsibilities. This was why they became near some people's hearts. 

The strongest indication that they are upon falsehood is their love 
for worldly affairs, such as playfulness and singers. 

Nothings harms the Shan-<ah more than Mutaka//imin (practitioners 
of ka/tim, deductive reasoning) and ,$Ufts. The former group ruins 
people's creed, and the latter group ruins people's deeds and reli
gious laws. They love idleness and singing. 

The Salaf were nothing like this. They were submissive in matters 
of creed as well as matters of religious rituals. 

My advice to my brothers is not to contemplate the words of 
Mutakallimin, or the fairytales of  ,$Ufts. Occupying yourselves with 
earning a living is worthier than $Uft idleness, and adhering to the 
apparent meanings of the text is worthier than dwelling into worth-
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less deductions. 

I have examined the ways of both groups. All what these 
(Mutakillimin) achieve is  to become doubtful, and all that those (.)iifts) 
achieve is excessive illusions. 

Yet, MutakaUimin are better than �iifts because the former group 
can eliminate doubt. �iifts, on the other hand, aim at dropping proph
ecy. 

When they condemn scholars of l:iadith for receiving knowledge 
from mortals, they in fact attack prophecy. And he who claims that 
his heart tells him what his Lord had told his heart is explicitly say
ing that he is in no need for the Messenger, and this is kufr. Those 
who attack the effort to gather l:iadith aim at �ejecting Shan�ah. How 
are they certain that the devil is not the one whispering to them? 
Allah said: 

• 1::J ·t.ft1 � > >\ ...-:-- _ 1  ( ': 1 1�1 ->ti. .!.J �,.u.Jf"".,-: �  �.J 
"the devils cb inspire their friends" 

[al-An'dm (6) : 1 21 ]  

In fact, this is  likely because they have abandoned the flawless 
proof and relied on that which is not protected from (the devil's) 
whispers. 

And those who abandon Shan�ah are many, but Allah supports it 
with those who defend it in order to preserve it. They do not give 
any chance to a liar. 

People say: "If Allah wants for a merchant to become bankrupt 
then He will lead him to Sufism(al-tafawwujj ." I say: Sufism will also 
ruin the merchant's religion because they permit for men to put the 
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"rag" on women, claiming that they are just their daughters, and they 
intermingle with them during singing sessions. Wives begin to dis
like their husbands. 

What passed above was said by Ibn <Aqil, who was an accurate 
critic and an insightful scholar. 

Section Seventeen 

Some of the Poetry that was said Condemning 
.)iifism 

Abii Bakr al-'AnbarI said (in poetry) : 

"I have investigated the claimers, 
whether slaves or slave owners, 

I found most of them to be like a mirage, 
it fascinates you from a distance, 

So I yelled: "O people! Who do you worship?", 
they each gave an answer, 
Some pointed to himself, 

and swore that there was no one of a higher status, 
Others pointed to a patched rag, 

and others pointed to a container made from leather, 
And another worshipped his desires, 

and no desire-worshipper is wise, 
They preoccupy themselves with listening to songs, 
They moan and roar from the rhythm of the songs, 

They intentionally rip their clothes in order to get new ones, 
And put their hands in very hot food containers 

(they can't wait for it to cool down), 
Don't you wonder at these people's strong devi� 

He drives them crazy, 
and crazy people only deserve to be chained, 

I swear that they do not know the Glorious One, 
they only know how to defy Him, 
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Had it not been for my loyalty to previous friends, 
I would have unbleached my iron tongue at them, 

Why do they ask to have good relations with me while 
I am rejecting them, 

He is generous in his friendliness, 
but I am stingy with mine, 

When they see me they pretend to cry out of mercy, 
while the flames of their spite are fueled, 

This is because I have abandoned the claimers, 
had they been honest I would have not been far" 

Al-�iir"i said: Some of my Shaikhs said this (poetry) to me: 

"True �iifts have vanished, 
�iifts has become a joke, 

It turned into a yell, 
a trance and food, 

Yourself has lied to you, 
this is not the proper path." 

And Abii Isl).aq al-Shiraz! told some of them (in poetry) : 

"I conside the generation of ai-t�awwuf 
to be the worst of generations, 

so give them unserious solutions, 
Has the Lord whom you have adored ordered you 

to eat like cattle and dance to him?!" 
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Devil's Deception of Pious People 

regarding Miracles ( al-kardmd� and the Sort 

We have mentioned previously that devil's ability to deceive a per
son is a function of how little knowledge he has. The less knowledge a 
person possesses; the more able devil will be to deceive him. And vise versa. 

A worshipper may see a light in the sky. I f  he sees it during 
Rama<;lan, he would say: "I have seen Laylatul-Qadr (the night of 
power) ." And if he sees it outside Rama<;lan, he says: "the doors of 
heaven have opened for me." He might expect something to hap
pen and it does happen, out of coincidence, or because of devilish 
deception. A wise person never goes by such things, even if it were 
a gift from Allah (kardmah) . 

Malik lbn Dinar and Habib aVAjmi both said: "The devil plays 
with readers (ascetics) just as children play with walnuts." 
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Section One 

Examples of their Stories in matter of kardmdt 
(miracles) 

Iblis has deceived some weak minded ascetics by showing them 
some al-Kartimah to the point that some of them claimed to be Proph
ets: 

Al-l:larith al-Khadhhab used to see such illusions and miracles, 
and used to complain to his father about them and how he felt that 
they were from the devil. His father told him that they were not 
from the devil citing the verse: 

0 � 1.f:r..,, ,,,,,,�-:.�,e� .... -:; "J>.-:,,, .... ..... .... �>. > .... t .,, •\ 1 1�1 ,u, · • m · ' • I . ·�.'. ... , 1... • ;\ 1 .. :r-, 7' .,, (F • ""' .. ':J -'91" "' ,,. � 
"Shall I inform you (0 people!) upon whom the devils 
descend, they descend on every liar, sinful person" 

[al-Shu'arti' (26) : 221 -222] 

and that he was not a liar or a sinful person so devils could not 
have descended upon him. Gradually, he began to believe in these 
illusions to the point of claiming to be a Prophet. He was followed 
by many people until he was killed during the time of 'Abdu'l-Malik. 

Section Two 

Deception by What Appears to be Miracles 

Farqad said: "One day I was worried about my tax which had 
amounted to six dirhams and I did not have the money. I prayed. 
Then while walking on the bank of the Euphrates I found six dirhams. 
I weighed them and found them to be exactly six golden dirhams. I 
told Ibrahim al-Nakh'i about this, so he said: "Give it in charity for 
they are not yours." 
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Look at how scholars pay no attention to what appears to be a 
miracle! He asked him to donate them because they were not his. 

Ibrahim al-KhurasanI said: "I needed to make wmjii once, so I found 
a water container made from jewellery and a siwak made from silver. 
I used the siwak and made Wudii with the water." 

Some of the narrators of this story are not trustworthy. If this 
story turns out to be true, then it is a proof that this man lacks 
knowledge. If he knew better, he would not have used a silver siwak, 
because it is not permissible to do so. Allah would never grant some
one a miracle that entails doing something that is not permissible. 

Section Three 

Being Cautious from what appears to be a 
Miracle (al-kardmah) 

Since people realized the extent of devil's deception, they warned 
from falling for things that appeared to be miracles. They feared 
that it may be from devil's deception. 

Zahriin said: "One day I was lost in the desert when I heard a 
white bird telling me: 0 Zahriin! Are you lost? I replied: You are a 
devil, find someone other than me to deceive. Then the bird said: 
You are lost? I repeated my response. Then he stood on my shoul
der and said: I am not a devil. You are lost, and I was sent to you. 
Then he disappeared." 

Zulta said: "I told Rabi<ah al-<Adawiyyah: People say that you find 
food and drink in your home, is this true? She replied: If I did I 
would never touch it." 
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And Rabi'ah once said: "One cold day I was yearning for a hot 
meal, and wished that I had some onions to make it with. Suddenly, 
a bird dropped an onion he had held with his beak. When I saw this 
I decided not eat out of fear that it was the devil who had done so." 

Wuhayb used to cry when people told him that he deserved to 
enter paradise. He used to say: I worry that this is from the devil. 

Section Four 

Censuring $U.fts for their Claims [of piety] 

'Abdu'l-'Aziz al-Baghdad! said: "I used to read $ii.ft stories. So one 
day I climbed over the roof and heard a voice saying: 

"He protects the righteous" 
[al-A'r.if (7) : 1 96] 

So, I jumped over the roof and found myself suspended in the 
air." 

This is impossible. In addition, throwing one's self from the roof 
is a sin, and believing that Allah would protect someone while com
mitting a sin is false. Allah said: 

"Do not throw yourselves into destruction" 
[al-Baqarah (2) : 1 9 5] 

How could he have been righteous when he was disobeying his 
Lord?! And who told him that he was from among the righteous?! 
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Many people have infiltrated $iifts and imitated them. They were 
excessive in claiming high levels of holiness and made laypeople 
follow them using lies and deception. 

Al-J:Iallaj used to bury food in certain places of the desert, and 
then he would invite friends to take a walk around the same area 
He used to make previous arrangements with one of the friends to 
ask him for the same type of food that he had hid. Then al-J:Iallaj 
would pray two units and then dig up the food. 

And when al-J:Iallaj was brought to be executed he said to his 
friends: "Don't worry about all of this, I will return to you after 
thirty days!" 

The belief system of al-J:Iallaj was bad. I mentioned some aspects 
of his belief system in the beginning of the book, and how he was 
ordered to be executed by scholars of his time. 

Some latter $iifts used to apply grease (fire retardant) on his skin, 
and then would sit in the furnace pretending for this to be a miracle. 

I mentioned all of this so everyone realizes how these people have 
played with religion. How much of  Shartah would remain after all 
of this?! 
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Devil's Deception of Laypeople 

We have previously mentioned that devil's deceptive ability in
creases in a manner that is proportional to the level of ignorance. 
Many laypeople fell for him. It is impossible to mention all aspects 
of such deception, so we will mention major aspects. And Allah is 
the Guide. 

lblis whispers to the layperson to contemplate Allah's nature. So 
he begins to have doubt. Allah's Messenger (;i) said: "Satan comes 
to one of you and says: 'Who created so-and-so?' till he says: 'Who 
has created your Lord?' So, when he inspires such a question, one 
should seek refuge with Allah and give up such thoughts."273 

This occurred because people better understand that which they 
sense. They know that everything that they come across was previ
ously created (so they ask the question: who created Allah?!) So we 
tell the layperson: Don't you know that Allah created time when 
there was no time, and created place when there was no place, and 
that He created earth with nothing beneath it? So one should not 
seek to understand that which is not comprehensible to him. Con-

273 Muslim 1 1 3 .  
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sult with your intellect, for it is a good consultant. 

Sometimes lblis makes people assume that Allah's Attributes are 
similar to those of humans. 

Iblis also deceives people from the angle of radical following of a 
school of thought (madhhab). You see a layperson cursing and fight
ing over matters that he does not understand well. Some people 
fight over love for Abu Bakr (ratfiJAlldhu 'anhu), others fight over 
love for 'Ali (ratJ!JAlltihu 'anhu) . Plenty of wars happened because 
of such things! 

People of Balkh and those of Ba�rah fought extensively over such 
matters throughout the years. Some were killed, and the wealth of 
some was burned, while those who partook in these fights wear silk 
and gold, drink liquor and commit murder. Abu Bakr and 'AII are 
free from such people. 

Some laypeople might assume that they have some good under
standing regarding some issues, so Iblis convinces them to argue 
with his Lord: Why did He predestine and punish? Why does He 
increase the sustenance of a sinner, and reduce that of a believer? 

Others thank Allah during good times, but object and disbelieve 
during difficult times. Some refuse to pray when stricken by a ca
lamity. 

And if a Christian defeats a Muslim, some laypeople say: "The 
cross has become victorious, so why should we perform .)aldh?!" 

All of these problems happen because Iblis takes possession of 
them. They are far from knowledge and scholars. If  they only re
ferred to people of knowledge, theywould have told them that Allah 
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was wise and that He was the Owner. So there was no place for 
such objections. 

Section One 

Devil's Deception of Laypeople regarding al-Fatwa 
[Jurists Religious Advisory] 

Some laypeople think too highly of themselves, so they stop car
ing about going against jurists. Whenever their Fatwas go against 
their personal opinions, they criticise them. Ibn 'Aqil used to say: 

I f  I were to interfere in the work of a craftsman he would tell me: 
"You are a scholar, may Allah bless your knowledge. This craft is 
not your specialty." This is in spite of the fact that the craft is a form 
of physical work that is easy for me to learn. On the other hand, 
what I am involved in (Islamic knowledge) is intellectual. If I were 
to give him a fatwa, he would not accept. 

Section Two 

Devil's Deception of Laypeople to think that 
Ascetic Masters are of a Higher Class than 

Scholars 

If laypeople saw a wool coat on the most ignorant of people they 
would glorify him, especially if he lowers his head and humbles him
self to them. They compare him to scholars saying: "Scholars seek 
worldly gain, but this man ($iift) is ascetic, he does not eat fancy food 
and has never married." They do not know the virtue of the scholar 
over that of a $iifis. By doing so, they are claiming .)iifis to go beyond 
the Shan"'ah of MuQammad Ibn 'Abdullah (;i) . 

It is of Allah's bounty on such laypeople that they were not present 
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at the time of the Messenger (;i) . Had they seen him getting mar
ried, eating chicken and enjoying sweets and honey; they would not 
have glorified him as much as they do now. 

[ 1 3: 1  ] 

Devil's Deception of Laypeople causing them to 
Attack Scholars 

He deceives them to attack scholars who enjoy lawful things. This 
is the worst of ignorance. 

Also, they always prefer strangers over local people; even if they 
are not aware of the soundness of their creed. They pref er stran
gers even though they might be Btifin[yyah. You should trust those 
whom you have known well: Allah said: 

��r;;ll'�(,1i!.�,��;p1;5� 
"if then you find sound judgment in them, release their 
property to them" 

[al-Nisd' (4) : 6] 

And Allah mentioned the fact that people knew the Messenger 
(;i) . He (the Mighty and the Majestic) said: 

"Indeed Allah conferred a great favour on the believers 
when He sent among them a Messenger from among 
themselves" 

Vft-'lmrdn (3): 1 64] , 

and said: 
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"Those to whom We have given the Scripture recognise 
him as they recognise their own sons" 

[al-An'am (6) : 20] 

Section One 

Glorifying the Ascetics 

Some laypeople accept the claim of a $U.ft even if he goes against 
Shan�ah. Some of them tell a layperson: "Yesterday you have done 
such and such, and such and such will happen to you tomorrow." 
The layperson believes him and thinks that he knows the unseen. 
Claiming to know the unseen is a form of kufr. 

Also, they observe these $Ufts indulging in unlawful things, such as 
befriending women and being alone with them. They do not object 
because they believe in them. 

Section Two 

Committing Sins Excessively 

Iblis entices laypeople to dwell into sins, and when they get repri
manded they say things that zindiqs say. For example they say: "I will 
not abandon immediate pleasure for future pleasure." This is be
cause of their ignorance. This would be just like if a person suffer
ing from fever is asked to eat honey, so he responds: "Fulfilling my 
immediate desire to eat honey is more important to me than my 
hope of cure!" 

Had these people understood the reality of imrin, they would know 
that Allah's promise of the future pleasure is definite. Don't they 
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see how merchants risk a large sum of money for the sake of little 
gain? It is unwise for them to give up that latter pleasure and to 
dwell into eternal punishment for the sake of small immediate gain. 

Some laypeople say: "Allah is generous, His forgiveness is vast, 
and having hope (in Allah) is from our religion." They consider 
their wishful thinking: "hope". This is what destroyed most sinners. 

Al-Farazdaq asked those around him once: "If I were to do some
thing wrong towards my parents would they throw me in a blazing 
oven?" They said: "No, they would have mercy on you." He said: 
''I trust my Lord's mercy more than I trust theirs." 

This is utter ignorance. Allah is  merciful but not in the sense of 
being tender hearted. Had He been tender hearted, no bird would 
be slaughtered, no child would die, and no one would enter the hell
fire. 

Al-A�ma'I said: "I was with Abii Nawwas near the Ka'bah when 
he saw a beardless boy touching the Black Stone. Abii Nawwas said: 
'I am going to kiss him near the Black Stone.' I replied: 'Fear Allah! 
You are in a sacred city, .near the sacred house.' He insisted and went 
and kissed the boy near the Black Stone. I said: 'Do you do such a 
thing in the Haram?! '  He replied: 'Leave that issue alone, my Rabb 
is merciful.' Then he said (in poetry) : 

'Two lovers had their cheeks wrap around 
one another next to the Black Stone, 

They gained satisfaction without sinning, 
as if they had an appointment with each other." 

Look at how he considered Allah's mercy but did not consider His 
wrath. 
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Some laypeople say: "Scholars are the ones who must follow Allah's 
rules strictly, as for me I am not doing that bad." 

A scholar and a layperson are equally obligated to follow Shan"'ah. 
And if a scholar commits a sin, this is not to be an excuse for 
laypeople to commit the same sin. 

Some laypeople also say: How bad is my sin for me to deserve to 
be punished?! And who am I to be punished?! My sin does not harm 
Allah, and my obedience does not benefit Him. His mercy is greater 
than my crime. One of them said (poetry) : 

''Who am I in Allah's eyes, 
for Him to punish me if I sin." 

This is great foolishness. They think that Allah only punishes 
someone who is of His status. By believing this they become defi
ant. 

Ibn 'Aqil (rarj!JAllahu 'anhu) heard a man saying: "Who am I for 
Allah to punish me?!" So he responded: "If all humans were to die 
except for you, then Allah's saying "O people!"would apply to you." 

Others say: "I will repent, and I will rectify myself." How many 
foolish negligent people were kidnapped by death before seeking 
repentance? It is not of good discipline for a person to delay doing 
the right thing. What if repentance never happens? !  Or what if it 
was not done correctly?! Or was not accepted?! And even if it was 
accepted, the shame of committing the sin will continue forever. So 
the difficulty associated with repelling sinful thoughts is easier than 
the agony of performing repentance. 

Some people repent, and then go back to committing the same 
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sin, so Iblis increases his effort to mislead them because of their 
weakness. 

Al-J:Iasan said: If the devil finds you to be a sinner, he will an
nounce your demise. And if he finds you to be obedient (to Allah) 
he will become fed up with you and reject you. And if  he finds you 
fluctuating between obedience and sin, then he becomes eager to 
deceive you. 

[ 1 3 :2 ] 

Devil's Deception of Laypeople regarding 
their Lineage 

Some people become fooled by their good lineage. You hear them 
saying: I am from the lineage of Abii Bakr, 'Ali, al-l:lasan, al-Ousayn 
(nic/!JA.llahu 'anhum) or that virtuous scholar. 

They base this belief of two foundations: 

1 . First: Thinking that he who loves someone will love his children 
and family. 

2 Second: That those righteous people will be allowed to inter
cede, and their family members are most deserving of their in
tercession. 

Both issues are wrong: 

As for love, Allah's love is not like that of people. Allah only loves 
those who obey Him. People of the Book were from the lineage of 
Ya'qiib ('alayhis-saldm), but this did not help them. 

As for intercession, Allah said: 
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"they cannot intercede except for him with whom He is 
pleased" 

[al-Anb!Ja' (21 ) :  28] 

And when NuJ:i ( 'altryhis-sa/rim) wanted to be take his son with him 
on the ark, he was told: 

"he is not of your family" 
[HUd ( 1 1 ): 46] 

Ibrahim ( 'altryhis-sa/rim) was not allowed to intercede for his father. 
And our Prophet (li) was not allowed to intercede for his mother, 
and He (li) told Fatimah (ratf!JAllrihu 'anhd'j : "I do not suffice you 
anything regarding Allah's orders."274 

He who thinks that he will be saved because his father was saved, 
is just like he who thinks that he will become full when his father 
eats. 

Section One 

Relying on one Virtue and Not Caring about 
Anything Else 

Iblis deceives people to make them rely on one good thing that 
they have done, and then not worry what they did afterward: 

Some of them say: "/ am from the people ef Sunnah. " But then he 
does not avoid sins. Believing that sins must be avoided is a must. 

274 Bukhari 8/386 and Muslim #206. 
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Avoiding them is a must as well. One of the two does not suffice 
from the other. 

Rafiqahs (extreme sect of the Shi< ah) say: Our allegiance to the 
Prophet's (;i) Family will repel harm off us. 

This is a lie. It is piety that repels. 

[ 1 3:3 ] 

Devil's Deception of Jobless "Gangs" in Stealing the 
Wealth of Others 

These jobless people refer to themselves as the al-Jitytin (the gang), 
and claim that they never l ie, commit fornication, or expose a 
woman's secret. However, they are liberal in stealing people's money 
paying little regard to the suffering of those whose money they steal 

They swear by the ''gang", and make their members wear certain 
types of  pants, just as $tffts make their followers wear patched gar
ments. 

Some of them kill their sisters and daughters because of rumours. 
They consider this manliness. 

Section One 

Focusing on Voluntary Religious Acts and 
Neglecting Obligatory Ones 

Some laypeople come to the magid before adhtin and pray volun
tary prayers (niiftla), yet, while praying the obligatory prayer (farti'i<!J 
behind the Imam, they rush and go faster than the Imam. 
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Some of them do not attend obligatory congregation prayers, but 
attend the al-Ragha'ib prayer. 

Others cry while performing worship, but insist on committing 
sins, and say: ''We do some good, and we do some bad, but Allah is 
merciful and forgiving." 

Most ef them use their personal opinions in performing worship. They do 
more harm than good. 

I have known a person who memorised the entire Qur'an and be
came ascetic, then requested to be castrated. This is one of the 
worst sins. 

Section Two 

Attending Gatherings of al-Dhikr 

Many laypeople attend al-dhikr sessions and cry. They think that 
this is all they need to do. Little do they know that the objective is to 
act upon what is said. In fact, the knowledge you gain will only be a 
burden on you if you do not act upon it. 

I know people who have attended a/-dhikr sessions for years. They 
cry and feel humble, yet, they continue to deal in usury, cheat in 
buying and selling, ignore the pillars of prayer, backbite Muslims 
and disobey parents. 

Iblis convinced these people that attending such sessions and cry
ing will repel punishment for the sins they commit. 

He made others believe that sitting with scholars and righteous 
people does the same thing. 
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Also, he made others procrastinate. 

And made others only watch and not act. 

[ 1 3:4 ]  

Devils's Deception of Wealthy People 
(afpdb al-amwd� 

His deception of them takes four shapes: 

1 . First Not caring of the method by which they gain wealth. Usury 
has become prevalent in financial dealings, and people became 
accustomed to it. Most dealings do not enjoy the approval of all 
scholars. 

2. Second· Stinginess and not paying the due zahih because of reli
ance on Allah's forgiveness. Some of them give part of the due 
zahih and believe that it will suffice. And others use deceptive 
techniques in order not to pay it. For example, they might give 
their wealth as a gift before owning it for an entire year, and then 
they take it back later. And others overestimate their charity, so 
they would give a poor person a garment that is only worth two 
dinars but count it as a ten dinar of zahih. Others give charity 
from the lowest quality of what they own. 

And others give an annual salary to an employee and count it as 
zakah. 

Others give the due zahih in full. Iblis whispers to them that they 
are in no need to give any more voluntary charity. So they miss out 
on the reward, and they die before enjoying spending their money. 
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3. Third: Believing that having a lot of money is a reward for their 
righteousness. This is ignorance. Virtue is gained through good 
personal traits, not through collecting money. A poet once said: 

"Having a wealthy soul is better than having financial wealth, 
and the wealth of the soul lies within it, 

not in what is outside of it." 

4. Fourth: In spending wealth. Some people spend money waste
fully: 

Sometimes by spending money for unnecessary things, such as 
decorating homes and making pictures, 

And sometimes by wearing extravagant clothing, 

And sometimes by eating food wastefully, 

These actions are either sinful or makroh (disliked) , and they will 
be accounted for. Allah's Messenger (;i) said: "O son of Adam! 
On the Judgment Day you will be allowed to walk free until you are 
questioned about four things : Your life, how you spent it, your body 
how you used it, your wealth how you gained it and spent it and your 
knowledge what you did with it."275 

Some wealti!J people spend money on building masjids and bridges but on/y to 
showoff and gain reputation. He writes his name on the establishment. Had his 
deed been for Allah's sake he would not have done so. And if he were to be 
asked to build a wall and write his name on it he would not have done so! 

Another example of showing off is that during Ramac;l.an they 
light candles in the ma.gids they had built, while the same masjid re-

275 Authentic }:iadith, see Juz' dhamm man lti ya'mal bi'ilmhi, #1 of Imam lbn 'Asakir 
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mains unlit the entire year. The reason is that they would not get the 
same recognition for lighting the mas;id all year as they would for 
lighting it during Rama9an. It would have been better for them to 
give the poor the money which they had spent on candles. 

Others get lighter (golden) dinars (made from less gold), and give 
them as charity in public, just so people say: So and so gave away a 
dinar. 

Early righteous people used to do the exact opposite. They used 
to wrap a heavy dinar, one that weighs one and a half dinars, with a 
piece of paper. They used to give it to a poor person in secret. 
When the poor man used to look at the wrapped charity he used to 
think that it was a piece of bread, but then realized it was a dinar. 
Then he would assume it was a light dinar, but then realized it was a 
heavy dinar. So the poor person would become happy at each stage, 
and the reward of the giver multiplies each time. 

Some wealthy people donate to foreigners but do not donate to 
more deserving relatives. 

Allah's Messenger (;I) said: "Charity to the poor is only a charity. 
But charity to those of  kin is two things: a charity and a reason for 
maintaining ties of kinship."276 

And some people know the virtue of giving charity to poor rela
tives, but they do not give them because of family feuds. If they 
were to donate to them, they would get the reward of: charity, giving 
a relative and fighting lust. 

Some people perform f:lqjj again and again in order to gain people's 
praise. 

276 Abu Dawiid #2355, and TirmidhI #658792. 
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A man told Bishr al-J:Iafi: I've saved two thousand dirhams to per-
form Jjajj. 

So Bishr said: Have you performed Jjajj in the past? 
The man replied: Yes. 
Bishr said: Then give the money to a man in debt. 
He said: I am only inclined to performing Jjajj . 
Bish replied: Your objective is for people to say that you are a 

Jjajft 

Some people spend money on singing and dancing sessions. Iblis 
makes them believe that they are doing good deeds by feeding the 
poor people who attend these gatherings. We have discussed how 
such things negatively affect the heart. 

And some wealthy people use silver utensils and silverware during 
engagement parties. Some scholars attend such parties and do not 
criticize the host, out of adhering to bad habits. 

Some wealthy people transgress in writing their wills. They de
prive some deserving heirs because they believe that they are free to 
do whatever they want with their money. They forget that by be
coming i l l  (their death illness) then their heirs become deserving of 
receiving their share of the inheritance. 
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[ 1 3 :5 ]  

Devil's Deception of the Poor (alfuqard} 

Some poor people pretend to be poor when they are rich. Then 
they resort to begging which is a sin that is punishable by hell. 

Allah's Messenger (�) said: "He who begs to increase his riches is 
in fact asking only for a live coal. It is up to him to decrease it or 
increase it."277 

Even if they do not beg others, but only hope for people to be
lieve that they are ascetic, then they are showing of£ 

And i f  they are truly poor, then it is better for  them to conceal this 
fact. Some of the Salaf used to always carry a key with him in order 
to make others think that he owned a home, when in fact he was so 
poor that he had no home, and spent his nights in the masjid. 

Also, Iblis convinces a poor person that he is better than a rich 
person. This is because he has given up on becoming rich like him. 
This is wrong because betterment is not a function of what one 
possesses. 

277 Muslim 1 04 1 .  
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[ 1 3:6 ] 

Devil's Techniques in deceiving the Majority of 
Laypeople 

He convinced them to follow practised customs, which is the ma
jor reason for their falling into error. 

For example, they imitate their parents in following customs with
out question. Some of them become fifty years old practicing what 
his father used to do without thinking if this custom was good or 
bad. 

Another example is imitatingJews, Christians and idol worshipers. 
And many Muslims only perform $a/ah as a custom. Some people 
spend years praying in a manner similar to what he sees others pray
ing; while he does not recite al-Fritipah properly and is not aware of 
the al-wefjibrit (obligations of $alrih) . They do not attempt to learn 
how to pray properly, yet, if one of them plans to travel he would 
ask others about the details of travel. 

Some people make rnku'and szgudbefore the Imam. I saw people 
making tas/im while the Imam is doing it and before completing re
citing tashahhud. 

And some of them abandon performing obligatory rituals but 
perfect performing voluntary rituals. 

Other people neglect to properly wash some of the wurj.ii parts, 
such as the ankles. And they do not make sure that water reaches 
the areas of their fingers that are beneath their rings. This makes 
their wmjii invalid. 
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As for their business dealings, they are mostly invalid, and they do 
not make effort to learn proper dealings. And when they decide to 
follow Shan�ah, they follow some jurist's lenient rulings. 

They rarely sell something without cheating and concealing its 
faults. 

And during Ramaqan some of them continue to miss obligatory 
prayers, eat unlawful foods, and backbite others. 

Some people mortgage their homes, then pay off the mortgage 
just so people do not find out that they were in need. They could 
have sold other goods, or moved to another house. 

Other people continue to practice the habit of relying on 
fortunetellers. This has become prevalent among people. They seek 
the advice of fortunetellers when traveling, designing clothes or get
ting treatment by cupping (al-pijdmah) . They have horoscope sched
ules in their homes, but many of them do not have a copy of the 
Qur'an in the same homes. 

Some people asked Allah's Messenger (�) about the fore-tellers, 
He (�) said: "They are nothing." They said: 'O Allah's Messenger! 
Sometimes they tell us of a thing which turns out to be true." Allah's 
Messenger (�) said: "A Jinn snatches that true word and pours it 
into the ear of his friend (the fore-teller) . The foreteller then mixes 
with that word one hundred lies."278 

And Allah's Messenger (�) said: "Whoever went to a fortune
teller and asked him about some matter (i.e. of the unseen) and 
believed him, will have his prayer rejected for forty days."279 

278 Bukhari #3210  and Muslim #2228. 

279 Muslim #2230. 
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And he (;i) said: "Whoever went to a fortune-teller and believed 
in what he sa id ,  has d i sbel i eved in what was revealed to 
Mul;>.ammad."280 

Out of habit, many laypeople swear by Allah falsely, and many of 
them say things that equalize tthiharwithout knowing. They say: It is 
a sin for me to sell such and such. 

They wear silk and gold. Some of them refrain from wearing silk 
except on Fridays. 

Also from their bad habits is not forbidding evil. Some people see 
their own relatives drinking alcohol and wear silk but do not forbid 
them, and they do not treat them differently because of what they 
are committing. Instead, they mix with them as if they are doing 
nothing different. 

Some laypeople build a terrace at the entrance of their homes. 
They make the road narrower, and rain accumulates around the ter
race. They must remove the rain, and they are sinning because of  
their harming of Muslims. 

And from their bad habits is to enter the bathroom without cover
ing their 'awrah (private area), then they allow the masseur to touch 
their thighs which are a part of their 'awrah, because the 'awrah is 
from the belly button to the knee. 

They also do not treat their wives fairly, sometimes forcing them 
to give up some of their dowry. And they think that they do not 
have to pay that part anymore. Some husbands sway toward one 
wife more than the other. They do not treat both of them equally 

280 Musnad Al,mad 2/408, Abu Daw\id #3904, Tirmidhi #135  and lbn Majah 
#639. 
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thinking that it is not a major issue. 

AJlah's Messenger (�) said: "If a man has two wives between whom 
he is unjust, he will come on the Day of Judgment with one of his 
shoulders dropping down."281 

Some of them declare bankruptcy in front of the judge in order 
not to pay the due rights of others. They think that by doing so, 
they become relieved from paying those rights. 

Another bad habit is that workers who are paid for an entire day's 
work spend too much time not working, either because they are lazy 
or because of wasting time fixing tools; like sharpening axes and 
saws. This is cheating unless it is something minor, and is within 
social norms. Some of them claim that they do not have to perform 
Salah while working claiming that it would not be fair to get paid for 
the time they spent praying. Little do they know that prayer times 
are excluded from any hiring contract. 

Also, they are not sincere in their work. 

Another bad habit is putting a dead person in a coffin when bury
ing him. This is disliked. As for the shroud, it must be of moderate 
quality, not too expensive and not too cheap. People put some clothes 
in the coffin to be buried with the deceased, which is a sin because it 
is a waste of wealth. 

Also, they conduct wailing sessions for the deceased. Allah's Mes
senger (�) said: "If the wailing woman does not repent before she 
dies, she will be made to stand on the Day of Judgment wearing a 

281 Musnad Al:imad 2/295, Abii Dawiid #21 33, TirmidhI #1 14 1 ,  Nasa'I 7 /63 and 
Ibn Majah #1 969. 
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garment of tar and a mangy coat of armor."282 

And they slap their faces and tear their clothes, especially women. 
Allah's Messenger (;I) said: "They are not from us; those who beat 
their cheeks, tear open their garments, and call out with cries from 
the days of ignorance."283 Those who witness this happening usu
ally do not advice against it. Sometimes those who do not partake in 
such acts are accused of not having true feelings of sadness for the 
deceased. 

They also visit graveyards on the fifteenth night of Sha'ban. They 
light candles and take home with them some sand of virtuous 
people's graves. 

Ibn 'Aqil said: "Some people felt the burden of religious responsi
bilities, so they innovated their own practices to make things easy 
for them. In my opinion, those who glorify graves, kiss them, light 
candles on them, pray to the deceased: 'O my master! Help me', 
seek blessing8 in the sand of the graves, pour perfume on them, and 
travel long distances to reach them, they are kd.ftrs." 

You rarely find such people eager to know the details of zakrih. 
Instead, they reprimand him who does not kiss the Cave site, and 
does not wipe over the stones of the Ma 'miin!Jyah Magidon Wednes
days. 

282 Muslim #934. 

283 Previously referenced. 
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[ 1 3: 7 ]  

Devil's Deception of Women (al-nisti) 

As for devil's deception of women, then they are very many. I 
have written a seperate book just for women. I have mentioned in it 
what is related to them with regards to all the acts of worship and 
other than that. I will mention here just a few words of the decep
tions of Iblis upon them. 

From that is a woman will finish her menstruation after the sun 
has risen, so she will perform ghusl after the time of al-'A,rr and she 
will pray the al-<_A!r prayer only, and the al-?huhr prayer was com
pulsory upon her to pray! 

From them are those who will delay the ghusl for two days, making 
the excuse that she has to wash her clothes. 

Perhaps she will delay the ghusl from jandbah in the night to the 
rising of the sun. And when she enters the bathroom she will not 
cover herself and she says: "My sister, my mother and my slave girl 
are women just like me, so from whom should I cover up?!" and all 
of this is (lardm. 

It is not allowed for the woman to look at what is between the 
navel and the knees of another woman even if it is her daughter or 
her mother except if the daughter is a small child, but when she 
reaches seven years of age then she is to cover up, and others should 
cover up from her. 

Maybe the woman will pray sitting down while she is able to pray 
standing. the $altih will then be invalid. 

Maybe she will make the excuse of the impurity of her clothes 
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because of the urine of her child while she is able to wash them. 
But if she was to leave the house she will adorn herself and even 
borrow clothes! She is lax with regards to the $altih. 

Maybe she does not know any of the rulings with regards to the 
$altih and she will not ask. 

Maybe she will uncover that of herself that will cause her $alah to 
be invalid and she won't pay it any attention. 

Maybe she won't take care with regards to having a miscarriage, 
and she doesn't know that if she has a miscarriage (intentionally) 
with that which has a soul blown into it, then she has killed a Mus
lim! 

Maybe she will live with her husband in an evil manner, she may 
speak to him with that which is pardm and she will say: "This is the 
father of my children and that is all that is between us'' and she will leave 
the house without his permission and she says: "/didn't go out to sin" 
while she doesn't know that leaving the house without his permis
sion is a sin in itself! 

From them are those whom their husbands call to the bed and 
they refuse, thinking that this refusal is not a sin, while she is forbid
den to do so. Allah's Messenger (fi) said: "If the man calls his 
woman to the bed and she refuses, and she spends the night while 
he is angry with her, the angels curse her until she reaches the 
morning." 

She will spend carelessly out of the wealth of her husband, and it 
is not allowed for her to take anything out of the house except with 
his permission, or except if she knows he will be pleased with that. 
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Some women pay fortune-tellers and magicians to make others 
love them or to cause others to become speechless. All of which is 
pardm. 

Some pierce children's ears, which is pardm. 

Others attend $ii.ft sessions where they allow Shaikhs to put rags 
on them, and to shake their hands. She becomes his daughter they 
claim, and do wonders with them. 

I must stop unleashing my pen now, because this is a long subject. 
If I were to go into further detail, and to reference }:iadiths and nar
ration, the book would turn into many volumes in size. 

I only mentioned a small portion so it would point to the bigger 
portions. 

And we did not refute arguments unless they are clearly wrong. 

May Allah, by His Generosity, prevent us from error, and guide us 
to righteous sayings and doings. 
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Devil's Deception of People by giving them 
High Hopes (of living long) 

Many Jews and Christians contemplated joining Islam, but Iblis 
convinced them to procrastinate saying: "Do not rush, look more 
into the issue." Until they die as non-Muslims. 

He also causes the sinner to procrastinate seeking repentance. A 
poet said: 

"Do not rush into committing a sin, 
and then procrastinate repenting." 

Iblis makes those seeking righteousness feel lazy, and he ea uses 
those who are serious to procrastinate. He convinces a jurist to rest 
instead of going over his lesson again. And convinces a worshipper 
who had woken up to pray at night that he still has a lot of time. 

Iblis tries to make people lazy procrastinators, and to make them 
have hope (of a long life) . A disciplined person must take advantage 
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of time, and never procrastinate. That which is feared can never be 
trusted, and that which passes can never be brought back again. 

The main reason for doing less good and more evil is relying on 
the hope of a long life, this is because a person continues to pro
crastinate performing good deeds and refraining from evil deeds. 

He who hopes to wake up in the morning will not do much at 
night, and he who hopes to travel during the day will travel much at 
night. However, he who sees death to be near works hard during his 
life. Allah's Messenger (;I) said: "Perform prayer as if you were 
departing."284 

Some of the Salaf said: "Beware of procrastination, for it is one 
of devil's strongest weapons." 

A disciplined person prepares for his journey, while a procrastina
tor doesn't. So when it comes time to travel the disciplined person 
feels happy while the procrastinator feels that he is in trouble. This 
is how people are. Some are alert, so when the Angel of Death 
comes they do not feel guilty. Others are not disciplined, so they 
feel the agony when it comes time to travel. 

If procrastination is part of your nature then repelling it becomes 
difficult. But when one knows that he has a persistant enemy he will 
always be on guard. 

We ask Allah to give us safety from the enemy's cunning, the devil's 
fttnah's and the evils of ourselves and the dunyd. Indeed He is near 
and responsive. 

284 Musnad Al:imad, 5/412, Bukhari in al-Tari/eh al-Kabir, 3/2/21 6  and lbn Majah 
#41 7 1 .  
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May Allah make us from among those who are believers. 

The book is complete, and all praise is due to Allah from the 

beginning and to the end 
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Picture Plates of the Original Manuscript 
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B I O G R A P H I C A L  N O T E S  

'A'ISHAH: hint Abu Bakr as-Siddiq, the Mother of the Believers and 
most beloved wife of the Prophet (;i) . She reported many aflridith 
from the Prophet and many Companions and Successors re
ported from her. She died in the year SSH. 

'AMIR BIN FUHAIRAH: al-TaimI, the servant of Abu Bakr. He 
migrated along with the Prophet (;i) and Abu Bakr and wit
nessed Badr and Uf.Jud. He was martyred in the year 4 H. 

'AMIR BIN 'ABD QAIS: 'Amir Ibn 'Abdullah al-Quc;layrI, famously 
know as 'Amir Ibn 'Abd Qais al-Ba�rI. He was known for his 
knowledge and piety and died in the year SSH. 

'ABBAD IBN BISHR: Ibn Waqsh al-An�arI Abu Bishr. He witnessed 
Badr and the following battles and was one of those who killed 
Ka'b al-Ashraf. He was martyred on the Day of al-Yamrimah in 
the year 1 2H .  

'ABDULLAH IBN 'ABBAS: Ibn 'Abdul-Mugalib Ibn Hashim Ibn 
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'Abd Munaf al-QurashI al-HashimI, the cousin of the Prophet 
(�) and the interpreter of the Quean. He was born three years 
before the Hijrah and was called the 'Ocean ef knowledge' due to 
his vast knowledge. He took part in the Jihad in North Africa in 
th� year 27H and died in the year 68H. 

'ABDULLAH IBN 'AMR: lbn al-'As lbn Wa'il Ibn Hashim Ibn 
Su'ayd lbn Sa'd Ibn Sahm al-SahmI. He and his father were Com
panions. He was literate and attained permission from the 
Prophet (�) to write everything he said. He died in the year 
65H. 

'ABDULLAH ABO JABIR: Ibn 'Amr Ibn J::lazzam Ibn Thalabah 
al-An�arI al-KhazrajI al-SulamI, amongst those who gave the 
pledge of 'Uqbah. He witnessed Badr and was martyred at Ubud. 

'ABDULLAH IBN MAS'OD: Ibn Ghafil Ibn J::labib al-HadhlI Abu 
'Abdur-Ral:1man. One of the scholars amongst the Companions 
and he witnessed Badr and the following battles. He had many 
virtues and died in the year 32H. 

'ABDULLAH IBN RAWAHAH: 'Abdullah Ibn Rawahah lbn 
Tha'labah al-An�arI, a poet and warrior from the Khazraj tribe 
in Madinah, gave allegiance to the Prophet (�) along with oth
ers at the valley of 'Aqabah before the Prophet (� migrated to 
Madinah. He participated in all the battles beginning with Badr. 
In one of the campaigns, the Prophet (�) appointed him gover
nor of Madinah in the Prophet's (�) absence. He was besieged 
along with others at Mawtah and killed. 

'ABDULLAH IBN SA YY AD: His father was a Jew and it was 
thought by some that he was the Dajjal. He was born during the 
time of the Prophet (�) and was one-eyed - later it was proven 
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that he was not the Dajjal .  It is said that he accepted Islam after 
the death of the Messenger (�) and he died in the year 63H. 

'ABDULLAH IBN 'UMAR: Ibn al-Kha gab al-'Adawi, Abu 'Abdul
Ra}:iman, the noble Companion and scholar. He reported many 
apddith from the Messenger (;I) and died in the year 73H. 

'ABDUL-MALIK IBN MARWAN: Ibn al-Hakam, Abu al-Walid, 
the Leader of the Believers. He was a Legal Jurist and possessed 
knowledge of the religion. He died in the year 86H. 

'ABDUR-RAI:IMAN IBN AUF: Ibn Awf Ibn Abd Awf Ibn al
I:Iarith al-Qurashi al-Zuhri, Abu Mu}:iammad, one of the ten 
promised Paradise. He migrated to Abysinnia on both occasions 
and witnessed every battle with the Prophet (�) . He was very 
rich and very generous when giving in the Way of Allah. He 
died in the year 32H. 

'ABDUL-W AI:IID IBN ZAYD: The shaykh of the �i!fts at his time, 
his supplications were answered. He is trustworthy and precise 
and died in the year 1 77H. 

ABO AL-'ABBAS IBN 'ATA': A}:imad Ibn Mu}:iammad Ibn Sahl 
Ibn 'Ata> al-Admi, from the shaykhs of the �ufts. He died in the 
year 309H or 31 1 H. 

ABO 'ABDUL-RAI:IMAN AL-SULAMi: Mu}:iammad Ibn Musa 
Abu 'Abdul-Ra}:iman al-Sulami an-Naysaburi. Author of a 
number of unique works on �uftsm and devoted to }:iadith. Al
I:lakim reported from him but he was regarded to be rja'if in 
}:iadith. He died in the year 4 1 2H.  

ABO 'AMR IBN NU JAID: Isma'il bin Nujaid bin A}:imad as-Sulami 
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Abu 'Amr, from the shaykhs of the $tifts and he met al-Junayd. 
He was one of the greatest scholars of his time and died in the 
year 366H. 

ABO BAKR AL-SIDDIQ: 'Abdullah Ibn 'Uthman Ibn Amir al
QurashI. The first Khalifah of the Messenger (�), his compan
ion in the cave, his closest friend and one of the ten promised 
Paradise. He was the first man to accept Islam and died in the 
year 1 3H.  

ABO>L-DARDA': Uwaymir Ibn Malik Ibn Zayd Ibn Qays al-KhazrajI 
al-An�arI. There is a difference of opinion concerning his name. 
He accepted Islam on the day of Badr and witnessed Upud. He 
was from the Legal Jurists and ascetics of the Companions. He 
died in the year 32H. 

ABO DA WOO: Sulayman Ibn al-Ash'ath Ibn Isl:iaq Ibn Bashir, Abu 
Dawiid al-SijistanI, the Imam, J::lafi? and author of the famous 
Sunan. He died in the year 27SH. 

ABO DHARR AL-GHIFARi: Jundub Ibn Junadah Ibn Sakn, he 
was of those who accepted Islam early on but delayed his mi
gration and hence did not witness Badr. His virtues are many 
and he died in the year 32H. 

ABO I:IAMID AL-GHAZALi: Mul:iammad Ibn Mul�ammad al
GhazalI al-TusI, Abu I:lamid, he excelled in many sciences and 
authored a number of works such as !!!Ja Ulum al-Din and T ahdfat 
al-Faldsifah. He was known for his worship and asceticism and 
died in the year SOSH. 

ABO J:IANiFAH: Nu'man Ibn Thabit al-TamimI al-Kufi, one of 
the great Imams of this nation and the earliest of the Four Imams. 
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He commenced his studies in philosophy and scholastic theol
ogy, but later abandoned them to study fiqh. He died in the year 
1 50H. 

ABO HA TIM AL-BUSTi: see ibn I:Iibban. 

ABO HURAYRAH: 'Abdul-Ra}:iman Ibn Sakhr al-Dusi. His name 
is greatly differed over. He accepted Islam in the year 7H and 
reported the most }:iadJ:th from the Prophet (;i) . He died in the 
year 59H. 

ABO JAHL: 'Amr bin Hashim Ibn al-MughJ:rah al-Makhzum1 al
QurashJ:, one of the greatest enemies of the Prophet (;i). He 
was killed at  Badr in the year 2H. 

ABO MUSA AL-ASH'ARi: 'Abdullah Ibn Qays Ibn Salim. He had 
a beautiful recitation and was one of the scholars amongst the 
Companions. He died in the year 42H or 44H. 

ABO MUSLIM AL-KHAWLANi: 'Abdullah Ibn Thawb, the Legal 
Jurist, worshipper and ascetic. He was trustworthy and precise. 
He accepted Islam before the death of the Prophet (;i) but did 
not get to see him. He died in the year 62H. 

ABO NU'AYM: The great J:{afi? and Mu}:iaddith of his age, A}:imad 
Ibn 'Abdullah Ibn A}:imad Ibn Is}:i.aq Ibn Musa Ibn Mahran al
Asbahan1 al-$iifts. He died in the year 430H at the age of ninety
four. 

ABO SA'iD AL-KHARRAZ: Ahmad Ibn 'Isa, one of the $iifts 
Imams. He died in the year 286H. 

ABO SULAYMAN AL-DARANi: 'Abdul-Ra}:i.man Ibn A}:imad Ibn 
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'Atiyyah al-'isa ad-DaranI, Abu Sulayman, the famous ascetic. 
He died in the year 2 1 5H.  

ABO 'UTHMAN AL-NAYSAB0Ri: Sa'Id Ibn Isma'Il Ibn Sa'Id al
l:layrI al-NaysaburI, Abu 'Uthman, the famous ascetic known 
for his excellent manners. It was through him that Sufism spread 
in Naysabur. He died in the year 298H. 

ABO SA 'ID AL-KHUDRi: Sa'd Ibn Malik Ibn Sinan Ibn 'Ubayd al
A�arI al-KhazrajI. He and his father were both Companions 
and he witnessed all the battles that followed Upud. He was one 
of the scholars amongst the Companions and reported many 
apddith from the Messenger (�) . He died in the year 74H. 

ABO 'UBAIDAH IBN AL-JARRAJ:I: 'Amir Ibn 'Abdullah Ibn al
JarraJ:i Ibn Hilal al-QurashI al-FahrI, one of the ten promised 
Paradise. He accepted Islam early on and witnessed the battle 
of Badr and the following battles. He is the trustworthy one of 
this nation and died as a martyr due to a plague in the year 1 8H 
at the age of fifty-eight. 

'ADI IBN I:IATIM: Ibn 'Abdullah Ibn Sa'd Ibn al-l:lashraj Ibn 'Amr 
al-Qays al-Ta\ Abu TarI£ He was a Christian who accepted Islam 
and witnessed the battles of al-Jamal, Sifftn and an-N ahrawdn with 
'AII. He died in the year 68H. 

AL-'ALA' IBN AL-KHAORAMi: al-KhazrajI. His supplications 
would be answered and he died in the year 2 1  H. 

AJ:IMAD: Ibn MuJ:iammad Ibn J:lanbal Ibn Hilal al-ShaybanI, Abu 
'Abdullah, the Imam of the Sunnah and author of the famous 
Musnad. He was known for his knowledge of padith,fiqh, and his 
taqwd and asceticism. He died in the year 241 H .  
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ALEXANDER THE GREAT: 356-323BC. A great military leader 
and king who thought himself to be a god. His empire spanned 
from Greece to India. 

'ALI IBN ABI TALIB: Ibn <Abdul-Munalib Ibn Hashim al-QurashI 
al-HashimI, the fourth Rightly Guided Khalifah and one of ten 
promised Paradise. He accepted Islam at the age of thirteen and 
was famous for his chivalry, bravery and knowledge. He married 
Fatimah, the daughter of the Prophet (;i) and was martyred in 
the year 40H. 

'AMRIBN AL-'AS: Ibn Wa1il al-QurashI al-SahmI. He accepted Islam 
during the year of lf udt!Jb!Jyah and was the one who conquered 
Egypt. He died in the year 43H. 

<AMR BIN 'UTBAH BIN F ARQAD: al-QurashI, known for his  
worship and asceticism. 

ANAS IBN MALIK: Ibn al-Naqar Ibn l;)amqam al-An�arI al
KhazrajI, the servant of the Messenger (;i) . He witnessed Badr 
but was not of age to actually participate. He died in the year 
93H. 

ARISTOTLE: 384-322BC. Born in Greece and a student at Plato's 
Academy, and eventually taught there for some twenty years. He 
was the author of a philosophical and scientific system that 
moulded Western thought and influenced many Muslims. 

AL-ASWAD AL-ANSI: Abhalah Ibn Ka'b Ibn Awf al-AnsI. He ini
tially accepted Islam and then apostated during the lifetime of 
the Prophet (;i) and claimed Prophethood for himsel£ His was 
the first apostasy that took place in Islam, and many of the peo
ple of his country, Yemen, then followed suit. When the Prophet 
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(�) heard of this, he ordered the Muslims in Yemen to kill him. 
They finally killed him in the year 1 1 H.  

A WAIS AL-QARNI: Ibn 'Amir, the famous ascetic. He lived during 
the time of the Prophet (�) but did not get to see him. He was 
trustworthy and precise and died in the year 37H. 

AL-AWZA'I: 'Abdul-Ra}:unan Ibn 'Amr Ibn MuQ.ammad, Abu 'Amr, 
one of the great scholars of his time. He was well versed in 
padith,fiqh and the military expeditions undertaken by the Prophet 
(�) . The Muslims have agreed as to his excellence and being an 
Imam. His fiqh dominated Spain for a time and he died in the 
year 1 58H. 

AL-BARA'A IBN MALIK: Ibn al-Naqr al-An�arI. He witnessed 
Upud and gave the pledge of allegiance under the tree. He was 
martyred in the year 20H on the Day of Tustor. 

BUKHARI: MuQ.ammad Ibn Isma'Il Ibn Ibrahim Ibn al-Mughirah, 
Abu 'Abdullah. He was born in the year 1 94H and became one 
of the Imams of Q.adith and was nicknamed 'The Leader of the 
Believers in ljadith. ' He died in the year 256H. 

Al-I)AI:II:IAK: bin Muzahim al-HilalI, Abu al-Qasim al-KhurasanI, 
the Imam of tafsir. He was trustworthy and precise and a stu
dent of Sa'Id Ibn Jubayr. He died in the year 1 05H. 

AL-DARUQU'fNI: 'All Ibn 'Umar Ibn Ahmad, the Imam of his 
era in hadith, knowledge of the defects of aQ.adith and author 
of the famous Sunan. He was well versed in the various recita
tions of the Qur'an,.ftqh, language and poetry. He died in the 
year 385H. 
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DAWOD AL-ZAHIRi: Ibn 'AlI Ibn Khalaf al-A�bahanI, Abu 
Sulayman, the Imam of the zrihiri School of Thought and one 
of the Mujtahids. He died in the year 270H. 

DII:IYA AL-KALBi: Ibn Khalifah Ibn Farwa Ibn Fac;l.alah al-KalbI, 
the messenger that the Prophet (;i) sent to Qaisar. He witnessed 
the battle of al-Khandaq and lived to see the reign of Mu'awiyah. 

AL-DURR AL-QUNAWi: Mul�ammad Ibn Isl:iaq Ibn Mul:iammad 
al-QunawI al-RumI, the .)i!fts and one of the greatest students of 
ibn ArabI. He was the teacher of at-TalmasanI and authored a 
number of works such as a commentary to Surah al-Fritipah. He 
died in the year 673H. 

FUOAYL IBN 'A YAO: Ibn Mas'ud al-TamimI, Abu 'AlI, the shaykh 
of Mecca and one of the righteous worshippers. He was trust
worthy and precise, noble, having wara' and narrated many 
al:iad"th. He died in the year 1 87H. 

AL-l:IAJJA J BIN YUSUF: Ibn Abu 'Aqil bin Mas'ud al-Thaqafi, Abu 
Mul:iammad, known for his spilling of innocent blood. He died 
in the year 95H. 

Al-l:IALLAJ: Al-Husayn Ibn Man�ur, initially he was a devout wor
shipper but then he took to the extreme .)tefis ways and left the 
religion, studying magic and showing people various miraculous 
feats. The scholars passed the verdict that his blood was lawful 
and so he was killed in the year 309H. 

AL-l:IASAN AL-BASRi: Al-l:{asan Ibn Abu al-l:Iasan al-An�arI. He 
was trustworthy and precise, noble and famous. He was a great 
scholar and narrated many al).adith. He died in the year 1 10H 
close to the age of ninety. 
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AL-l:IARITH AL-DIMASHQI: Ibn Sa<id. He was a worshipper who 
would articulate eloquent statements when praising Allah, so 
Sh�ttin came and misguided him into thinking that he was a 
Prophet. He used to go to the Mosque and show the people 
amazing things. His affair was conveyed to <Abdul-Malik who 
sought him out and finally killed him and crucified him in the 
year 69H. 

I:IASSAN IBN THABIT: l:lassan Ibn Thabit Ibn al-Mundhir, the 
poet of the Prophet (:i) from the Khazraj tribe of the An�ar, 
defended Islam through his poetry. His Diwan (collection of 
poems) has been published. 

IBN ABI MULAYKAH: bin <Abdullah bin Jud<an al-Madan". He 
met thirty Companions and was trustworthy and precise, a Le
gal Jurist. 

IBN AL-<ARA BI : Mu}:iiy  a l -Din Mu}:iammad Ibn <Ali Ibn 
Mu}:iammad Ibn <Arabi al-Ta'i, Abii Bakr, the heretical $ufts. He 
authored a number of works containing explicit disbelief and 
many scholars actually called him a disbeliever. He died in the 
year 638H. 

IBRAHIM IBN ADHAM: Ibn Man�iir al-Tamimi, the famous as
cetic who was known for his precision in J::iadith. He died in the 
year 1 6 1 H. 

IBRAHIM AL-TAIMI: Ibn Yazid Ibn Sharik, Abii al-Nmash. He 
was known for his worship and asceticism. AJ::imad said that he 
was truthful (fadiiq) . He died in the year 92H. 

IBLIS: see Sh�ttin. 
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IBN AL-F ARIO: 'Umar Ibn 'Ali Ibn Murshid Ibn 'Ali, Abu J:Iafs al
J:Iamawi, the poet who took to the ways of the extreme $iifts. He 
has been severely criticised by more than one scholar. He died in 
the year 632H. 

IBN J:IIBBAN: Abu J:Iatim Mu}:iammad ibn l:Iibban al-Tamimi al
BustI, the J:{afi?, Mujtahid and author of the famous $af;ip ibn 
ljibbdn. He died in the year 354 H. 

IBN AL-JAWZl: 'Abdul-Ra}:iman Ibn 'Ali Ibn Mu}:iammad, Abu al
Faraj al-Qurashi al-Tamimi, the l:lafi? and Imam. He was a pro
lific writer and authored around three hundred works. He died 
in the year 587H. 

IBN SAB'iN: 'Abdul-J:Iaqq Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Mu}:iammad al-Raqwati, 
the philosopher. He believed that Prophethood could be attained 
by anyone and would hence withdraw to cave Hira' hoping to 
receive revelation just as it had come to the Prophet (;i) before 
him. He died in the year 669H. 

IBN SINA: Abu 'Ali al-Husayn Ibn Sina, philosopher and a remark
able physician. He was severely criticised for a great deal of his 
beliefs due to his delving into philosophy. He died in the year 
428H. 

'IMRAN IBN J:{USAYN: al-Khuza'i al-Ka'bi Abu Nujaid. He ac
cepted Islam during the year of Khqybarand reported some apddith 
from the Prophet (ii) .  He died in the year 52H. 

ISJ:IAQ IBN RAHAWAYAH: al-l:lan?ali al-Tamimi al-Marwazi, Abu 
Ya'qub, the scholar of Khurasan of his time and one of the 
Mujtahid Imams. He taught A}:imad, Bukhari, Muslim, at
Tirmidhi, al-Nasa1 and others. He died in the year 238H. 
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JABIR IBN 'ABDULLAH: Ibn 'Amr Ibn I:Iarram al-An�arI al
SulamI, he witnessed the second pledge at 'U qbah while he was 
still a child. It is said that he witnessed Batlr and Upud and he 
reported many apddith from the Messenger (�). He died in the 
year 74H. 

AL-JUNAYD: Ibn Mul;iammad al-Zujjaj, Abu al-Qasim. He was a 
Legal Jurist who followed the school of Abu Thawr and was 
known for asceticism. He died in the year 297H. 

KA 'B IBN AL-ASHRAF: al-Ta'I, a poet from the days of jtihil!Jyah. 
He incited many people against the Prophet (�) and the Mus
lims, and the Prophet (�) ordered him killed. Five of the An�ar 
left to kill him and killed him in the year 3H. 

KHALID IBN AL-WALID: Ibn al-Mughirah al-MakhzumI al
QurashI Abu Sulayman. He was a great warrior and military leader 
and was given the nickname, 'Sword ef Al/dh. ' He died in the year 
2 1 H. 

KHIOR: He is the companion of Musa, it is said that he was a 
Prophet or a righteous servant - however the majority are of the 
opinion that he was a Prophet. This is because the realities be
hind his actions can only be known through revelation and be
cause a person does not learn or follow except one who is above 
him and it is not possible that a non-prophet be above a Prophet. 
His name and life are greatly differed over and this difference is 
detailed by ibn Kathir. Refer to: 'Tafsir al-Qurtubi' [1 1/ 1 6] and 
'al-Bidqyah wan Nihqyah' [1 /355] .  

KHUBAIB IBN 'ADI: Ibn Malik Ibn 'Amir al-AwsI al-An�arI. He 
witnessed Batlr and was martyred during the lifetime of the 
Prophet (�) when he was captured by the polytheists in Makkah. 
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AL-LAYTH IBN SA'D: Ibn 'Abdur-Ral�man al-Fahrni, Abu al
J::larith, the Imam of Egypt in }:iadith, fiqh and language. He was 
trustworthy and precise and narrated many al�ad"th. Al-Shafi'I 
regarded him to be a better jurist than Malik. He died in the year 
1 75H. 

MALIK IBN ANAS: Ibn Malik ibn Abu 'Amr al-AsbahI. The Imam 
of Madinah in his time, one of the great Imams of Islam and 
author of the famous Muwana. His virtues are many and the 
scholar's praise of him is abundant. He died in the year 1 79H. 

MA'ROF AL-KARKHi: Ibn Fairoz, Abu Ma'fu?, one of the shaykhs 
famous for asceticism and one whose supplication would be an
swered. He died in the year 200H. 

MU'ADH IBN JABAL: Ibn 'Amr Ibn Aws al-An�arI al-KhazrajI, 
Abu 'Abdul-Ral�man, one of the foremost Companions known 
for his knowledge of legal rulings and the Qur'an. He was present 
at the pledge of 'Uqbah and witnessed Badr and the following 
battles and was martyred due to a plague in the year 1 7H or 
1 8H. 

MUJ::IAMMAD IBN 'ALI AL-J::IAKIM AL-TIRMIDHI: From the 
great scholars of Khurasan who authored some famous works 
and was devoted to }:iadith. He died in the year 320H. 

AL-MUKHTAR IBN ABO UBAYD: Ibn Mas'ud al-Thaqafi, Abu 
Is}:iaq, who claimed Prophethood for himself. He was killed by 
Mu�'ab in the year 67H. 

MU'AWIYAH: Ibn Abu Sufyan Ibn Sakhr Ibn J::larb Ibn Umayyah 
Ibn 'Abd Shams al-QurashI al-AmawI. He accepted Islam in the 
year of the Conquest and witnessed ljunain and al- Yamdmah. He 
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was one of the scribes who would write the revelation and died 
in the year 60H. 

AL-MUGHiRAH IBN SHU'BAH: Ibn Abu 'Amir Ibn Mas'ud al
Thaqafi, Abu 'Abdullah. He witnessed HmltfYb!Jyah, al-Yamdmah 
and the conquests of Syria and Iraq. He died in the year SOH. 

MUI:lAMMJ\D IBN MUSLIMAH: Ibn Salamah al-An�arl, he wit
nessed Badr and all the following battles except Tabuk. He died 
in the year 43H. 

MUSA YLAMAH: Ibn Thumamah Ibn Kabir Ibn al-I:Ianafi al-Wa'ili, 
Abu Thumamah, the great liar. He initially accepted Islam, then 
apostated and claimed Prophethood for himself and gained a 
following. He was fought by the Muslims and was killed in the 
year 1 2H .  

MUSLIM: Ibn al-J:Iajjaj Ibn Muslim al-Qushayri Abu al-l:lusayn al
Naysaburi, the J:Iafi? and one of the great Imams of this nation. 
He is the author of the Sal;uQ. which is the most authentic book 
of Q.ad:ith after Bukhari. He died in the year 261 H. 

MU'f ARRAF IBN 'ABDULLAH: Ibn al-Shakhayyir, he was born 
during the time of the Prophet (;i) and was known for his wor
ship, asceticism and keen intellect. He was trustworthy and pre
cise and died in the year 87H. 

NA JDAH AL-J:IURORi: bin 'Amir al-J:Ianafi. He was one of the 
Khawarij who was unique, even amongst them, because he 
thought that it was obligatory to kill anyone who held an oppos
ing view to him. He was killed in the year 69H. 

NU'MAN IBN BASHIR: Ibn Sa'd al-An�ari al-Khazraji Abu 
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'Abdullah. He was a poet and lecturer and died in the year 65H. 

PHILIP THE MACEDONIAN: 383-336BC. A great soldier and 
brutal king who was responsible for turning the Macedonian 
army into the greatest fighting force of its time. 

PLATO: 427-347BC. He studied under Cratylus and was a close 
friend of Socrates. Later he studied mathematics under the stu
dents of Pythagoras and came to believe that mathematics was 
the highest possible expression of thought. At about 387BC he 
founded his Academy, which was a school devoted to philoso
phy and the physical sciences. 

PYTHAGORAS: 569-475BC. Born in Greece, he was known for 
mathematics and an astronomer. He founded a school called 
the Semicircle wherein political discussions were held, and he 
himself taught philosophy in a cave which he used as a base for 
his research into mathematics. He later moved to Italy and 
founded another school there devoted to philosophy. 

QATADAH: Ibn al-Nu'man Ibn Zayd al-An�ari al-Awsi, Abu 'Amr, 
he witnessed the pledge of 'Uqbah, Badr and every other battle 
that the Prophet (;i) fought. He died in the year 23H. 

AL-QUSHA YRf: 'Abdul-Karim lbn Hawizin al-Qushayri, a disciple 
of Abu 'Ali al-Daqqaq (d. 405/1 0 14) in $�sm, is famous for his 
al-Risa/ah, which is the most authentic and comprehensive in
troduction to .)�s practices, experiences and concepts as de
veloped by the early $�s. 

SA'iD IBN AL-MUSAYYAB: Ibn I;Iazn, Abu Mul).ammad. He ex
celled in l).adith and ftqh, and was known for his worship and 
asceticism. He was one of the 'Seven Legal Jurists' of Madinah 
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and Imam A}:tmad regarded him to be the most virtuous of the 
Successors. He was trustworthy and precise and narrated many 
aQ.adith. He died in the year 94H. 

SAHL BIN 'ABDULLAH: Ibn Yunus Abu Mu}:tammad al-Tustori, 
one of the $rifts scholars. He died in the year 283H. 

SARIYAH: Ibn Zanim Ibn 'Amr al-Kanani. He was responsible for 
a number of conquests such as A�bahan and died in the year 
30H. 

SA'D IBN ABi WAQQAS: Sa'd lbn Malik lbn Ahib lbn 'Abd Munaf 
al-Qurashi al-Zuhri Abu Is}:taq Ibn Abi Waqqas. One of the ten 
who were promised Paradise and one whose supplications were 
answered. He was the last of the ten to pass away in the year 
SSH 

SA 'ID IBN ZAYD: Ibn 'Amr al-Adawi al-Qurashi. He witnessed all 
the battles except for Badr and was one of the ten promised 
Paradise. He died in the year S 1 H. 

SAFiNAH: He was a Persian slave who was bought by Umm Salamah 
and subsequently freed. He then devoted himself to serving the 
Prophet (;Jj) . 

SALMAN: al-Parisi Abu 'Abdullah, the servant of the Messenger 
(�) . The first battle he witnessed was al-Khandaq and he was 
present at all following battles. He died in the year 36H. 

SHADD AD IBN A WS: Ibn Thabit al-An�arl al-Khazraji, Abu Ya'la. 
He was famous for his knowledge and wisdom and died in the 
year SSH 
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AL-SHAFI'!: Mul:iammad Ibn Idrees Ibn al-'Abbas Ibn Shafi'! al
Hashimi al-Qurashi, Abu 'Abdullah, the Mujaddid of his era and 
one of the great Imams of this nation. He died in the year 204 H. 

SHAYT AN: Also called Iblis. He is a Jinn and the enemy of man
kind, devoted to leading them astray in any way that he can. The 
word Shaytan is derived from the verb shatana which means to 
be distant, and indeed Shaytan is distant from all good. 

AL-SHA'Bi: 'Amir Ibn Shara}:iil al-Sha'bi al-I:Iumayri, Abu 'Amr, 
the I:Iafi?, Legal Jurist and poet. He died in the year 1 03H. 

SUFYAN AL-THAWRi: bin Sa'id Ibn Masruq, Abu 'Abdullah al
ThawrI, one of the great Imams and worshippers of this nation. 
He was titled 'The Leaderef Believers in lf adith ' and was well versed 
in tefsir. He was the teacher of Abu I:Ianifah and Malik amongst 
others and died in the year 1 6 1 H. 

TALI:IAH: Ibn 'Ubaydullah Ibn 'Uthman Ibn 'Amr al-QurashI, Abu 
Mul:iammad, one of the ten promised Paradise. He witnessed 
Upud and the following battles. He died in the year 36H. 

T ALI:IAH AL-ASADi: Ibn Khuwaylid Ibn Nawfal. He initially ac
cepted Islam at the hands of the Prophet (;i) and then apostated, 
claiming Prophethood for himself. Many of the Arabs followed 
him and Abu Bakr sent Khalid Ibn Walid to him who fought 
him. Tal}:iah was defeated and fled to Syria where he eventually 
accepted Islam again. It is said that he was martyred at Nahawund 
in the year 2 1 H. 

AL-TALMASANi: Sulayman Ibn 'AlI Ibn 'Abdullah Ibn 'AlI, the 
$iifts poet who authored various works on language, manners 
and Usii/. He was a follower of the way of Ibn 'Arabi and was 
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accused of grievous beliefs some of which were pure disbelie£ 
He died in the year 690H. 

AL-TIRMIDHI: MuQ.ammad Ibn 'Isa Ibn Sawrah Ibn Musa Ibn al
I)aQ.Q.ak al-SulamI al-TirmidhI, the Imam, I:lafi? and the author 
of the famous Sunan. He was trustworthy and precise and one 
of the students of Bukhari. He died in the year 279H. 

'UMAR IBN AL-KHA Tf AB: Abu I:Iafs 'Umar Ibn al-Khattab Ibn 
Nufayl al-QurashI al-'AdawI, the second Rightly Guided Khalifah 
and one of the ten promised Paradise. He accepted Islam five 
years before the Hijrah and his acceptance was a great victory 
for the Muslims. He witnessed every battle that the Prophet (�) 
witnessed. He was martyred in the year 23H. 

UMM A YMAN: Barakah hint Tha'labah Ibn 'Amr. She married 
'Ubaid Ibn al-I:larith and gave birth to Ayman. Then she was 
married to Zayd Ibn I:Iarithah and gave birth to 'Usamah Ibn 
Zayd. She died in the year 1 1H .  

UMM SULAYM: Her name is  differed over, she was the daughter 
of Mil'an al-An�arI. She was initially married to Malik and when 
he died she married Abu TalQ.ah. She used to accompany the 
Messenger (�) on his military expeditions. She died in the year 
30H. 

USAYD IBN HUl)AYR: Ibn Sammak Ibn 'Amr al-Qays al-A�arI 
al-AshhalI, Abu Ya'ya, he witnessed the pledge of Uqbah, the 
battle of Upud and the following battles. He had a beautiful reci
tation and died in the year 20H. 

URWAH: Ibn al-Zubayr Ibn al-'Awam al-AsadI, Abu 'Abdullah. He 
was trustworthy and precise, a Legal Jurist, a scholar, and he 
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narrated many a}:iadith. He died in the year 94H. 

'UTHMAN IBN 'AFFAN: Dhu'l-Nurt!Jn 'Uthman Ibn 'Affan Ibn 
Abu'l-'As Ibn Umayyah al-Qurashi al-Amawi, the third Rightly 
Guided Khalifah and one of the ten promised Paradise. He was 
known for his generosity and freely giving in the Way of Allah. 
He was married to two daughters of the Prophet (;i) , Ruqayyah 
and after her death, Umm Kulthum. He was martyred in the 
year 35H. 

YUSUF IBN ASBAT: Yusuf Ibn As bat was a .)iiji of the third cen
tury Hijri, known for his asceticism. A number of his aphorisms 
are quoted by al-Dhahabi in al-Sryar, 

AL-ZANiRAH: al-RumL She was one of those slaves who would 
be tortured by the polytheists, who Abu Bakr bought and freed. 

AL-ZUBA YR: Ibn al-Awam Ibn Khuwaylid Ibn Asad al-Qurashi al
Asadi, Abu 'Abdullah. He migrated to Abysinnia on both the 
migrations there and accompanied the Messenger on all his mili
tary expeditions. He was one of the ten promised Paradise and 
died in the year 36H. 

AL-ZUHRi: Mu}:iammad Ibn Muslim Ibn 'Ubaydullah al-Qurasahi, 
Abu Bakr, one of the Imams of this nation. He was one of the 
most knowledgeable people of his time of }:iadith and the Qur'an. 
He was trustworthy and precise and narrated many a}:iadith. He 
died in the year 1 24H. 
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'ARAFAH: a plain 1 2  miles south-west of Makkah, a little beyond 
Muzdalifa. It is one of the culminating stations of !jcgj. 

ARDABIL: A city in north-west Iran. 

AL-AHW AZ: A city situated on the outskirts of Iran. 

BADR: Situated 90 miles south of Madinah. 

BAGHDAD: Capital of Iraq, situated on the river Tigris. 

BATN NAKHLA: A place falling between Makkah and Ta'if. 

DOME OF THE ROCK: shrine in Jerusalem. The dome stands 
over the rock on the temple Mount. The rock is 1 8  metres by 1 4  
metres. 

HARRAN: An old city within the Arabian Peninsula between Syria 
and Iraq. 
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HIJAZ: the area from the Red Sea coast of Arabia, from south of 
Mecca, north beyond Yenbo and inland as  far as Madinah. 

HIRA': cave at the summit of mount Hira', a few miles from Makkah. 

AL-HURRA: A place just outside Madinah. 

HUDA YBIYYAH: on the road from Jeddah to Makkah, just a few 
miles outside the Haram. 

JIMAR: Name of monuments, representing Shaytan, that are stoned 
during the Jjqjj. They are situated in Mina, a valley near Makkah. 

MADINAH: Situated in western Saudi Arabia, 330km north of  
Makkah. 

AL-MARWA: Hill in Makkah, near the Ka'bah and included in one 
of the rites of 'Umrah and Jjqjj. 

MAKKAH: Situated in Saudi Arabia, 80km from the Red Sea coast 
and founded upon the well of Zamzam. 

MOUNT AL-FATI:I: A mountain in Egypt. 

MOUNT LEBANON: This is a range of mountains stretching from 
Hijaz to Syria. The part in Palestine is called Mount al-Ham/, the 
part in Jordan is called Mount al-Khalil, the part in Damascus is 
called Mount Sinir and the part in Aleppo and Homs is called 
Mount Lebanon. This range also crosses Antakya (southern 
Turkey) where it is called Mount Luk.rim. 

MOUNT AL-LUKAM: see under Mount Lebanon. 

MOUNT NAHAWUND: Nahawund is a great city in Iran that was 
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conquered by the Muslim in 20H. 

MOUNT QASIYON: Situated in east Damascus. 

MOUNT SABALAN: Situated in north-west Iran, near to Ardabil. 

MOUNT SAHL: Famous mountain in Syria. 

MUZDALIF AH: Situated between Mina and Arafah. 

NA�iBAYN: A city falling between Damascus and Mosul, northern 
Iraq. It was conquered by the Muslims in the 1 8H. 

�AF A: Hill in Makkah, near the Ka 'bah and included in one of the 
rites of 'Umrah and ljtif/ It is 394 metres from al-Marwa. 

�UFFAH: An area in the northern part of the Prophet's Mosque, in 
which the poor or homeless Muslims resided. 

T A'IF: City in eastern Saudi Arabia situated on a plateau and slightly 
east of Makkah, famous for its grapes. 

T ABRIZ: Situated in North-West Iran at about 1400 meters above 
sea-level. 

TIGRIS: River of Turkey, Syria and Iraq. It is 1 850 km long and has 
two principle sources, Lake Hazer and Lake Van, both in Tur
key. 

Ul�UD: a volcanic hill on the western outskirts of Madinah. 

'UKAZ: site in Hijaz in the region of Ta'if, south-east of Makkah. 
Before Islam, once a year, a fair would be held there in the be
ginning Dhul Qa'dah where poetry would be read. 
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AHLU'L-KALAM: Adherents to speculative theology, people seek
ing to explain the articles and premises of belief and to give 
evidences for them based on philosophy and logic. 

ASH.ARi: A sect founded in the third century of pijri. From their 
beliefs is that imdn is only belief (i.e., actions are not part of 
iman) ; that imdn does not increase or decrease; that taw!Jid is re
stricted to affirming the perfect nature of Allah (i .e, Rububryyah) ; 
and that most of the Attributes of Allah are metaphorical. 

BATINIYYAH: A sect of the Shi•a, the followers of Isma•n ibn 
Ja•far. They were of the belief that the legal texts were merely 
superficial expressions carrying inner meanings that oppose what 
is outwardly understood of them, examples lie with their expla
nations of Paradise, Hell and the Last Day. 

FALASIFA: Those philosophers who promoted the 'wisdom' of the 
Greeks, the Greek philosophers who did not believe in the Res
urrection as it is mentioned in the Book and Sunnah, nor did 
they affirm the Names and Attributes of Allah. From amongst 
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their leaders was Aristotle, the student of Plato and from amongst 
their latter proponents was al-Farabi and ibn Sina. 

I:IASHWIYYAH: A term frequently used by the innovators to refer 
to Ahlu'l-Sunnah, the Ahl'l-Jjadith, those who affirmed the At
tributes of Allah. The first to use this term was 'Amr ibn 'Ubayd 
al-Mu'tazili who said that 'Abdullah ibn 'Umar ibn al-Khanab 
(rat/!JAlldhu 'anhuma) was a I:IashwI. 

JABARIYYAH: Followers of the school of Jahm ibn �afwan in his 
belief that all actions are decreed by Allah and man has no con
trol over them at all, instead he is forced to do what he does. 

JAHMIYYAH: Followers of Jahm ibn �afwan in his denial of the 
Names and Attributes of Allah. The student of al-Ja'd ibn 
Dirham, both of whom were executed for their apostasy in the 
time of the lesser tdbi'in. Among their beliefs is that they deny 
the Attributes of Allah and declare that the Qur'an is created. 

KARRAMIYYAH: Followers of MuQ.ammad ibn Karram (d. 255H), 
they divided into many sub-sects and were famous for their lik
ening of Allah to His creation (tashbih) . 

KHAW ARIJ :  Those who rebelled against 'AH: (rat/!JAlldhu 'anhu) , 
declaring him to be a disbeliever and those who rebel against 
and fight the Muslim rulers. They hold that Muslims who have 
committed major sins are disbelievers and are doomed to Hell
Fire forever. 

MU'A TfILAH: Those who fall into ta�tif, to deny all or some of the 
Attributes of Allah. 

MUSHABBIHAH: (or M1!Jassimah) : Those who declare that Allah is 
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like His creation and that the Attributes of Allah are like the 
attributes of the creation. This was first propagated by Maqatil 
ibn Sulayman al-Khurasani, during the era of the tablin. 

MURJf AH: They uphold the belief of  lrya' (to hold that sins, major 
or minor, do not affect imdn (faith) and that imdn neither in
creases nor decreases). The first to call to this belief was Ghllan 
ibn Abi Ghllan, the qadati. He was executed in 1 OSH. They claim 
that actions are not part of imdn, that people do not vary in imdn, 
that imdn does not increase and decrease and that one should 
declare himself a Believer without saying 'If Allah wills. ' The 
Murji'ah are divided into three groups, as Shaikh ul-Islam Ibn 
Taymiyyah has mentioned: �) Those who claim that imdn is a 
condition of the heart only. (ii) Those who claim that imdn is 
merely verbal affirmation (i.e. the Karram!Jyah) . (iii) Those who 
claim that imdn is only affirmation with the heart and tongue, 
but that action is necessary in addition to it . 

MUT AKALLIMUN: Speculative Theologians, adherents to kakim. 

MU'TAZILAH: Followers of Wa�il ibn 'Ata' al-Ghazzal who aban
doned the circles of I:Iasan al-Ba�ri. They negated the Attributes 
of Allah for fear of likening Him to His creation, yet affirmed 
His Names. From amongst their beliefs was that a person who 
committed a major sin was neither a believer nor a disbeliever, 
rather of a station between the two stations, but he would be 
consigned to Hellfire forever. They were from the rank and file 
of the Mutaka/Jimun and gave precedence to their intellects over 
the divine texts. 

NASIBf: One who has hatred towards 'All (raef&Allahu 'anhu) and 
the family of the Prophet (;i) 
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QADARIYYAH: Those who held the belief that man has complete 
free will in all that he does and that Allah has no control over 
him. 

QARAMIT A: A sect holding the same belief as the Bariniyyah and 
followers of Maymiin ibn Daysan. 

RAFil)iS: Also well-known as the Shi'ah, who call themselves the 
IthndAsh'arfyyah (fhe Twelvers) of Ja<farls. This sect was founded 
by <Abdullah ibn Saba', a Jew, who appeared in the time of the 
Khi/tifah of <u thman. He claimed love for <Ali and Ahl ul-BC!)t 
(the family of  the Prophet (�)) .  They curse the Companions 
declare them disbelievers, in particular Abii Bakr, <Umar and 
Vthman and the wives of the Prophet (�) . They also believe 
the Qur'an to be incomplete. 

S0Fi:An adherent of Sufism, a mystical interpretation of Islam that 
stresses the primary importance of rememberance of Allah as 
well as the necessity of submitting one's will to a spiritual guide 
in order to progress spiritually. Latter-day Ju.ft doctrines such as 
waf,Jdat a/-wt!fud (the unity of being) and pu/u/ (incarnation) owe 
more to Buddhism and Hinduism than they do to Islam. 
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Ala. apparatus. 
�4.rij The one possessing knowledge . .)Uji: the one who knows Allah 

and the true realities. 
'Ashurd': 1Qth Mu}::iarram, the 1 •t month of the Islamic calender. 
Ayah: pl. efydt. Sign, miracle, example, lesson, verse. 
�4bd: pl. 'ebdd. slave, servant, worshipper. 
Al-Abdd/: sing: badal. .)Uft: the Substitutes. 
Abrdr. righteous. 
Adhd1T. fiqh: the call to prayer. 
Afkiq: phi/: celestial spheres. 
Ahl al-Ma'rifah wal-Ithbdt. .)Uft: The people of knowledge and sub

stantiation. Those endowed with the higher knowledge and veri
fication amongst the .)ujis. 

Anja/: spoils of war. The property appropriated from the polytheists 
while at war with them. 

'Arat/: purpose, phi/: accidental property. 
'Atd: bestowal of provision/sustenance. 
Awlfyd': plural of wall; friend, ally, loyal companion. From the word 

wilayah meaning loyalty and closeness, the opposite of enmity. 
'Awn: assistant, aid. 
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Al-Awtdd: $ii.ft. the Poles, a category of the Awl!Ja'. 
Barz.akh: barrier, obstruction, an isthmus. fiqh: a barrier placed be

tween a person who has deceased and this worldly life. 
Bqyan: Speech, clarification, discourse. It is of two types: the first 

whereby the intended meaning is expressed clearly, whatever lan
guage it may be in, this category is not regarded as magic; the 
second whereby the intended meaning is expressed in eloquent, 
cleverly doctored phrases based upon specific rules such that 
one listening takes pleasure in hearing the words and they affect 
his very heart. This category is what has been likened to magic 
as it captivates and beguiles the heart and overcomes the soul to 
the point that the face of reality could be transformed to illu
sion and the one captivated perceive only that which the speaker 
wants him to perceive. This category can be used in a commend
able fashion and in a blameworthy fashion. As for the commend
able form, it is to direct the person towards the truth and use 
these methods to aid the truth. As for the blameworthy form, it 
is to direct the person towards falsehood or envelop him in con
fusion such that the truth is seen as falsehood and falsehood as 
truth. This is completely blameworthy and has been likened to 
that which is completely blameworthy - magic 

Bqy'atul Rit/wdrr. The Pledge of Allegiance with which Allah was well 
Pleased. A reference to the pledge given under the tree after 
ljudqyb!Jyah. 

Bid' ah: innovation,fiqh: that which is newly introduced into the reli
gion of Allah. 

J)a'if. weak. A }:iadith that has failed to meet the criteria of authen-
ticity. 

Din: religion, way of life. 
Adh-Dhara'i: fiqh: means. 
Dhawq. taste, $ujis:. direct experience of the truth. 
Dhikr. remembrance,fiqh: making mention of Allah. 
Dhimmi: protected person,fiqh: a non-Muslim living under the pro-
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tection of the Islamic state. He must pay jizya. 
Du'ii. supplication, invocation, it is an action of worship that may 

only be directed to Allah. It is of two types, supplication through 
worship (du'ti 'ibtidah) and supplication of request (du'ti malalah) . 
The first type of du'ti can be understood when one understands 
that every act of worship is done with the unstated plea that 
Allah accept that action of worship and the desire to draw closer 
to him; and hence attain His pleasure. Hence every action of 
worship is a type of request to Allah. The second type of du'ti is 
whereby one explicitly asks his Lord of  something such as 'O 
Allah! Grant me good in this world and the Hereafter.' The sec
ond type includes the first type and the first type necessitates 
the second type. 

Fai': Property legally appropriated by the Muslims by way of land 
tax and jlzya. 

Fatp adh-Dharti'i:fiqh: Facilitating the Means. 
Fanti': oblivion, absorption, extinction. $Uji: to die before dying, an

nihilation in Allah, death of the ego, to die in this world and 
subsist (baqti) in Allah. 

Faqih: pl.fuqahti'.fiqh: an expert in Islamic law, a Legal Jurist. 
Faqir. poor, needy person. $Ujis-. initiate in a $Uji order, the graduate 

from such an order is called a $Uji. 
Faqr. poverty, need. 
Fart/: see w4Jlb. 
Fastid: corruption, decay, and invalidity. 
Fatwa: fiqh: legal ruling. 
Fiqlr. understanding and comprehension . .ftqh: of the rulings and leg-

islation of Islam. 
Fisq: pl. fumq. Immorality, transgression, wickedness. 
Fitnalr. pl.fitan. Trial, tribulation, civil strife. 
F�tralr. primordial nature, the harmony between man, creation and 

Creator. 
Ghanimab. pl. ghanti'im. See Anftil 
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Chardmalr. infatuation. 
Cht!_yb: the Unseen, those matters beyond our senses. 
Chub/a. envy, referring to the permissible form of envy where the 

envier wishes to have the same blessings as the envied but with
out desiring to see them removed from the envied. This is op
posed to pasad, the blameworthy form of envy where the envier 
wishes to see the blessings removed from the envied. 

f:lcifiZ: pl. pujfdz. l:ladith Master, commonly referred to one who has 
memorised at least 1 00 OOO aptidith. 

ijdl: pl. apwdl, state or condition. Jitfi: spiritual state, a spiritual reali
sation that is fleeting or temporary. 

ijtill: phi/: subsistent. 
ij adith: pl. aptidith, a text attributed to the Prophet (;lj) describing his 

actions, words, descriptions and tacit approvals. It consists of 
two portions, the body of the text (matn) and the isndd. Rarely 
the term is also used to refer to a text attributed to a Companion 
or a Tabi'I. 

ijqj: fiqlr. pilgrimage, one of the pillars of Islam. 
ij aid/: released. fiqh: permissible. 
ijanif. pl. ijuncifd'. Upright and Devout. One who leaves the false 

religions and beliefs for the truth and does not swerve from it. 
His outward rectitude reflects what is inside him. 

ijaqiqalr. truth, reality, state of things as they are. liufee: a route to 
Allah, for his elite that is beyond the Shan�ah. 

ijardnr. forbidden, sacred, restricted. fiqlr. unlawful, that which the 
legally responsible person is rewarded for leaving and sinful for 
doing. 

ijasad: see Chub/a. 
ijasan: good, fair. A l:iadith whose isndd is continuously linked of 

just, morally upright narrators but whose precision (rjab/) falls 
short of the requirements of the �aljil:i l:iadith; containing no 
irregularity (shddh) and no hidden defect ('ii/ah) . A l:iadith can be 
l:iasan in and of itself, or contain a defect but still be ruled to be 
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so due to supporting evidences. 
Hawd': base desires. 
ljawtf: the Fount. 
ljtryd': modesty, derived from the word ptrydt, or life because it is 

through modesty that the heart is granted life and it is through 
the absence of modesty that it dies. It is a state that arises through 
the servant being aware that Allah is watching him, having love, 
fear and awe of Him and thinking little of himsel£ Al-Junayd 
said, 'al-ljtryd' is to recognise the bounties of Allah and then to 
recognise ones own shortcomings. Through this a state is en
gendered which is termed al-ljtryd', the reality of which is that it 
is a mannerism that prevents one from committing vile actions 
and from being lax in fulfilling the rights of Allah. '  

Htryidti. phi!: primal matter, materia prima. 
HudUd: limits, boundaries. fiqlr. limits ordained by Allah, prescribed 

punishments. 
Jju!ul: settling, descent. phi/: settling of a superior faculty upon a 

support, incarnation. 
ldtibd': placing the middle of the upper garment under the right arm 

and the ends of it over the left shoulder during tawdf 
lprdm: the ceremonial state of making l:Iajj or the I:Iajj garments 

themselves. 
!Jtihdd: striving and exerting . .ftqlr. striving to attain the Islamic ruling 

on an issue, after certain preconditions have been met by the 
person. 

l/pdd: deviation, atheism. 
lpsdn: beneficence, excellence. To worship Allah as if one is seeing 

Him, and knowing that even though one sees Him not, He sees 
the servant. 

Ikh/df: sincerity, to strip oneself of worshiping any besides Allah 
such that everything one does is performed only to draw closer 
to Him and for His pleasure. It is to purify ones actions from 
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any but the Creator having a share in them, from any defect or 
self-desire. The one who has true ikhldf (mukhlif) will be free of 

. -) nya .  
lmafll'. model, exemplar . .ftqh: religious leader, one who leads the con

gregational prayer or leads a community. 
lman: The firm belief, complete acknowledgement and acceptance 

of all that Allah and His Messenger have commanded to have 
faith in, submitting to it both inwardly and outwardly. I t  is the 
acceptance and belief of  the heart that includes the actions of 
the heart and body, therefore it encompasses the establishment 
of the whole religion. This is why the Imams and Salaf used to 
say, 'Faith is the statement of the heart and tongue, action of 
the heart, tongue and limbs.' Hence it comprises statement, ac
tion and belief, it increases through obedience and decreases 
through disobedience. It includes the beliefs of faith, its morals 
and manners and the actions demanded by it. 

<lifarr. $ii.ft: esoteric knowledge. 
1shk: passionate love. 
lsnad: chain of narration. 
lttipdd: phi/: unification. 
I zar. lower cloth of J.hram. 
Jtihilryyalr. Pre-Islamic Ignorance. Technically this refers to the con

dition of a people before the guidance of Allah reaches them, 
or the state of a people that prevents them from accepting the 
guidance of Allah. 

Janabalr. fiqlr. state of major impurity. 
Janazalr. fiqlr. funeral prayer, funeral procession. 
Jawhar. pl.jawahir. material substance, essence. 
Jihad: striving in the Way of Allah to make His Word supreme. 
Jinn: another creation besides mankind who are invisible to us. They 

are also subject to the laws of Islam and will be judged in the 
Hereafter according to how they lived in this life. 

Jisfll'. physical body. 
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Junub.fiqb. one who is in a state of major impurity. 
Juz'&Jtit. phi/: details, particulars. 
Kqftr. a rejecter of faith, disbeliever. 
Kaltim: speech, discourse. phi/: dialectics, scholastic theology. 
Kartimab. pl. kartimtit. Miracles performed by those not Prophets. 
Khtiriqul 'Adah: miraculous feats, supernatural occurrences . 

. Khalwah: riift: solitary retreat. 
Khalifah: pl. khulafti'. Successor, representative . .ftqh: of the Prophet 

(;i), head of the Islamic state. Also called Amir al-Mu'minin or 
Leader of the Believers. 

Khawf. fear. 
Khufbab. sermon, lecture. fiqh: Friday sermon. 
KN.fr: denial, rejection, hiding, technically referring to disbelie£ It 

can be major (removing a person from the fold of Islam) or 
minor (not removing a person from the fold of  Islam) . 

Kull&Jtit: phi/: generalities, universals. 
I.istin al-lj tif. riift: tongue of the spiritual state. 
Makriih:frqh: disliked, reprehensible, that which the legally responsi

ble person is rewarded for leaving but not punished for doing. 
Maqtimtit. sing: maqtim, station. riift: spiritual stations, a permanent 

spiritual realisation. 
MaqdUr. foreordained. 
Martili/J al-Mursalah: fiqh: Public Interest. 
Ma'rifah: gnosis. Knowledge that is acted upon by the one who knows, 

the Gnostic of Allah is one who has knowledge of Allah, the 
path that leads to Allah and the pitfalls of that path. He is one 
who knows Allah, His Names, Attributes and Actions and then 
displays .yidq and ikhlar towards Allah in all things. He works 
towards removing all despicable morals and mannerisms and 
has rabr in all of this. 

Matriik: abandoned. This refers to a narrator of a }:iadith who is 
abandoned due to being accused of lying. 

Mawt/u': fabricated lJadith. That lJadith which is a lie against the 
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Prophet (;i) . 
MuJizalr. pl. mu}izdt. Miracles performed by Prophets. 
Mufassir. pl. mufassirnn. Exegete, commentator.fiqh: one who explains 

the Quean. 
Muh4Jir. pl. Muh4Jirnn. One who perform hijrah. fiqb. the Compan

ions who migrated from Makkah to Madinah. 
Mupaddith: pl. mupaddithiin. Scholar of I:ladith. 
Migtahid: one who performs ijtihdd. fiqh: that level of scholar who 

can deduce independent verdicts directly from the primary 
Islamic sources. 

Mukhd/abalr. fiift: disclosure of hidden realities - the fii.fihearing things 
via extraordinary means. 

Mukdshafalr. µift: unveiling of hidden realities - the fiift attaining knowl
edge through extraordinary means. 

Mushahadalr. fiift vision of hidden realities - the fiiftseeing things via 
extraordinary means. 

Muraqabah: self-inspection. The servant having the sure knowledge 
that Allah sees him in all circumstances and knows all that he is 
doing, as such the he does his utmost not to fall into the prohib
ited matters and to correct his own failings. 

Mukallaj morally responsible person. 
Mui!Jid: heretic. 
Mundfiq. hypocrite. fiqh: one who outwardly displays Islam but in

wardly conceals disbelief. This is the worst type of hypocrisy 
and its possessor is the worst type of disbeliever, there are other 
lesser types. 

Munqa/{: a J::iadith whose isndd is not connected, meaning that has a 
narrator missing. This is a sub-category of the 4tlif}:iadith. 

Murdbaflah: fiqb. resale with specification of gain. 
Murid: one who wants, desires, aims for something. fiift: a devotee to 

a fiift sht!Jkh. 
MumJ/: a J::iadith whose isndd has the name of the Companion miss

ing, i.e. a Successor reports directly from the Prophet (;i) . In 
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the eyes of the majority of scholars such a Q.adith is a sub-cat
egory of the 4a'ifl:iadith. 

Mutashtibib. unclear and ambiguous. fiqh: an qyah of the Qur>an that 
is not clear and conclusive in meaning from the wording of the 
text itsel£ 

NtJ!ipah: Sincere/Faithful advice. 
NidtJ. peer. 
An-Nujabti�· fiift: the Nobles, a category of the Awl!Jti'. 
An-Nuqabti': fiift: the Leaders, a category of  the Awl!Jti'. 
Qat/,ti: see qadar. 
Qadar. Allah's decree of all matters in accordance with His prior 

knowledge and as dictated by His wisdom. 
Qiblah:fiqb. direction to whkh the Muslims pray, towards the ka'bah. 
Qiytis-; fiqb. Analogy. 
Q� tin: The actual Word of Allah revealed to the Prophet (fi) in the 

Arabic language through the medium of the Angel Gabriel and 
the greatest miracle bestowed him. It consists of 1 1 4 chapters 
commencing with al-Fatil:tah and ending with an-Nas. 

Al-Qufb: fiift: the Axis, the greatest of the Awl!Jti'. 
Raghabab. fervent desire. 
Rahbab. dread. 
Raja': reverential hope. 
Ramatj,tin: ninth month of the Islamic calendar. 
Ritjti: contentment and pleasure. 
Riyti�· showing off, ostentation, an example of which lies in person 

beautifying actions of worship because he knows people are 
watching. 

Ruqyti: recitation used to cure an illness or disease. It can only be 
done in the Arabic tongue, in words whose meaning is under
stood, using verses of the Qur>an or supplications of the Prophet 
combined with the belief that it is only Allah who in reality gives 
the cure. 

Sabtibah: fervent longing. 
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Sabr. patience, steadfastness. 
StUid adh-Dharri'i: ftqb. Blocking the Means. 
Sabi(!. healthy, sound, authentic, correct. A l:iadith that has met the 

criteria of  authenticity and can be used as a legal proof. 
Sa/rib. ftqh: the second pillar of  Islam, the prayer. 
Salaf. predecessors, commonly employed to refer to the first three 

generations of Muslims. 
Sawm. ftqb. fasting, one of the pillars of Islam. 
Sidq: truthfulness, the conformity of the inner to the outer such that 

the deeds and statements of the person do not belie his beliefs 
and vice-versa. $idq is the foundation of faith and results in peace 
of mind, lying is the foundation of hypocrisy and results in doubt 
and suspicion, and this is why the two can never co-exist with
out being at odds with each other. al-Junayd was asked as to 
whether fidq and ikhlrif were the same or different and he re
plied, 'They are different, fidq is the root and ikhlrif is the branch. 
Sidq is the foundation of everything and ikhlrif only comes into 
play once one commences an action. Actions are only accept
able when they combine both.' The one who has true fidq will 
be free of self-conceit. 

Shaghafab. crazed passion. 
Shahridah: testification, witness. The declaration that none has the 

right to be worshipped save Allah and that Mul:i.ammad (;i) is 
the Messenger of Allah. 

Shahwri: carnal lusts. 
Shad·ab. divine Islamic law as ordained by Allah. 
Sharik: partner, associate. 
Shq_ykb. old man. ftqb. learned person, scholar. fiift: a guide along the 

spiritual path. 
Shq_yfrin: Satan, Iblis, a devil. 
Shirk: association, technically referring to directing a right that is due 

to Allah Alone to another object of creation, either completely 
or partially. It can be major (removing a person from the fold of 
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Islam) or minor (not removing a person from the fold of Islam) . 
Sunan: a compilation of abddith. 
Sunnah: way, path. The actions, words, descriptions, commands, pro-

hibitions and tacit approvals of the Prophet (;lj) . 
SUl"ab. chapter of the Qur'an. 
$Ul"ab. image, form, face. 
Ttiblun: The generation following that of the Companions. 
Tab' Ttiblun: The generation following that of the Ttiblun. 
TtighUt. all that is falsely worshipped besides Allah. 
Tafsir. elucidation, clarification, explanation. fiqb. of the Qur1an. 
Takalluf. affectation, going beyond bounds. 
Tak/if. liability, obligation. 
Taqdir. fore-ordainment. 
Taqwti: the basic meaning of which is setting a barrier between two 

things. This is why it is said that one ittaqtiwith his shield, i .e. he 
set it as a barrier between him and the one who wished him evil. 
Therefore it is as if the one who has taqwa (muttaqt) has used his 
following the commands of Allah and avoiding His prohibitions 
as a barrier between himself and the Punishment. Hence he has 
preserved and fortified himself against the punishment of Allah 
through his obeying Him. 

Tariqab. path, fufi: spiritual path. 
Tatqyyumcr. worshipful love. 
TawCif. circumambulation of the Ka'bah 
Tawtif Ai-!fdda: fawtif for l:Ia j j .  
Tawtif Ai- Wida: farewell f awtif 
Tawakkui: trust and absolute reliance. 
Tawbfrj: unification, monotheism, the belief in the absolute Oneness 

of Allah. It is to believe thatAllah Alone is the creator, nourisher, 
and sustainer of the worlds; it is to believe that Allah Alone 
deserves to be worshipped; and it is to believe that He has unique 
and perfect Names and Attributes that far transcend anything 
that one can imagine. 

Ummab. nation, the Muslim nation. 
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'Uif.fiqb. Customary Usage. 
Wdji'b:fiqh: obligatory, that which a legally responsible person is re

warded for doing and sinful for leaving. In the eyes of the ma
jority wdji'b has the same meaning as fart/. 

Wapdatu-1- W'!fud: The unity of existence, the heretical belief that Allah 
is everywhere and everything. 

Wq;d- strong emotion, technically referring to spiritual ecstasy. The 
heart experiencing sudden surges of intense love, desire, awe 
and glorification of Allah. 

Wara': pious caution, scrupulousness. A mannerism through which 
the heart is purified of all that would sully it and has been excel
lently summarised in the saying of the Prophet (;i), "From the 
excellence of ones Islam is his leaving that which does not con
cern him." It is to leave all that causes one doubt, all that does 
not concern him, to continuously bring oneself to account and 
to devote oneself to Allah. Some of the Salaf said, 'None at
tains the reality of  taqwd until he leaves that which is harmless 
for fear of falling into that which is harmful . ' 

Walry: pl . Awlrya'. Friends, Allies, Saints - those who have faith and 
taqwd. 

Wutfu': fiqh: ritual ablution. 
Yaqin: certainty. It is to faith (!man) what the soul is to the body, it is 

the soul to the actions of the heart which : n  turn formulate the 
souls to the actions of the limbs and through it one attains the 
rank of �iddiq. From yaqin does tawakkul (absolute reliance in 
Allah) sprout and through yaqin is all doubt, suspicion and worry 
dispelled and the heart filled with love, hope and fear of Allah. 
Y aqin is of three levels, that which arises from knowledge ('ilm 
al-yaqin), seeing ( 'ain al:Jaqin) and actual experience (paqq al-yaqin). 

Zakab. ftqb. one of the pillars of Islam, an obligatory tax levied on a 
Muslim wealth subject to certain criteria. 

Zindiq. heretic,.ftqh: I:lanafi - one who does not adhere to a religion; 
Others - one who is a disbeliever pretending to be a Muslim. 

Zuhd: asceticism. 
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